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Introduction 
 

Purpose, Organization, and Content 
 
One of the most common on-water discussion topics for trout fly-fishers is “What are they biting on?”  
It’s often an unsolved mystery, but one that can often be solved with some knowledge and 
investigation.  Admittedly, we can often catch fish without solving the mystery by relying on proven fish-
catching techniques such as fishing leech patterns in lakes.  But, for those days when fish are bulging all 
around us and won’t eat what we initially offer them, some science-based investigation coupled with 
carrying enough flies can make a big difference.     
 
Much of what I enjoy about fly-fishing for trout is solving the puzzle of how to catch selectively feeding 
fish.  I know that I look a bit odd to some fellow fly guys when I am standing in a river capturing insect 
specimens and photographing them when I could be fishing.  I also hear a fair number of comments 
about the weight of my fly vest and the number of fly boxes in the vest.  I’m ok with that.  What I was 
not ok with was searching through large numbers of books and websites to identify the insects I 
observed and how to imitate them and also trying to remember where I could find the patterns and 
instructions for tying flies I had previously tied. 
 
Curiously, there is no single book or website that covers all of the types of trout prey typically 
encountered in the Northwest or the tactics and flies needed.  “Thanks” to a lot of time at home during 
the Covid epidemic, I poured through my library of fly-fishing books, my fishing notes and photographs, 
and visited many websites to create this resource on Northwest trout prey.  This reference is a 
compilation of my experiences and photographs coupled with what I have learned from fly-fishing 
masters such as Skip Morris, Rick Hafele, Dave Hughes, and Craig Mathews and some photographs made 
available from sources such as Jason Neuswanger’s website Troutnut.com and from our local 
entomologist Dr. Robert Newell. 
 
The list of trout prey included here is primarily based on what I have encountered in the waters I fish 
which include Eastern Washington, Eastern Oregon, and Idaho.  I also included some trout prey that 
others emphasize as being important and excluded a number of insects that are either rarely seen or are 
minimally important in trout fishing in the waters I fish.  Fly-fishers working other waters may encounter 
trout prey not included here and may need different fly patterns and tactics than what I have addressed.  
For practical purposes, the information in this document is just a subset of what is available from the 
massive amount of detail in books and websites on the different species, keys on how to identify them.  
I have summarized entomological information at the genus level since most of us fly-fishers lack the 
capability to identify what we see to the species level.  This shouldn’t be too limiting since many of the 
species under the genus level are very similar in appearance and lifecycle and the fishing tactics to 
imitate them are similar as well.   
 
In parallel with “Northwest Trout Prey,” I created a second reference, “Fly Patterns for Northwest Trout 
Fishing,” which provides tying instructions and photographs of the flies that are recommended by 
myself and others to imitate the trout prey featured here.   
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In addition to serving as my personal reference, this document and the accompanying file “Fly Patterns 
for Northwest Trout Fishing” are posted on the Columbia Basin Fly Casters (CBFC) website for club 
members.  As a condition of using photographs from others, none of the photographs in this document 
are allowed to be used for commercial purposes without the consent of the cited source.    
 
I have organized this document into four main sections – Mayflies, Stoneflies, Caddisflies, and Other 
Trout Food Items; and added a separate section on attractor flies I use.  Where available, the following 
information is provided for each item of trout food:  
 

1. Name – Scientific names, usually by genus and sometimes by family according to the Integrated 
Taxonomic Information System (ITIS, https://www.itis.gov/) along with one or more common 
names found in literature and websites. 

2. Species/Notes – Taxonomic information on families, genera, and species; and other notes.  This 
can be somewhat academic in nature but it can help in searching for information or 
understanding the use of different nomenclature for trout food items.  

3. Distribution/Habitat – General and specific data related to what type of environment the fish 
food thrives in noting that the specific locations mentioned here are only a subset of where to 
find a trout prey item.   

4. Fly Tying and Identification – Descriptive data on body features and recommended hook sizes 
for each lifecycle phase of trout prey to aid the fly tier in creating representative flies.   The 
tables in this section can also be used to attempt to identify trout prey on-stream, but true 
identification to the species level and sometimes even the genus level can only be accomplished 
with a microscope and more detail than provided here.  Where possible, the data here is 
derived from photos and personal experience and may not be relevant to trout prey from areas 
other than where I fish.  Where photographic data does not convey length and other 
dimensions, I have relied on entomological references such as Aquatic Entomology by W. Patrick 
McCafferty with backup confirmation from resources from Rick Hafele, Roger Rohrbeck, Gary 
LaFontaine, and Craig Mathews/Blue Ribbon Flies.   

5. Lifecycle – Information on phases of the trout prey’s lifecycle that is potentially relevant to fly 
fishers.  

6. Tactics – Fly fishing tactics for each stage of the lifecycle based on my experience where 
applicable and from numerous references. 

7. Recommended Flies – Flies which either I have successfully used and probably carry in my fly 
boxes or flies frequently recommended by others who have successfully used them.  A tying 
recipe and photo of each of the recommended flies is available on a supplementary document, 
“Fly Patterns for Northwest Trout Fishing,” which is also available to club members.  The tables 
list the most common name of the fly or a name I use, the physical lifecycle stage the fly 
imitates, a “Fly ID” that I use for sorting purposes, and what type of water that the fly might be 
best suited for fishing.  

8. Other Flies – Some of the additional flies recommended by fly fishing authors, fly shops, and 
guides, but ones that I probably wouldn’t use first. 

9. Photos – The database includes photos and graphics that I found that add some type of 
information for identification of trout prey and fly tying.  Some of the features shown in this 
section provide graphic information such as overall sizes, sizes of features such as wings, relative 
size of abdomens and thoraxes, coloration, etc. to assist in identifying fish food and tying flies. 
The photos provided for each genus/family should be mostly accurate, especially where they 
have been taken from websites (with their permission) maintained by trained entomologists.  I 
also feel fairly confident that most of my personal photos used in these sections have been 

https://www.itis.gov/
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identified to the proper genus.  Many of the photos from others are used here with the 
requirement that they would not be used for commercial purposes; consequently, none of the 
photos in this document should be incorporated into a commercial product without the 
permission of the owner.   
 

Taxonomy 
 

Since there are frequent references to taxonomic terminology, the following information on taxonomic 
structure of trout prey is provided as a reminder for those of us not typically involved in this science:  
 

1. Kingdom – All trout food is classified to the Animalia Kingdom 
2. Phylum – Almost all trout food items such as insects belong to the Arthropoda phylum  
3. Class – Most trout prey belongs to the Insecta Class 
4. Order – This is the first level of major distinction between most trout food items; e.g., mayflies 

(Ephemeroptera) and caddisflies (Trichoptera).  
5. Family – Grouping of genera with similar characteristics such as the Baetidae Family. 
6. Genus – Grouping of species with similar characteristics such as PMDs (Ephemerella) 
7. Species – the lowest level of categorization (where it is most often difficult for the amateur to 

distinguish one species from another in the same genus) 
 
A number of fly-fishing book authors avoid using the scientific names for creatures and instead use 
common names.  I have tried to use both the scientific name and common name.  An example of the 
rationale for this approach is the frequent use of the terms Blue Wing Olive, BWO’s, or Olives for 
members of the Baetidae Family.  There are several different Baetidae Family mayflies that people use 
these terms for and the use is not consistent.  Among the many genera and species in the Baetidae 
Family are mayflies that range in hook sizes from 16 to 26 and body colors from brown to olive to bright 
green and several shades in between.  To me, hearing someone recommend being prepared for a BWO 
hatch on a stream is of limited usefulness without more detail such as genus/species or descriptive 
information on size/color/etc.    
 

Key References 
 
All of the references used to prepare this document are listed at the end. Some of the primary resources 
I used were: 
 

• Troutnut.com website developed and maintained by Jason Neuswanger and which includes 
many useful contributions from our local Columbia Basin Fly Caster club member, Dr. Robert 
Newell.  Bob also personally helped me with several questions on certain hatches. 

• Hafele and Hughes books including Western Hatches and Western Mayfly Hatches 

• Skip Morris and Carol Morris books including Trout Flies for Rivers 

• Gary LaFontaine’s classic book, Caddisflies 

• Roger Rohrbeck’s website, flyfishingentomology.com 

• Aquatic Entomology by W. Patrick McCafferty 

• Craig Matthews and John Juracek books including Fishing Yellowstone Hatches plus all the 
advice given to me by the staff at Blue Ribbon Fly Shop in West Yellowstone 

• Books on the Henry’s Fork including Learning from the Water by Rene Harrop, Fly Fishing the 
Harriman’s Ranch by John McDaniel, and Fly-Fishing Guide to the Henry’s Fork by Mike Lawson 
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• Productive Trout Flies for Unorthodox Prey by Jeff Morgan 

• Larvae of the North America Caddisfly Genera (Trichoptera) by Glenn Wiggins 

• The Mayfly Guide by Al Caucci 

• Websites - Integrated Taxonomic Information Systems (https://www.itis.gov/) and Mayfly 
Central (https://www.entm.purdue.edu/mayfly/index.php) 

• Fly Patterns for Stillwaters by Phil Rowley 

• Mayflies, the Angler and the Trout by Fred L. Arbona, Jr.  
 
 

Good fishing! 
 
Rich Holten, Columbia Basin Fly Casters 

https://www.itis.gov/
https://www.entm.purdue.edu/mayfly/index.php
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Ephemeroptera (Mayflies) 
 
 
In most cases, the section is organized by mayfly genera although a few of the genera are combined into 
a single section (e.g., Baetidae Family). Where available, information is provided separately for nymphs, 
emergers, duns, and spinners.   
 
While some of the genera such as Callibaetis have striking features that make identification fairly 
straight forward, most of the mayflies require some work to identify at the genus level and identification 
to the species level often requires detailed characteristics (keys) and a microscope to observe these 
characteristics.  Information to help identify the nymphs, emergers, duns, and spinners is provided from 
a combination of sources, all of which appear to be scientifically accurate or based on the experience of 
seasoned guides; but it will be noticeable in the following sections that there can be a range of sizes and 
colors reflecting the multiple sources of data.  Many of our distinguished fly-fishing authors recommend 
not worrying too much about which genus or species is hatching but to have a range of flies that can be 
used to represent the sizes and colorations of the nymphs, emergers, duns, and spinners.  For the most 
part I agree with this, but there are a lot of instances where specific knowledge to be able to identify a 
mayfly and understand the lifecycle can save a lot time searching for the right fly and best presentation 
tactic.   
 
The mayflies that I most frequently encounter, that affect my fishing, and that I typically carry flies 
onstream to imitate them are the following: 
 

• Callibaetis (primarily in lakes) 

• Baetidae Family 

• PMDs (Ephemerella) 

• Flavs (Drunella flavilinea) 

• Green Drakes (Drunella doddsi/grandis) 

• Tricos (Tricorythodes) 

• Brown Drakes (Ephemera) 

• Mahogany Duns (Paraleptophlebia) 

• Gray Drakes (Siphlonurus) 
 
Others that I have encountered that I have included in this document but do not typically carry specific 
flies to imitate them are the following: 
 

• Hexagenia 

• Heptagenia 

• Caenis 

• Epeorus 

• Rhithrogena 

• Attenella 
 
At the end of the mayfly section, I have listed additional genera that some authors or guides believe to 
be of some importance to Northwest fly fishers.  
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Recommended Generic Flies for Imitating Mayflies 

 
The following table is a list of flies that could be used for most mayflies provided that they are tied in the 
correct size and color range.  For each mayfly in this document, there is a table of recommended sizes 
and colors and other factors to consider such as wing size.  Given the large number of potential flies to 
consider, I would recommend selecting a couple from each insect stage as well as a couple for each type 
of water to be fished.  For clarification, the slow water type corresponds to stillwaters and spring creeks, 
and the moderate water type would apply to moving water with riffles and runs but not the faster and 
more rapid water that would sink flies intended for the slow and moderate water types.   
 

Fly Name Stage Fly ID Water Type 

Pheasant Tail Nymph 1 All 

Prince Nymph - Beadhead Nymph 2 All 

Gold-Ribbed Hare’s Ear Nymph 7 All 

Copper John Nymph 10 All 

Flash-Back Pheasant Tail Nymph 12 All 

Teeny Nymph Nymph 21 All 

Red Fox Squirrel-Hair Nymph Nymph 104 All 

Purple Haze Nymph Nymph 168 All 

BWO Nymph - Kelly Galloup Nymph 257 All 

Mercer's Poxyback PMD Nymph Nymph 266 All 

Anatomical Baetis Nymph 277 All 

Skip Nymph Nymph 280 All 

Pheasant Tail Soft Hackle Nymph 300 All 

Jasper BWO Nymph Nymph 332 All 

Jasper Triple Threat Nymph 333 All 

Blow Torch Nymph 356 All 

Soft Hackled Carrot Fly Nymph 357 All 

Quilldigon Nymph 358 All 

Lite Brite Perdigon Nymph 360 All 

WD-40 Nymph 362 All 

Soft Hackle Emerger 11 All 

Klinkhammer Special Emerger 40 Moderate 

Sparkle Dun Emerger 60 Moderate 

Quigley Cripple, Modified Emerger 72 Moderate 

Compara-dun Emerger 75 Slow 

Harrop Green Drake CDC Floating Nymph Emerger 114 Slow 

CDC Floating Nymph/Emerger Emerger 115 Slow 

SR Callibaetis Soft Hackle Emerger 180 All 

Bird's Nest Emerger 192 All 

Improved Sparkle Dun Emerger 234 Moderate 

Foam Floating Nymph Emerger 237 Moderate 

Mercer Missing Link Emerger 241 All 
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Quigley Cripple Emerger 268 Moderate 

Floating Nymph Emerger 270 Slow 

SLS Soft Hackle Emerger 292 All 

Gold-Ribbed Hare's Ear Soft Hackle Emerger 306 All 

Parachute Adams Dun 24 All 

Adams Dun 52 Moderate 

Hairwing Dun Dun 102 Moderate 

Dun Biot Paraloop Dun 109 Slow 

Flav Biot Sparkle Dun Dun 147 Moderate 

Galloup Cripple Dun 238 Moderate 

Galloup Found Link Dun 242 Moderate 

Hatch Matcher Parachute Dun 256 Moderate 

Student Dun 273 Moderate 

Galloup Sunken Spinner Spinner 87 All 

Compara Spinner Spinner 93 Slow 

Upwing Rusty Spinner Spinner 224 Moderate 

Spinner, Kelly Galloup Style Spinner 245 Slow 

 

Mayfly Nymph Types 

 
I am not sure who to credit for the following method of categorizing mayfly nymphs, but it does appear 
in many books, notably in Rick Haefle and Dave Hughes “Western Mayfly Hatches” and in “The Mayfly 
Guide” by Al Caucci.  Both books are exceptionally helpful in providing diagrams to help identify mayflies 
at different stages.   
 
Both books categorize nymphs as swimmers, clingers, crawlers, and burrowers.  Using descriptions from 
Caucci’s book: 
 
Swimmers and burrowers have a body shape where the distance from the head to the back of the wing 
pad is less than the distance from the back of the wing pad to the rear end of the abdomen.  To 
distinguish swimmers from burrowers, burrowers have tusks projecting from their heads while 
swimmers do not. 
 
For clingers and crawlers, the distance from the head to the back of the wing pad is longer than the 
distance from the back of the wing pad to the end of the abdomen.  To distinguish clingers from 
crawlers, the width of the crawler head is less than the width of the abdomen (not including gills on the 
abdomen) and the width of the clinger head is greater than the width of the abdomen.  
 
There are few exceptions such as for the Paraleptophlebia (Mahogany Dun) which has the body shape 
characteristics of a burrower but is a crawler.   
 
The body types play a role in the stream environment where these nymphs live.  For instance, burrowers 
as one might imagine, tend to live in muddy bottoms.     

 
Notes on General Fishing Tactics for Mayfly Hatches and Caddisfly hatches 
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Before moving to specific mayflies, I thought it worthwhile to go over some of my general approaches 
for fishing in and around mayflies as well as caddisflies.    
 
Mayflies go through a lifecycle sequence of nymph, dun, and spinner that needs to be accounted for in 
fishing tactics.  Generalized principles are a good starting point, but we also need to be ready to account 
for individual fish that don’t respond with typical behavior and for different environmental conditions.   
 
On the whole, trout may feed on immature nymphs (or larvae for caddisflies) if they are available but 
otherwise will often start feeding on nymphs or pupae when they become active before hatching.  I 
rarely seem to be keyed into this unless I see fish flashing underwater, observe them from above such as 
the cliffs at Pinehaven on the Henry’s Fork, or know from experience or other sources that a hatch is 
imminent.  Without any of this, some authors recommend capturing nymphs and looking for swelling of 
the thorax to predict a hatch, but I haven’t been successful with that technique.  At best here, I usually 
am relying on past experience or information from others such as fly shops.  For fishing the mayfly 
nymph stage near the bottom, I typically use a Pheasant Tail, Hare’s Ear, or one of Skip Morris’ nymph 
patterns dead drifted under an indicator or sometimes using the high stick method.  I have also tried 
Euro Nymphing using Devin Olsen’s (Tacticalflyfisher.com) patterns, but I seem to do well with them 
only on smaller streams and rivers where they do work quite well.  For imitating caddisfly larvae, I like to 
start with a Fox Poopah on a dead drift followed by a swing and hold or dangle.   
 
Once the hatch starts or is imminent, fish riseforms are of most help to me.  I usually become keyed in 
to nymph feeding when I see fish bulging below the surface, see a fish tailing, or fish jumping which 
often indicates caddisfly activity.  Specific to some insects, I have seen fish that prefer to feed on 
emerging nymphs/pupae over duns/caddisfly adults on the surface, especially when the dun or caddisfly 
adult phase does not ride on the water surface very far before flying off.  For each insect in this 
document, I have tried to note if there seems to be a preference for the nymph/pupae over the 
dun/adult phase or conversely if fish prefer the dun/adult phase.  Watching riseforms of specific fish is 
works better than trying to remember which phase is preferred.  In the case of mayflies when I start to 
see surface or near surface activity and if I don’t know or don’t observe that fish are on the duns, I like to 
start fishing with an emerger or floating nymph type pattern.  For mayflies my top three are 
Klinkhammer, Improved Sparkle Dun (with trailing shuck), and Harrop Floating Nymph patterns.  For 
caddisflies, my top three patterns here would be a soft hackle, Iris Caddis, and the X2 Caddis.  I 
sometimes go through all three before one works.   
 
Once I am pretty certain that fish are on mayfly duns, I like to switch to a Modified Quigley Cripple, an 
Improved Sparkle Dun with a split tail or a specific pattern for the mayfly hatching.  For caddisfly adults 
that float for a way on the water after hatching, I will often stay with the Iris Caddis or X2 Caddis or will 
use an Elk Hair Caddis for more turbulent water.  Later in the hatch sequence or after there are few or 
no duns on the water, I have been using a Galloup Cripple, and for caddisflies I like using a Hemmingway 
Caddis.   
 
If I see spinners on the water and fish heads lazily sipping flies on the surface, I use a Spinner, Galloup 
Style in olive or rusty brown.  For caddisfly egg-layers, I like a Lawson Spent Partridge Caddis or a 
Hemmingway Caddis.   
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In defense of my heavy fly vest, tying just the flies listed above in the different sizes and colors needed 
to match mayflies and caddisflies plus carrying a few spares, amounts to quite a few flies, not to 
mention stoneflies, terrestrials, and attractors that I like.  It works for me.   
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Callibaetis 
 
 

Species/Notes  
 
Western Mayfly Hatches lists three key western species, ferrugineus hageni, pallidus, and pictus; 
however, to almost all anglers, there is no difference between the three.   
 

Distribution/Habitat 
 
I encounter more Callibaetis than any other mayfly due to its wide distribution in the Northwest and my 
fishing in Eastern Washington Lakes such as Lenice, Nunally, and Quail Lake.  Callibaetis are a major food 
source in many of the lowland Western lakes including some higher elevation lakes such as Eastlake, OR.  
They also live in some of the slower rivers and Spring Creeks in the West such as Rocky Ford, WA; Silver 
Creek, ID; and the Henry’s Fork. The nymphs most often live around and in vegetation and are found as 
deep as the point where vegetation disappears.     
 

Nymph, Dun, and Spinner Descriptions for On-Stream Identification and Fly-
tying 

 
Callibaetis duns and spinners with their light coloration, two tails, and mottled wings for the dun are 
relatively easy to identify, especially in lakes where they are often the only mayfly on the water at a 
specific time. The three-tailed swimmer type nymphs are more difficult to identify due to their similarity 
with other mayfly nymphs.   

 
Stage Hook Sizes Identification and Fly-tying Criteria 

Callibaetis Nymph 12-18  Body length about 8-9 mm. Swimmer shape and size 
similar to Siphlonurus, Ameletus, and Isonychia.  
Differentiation is antennae are longer than 
Siphlonurus (more than twice width of head), no 
pale stripes on end of abdomen like Ameletus, and 
no hairs on inside of forelegs like Isonychia. Light 
olive, tan, brown. Head and thorax slightly shorter 
than abdomen but slightly wider.  Lighter on 
underside. Thorax darker on top.  Three tails with a 
dark band (hairs) near the end.  

Callibaetis Emerger 12-18  Body length about 8-9 mm. Pearl on bottom, 
mottled brown on top, with silvery sheen. 
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Callibaetis Dun 12-18  Body length about 8-9 mm but can be smaller later 
in year.  Gray bottom, mottled brown at very top, 
dark head, spotted gray/dun wings. Some such as 
Lenice Lake specimens may be white with tannish 
tint.  Head and thorax about half length of 
abdomen. Wings about length of entire body.  Two 
tails about length of body.   

Callibaetis Spinner 12-18  Body length about 8-9 mm but can be smaller later 
in year.  Gray bottom, mottled brown at very top, 
dark head, spotted translucent wing with brownish 
leading edge.  Can also be cream colored or almost 
white such as photo from Lenice Lake.  Wings 
appear to be the same or slightly longer than entire 
body at 8-9 mm and may be cocked slightly forward.  
Width of wing about half of body length.  Two tails 
longer than length of body. Note that tails should be 
spread with about 90-degree angle.   

 
Tying Notes 

• Tie nymphs slender on 2x hooks 

• Tie both dark bead-head nymphs and non-bead head 

• Use BR (brassie) or SM (small) copper ribbing for deeper nymphs and same size silver for emergers 

• Tie mostly sizes 14 and 16 for all stages.  Some 18’s for latter part of year.  

• Emerger wings should be as sparse as possible, but with enough material to float the fly.  Add some 
dark permanent marker streaks or spots on the wings.   

 

Lifecycle 
 
Nymphs:   
Nymphs hatch from eggs almost immediately which is part of the reason for the multiple broods of 
Callibaetis during the year.  Nymphs near shore can be observed moving around the bottom in quick 
little spurts that should be imitated during presentation of a fly.  Prior to emergence, nymphs swim up 
and down frequently among the vegetation and when ready make a steady rapid swim to surface to 
hatch.  
 
Hatching:   
As the water warms in the spring, Callibaetis nymphs approach full size with dark, large wing pads.  As 
they approach the surface, they appear to have a silvery appearance (see photos).  In the surface film, 
the adults hatch and remain on the surface until their wings dry.  They are vulnerable during emergence, 
hatching, and the time they remain on the water surface, making Callibaetis a favorite insect for me to 
imitate on lakes.     
 
Hatching seems to occur in Eastern Washington waters from late March through mid to late October.  I 
have seen emergence start anytime between late morning late afternoon. For example, I have observed 
emergences beginning at about 1 pm on Eastlake in August and 2 pm at Quail Lake, WA in the spring.  
The hatches are much more intense on calm and cloudy days.  If the wind is strong, there will often be 
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no noticeable or a weak emergence such that the fish will not feed much on duns.  If the hatch is weak, 
fish seem to prefer emergers and some fish may maintain that preference.  
  
Duns/Spinners: 
As the season wears on, Callibaetis duns generally grow smaller and can change coloration.  I have 
observed them darker in the spring and lighter in the summer.  In the spring, sizes seem to be pretty 
consistent but, in the fall, there seems to be a variation in sizes on the water.   
  
Spinners typically return to the water in the morning and sometimes in the evening where they can be 
seen sometimes in swarms fluttering over the water.  After mating, the females dip along the water, rest 
on the water, or fall on the water to lay eggs.  Spinners resting on the water which have upright wings 
are often mistaken for duns which can lead to frustration for the angler that attempts to imitate them 
with duns which have a somewhat coloration.  After egg-laying, the spinners fall to the surface and most 
often end up with their wings flat on the water.  If the water is not too turbulent, the spinners float for a 
long time and are very much available to trout.  
 

Tactics 
 
Nymphs: 
My stomach samples show that most fish eat more nymphs than duns.  The challenge for me is to 
determine when nymphs are active since they can’t be seen and it’s not easy to know if fish are keying 
on them.  Determining if a Callibaetis nymph is a good fly choice can be aided by stomach samples of the 
first fish caught, experience in fishing a body of water, or watching other anglers.  On a lake known to 
have decent numbers of Callibaetis, it can just be a good strategy to try a Callibaetis nymph in late 
morning or early afternoon anytime from late March through October, especially if there is no 
chironomid hatch in progress.   
 
On moving water, other nymphs may be a better choice unless there is good evidence of fish eating 
Callibaetis.  Use a drag free drift.  Fish nymphs until it is certain that fish are taking duns.   
 
On lakes, my most successful nymph phase technique has been to use my Callibaetis Soft Hackle fished 
with an intermediate line moved slowly along the bottom at depths less than 15 feet.  I have also been 
successful suspending one or more nymphs a few feet below an indicator and leave them still for a while 
followed by some slow movements that bring the flies toward the surface.  Others recommend using a 
long tippet and no indicator in a cast and retrieve sequence.  Trout seem to stay on nymphs until there 
are a larger number of duns or when the duns stay on the water for a long time.  When the hatch is 
sparse, some rises will be seen to adults but most fish are probably feeding on the emerging nymphs.  I 
love watching fish eat dry flies so often I will use surface patterns even though I am aware of the 
preference for emerging nymphs based on stomach samples. 
 
Dun/Emergers:   
Some references suggest that early in the season, duns are a better choice over emergers, while later in 
the season, emergers are more effective.  I have not noticed this difference.  I am relatively certain that 
the Callibaetis Soft Hackle and emerger patterns are better choices in sparse hatches.  If I see heads 
breaking the surface to feed on duns, my choice of flies would be the Callibaetis CDC Last Chance Cripple 
even though it’s listed as an emerger and the Callibaetis Hatchmaster.  For an emerger, I like the 
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Klinkhammer Special tied in Callibaetis colors or if I see fish bulging below the surface, I use either of the 
Eastlake Callibaetis Nymphs fished below an indicator.   
 
A rule of thumb to follow is that if the wind is blowing prior to any Callibaetis activity, the hatch may be 
sparse or non-existent, and the fish may not feed on any duns that have hatched.   Some references 
indicate that fish feeding on duns will continue if the wind starts blowing; but my experience leads me 
to believe that just about any wind beyond a light breeze on the water surface will shut down most 
surface feeding.  
 
Spinners:  
Spinner falls can occur at the same time as a hatch.  Individual fish seem to have a preference for one 
over the other so it is important to watch each fish.  If I see slow, steady takes, it indicates fish feeding 
on spinners, bulges signal feeding on emergers, and more aggressive takes with a head above the 
surface or bubbles in the water indicates feeding duns.  Fish feeding on spinners often cruise just below 
the surface sometimes in near oval patterns.   If the fish are feeding on spinners, cast the fly to one side 
or another of the last rise, choosing one direction over another if it’s clear which direction a fish is 
moving.  Let the fly sit even if it seems that a moving fish should have passed underneath the fly.  Give 
the cast several minutes before re-casting.  On a fish’s take, strike slowly or it is likely that the fly will be 
pulled out of the fish’s mouth.  In between strikes, spinner fishing can be rather boring, but watching a 
head come up and take my fly makes the down time worthwhile to me.   
 

Recommended Flies 

 

Fly Name Stage Fly ID Water Type 

Eastlake Callibaetis Nymph 1 Nymph 86 Lake 

Eastlake Callibaetis Nymph 2 Nymph 89 Lake 

Callibaetis Soft Hackle Nymph 90 All 

Klinkhammer Special Emerger 40 Moderate 

Callibaetis CDC Last Chance Cripple Emerger 119 Moderate 

Hatchmaster, Callibaetis Dun 186 Slow 

Callibaetis Spinner Striped Wing Spinner 175 Lake 

Spinner, Kelly Galloup Style Spinner 245 Lake 

 
 

Other Flies 

 

Fly Name Stage Fly ID Water Type 

Pheasant Tail Nymph 1 All 

Gold- Ribbed Hare's Ear Nymph 7 All 

Soft Hackle, Olive Brown  Nymph 11 All 

Flash-Back Pheasant Tail Nymph 12 All 

Rickard's Callibaetis Nymph  Nymph 44 Lake 

Hyrum's Rocky Ford Special Nymph 79 Lake 

Herl May Nymph 92 All 

Callibaetis Nymph Nymph 118 All 
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Compara Nymph Nymph 283 All 

Callibaetis Cross-Over Nymph Nymph 355 All 

Quigley Cripple, Modified Emerger 72 Moderate 

Comparadun Emerger 75 Slow 

Callibaetis CDC Biot Emerger Emerger 120 Slow 

Callibaetis CDC Captive Dun Emerger 124 Slow 

SR Callibaetis Soft Hackle Emerger 180 Lake 

Foam Floating Nymph Emerger 237 Lake 

Hairwing Dun Dun 102 Moderate 

Gulper Special Dun 108 Lake 

Speckled-Wing Parachute Dun 110 Moderate 

Callibaetis CDC Biot Thorax Dun 121 Moderate 

Callibaetis Biot Spinner Spinner 36 Lake 

Callibaetis Biot Partridge Spinner Spinner 122 Slow 

Callibaetis CDC Biot Paraspinner Spinner 123 Moderate 
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Rich Holten photos.  Callibaetis nymphs. Top and middle photos show size and coloration of 
mature nymphs.  Bottom photos show coloration of emergers from stomach samples.   

Callibaetis 
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  Callibaetis 

Rich Holten photos: Top – Callibaetis duns.  Middle – spinners.  Bottom – comparing 
September Lenice Lake spinner with fly pattern which needs to be modified.   
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  Callibaetis 

Rich Holten photos of Callibaetis spinners.  Photos show body and wing sizes.  
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Baetidae Family 
 
 

Species/Notes 
 
This section covers a number of mayflies from the Baetidae family which have been grouped at the 
family taxonomic level due to their similarities and for the sake of simplicity.  Hafele and Hughes in 
Western Mayflies title this the “Baetis Complex” but I chose Baetidae Family since Baetis is actually just 
one genus classified under the Baetidae Family.   Of the many genera and species that could be included 
here, this section covers six Baetidae species that I have encountered.  
 
Before moving to any details in this section, it’s important to note that there are some key 
misconceptions about this family.  Many anglers and fishing articles written about this family refer to 
them as Blue Wing Olives, BWO’s, or simply Olives.  This leads to much confusion since they don’t have 
blue wings and the bodies are often not olive-colored.  Additionally, there is a fair amount of 
discrepancy in the use of scientific and common names especially in older fly-fishing books.    
 
The six Northwest Baetidae species are listed here with other previous names as shown on the Mayfly 
Central website.  The previous names are included to help with reading books and references that used 
the older nomenclature. Of the following six species included here, I have most frequently encountered 
Baetis tricaudatus in the Columbia Basin and elsewhere in the Northwest.   
 

• Acentrella turbida  
o Acentrella carolina  
o Cloeon carolina Banks 
o Pseudocloeon carolina  
o Pseudocloeon turbidum  

• Baetis bicaudatus Dodds  
o Baetis minimus  

• Baetis tricaudatus Dodds 
o Baetis incertans  
o Baetis intermedius  
o Baetis jesmondensis  
o Baetis moffatti  
o Baetis sp. No. 1  
o Baetis parallelus  
o Baetis vagans  

• Diphetor hageni  
o Baetis devinctus  
o Baetis hageni  
o Baetis herodes  
o Baetis parvus  
o Baetis unicolor  
o Cloe unicolor Hagen 
o Diphetor devinctus  

• Iswaeon anoka   
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o Heterocloeon anoka  
o Pseudocloeon anoka  
o Pseudocloeon edmundsi  

• Plauditus punctiventris  
o Baetis punctiventris  
o Baetis sp. 1  
o Cloeon punctiventris  
o Pseudocloeon myrsum  
o Pseudocloeon punctiventris  

 
 

Distribution/Habitat 
 
Members of the Baetidae Family are distributed all over the West although each water may not have 
each of the six species.  The six species primarily live in either moderate flowing water or spring creeks 
although some may inhabit parts of lakes where there is water movement.  In the faster freestone 
environments, they are more likely to be in the quieter sections with rocks and gravels where their algae 
and other food is most available.  In spring creeks, they are particularly abundant around vegetation.  
Specific species may be more abundant in some habitats than others.  For example, the Baetis 
tricaudatus and the Diphetor genera are most abundant in larger and warmer waters while the Baetis 
bicaudatus prefers smaller, colder waters.  The Acentrella seem to prefer slower sections of water.   
 

Nymph, Dun, and Spinner Descriptions for On-Stream Identification and Fly-
tying 

 
Since anglers frequently observe the dun phase of mayflies, a rule of thumb that can be helpful to spot 
Baetidae Family mayflies is that the two smallest (size 18 to 26) typical Northwest mayflies are the 
Baetidae Family and Tricos and that it’s often possible to distinguish between them because Trico duns 
have three tails and Baetis Complex duns generally have two.   
 
The first table in this section provides a summary of key body characteristics that in addition to the 
photos in this section can be helpful in tying Baetidae Family flies. But even with the summarization of 
bodily characteristics, the number of size and color combinations is overwhelming.  Therefore, I 
prepared a second table in this section that reduces the size and color combinations for the fly tyer that 
wants to tie a suite of flies to cover most Baetidae Family nymphs, duns, and spinners that are likely to 
be encountered.  I have simplified my fly box further by carrying Baetidae Family flies with brown and 
olive bodies and just a few with pale-yellow color bodies.  For sizes, I carry a few 16’s, more of the 18-22 
sizes, a few 24’s, and no 26’s. 
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Species Hook Sizes Identification and Fly-tying Criteria 

Nymph 
  

General  
 

General:  Baetidae Family nymphs are swimmers with 
the distinct characteristic that the distance from the 
head to the end of wing case is slightly longer than 
the abdomen.  The body is slender although the 
thorax is slightly wider than the abdomen. They have 
three tails except for Acentrella, Iswaeon, and Baetis 
bicaudatus.  The abdomen is lighter than the thorax 
which has the dark wing case.  

Baetis tricaudatus 16-24 About 7 mm long from head to the end of the 
abdomen. Photos from Rocky Ford show an orangish 
tint to thorax with dark wing pads and lighter 
underside. Otherwise, references report a wide 
variety of sizes and colors from medium olive-brown 
to cream, olive, gray, and brown.  Three tails with 
middle tail shorter. Tails are not banded. Longer 
antennae than many Baetidae. 

Baetis bicaudatus  18 -22   4-6 mm. General brown or olive coloration.  Two tails 
about length of body. Wing pads may be darker than 
rest of body.  

Diphetor hageni  16-18 6-7 mm. Uniformly brown or orangish-brown body.  
White tip at end of abdomen.  Three tails about 
length of body. Tails may be darker toward abdomen. 

Acentrella turbida 22-26  Small, 3 to 5 mm. Somewhat uniform color. Brown or 
Olive/dark olive.  Paired dots on top of the abdomen. 
Two tails, un-banded. 

Iswaeon anoka 20-26  Mostly 4 to 5 mm.  Light olive, chartreuse, to tan 
abdomen and thorax with dark brown wing pads.  
Photos show darkish stripe along top of thorax and 
abdomen although the stripe in some nymphs may 
be pale (stripe may be on males only). Two tails, 
about length of body. Tails may have dark band in 
middle. 

Plauditus punctiventris  20-26 Very small.  Bright, pale green coloration.  Two 
banded tails. 

Dun 
  

Baetis tricaudatus 1x long 16-24. For the Columbia basin, the typical size is about 7 mm 
with a range of 6-8 mm (Standard TMC 100 hook 
sizes 16-18). The bodies are grayish brown to dark 
brown or various shades of pale to dark olive. 
Medium to dark dun wings are about 7 mm long.  Fly 
fishing references cite a wide variety of sizes 
corresponding to hook sizes from 16-24.   

Baetis bicaudatus  20-24 4-5 mm. Brown thorax, top abdomen brown and 
bottom light yellow.  Dun wings. 
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Diphetor hageni  16-20   5-7 mm.  Similar to Baetis tricaudatus, but smaller.  
Light olive to dark brown; wings gray to dark gray.  
Two tails, shorter than body.   

Acentrella turbida 20-26 3.5-5 mm.  Brown body and dun wings. Bottom 
abdomen lighter. Appears to be imitated with brown 
body and dun wings.  May also have a light olive to 
dark brown olive body. 

Iswaeon anoka 20–24 About 4-5 mm.  Wings whitish dun - almost colorless, 
about 6 mm.  Can vary widely in color but females 
tend to have bright green, pale olive, or yellowish 
bodies while males are usually a shade of gray or 
brown.  Top of abdomen may appear to have a dark 
stripe in middle.  Two white – or gray tails.   

Plauditus punctiventris  20-26   3.5-5 mm.  Dark thorax. Female duns typically have 
bright green bodies; the males are usually shading of 
gray or brown.  Both have pale gray wings. Two long 
white tails. 

Spinner 
  

Baetis tricaudatus 1x long 16-24. About 4-7 mm.  Male – Front two thirds of abdomen 
gray to transparent, reddish-brown thorax. Two tails 
longer than body length.  Female – almost uniform 
brown to yellowish brown.  Two tails much longer 
than body.  

Baetis bicaudatus  20-22 4-5 mm.  Male - Front two thirds of abdomen cream 
to light brown, rear third darker brown. Dark brown 
thorax. No data on female.  

Diphetor hageni  16-20   About 5 mm.  Male – front two thirds abdomen gray 
to white, back third brown; brown or very dark, 
almost black thorax. Female – uniform brown color. 
Two tails longer than body.  

Acentrella turbida 20-26 3.5-5 mm.  Female uniformly light brown to olive 
brown, two tails about body length; male dark brown 
thorax, front two thirds of abdomen gray or near 
transparent, back third dark brown, two tails about 
1.5 to 2 times body length.  Both male and female 
with transparent wings, slightly shorter than body 
length   

Iswaeon anoka 20–24  4-5 mm. Female green to light green body to light 
brown with reddish brown thorax. White tails. Male 
abdomen whitish with brown end, dark reddish-
brown thorax.  

Plauditus punctiventris  20-26   Females have bright green bodies and males have 
brown bodies. 
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Summary of Baetidae Family Characteristics to Match for Fly-Tying 
 

Stage Hook Sizes Color and Key Features 

Nymph – brown  16-26 Brown, slender body, dark wing pads 

Nymph - olive 16-26 Olive, slender body 

Emerger 16-26 See specific fly patterns 

Dun - brown 16-26 Uniform brown body although underside can be 
lighter, dun wings, tailing about body length 

Dun - olive 16-26 Pale olive body, dun wings, tailing about body 
length 

Dun - yellow 20-26 Light yellow body, dun wings, tailing about body 
length 

Dun - green 20-26 Bright green body, dun wings, tailing about body 
length 

Spinner - rusty 16-26 Brown to rusty brown body, clear wings, tailing up 
to twice body length 

Spinner - green 20-26 Green body, clear wings, tailing up to twice body 
length 

 

Lifecycle 
 
Nymphs:   
The nymphs belong to the swimmer group and are very good swimmers.  They are most active in the 
morning, evening, and just before emergence and are often found in a downstream drift.  Prior to 
emergence, the wing pads darken.  The nymph swims to surface and hatches.   
 
Hatching:   
Generic conclusions on seasonal hatch peaks cannot not be relied upon due to the wide distribution of 
the Baetidae Family and the number of species included.  To be useful, hatch charts for the Baetidae 
Family mayflies should be location specific and specific to one of the species in the complex.  That said, 
some general conclusions on hatching are as follows: 
 
1.  One or more of the Baetidae Family species can be hatching at any time of the year although it can be 
several days between hatches, depending on weather.  
2.  The hatching process can be heaviest in riffles and at the head of pools where that type of water is 
available.  On slower moving spring creeks, hatch locations can be widespread.  
3.   Hatches can occur best on cool overcast and even rainy/snowy days.  On these days, hatches can be 
prolonged to up to 4 hours.  On sunny days, the hatch period is typically shorter. 
4.  Spring hatches may be heaviest in early to late afternoon and in summer, both the morning and 
evening.  In the summer, peak emergences for some species may occur just before dark. In the fall and 
winter, look for hatches during the warmest time of day such as about 4 PM.   
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The nymphs swim or drift to surface and quickly emerge in some conditions, but during cold conditions 
the small Baetidae nymphs may find it difficult to break through the surface film.  On some days, a 
nymph may drift a long way trapped just under the surface film.  Nymphs molt in the surface film.   
 
Duns:   
After hatching on warm days, they spend little time on water but on cooler days they may drift long 
distances and are easy targets for trout.  I have often observed Baetidae duns drifting a long way while 
fishing steelhead on the Columbia during winter months or on the Henry’s Fork in June on a cloudy day.  
Duns move off of the water to vegetation along the water.  The typically change to spinners the same 
day as they hatch. 
 
Spinners:    
Shortly after molting both the male and female spinners return to the edge of the stream and rise and 
fall and mate in mid-air. I have observed males forming mating swarms in the air often close to water 
edge.  Females mate in mid-air and fly to vegetation to develop the eggs.  After mating, the males fall to 
the water. The Baetidae spinner fall normally occurs about twelve hours after the hatch.  Females in the 
group deposit eggs in two ways.  Some females fly to streamside and descend into the water to deposit 
eggs.  Well under the water they attach their egg clusters to vegetation and rocks (and fisher's waders 
and float tubes leaving small patches about the size of a pencil eraser) and die and drift downstream.  
Underwater observation indicates that they may capture an air bubble and have a very shiny 
appearance as they return to the surface.  Other females return to water to lay eggs on the water 
surface and die on the water surface.  These spent females are often very difficult to see on the water.   
 

Tactics 
 
For the small members of the family, fishing can vary by type of water.  On some water such as the 
Henry’s Fork with big mayfly hatches, trout tend to ignore the small Baetidae when the larger mayflies 
are available although I have seen bigger fish there feeding sporadically on duns.  On other water in the 
same area such as the Firehole and Madison, the small Baetidae can be important for all fish.  For 
emergers, current speed is a major factor where fish tend not to feed on Baetidae emergers in faster 
water due to the effort required for small food.  
 
Nymphs: 
It is reported by various authors that nymphs are often drifting near the bottom nearly any day from 
September through April and maybe anytime throughout the year in some waters; however, I have yet 
to capture them in a drift net with any regularity.  With noticeable or suspected feeding activity, I use 
Euro Nymphing techniques on smaller flowing waters and weighted flies below an indicator on larger 
waters where I need more casting distance (that is if I fish at this time instead of resting on the bank).   
 
Typical of most mayflies, trout can be seen feeding on nymphs early in the hatch cycle and then 
switching to duns if the number of duns increases.  If you see the flashing sides of fish, darting fish, or 
whites of a fish’s mouth prior to a suspected Baetidae hatch, fish nymphs at least until you see fish 
bulging near the surface or eating duns.  A Pheasant Tail is a good imitation, but the traditional Gold-
Ribbed Hares Ear is particularly effective in September because the some of the Baetidae Family nymphs 
present at that time have two light-colored abdominal segments that are well-imitated by the fly's gold 
ribbing.  In general, focus nymphing in the more moderate currents.  Many nymphs don’t succeed in 
breaking through the surface film so the struggling nymphs become easy target for trout.  Riseforms for 
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taking these nymphs are very similar to the rise form for taking a dun.  Fish may even continue to be 
selective to nymphs through the entire hatch.  When duns appear, nymph fishing may be best using a 
long leader often with all but last few inches greased, casting upstream.  Lighter tackle helps 
presentation when the smaller Baetidae Family flies.   
 
I have had limited success using Baetidae nymph imitations on Rocky Ford in the winter and early spring.  
The hatch there at this time of year seems to be inconsistent and difficult to predict.  My success came 
from watching other fly fishers using small nymphs, not from an ability to sense when to use Baetidae 
imitations.  It is also possible that some of my success using small perdigon Euro-nymphs on other rivers 
was due to the presence of Baetidae nymphs in the water even though I was unaware of them.   
 
Emergers/Duns: 
With the small size of the Baetidae Family mayflies, it’s not surprising that my best fishing using Baetidae 
imitations has been when there are many on the water during overcast and misty days and there is a 
lack of other trout prey.  This weather results in better hatches and emergers that float a long way 
before hatching, making them vulnerable to trout and the lack of other trout prey helps focus the fish on 
the small Baetidae.  In these situations, the larger trout may even feed on Baetidae as I have observed 
occasionally on the Owyhee and Henry’s Fork.   
 
Presentations with floating nymphs, emergers, and dun patterns can be effective during Baetidae 
hatches.  For spring creeks and slower flows, one of the best presentations is to use a long leader with a 
fine tippet such as 7X and floating an Improved Sparkle Dun downstream along a current seam.  This 
was recommended to me by a seasoned angler on Silver Creek, ID when he was catching fish and I was 
struggling.  Although I didn’t have 7X tippet, switching to the downstream cast with a smaller tippet 
greatly improved my success rate.  Most of my success to date fishing Baetidae hatches has come using 
either the Improved Sparkle Dun or RS-2/Student patterns tailored to the size and color of the hatching 
duns.  In the future, I intend to rely more on the Klinkhammer style patterns in response to observations 
of fish preferring emergers to duns.  In my opinion, the attractiveness of this pattern is that the sub-
surface part of the Klinkhammer pattern should attract a fish’s attention before the pattern enters into 
the visible window on the surface above the fish, and then the above surface part of the pattern is 
appealing when it moves into the feeding window.   
 
During emergence, trout often focus on eddies and slow areas off current seams which collect emergers 
and cripples.  However, this can require a fair amount of skill in finding the right position to make a cast 
and then using slack-line techniques to avoid drag - another lesson I partially learned the hard way on 
Silver Creek.  If drag cannot be avoided or you don’t seem to have the knack to handle the currents, a 
technique I use to help reduce drag is to cast a soft hackle upstream and drift it until the current below 
catches the fly to swing into the trout’s feeding lane.   
 
Spinners: 
There is some debate on whether or not Baetidae spinners are important to fishing.  Spinners and duns 
can be on water at same time during mid-day and it's easy to miss the Baetidae spinners that are 
difficult to see on the water.  If they are noticed on the water, watch the fish riseforms for clues and 
even then, fish may be eating other types of mayfly spinners.   Anytime during mid-day to evening hours 
that you see slow deliberate rises, look for spinners.  If it is spinners, the trout may appear to be sipping 
invisible insects.  If you see a spinner swarm in the air, try to capture one to choose the proper pattern; 
otherwise, net one from water to help match the size and choose between the rusty, white/brown (see 
photos), and olive-colored options using what I call the Spinner, Galloup Style with a small tippet.  
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Another option is to try a Galloup Sunken Spinner with 6 or 7X tippet and a small strike indicator such as 
the pinch on foam type placed a few feet away from the fly to detect gentle takes.  When spinner falls 
are heavy, trout may key on either flush floating or sunken spent spinners.  Best of luck trying to fish 
Baetidae spinners – I have not been successful using one yet.   
 

Recommended Flies 

 

Fly Name Stage Fly ID Water Type 

Pheasant Tail Nymph 1 All 

Gold-Ribbed Hare's Ear Nymph 7 All 

Foam Floating Nymph Nymph 237 Moderate 

Klinkhammer Special Emerger 40 Moderate 

RS-2 Emerger 225 Slow 

Floating Nymph  Emerger 270 Moderate 

No Hackle Dun 64 Slow 

Improved Sparkle Dun Dun 234 Moderate 

Student Dun 273 Slow 

Galloup Sunken Spinner  Spinner 87 All 

Spinner, Kelly Galloup Style Spinner 245 Slow 

 
Other Flies 

 

Fly Name Stage Fly ID Water Type 

Flash-back Pheasant Tail Nymph 12 All 

Krystal Flash Baetis  Nymph 82 All 

Anatomical Baetis Nymph 277 All 

Mercer's Micro Mayfly Nymph 278 All 

Skip Nymph Nymph 280 All 

Stalcup Micro-tubing Nymph Nymph 281 All 

Biot Nymph Nymph 282 All 

Compara Nymph  Nymph 283 Slow 

Compara-dun  Emerger 75 Slow 

Krystal Flash Baetis Emerger  Emerger 83 Moderate 

Light Orange or Light Olive Parachute, #20  Dun 24 Moderate 

Hairwing Dun  Dun 102 Moderate 

BWO Nymph - Kelly Galloup Nymph 257 All 

Parachute Baetis Dun 262 All 

Quigley’s Half Dun Olive,  #18 – 20 Dun 329 Slow 

Harrop’s D&D Cripple, #18 Dun 330 Slow 

Compara Spinner Spinner 93 Slow 

PMD Rusty Spinner, Hen Wing Spinner 73 Slow 
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Baetidae Family 

Rich Holten photos of nymph top and duns bottom 
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Rich Holten photos. Top row - small duns from Silver Creek.  Middle row – olive colored 
dun.  Bottom row – male spinner on left, female spinner on right.   

Baetidae Family 
Complex 
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Ephemerella (Pale Morning Duns, PMDs) 
 
 

Species/Notes  
 
Before recent taxonomic revisions there were main two species of PMDs in the Northwest: Ephemerella 
inermis and E. infrequens. These species are now both considered to be Ephemerella excrucians.  
 

Distribution/Habitat 

 
PMDs have adapted to a wide range of stream types with excellent populations found in small streams 
to large rivers and spring creeks to tailwaters, from the Rocky Mountains to the Pacific Coast.  Nymphs 
live in shallow, moderate to fast riffles with gravel bottoms as well as slow moving reaches where 
aquatic plants are abundant.  I have encountered PMDs on almost all of the lowland rivers I fished in the 
Northwest and smaller populations on higher elevations streams.   
 

Nymph, Dun, and Spinner Descriptions for On-Stream Identification and Fly-
tying 

 
Stage Hook Sizes Identification and Fly-tying Criteria 

PMD Nymph 14-18 6 to 8 mm.  Multiple colors- brown, olive, reddish-
brown to dark brown with mature nymphs sporting 
a very dark wing pad.  Head plus thorax is slightly 
longer than abdomen. Thorax slightly wider than 
abdomen. Three tails about length of body.  

PMD Dun 14-18 6 to 8 mm.  Multiple colors but most typical is light 
yellow abdomen with dun wing.  Thorax may be 
slightly darker than abdomen or about same color.  
Other less frequent colors are pale white, olive, 
orange, and bright yellow. The abdomen tends 
toward a somewhat reddish color the longer they 
are off the water.  Dun wings are slightly longer than 
entire body length and may have a slight yellow tint 
on the leading edge. Three banded tails of equal 
length.  

PMD Spinner 14-18 rusty and 
16-22 olive.   

6 to 8 mm.  Tie both rusty and olive spinners.  
Transparent wings are about 10 to 20% longer than 
body; width is about half body length.  Three tails. 
Tie most with flush wings and some with upright 
wings.  

 

Lifecycle  
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Nymphs: 
PMD nymphs live on and among rocks in freestones in riffles and runs and around vegetation in spring 
creeks and tailwaters.  Some references note that nymphs stay close to rocks and vegetation and are 
generally not available until emergence time while others state that nymphs routinely drift downstream 
and are worth imitating.    
 
Hatching:   
PMDs often emerge before noon but on very warm days they may be as early as 9 am. I have seen 
prolific hatches from 9-12 some days on the Henry’s Fork in mid-June and 2-4 pm on cooler days there.  
Hatches can also occur in the afternoon, generally last about a half hour but can be extended on cool, 
overcast days.   
 
Most of the PMDs emerge from their shuck underwater and rise to the surface where they might 
struggle breaking through the surface film.  Once they do break through, they float for some distance in 
order to dry their wet wings and are very much available to fish.   
  
Duns: 
Duns fly to streamside vegetation and normally molt to spinners within 24 hours.   
 
Spinners: 
The spinners may appear anytime during the day, but most often appear during calm periods in the 
mornings or afternoons.  Mating swarms of male and female spinners appear over riffles and mating 
occurs while they are airborne.  The rusty colored males drop immediately to water while the olive 
females may return to vegetation for short period and then return to lay eggs by releasing egg clusters 
above water or touching the tip of their abdomen to water and then fall spent.  As with other spinner 
falls, careful observation is needed to determine fish are feeding on spinners and if so, whether they are 
eating rusty colored males or olive females.   
 

Tactics 

   
In “Learning from the Water,” Rene Harrop notes that “The average angler does not necessarily have the 
precise control needed during an emergence.”  Harrop is referring to fishing over PMD hatches primarily 
on the Henry’s Fork where the flat, clear water makes approaching fish challenging.  My experience 
fishing there is that fishing the PMD hatches can be challenging unless a blanket PMD hatch is 
underway.  I attribute this to fruitless efforts using duns when fish are feeding primarily on nymphs in or 
just below the film when the hatch is sparse.  But when there are many duns on the water, I have seen 
fish heads up feeding on the duns and have been successful using a dun/emerger pattern such as the 
Improved Sparkle Dun or a Klinkhammer pattern.  As noted in the description of duns, the different 
colorations can also surprise an angler not prepared with a suite of PMD colors and sizes.   
 
Nymphs:  
When hatches have been occurring for more than a few days, trout will often accept a drifting nymph 
pattern two or three hours before the hatch begins.  Begin fishing nymphs such as Pheasant Tails, Gold-
Ribbed Hare's Ear, PMD Nymph, or a Skip’s Nymph close to the bottom using a split shot and indicator 
and eventually fish a fly such as a soft hackle or Foam Floating Nymph closer to the surface.  Continue 
fishing nymphs until you see trout taking floating duns although they may not take duns every day.  If 
just the backs and tails or just tails of fish are seen, nymphs are being taken.   
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Emergers/Duns: 
The dun stage is the most famous because they ride on water for some time drying their wings.  While 
most emergences occur over a half hour to an hour, it is possible to have hours of fishing emergences in 
cloudy weather.   
 
Just before the hatch becomes strong, and for some time after, I have had great success using a 
Klinkhammer style nymph with a brown body below surface, dun hackle for legs, and tan or dark brown 
post material to simulate the wings.   
 
My favorite dun pattern is Craig Mathew’s Improved Sparkle Dun followed by the Biot Hairwing Dun, 
PMD or the Biot Hairwing, Zelon Underwing PMD which has a zelon underwing and floats better than 
the other two flies.  When fishing the Improved Sparkle Dun, Mathews recommends not adding floatant 
to the trailing shuck.  Let it the shuck sink with the wings above water.  For colors, I use either a brown 
abdomen or light-yellow abdomen and dark yellow thorax with either tan or dun wings.  I have tried No 
Hackle patterns but have had only limited success with them.   
  
What is often ignored is that later in hatch, some fish may be feeding on cripples either subsurface or on 
the surface.  The Galloup Cripple has worked well for me in this case, especially below a riffle where the 
PMDs are hatching.  Rene Harrop uses his CDC Captive Dun at this time.   
 
Early in the year, the duns tend toward a size 14 standard hook.  As the year progresses, they are 
smaller and can be as small as a size 20.   
 
Spinners:  
If PMD spinners are observed just above the water and a bit later fish are seen eating something with 
very slow, deliberate rises, this is a good indication that the fish are eating the spinners.  Look for the 
spinners on the water to confirm this and also note the color – rusty spinners for the males and olive for 
the females.  Also note if there are a lot of spinners with upright wings.  All of these variables plus the 
potential presence of other insects on the water can make this fishing difficult.   
 
Use light tippet – 5X and maybe 6X – to get a drag free drift.  After the eggs are laid, the spinners are 
very motionless and drift with the current.   
 
In tying spinner patterns, the abdomen should be very thin, the wings very flat for spent spinners with 
their wings down.  Kelly Galloup ties spinners with clear synthetic wings made out of Hi-Vis Antron or EP 
Trigger Point fibers.  He appears to recommend spinner patterns with wider wings than seen in most fly 
shops in order to duplicate what he sees on the water (see the photos of PMD spinners).  Watch Kelly 
Galloup’s YouTube video, “Tying the Bobby Spinner with Kelly Galloup,” to strengthen the wings. 
Some writers like spinner patterns with hackle fiber wings – noting that they have had only modest 
success with wings of any artificial material.  One problem may have been using excessive material with 
synthetic fibers or not using Galloup’s method of tying spinners to prevent the fibers from sweeping too 
far back while fishing.  Hackle fiber wings may look good in the fly box, but they do not float well for me 
and are easily slimed after catching a fish.   
 
Be gentle on the hooking – it’s easy to pull fly from fish’s mouth on spinners due to the deliberate eating 
style of fish on spinners.   
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Recommended Flies 

 

Fly Name Stage Fly ID Water Type 

Pheasant Tail Nymph 1 All 

Gold Ribbed Hare's Ear Nymph 7 All 

PMD Nymph Nymph 154 All 

Skip Nymph Nymph 280 All 

Klinkhammer Special Emerger 40 Moderate 

Foam Floating Nymph Emerger 237 Moderate 

PMD CDC Captive Dun Dun 156 Slow 

Biot Hairwing, Zelon Underwing PMD Dun 179 Moderate 

Biot Hairwing Dun Dun 183 Slow 

Improved Sparkle Dun Dun 234 Moderate 

Galloup Found Link Dun 242 Moderate 

Galloup Cripple Cripple 238 Moderate 

Sunk Spinner Spinner 95 All 

Upright Spinner (tie rusty and olive) Spinner 103 Slow 

Spinner, Kelly Galloup Style  Spinner 245 Slow 

 

Other Flies 

 

Fly Name Stage Fly ID Water Type 

PMD Hatching Nymph Nymph 155 Moderate 

Mercer's Poxyback PMD Nymph Nymph 266 All 

Compara Nymph Nymph 283 All 

Skip Nymph Nymph 280 All 

Red Fox Squirrel-Hair Nymph Emerger 104 All 

PMD Hatching Nymph Emerger 155 Slow 

No Hackle Dun 64 Slow 

PMD CDC Biot Cripple (Yellow Phase) Dun 157 Slow 

Zelon Drake Dun 240 All 

Mercer Missing Link Dun 241 Moderate 

Compara Spinner Spinner 93 All 

CDC Rusty Paraspinner Spinner 153 Moderate 
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Ephemerella - PMD 

Rich Holten photos:  Top: Nymph compared to TMC 100 hook shank.  Bottom:  Newly 
hatched PMDs.  Note curved body posture of top nymph.   
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Ephemerella - PMD 

Rich Holten photos of PMD duns -top and middle Row.  Note different colors and light 
underside.  Bottom left – Rich Holten photo of PMD spinner on the water.  Right – Bob Newell 

photo of PMD spinner from the Touchet River.   
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Ephemerella - PMD 

Rich Holten photos.  Top:  Cripples after heavy hatch. Note curved bodies. Middle: Body and 
wing sizes.  Bottom:  Spinner sizes in mm.  
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Drunella, flavilinea (Flavs) 
 

Species/Notes 
 
While there are at least two different Flav species of importance to Northwestern fly fishers, there is not 
enough difference between the two to warrant separate coverage.   
 

Distribution/Habitat 
 
Flavs are generally found in moderately moving, clean water with gravel bottoms but also flourish in 
some spring creeks such as Henry’s Fork where I have frequently fished over large hatches of flavs.   In 
addition to the Henry’s Fork, they are also found elsewhere in Idaho and Washington, Oregon, California 
and parts of Western Canada.   
 

Nymph, Dun, and Spinner Descriptions for On-Stream Identification and Fly-
tying 

 

Stage Hook Sizes Identification and Fly-tying Criteria 

Flav Nymph 14-16, 2XL 8 to 10 mm length. Similar to Green Drake nymph 
but smaller.  On the tails, Flavs have hairs mid-
length and Green Drakes have none. Abdomen on 
Flav is narrower than Green Drake.  Abdomen is 
dark brown, dark olive or blackish.  Length of head 
to end of wing case is slightly longer than abdomen.  
Three equal length tails about body length with a 
dark band (hairs) near the middle.    

Flav Emerger 14-16 Dark olive coloration with dark brown wings to side; 
robust legs; large reddish eyes; lighter yellow 
wingcase 

Flav Dun 14-16, 2XL 8 to 10 mm length.  Medium to dark olive body with 
dark brown ribbing; tall, mid-length bar on tail.  
Darkish dun wing about 20% longer than full body 
length (10-12 mm). If hackle is needed, use medium 
dark gray/dun colors.  Three equal sized tails.  

Flav Spinner 14-16, 2XL 8 to 10 mm length. Olive and Rusty colors.   May 
need parachute with visible post for faster waters 
where Flavs live.   Three equal sized tails. 

 
Tying Notes 

• The wings look dark and tall on the water.  Use materials that will not shine too much and maintain 
their dark color. 

• With tall wings, I like to use a combination of dark brown CDC and some dark dun EP fibers behind.  
CDC is lighter than most materials and may prevent the fly from tipping on its side.  
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• If I use hackle, I usually trim the hackle flat on the bottom of the fly so that the fly sits low in the 
water.  Too much hackle seems to decrease the effectiveness of the fly. 

• Although the abdomen is green/olive with dark banding, I have also successfully used dark brown  
 

Lifecycle  
 
Nymphs:  
Flav nymphs don't drift as much as some mayfly crawlers.  Similar to PMDs, the nymphs spend most of 
their time hiding among rocks in the faster flows.  As they approach emergence, the wing pads swell and 
take on a very dark color.  It is reported that they move to slower water just prior to emergence 
although my experience is that heavy emergences occur in riffles or the back end of riffles.  Few if any 
references indicate that the nymphs are important to anglers except right at emergence.   
 
Hatching:   
Our experience on Henry’s Fork indicates that the first hatches occur in June when water temperatures 
are in the mid to upper 50’s.  Most hatches start in mid to late afternoon and may extend into early 
evenings.  It’s not surprising to encounter some scattered emerging flavs in late morning or early 
afternoon. I observed this one day at about 11 am just above the bridge on the mailbox trail at Harriman 
Ranch and it brought some big fish to surface feeding.  Although these hatches are typically sporadic and 
sparse, they occur when fewer fishermen are on the water.  Sometimes following a late afternoon 
rainstorm, the hatch can be tremendous bringing up big fish everywhere such as friends and I have 
encountered below Vernon Bridge on the Henry’s Fork. 
 
Duns:  
Nymphs may struggle to hatch in the film or slightly below and the wings are wet after hatching.  
Consequently, newly hatched duns float 10 - 20 feet.  Often, I have seen them take off but often land 
back on water to finish drying wings.  Many duns fail to get off water resulting in a large number of 
cripples.  Downed duns can be major source of food.  After emerging, duns find sheltered areas and will 
molt within a day.   
 
Spinners:  
Male spinners gather in riffles after winds die down in late afternoon or early evening.  Females fly into 
swarm and mate in flight.  After mating, male spinners fall to water or ground.  Females drop eggs into 
choppy waters or riffles by hovering over water and dipping to the surface.  After depositing eggs, 
females fall to surface and drift downstream.  The spinner falls occur in the evenings and if heavy 
enough will result in fish feeding on them.  Trout normally feed on the spinners in slower currents below 
the riffles. Spinners will not return to the water unless conditions are ideal.  This eliminates periods of 
wind, precipitation, or high heat.  Spinners fall sometime in mid-morning hours during summer and early 
fall though it can happen in the evening if weather is cooler.  There is a lot of variability over the west.   
 

Tactics 
 
Most of the fishing occurs during the dun stage.  Matthews and Juracek have commented that they 
rarely see fish concentrating on nymphs. 
   
Nymphs: 
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It may be possible to catch fish on Flav nymphs near the bottom prior to emergence, but I have not tried 
it.  Usually at pre-emergence I am standing in the water watching for the first duns to appear followed 
by heads of large fish feeding.  As emergence nears or is in progress, fish nymphs near the surface even 
when duns are on the surface.  Trout will often continue feeding on shallow-drifting nymphs well into 
the hatch.  I have fished with friends that have caught a few fish on a green Copper John just prior to a 
Flav hatch which is not surprising when noting that the broad nymphs can have a dark green abdomen.   
 
Duns: 
Flav duns seem to attract the attention of larger fish as well as the smaller fish that rise to just about any 
hatch.  Large, selective fish may even focus on Flavs over the larger Green Drakes and Brown Drakes that 
may be present at the same time due to the abundance and reliability of Flav hatches and the long time 
that Flav duns float on the water.   
 
I have had great success using a Flav Biot Sparkle Dun and modified Quigley Cripple as well as a version 
of the Klinkhammer Special tied to a Flav size and color.  I tie each of these with rather tall wings or wing 
post using a mixture of dark dun or dark brown deer hair and EP fibers.  Fish seem to key on the tall wing 
especially when there are a lot of duns on the water.  The fly needs to ride on the top side of the surface 
film.  It seems to lose effectiveness after several casts or after removal from a fish so I either treat it 
frequently with desiccant or tie on a new fly.  If none of those three flies work, I switch to a No Hackle or 
Flav CDC Captive Dun and have caught fish on both. 
 
When the hatches are strong, fish seem to stay near the surface and rise to Flavs on a somewhat 
rhythmic fashion.  Casts must be within a foot of the fish’s feeding window at this time.  When this 
happens in broken/riffled water, I move slightly above and as close to possible to a feeding fish, 
sometimes about a couple of rod lengths away.  To some degree I try to time my casts with the feeding 
rhythm but often end up making as many casts as possible over a feeding fish.  In heavy hatches, I gently 
strike whenever there is a rise near my fly since I often have trouble distinguishing my fly from the many 
naturals on the water.  On water that is smooth such as much of the Harriman Ranch on the Henry’s 
Fork, the approach to fish on a Flav hatch has to be stealthier.  6X tippets may become necessary and it 
may be necessary to switch to the No Hackle Flav imitation.   
 
Spinners: 
While many references claim success fishing with Flav spinner imitations, I have limited experience 
fishing a Flav spinner fall, possibly due to the time of day I fish or due to not seeing them on the water.   
 
Unless the spinner fall is heavy, trout will feed on spinners in slower currents often along the bank.  
Some writers claim that spinners and duns may be both on water at same time.  Watch fish rises or try 
both patterns on a fish.  Other complications of Flav spinner falls are the potential for simultaneous 
evening emergence of caddisflies and PMD spinner falls in which case it is probably most productive to 
single out a good fish and try to observe which of these it prefers.  
 
Of the three spinner imitations in the tables that follow, I would tend toward using the Spinner, Kelly 
Galloup Style since it seems to float fairly well and tied in Flav colors and sizes can be a good imitation.  
If there are a lot of spinners on the water, the other two spinners, the CDC Flav Silhouette Spinner and 
the CDC Rusty Paraspinner both have upright features that may make the fly more visible among the 
naturals.   
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Recommended Flies 
 

Fly Name Stage Fly ID Water Type 

Copper John - Green Nymph 10 All 

Klinkhammer Special Emerger 40 Moderate 

Quigley Cripple, Modified Emerger 72 Moderate 

Flav CDC Captive Dun Emerger 152 Slow 

Flav Biot Sparkle Dun Dun 147 Moderate 

Last Chance Cripple, Flav Dun 148 Moderate 

Flav No Hackle Dun 222 Slow 

Improved Sparkle Dun Dun 234 Moderate 

Spinner, Kelly Galloup Style Spinner 245 Slow 

 

Other Flies 

 

Fly Name Stage Fly ID Water Type 

Turkey Tail Nymph Nymph 150 All 

Flav CDC Biot Cripple Cripple 151 Slow 

Galloup Cripple Cripple 238 Moderate 

Biot Wulff Flav Dun 105 Moderate 

Flav Parachute Dun 107 Moderate 

Dun Biot Paraloop Dun 109 Slow 

CDC Flav Biot Standard Dun 146 Moderate 

CDC Flav Silhouette Spinner Spinner 149 Slow 

CDC Rusty Paraspinner Spinner 153 Slow 
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Flav 

Rich Holten photos. Top – nymph and emerger.  Middle – dun, note color 
of dun and wing size.  Bottom – underside color of dun 
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Flav 

Rich Holten photos.  Flav duns: Note body and wing size.   
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Drunella, grandis/doddsi (Green Drakes) 
 
Species/Notes 
 
Although not a separate genus from the Flav, this entry was included as a genus/species to allow it to be 
treated separately from the Flav. 
 

Distribution/Habitat 
 
Green Drakes are distributed all across the West and can be very prolific on some tail waters and cold 
spring creeks such as the Henry’s Fork.  Their typical habitat consists of cold, faster flowing water 
although they hatch well on some of the smooth riffles on Henry’s Fork.   
 

Nymph, Dun, and Spinner Descriptions for On-Stream Identification and Fly-
tying 

 

Stage Hook Sizes Identification and Fly-tying Criteria/Shape 

Green Drake Nymph 10-12 About 10 to 11 mm long. Dark brown, dark olive or 
blackish, mostly black observed.  Three tails, about 
2/3 body length.  Tails lack noticeable hairs such as 
seen on Flavs. Abdomen about 1/2 body and thorax 
1/2.  On brown and olive coloration, wing case is 
darker, almost black.  Thick legs.  Thorax wider than 
abdomen.  

Green Drake Emerger 10-12 Emerges as dun, but can use floating nymph or 
Klinkhammer imitations.  

Green Drake Dun 8-10, 2XL Total length about 14 to 15 mm.  3 tails, at least as 
long body.  Body when hatched is olive with yellow 
ribbing.  Body darkens to brown-olive sometime 
after hatching.  Yellowish legs.  Wing dark dun, 
about 16 mm - at least as long as length of entire 
body.  Thorax yellow and black.  Three equal length 
tails about length of abdomen with no banding 
(hairs).  

Green Drake Spinner 8-10, 2XL Total length about 15 mm. Three long tails, about 
50% longer than body.  Waxy looking, thin brown 
abdomen with yellow ribbing.  Wing about 15 mm, 
transparent. Dark legs and dark abdomen.   

 
Tying Notes 

• Wings on dun are very noticeable, dark and tall 

• Thin, brown turkey quill body seems to work for Green Drake dun abdomens which are 
relatively large for mayflies.  Not clear why this works, but could be due to the impression it 
leaves on the water.  
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• Yellow grizzly hackle clipped at bottom seems to work well for dun legs. Don’t use too many 
wraps.  

• Dyed CDC wings seem to lose color after some use and tend to lighten in color. Faded wings can 
be restored for a short period by stroking them with a black permanent marker. Using hair or 
hair/CDC combination or even EP fibers can help maintain the color but too much hair or EP 
fiber can cause the fly to tip over.   
 

Lifecycle 

 
Nymphs: 
The nymphs are strong crawlers and seldom swept away so they are generally not available to trout 
until emergence.  Once mature, nymphs can drift some distance to slower water along margins of riffles.   
                                                 
Hatching:  
Green Drakes have one generation per year and emergence can spread out over a two to four-week 
period.  Since Green Drakes are present over a wide area of climates and altitudes, there is no standard 
time of year for emergence although it does typically occur in summer months such as the mid-June 
timeframe on the Henry’s Fork.  Some references have reported hatches as late as September in higher 
altitudes.  Inclement weather or late winters can affect the hatching period.  Sunny days and windy days 
seem to suppress hatches.  On the Henry’s Fork, we look for hatches to begin about 11:30 and last for 
about an hour although we have seen hatches as late as 3 PM and almost concurrent with the start of a 
Flav Hatch.  We have also observed hatches occurring on one section of Henry’s Fork but sparse to non-
existent in an adjoining section of the river.   
 
Duns:  
The nymphs are large and it may take some effort for them to break through the shuck to reach the dun 
stage.  When hatched, they drift a fair way to dry wings before flying. They will often test their wings 
and drop back to the water struggling.  Many are crippled or stillborn.  In cool weather during heavy 
hatches, it is common for trout to focus on emergers and ignore the adults.  Adults fly to streamside 
vegetation where they change to a darker color.  After resting one or two days, they fly to cover and 
molt within a day or two into spinners.  
 
Spinners: 
Spinners mate later in the day or during the night and lay eggs early in the night or morning.  Spinner 
falls are reported to occur at night and some writers claim to see good spinner falls from early to mid-
morning or late afternoon to evening depending on weather conditions.  Most writers believe that the 
spinners are not important to fishing since they rarely see a fishable spinner fall - most often fish are 
feeding on some other surface insect.   
 

Tactics 
 
Nymphs:  
There is rarely a need to imitate immature nymphs since there is little drift from these crawlers.  When 
imitating nymphs, it is generally nymphs ready to emerge that are effective.  It is often productive to fish 
nymphs a couple of hours before the typical hatching period as we have experienced on Henry’s Fork.  
Swinging a Drake soft hackle imitation or dead drifting a nymph in waters at or just below hatching 
locations has worked for us.  Another recommended approach is to fish with a split shot and indicator, 
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floating line with leader length of rod, tippet ten to 12 in long, indicator at 2-3 times depth, and split 
shot just above tippet knot.  Where there are deeper runs, Euro nymphing techniques can be very 
effective. Craig Mathews says that he does not believe it is necessary to carry Green Drake nymph flies, 
but sometimes when Green Drakes are hatching, trout don’t seem inclined to take anything else.  
 
For patterns, try a #10 Pheasant Tail, a #8 Allen’s Drake which tied with a brown ostrich herl and body 
ribbed with copper wire and with a partridge hackle wing or either the Green Drake patterns with a 
Tungsten bead.   
 
Duns: 
 During emergence, imitations fished just below the surface may be effective on trout keying on 
emergers.  For those situations, use a floating line, long leader and 4 to 5X tippet.  Later in the hatch 
period it may be necessary to go to 6X especially if the water is very flat and smooth.  Cast upstream or 
across with wiggle cast, if necessary, right into the feeding lane of a specific fish.  Note that body colors 
of the emergers and newly hatched duns are lighter than duns that have left water more than a few 
minutes after hatch; however, see the photo of the dun stuck in the shuck that appears to have a dark 
body.  The dark body could be due to the amount of time the dun attempted to hatch and the time of 
the photograph.    
 
For periods of hatching duns, watch the riseform to be certain they are feeding on duns or emergers or 
if it is a large or small fish.  I try to ignore the small fish so I can focus on larger fish that may not feed on 
the surface for other hatches. The larger fish typically make a very noticeable bulge in the water 
although I have caught larger fish that were feeding with very subtle takes.  When fish are taking duns, 
the riseform may break the surface such as the nose of a fish coming out or there will be bubbles after 
the take.  If possible, single out specific fish and cast to it.  If the hatches are heavy, I have seen large fish 
feeding well on the duns although they are probably also taking nymphs below the surface.  During a 
weak hatch, the larger fish don’t seem to be as noticeable feeding on the surface.  Seasoned Henry’s 
Fork guide John McDaniel uses the Harrop Biot Quill Emerger which is similar to the Last Chance CDC 
Green Drake Cripple.  Mike Lawson uses a fly that looks like a Hatchmaster tied with EP fibers for the 
wings.  He also uses what looks like a Green Drake version of a Quigley Cripple.  My fishing group has 
had great success with Rene Harrop’s Last Chance CDC Green Drake Cripple and another fly tied entirely 
of olive Z-lon, the Zelon Drake.  Recently, we have also caught several fish on a Klinkhammer Special tied 
to match a Green Drake size and color.  When these flies fail to interest a fish, I try a Harrop Green Drake 
CDC Floating Nymph in the event that fish are still feeding on the nymph/emerger stage.  
 
Fish can be somewhat cautious with the first few duns of the year, but that doesn’t last long and later 
they can be caught on Green Drake duns a week or so after the hatching has ended.   
 
Spinners:  
Most outdoor writers don’t believe there is much opportunity to fish a Green Drake spinner fall; 
however, I have caught trout on Green Drake spinner imitations early in the morning when there was 
nothing else on the water for the fish.  When fishing with these spinners, make delicate presentations to 
single fish.  Cast into feeding lane with the right frequency to feeding fish and don’t strike hard.  Mike 
Lawson also has successfully fished drake spinners early in the morning on Henry’s Fork.  He 
recommends tying the spinners with a highly segmented dark olive-brown body which is consistent with 
my photographs.  He ribs his fly with light olive floss and uses hen hackle tips for the wings or EP fibers 
with a few turns of hackle for stability.   
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Recommended Flies 
 

Fly Name Stage Fly ID Water Type 

Pheasant Tail Nymph 1 All 

Allen's Drake Nymph 111 All 

Green Drake Nymph Nymph 163 All 

Green Drake Nymph Tungsten Bead Nymph 405 All 

Green Drake Nymph Tungsten Bead #2 Nymph 406 All 

Harrop Green Drake CDC Floating Nymph Emerger 114 Slow 

Harrop Green Drake Biot Emerger Emerger 215 Slow 

Green Drake Klinkhammer Emerger 221 Moderate 

Last Chance CDC Green Drake Cripple Dun 235 Slow 

Zelon Drake Dun 240 Moderate 

Green Drake Spinner Spinner 243 Slow 

 

Other Flies 
 

Fly Name Stage Fly ID Water Type 

Quigley Cripple Emerger 268 Moderate 

Green Drake Wulff Dun 116 All 

Craig Matthews Green Drake Cripple Dun 244 Moderate 
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Green Drake 

Rich Holten photos of Green Drake nymphs, duns, and spinner.  Note length of 
dun and size of wing.  
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Tricorythodes (Tricos) 
 
Species/Notes 
 
While there are up to nine species in the West, the minutus species is by far the most important.  Other 
Northwest species do not differ much from the minutus in appearance.   
 

Distribution/Habitat 
  
Tricos thrive in slow moving water with a soft, silty bottom and with aquatic plants.  Spring Creeks often 
have abundant numbers of Tricos although they may be found in rivers and streams and tailwaters and 
freestone streams including stretches of the Lochsa River in Idaho.  Silver Creek, ID and the Missouri 
River around Craig, MT have thriving Trico populations.  They may also be present in lakes.  I have 
witnessed a strong Trico hatch on Sprague Lake in Washington State and observed a spinner fall on 
Quail Lake, WA.   
 

Nymph, Dun, and Spinner Descriptions for On-Stream Identification and Fly-
tying 

 

Stage Hook Sizes Identification and Fly-tying Criteria 

Trico Nymph 18-24 Typical length head to back of thorax about 5 to 6 
mm.  Tapered abdomen tan to dark brown w/light 
banding and about 40% of body length. Thorax 
wider than abdomen and darker.  3 tails almost as 
long as body, w/middle tail longer.  

Trico Dun 18-24 Females are larger than males.  Females are about 
5-6 mm and males 4-5 mm.  Females usually have a 
light green or olive-yellow abdomen with brown 
banding and three tails about body length; males 
are black to dark brown with three tails almost twice 
the body length.  Both have a dark brown or black 
thorax.  The dun wings are slightly longer than 
entire body length.                                      

Trico Drake Spinner 20-24 Typical length about 4 to 5 mm (20 to 22 hook).  
Female abdomens are yellowish olive but may be 
creamy white with dark tip at end if they have laid 
eggs.  The three female tails are about body length.    
Males are uniformly dark brown or black with faint 
cream-colored banding; very thin abdomen, about 
twice as long as head/thorax.  The three tails are 
white and 2 to 3 times body length.  Wing is about 
1.5 times the length of the entire body or about 7 
mm and width about 2/3 to 3/4 body length.    
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Lifecycle 
 
Tricos are important in many waters due to the prolific hatches and the extended calendar periods in 
which they hatch, often from mid-summer through early fall.  Some authors including Bob Newell report 
that Tricos may be available in selected spring creeks year-around. The hatches are most prolific in 
spring creeks and tailwaters where the nymphs crawl along silty bottoms and live among plants.   
 
Nymph: 
There are various opinions about the importance of nymphs but most authors conclude that they 
generally live tight to the bottom, do not typically drift, and are not available to fish until emergence 
when trout may eat them in good numbers.   
 
Hatching: 
The nymphs emerge in one of three ways - some hatch in open water in the surface film like other 
mayflies.  Others hatch under water by gripping vegetation and emerging.  Still others emerge by 
crawling out of water on rocks.  
 
Males emerge during the night or very early in morning before sunrise.  In Charlie Meck's book Great 
Rivers--Great Hatches (Stackpole Books, 1992), he summarizes Ron Hall's research on the Upper 
Mississippi as well as his own and others' observations. Hall's study found that Tricos on the upper 
Mississippi River have the following typical life cycle: Male duns emerge on July 20, usually from 10 P.M. 
to 2 A.M.  Personal observations have seen females emerging very early in the morning on Silver Creek 
in Idaho in July, about 9 A.M. to 10 A.M for colder climates like the Lochsa River in Idaho, and 
approximately noon on Rocky Ford, Washington in December.  Early season hatches yield female duns 
about size 20 while later in the year they become smaller with males as small as size 24 for a standard 
dry fly hook.    
 
A September/October 2014 article in MatchtheHatch.com provided some additional insights into 
hatching.  According to the article: “It takes 45 days for the eggs to develop and when water temps hit 
55 degrees, the nymphs hatch out.  If temperatures should dip, say, in mid-autumn, any eggs recently 
laid cease developing and go into diapause, a state of dormancy – a kind of biological bank deposit, 
awaiting withdrawal – and are the first eggs to hatch the following summer.  …. The males emerge at 
night, usually between 10 p.m. and 2 a.m.; the females, fashionably late, tarry until morning, often 
emerging at first light.”   
 
Dun: 
After hatching, male duns fly to streamside vegetation to molt into spinners by morning.  Hatching 
females may float downstream some distance and can be important to trout fishers but not nearly as 
important as the spinners.  At the same time, trout may also be feeding on emerging nymphs.  Swisher 
and Richards claim in Selective Trout that the duns are more important in the Northwest than in the 
East. 
 
Spinner:  
Male duns often transform into spinners just before dawn but female duns change into spinners within 
a few minutes after emerging sometimes as late as noon. The spinner falls generally commence when 
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the morning air temperature reaches about 68 F, though they will still occur on cool fall days when 
temperatures never get that warm.  Spinner falls and emergence can overlap during heavy hatches.  If 
dun emergence is delayed to later in the day due to cool or very hot and windy weather, spinner falls 
might be delayed until early evening. 
 
After molting into spinners, female 0Tricos mate in the air with the males.  After about a half hour after 
mating, the females form egg balls, return to water with jelly green egg sacs attached to ends of their 
abdomens, migrate upstream to riffled sections where they dip their abdomens in water to release the 
dark olive egg balls.  Shortly after that, spinners appear on the water, first females, then both females 
and males, then primarily males.  The spinner fall period usually lasts about one hour.  Some references 
contend that males generally fall right after mating which seems to contradict the previous statement.  
The contradiction could be due to the point of observation; i.e., the males could fall further upstream or 
they could float much further than the females.  Spinner fall can happen en masse and quickly so that 
suddenly there can be a lot of spinners on the water such as is often observed on the Missouri River in 
August.   
 

Tactics 
 
The principal fishing stage is spinners, but duns, especially females can be important during dawn 
hatches.  Also, fish may be taking emerging nymphs when the female duns are emerging in the morning. 
During the morning hatch of female Trico duns, the trout feed aggressively on individual insects and are 
much more likely to move side to side to take a fly.  During the spinner fall, the insects may become so 
numerous that they sometimes form blobs of spinners on the surface of the water in which case the 
trout do not move far from their feeding lanes.  Mike Mercer says that if your casting is accurate to 
within inches, you can catch dozens of fish during the spinner fall.  If your casting is not up to snuff, it 
pays to get up a little earlier and be there for the hatching female duns.  Mercer uses the same 
parachute Trico pattern through all phases of the hatch.  
 
Schollmeyer starts with a nymph before females emerge then switches to a female emerger or dun 
during the emergence.  He recommends using the female dun until you start to see male spinners on the 
water then switch to the male spinners followed by female spinners when they return to the water.  As 
a minimum, he recommends carrying three patterns:  female dun, male spinner, and female spinner.  
Add to this nymph and emerger patterns.   
 
Nymph: 
The nymphs are crawlers and typically do not drift; but they can be important as they emerge especially 
during the female emergence in the morning.  Avoid blind casting.  Cast to feeding fish or when 
emergence appears to be starting.  Fish often feed on nymphs until their numbers dwindle and then 
switch to duns or spinners. Nymphs are most productive when fished near the surface. 
 
Two tactics are recommended – fish a nymph pattern as a dropper about a foot or two below the dry fly 
or small indicator or in the film by applying floatant.  Fish in response to feeding activity when you can 
see Tricos active on the water or when you think there will be a good hatch soon.  If possible, fish with 
upstream or cross-stream casts to spotted trout or likely lies.  On heavily fished water such as Silver 
Creek, ID, it may be necessary to use small tippet and cast downstream to feeding fish.   
 
Dun/Emerger: 
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For emergers/duns there are two good options:  sunk/emerger and floating presentations.  Watch 
riseforms for signs they are feeding on emergers.  If they are feeding on the duns, a head rise above the 
water surface followed by a bubble is a good indication of feeding on duns.  Otherwise, fish emergers 
until fish refuse them.  
 
A floating pattern seems to work best during warm months when insects get off water quickly.  In colder 
months, either duns or emergers work well.   

 
On slow water typical of Trico habitat, try a delicate presentation using a 12-15 ft leader with three to 
four-foot tippets with 6 or 7 X.  It is often necessary to cast right in the feeding lane because fish do not 
want to move far for a small meal.  Place the fly close to the fish to minimize drag.  Sometimes it will be 
necessary to take a difficult position because much Trico habitat is in soft bottoms that are difficult to 
wade. It may take 20 - 30 casts before a fish accepts the fly – the presentation has to be good to avoid 
spooking fish.  Pick out a single feeding rising fish and cast as precisely as possible to its feeding lane.  
Trico imitations seem to be effective when the water is smooth, but when water is too rippled, fish tend 
to ignore the small flies.  Do not strike until it is clear that the fish has gone down with the fly.  Takes will 
be deliberate and it is easy to pull the fly away before the fish has secured it. 
 
For sunk/emerger presentations, a tuft of CDC helps keep fly near surface - dry fly each drift with false 
casts.  A small indicator may be needed to detect strikes.  If Mike Lawson believes the fish are on 
emergers instead of duns, he will fish a nymph near the surface.   
 
Fly recommendations for a floating dun are as follows:     
 
 

• I prefer an Improved Sparkle Dun or RS2/F Fly.  I tie the Sparkle dun with gray/dun EP fiber 
wings (no deer hair on this small fly), a slight amount of undersized grizzly hackle tied behind the 
wing, yellowish body with light banding, and synthetic tailing material.   

• Rene Harrop prefers either parachute or No Hackle patterns which he displays in his book 
“Learning from The Water.”   

• Mike Mercer uses a parachute Trico imitation which is constructed with a hot orange parachute 
post. Mercer says he can see the fly better than traditional patterns which helps him direct his 
casts more accurately. Although the insects on his local waters are normally size 22 to 24, 
Mercer uses size 20 to 22 imitations, both for better visibility and a larger hook gap to hold fish.  
The fly he mentions appears to be Mercer’s Parachute Profile Spinner which has the bright post.  
This fly is included in the Fly Shop (Redding, CA) catalogue and is also included in Mercer’s book 
“Creative Fly Tying.”  In the book, the Trico version of the fly is tied with spade hackle fibers for 
the tail, a dark brown goose biot body, a hot orange macrame yarn post, and Z-Lon fiber spent 
wings.  He notes that the wings should be tied sparsely which I agree with wholeheartedly for 
spinners.   

• Charlie Meck likes a simple #24 dun pattern with a pale olive body, pale dun hen hackle tip 
wings, and pale-dun hackle, with tails about the length of the body. 

 
Spinner:  
If the spinner fall lasts for a short time such as less than an hour, it can be difficult to first, detect the 
spinner fall, and second, to set up with a good fly pattern.  However, I have experienced spinners on the 
water well over 4 hours on the Missouri River and well over an hour at Rocky Ford in which case, there is 
time to determine if males or females are on the water and to set up and work fish.   
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There seems to be some debate among the experts as to which spinner imitation – male or female – 
should be used first so the best approach is to watch the water and use a black imitation for males and 
one of the colors that match females (see the photos in this section).   
 
If there are a tremendous number of spinners on the water, fish may not move far from a specific 
feeding lane to intercept them and they may exhibit a rhythmic feeding pattern.  In this case, it’s 
necessary to present a fly delicately in the feeding lane at the right time which can be difficult and 
frustrating.  If the fish are consistently feeding near the surface, it may be possible to get within two to 
three fly rod lengths from them which reduces drag and improves accuracy.  If fishing the surface or 
film, use a gentle hook set.   
 
Sometimes a simpler approach works better such as drifting a spent imitation below an indicator to 
attract fish that are feeding subsurface.  Some references suggest unmatching the hatch with other food 
items the fish may be accustomed to such as ants or beetles.   
 
Both male and female versions of flies should be carried.  If Trico patterns aren’t handy, use other types 
of small flies, trim them, if necessary, and match size and color as well as possible.  Several approaches 
to fly patterns are available: 
 

• Mike Mercer uses his Parachute Profile Spinner for both the dun and spinner phases in the 
waters around Redding California.   

• John Barr recommends using his Barr’s Sunken Spinner 6 to 8 inches beneath a small floating fly.   

• Kelly Galloup emphasizes matching the size and shape of Trico spinners with special emphasis 
on the width of the wings which he notes are much too narrow on most imitations.  He likes a 
size 22 Triple Wing Spinner pattern and a sunken spinner called the Galloup Sunken Poly 
Spinner.  Of note is that he ties his wings with a method that reduces the potential for the wing 
material to sweep backward (In the companion Fly Patterns file, see fly #245, Spinner, Kelly 
Galloup Style and the You Tube video referenced). 

• In fishing the Missouri River during a heavy spinner fall, I caught several fish using a Zebra Midge 
about 3 to 4 feet below an indicator.  A Zebra Midge closely resembles a sunken spinner where 
the wings are swept backward and not as visible.   

• Another approach advocated by Henry Forks guides is to use a 16 or 18 black ant during the 
spinner fall to set your fly apart from the rest.  
 

Sometimes it is possible to catch fish in lakes using a Trico spinner imitation; however, fish may prefer 
other lake food items over the very small Trico spinners.   
 

Recommended Flies 
 

Fly Name Stage Fly ID Water Type 

Pheasant Tail Nymph 1 All 

Klinkhammer Special Emerger 40 Moderate 

F Fly, Improved Emerger 61 Slow 

Quigley Cripple, Modified Emerger 72 Moderate 

RS-2  Emerger 225 Slow 
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Foam Floating Nymph Emerger 237 Moderate 

Trico No Hackle Dun 177 Slow 

Improved Sparkle Dun Dun 234 Moderate 

Galloup Sunken Spinner, Trico colors Spinner 87 All 

Compara Spinner Spinner 93 Moderate 

Upright Trico Spinner Spinner 103 Slow 

Trico Spinner and Sunk Spinner Spinner 166 All 

Zebra Midge Spinner 169 All 

Trico Female Spinner Spinner 305 Slow 

 

Other Flies 
 

Fly Name Stage Fly ID Water Type 

Compara-dun Emerger 75 Slow 

Mercer's Parachute Profile Trico Spinner Spinner 165 Moderate 

Trico Wet Fly Spinner Spinner 275 All 
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   Trico 

Rich Holten photos. Top:  Left -Trico nymph; Right - Trico dun.  Bottom:  Trico female 
spinners – note size and proportions of wing.  
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  Trico 

Rich Holten photos:  Top - Trico male spinner – note dark coloration, somewhat 
banded abdomen, and long tail.  Bottom - Trico male spinner compared to size 28 
TMC 518 hook.   
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Rhithrogena (Western March Brown) 
 
Species/Notes 
 
Hafele and Hughes mentions four notable Northwestern species, but they are similar enough that it is  
not necessary for the angler to identify them down to the species level.   
 

Distribution/Habitat 
 
March Brown nymphs are clingers which thrive in rivers and streams which have gravel and rock 
bottoms.   Notable hatches have been reported on the Yakima River (April), Deschutes (April) and the 
Willamette River (March) systems and are present in many other Oregon rivers and streams.  In the 
Yellowstone area, Mathews and Juracek have seen March Browns on several waters but only in fishable 
numbers on the Henry’s Fork. They have seen some of the other species on the Gallatin, Madison, and 
Yellowstone but the only important stage on these rivers is the spinner.   
 

Nymph, Dun, and Spinner Descriptions for On-Stream Identification and Fly-
tying 

 

Stage Hook Sizes Identification and Fly-tying Criteria 

March Brown Nymph 12 2XL About 10 mm long. Head to end of wing case is 
longer than abdomen.  Abdomen has distinctive 
alternating bands of dark brown and yellow.  Wing 
case is dark brown to black.  Thorax is noticeably 
wider than abdomen.  Three tails, about body 
length; middle tail may be shorter.   

March Brown Dun 12 2XL About 10 mm long.  Abdomen is dark brown with 
gray banding.  Wing is whitish with dark spots and 
streaks, about as long as body and about as wide as 
head and thorax.  Two dark tails about body length.  

March Brown Spinner 12 2XL About 10 mm long.  Abdomen is yellow-brown with 
yellowish banding.  Wings are tan-tinted translucent 
wings with noticeable veins; slightly longer than 
body and about as wide as head/thorax.  Two tails, 
longer than body 

 
 

Lifecycle 
 
Nymph: 
The nymphs are clingers, poor swimmers, rarely drift, and are probably not common trout fare until 
emergence.  Mature nymphs may migrate to more moderate currents or next to riffles before emerging.   
 
Hatching: 
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March Browns usually emerge over about a month-long period in the late winter or early spring.  They 
usually hatch in mid-morning and may be on the water the same time as the spinner fall. On cloudy days 
the hatch may go from late morning to almost 4 pm.  Spring hatches are usually best during the warmer 
parts of the day.   
 
Some references indicate that they begin to emerge near bottom among the rocks they occupy, but 
most entomologists believe they emerge just below the surface.  Emergence begins when water 
temperatures are in the upper 40-degree range of spring.  Typical of mayflies, weather influences 
emergence with calm, overcast days yielding the best emergences.  Some references indicate that the 
March Brown hatch underwater which would lead to using a soft hackle or a Flymph.    
 
Dun: 
Once on the surface, the wings dry and the insect flies away.  The dun will often spend long minutes 
drifting on the surface and the dun imitation can be important. 
 
Spinner: 
No information available.  
 

Tactics 
 
General approach:  dead drift nymph patterns early in the day, fish an emerger pattern or soft hackle to 
represent an emerger in mid-day, and switch to duns toward end of the day.   
 
Nymph: 
The clinger nymphs rarely drift and are generally available to trout only during the emergence.   Since 
they emerge below the surface, a classical wet fly with a wing can be very effective.  To Mike Lawson, it 
appears at times that fish completely ignore duns and focus on the subsurface emergers.   Lawson’s 
favorite pattern is a size 12 soft hackle with a pheasant tail or hare’s ear body.  He also uses a two-fly rig 
with a dry fly like a Parachute Adams. 
 
Dun: 
Start with fishing a nymph near the surface and observe the riseforms.  The fish can be very selective on 
where they feed whether it be hatching nymphs below the surface or duns that are drying their wings 
and floating a way downstream.  Ralph Cutter recommends using a soft hackle tied with a peacock body 
and hun wing, high sticking the pattern through the water and swinging it at the end of the drift.  He 
also likes the Bivisible Dun for the dun stage.  Mathews and Juracek use a Sparkle Dun and a soft hackle.  
Dave Hughes starts with a Compara-dun and switches to either a March Brown Parachute or Hairwing 
Dun.   
 
Spinner: 
The only important stage on the Gallatin, Madison, and Yellowstone is the spinner.  To fish these 
spinners, Mathews and Juracek recommend a standard spinner pattern tied in light brown to black 
colors in size 16.  
 
 

Recommended Flies 
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Fly Name Stage Fly ID Water Type 

Pheasant Tail Soft Hackle Nymph 300 All 

March Brown Flymph Emerger 311 All 

Gold-Ribbed Hare's Ear Soft Hackle Emerger 306 All 

Compara-dun (use March Brown colors in 
12 to 14) 

Dun 75 Moderate 

Hairwing Dun Dun 102 Moderate 

Improved Sparkle Dun Dun 234 Moderate 

Spinner, Kelly Galloup Style  Spinner 245 Slow 

 

Other Flies 
 
None 
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Rhithrogena  

Top:  Troutnut photo of nymph.  Middle:  Bob Newell photos of dun on left and 
spinner on right.  Bottom:  Bob Newell photo of spinner.  
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Ephemera simulans (Brown 
Drakes) 
 
 

Species/Notes 
 
Brown Drakes are not a separate genus – they are a species belonging to the Ephemera genus which  
includes other mayflies such as the Yellow Drake and Eastern Green Drake which are more common in 
the East.   
 

Distribution/Habitat 
 
Brown Drakes are found in slower moving waters with soft bottoms of sand and gravel suitable to 
making the burrows that house the nymphs.  There are famous hatches on Henry’s Fork, Silver Creek, 
and the Upper Gibbon meadows in Yellowstone Park.  I have even seen a hatch on the Columbia River 
where the water moves slowly over a mud bottom.   
 

Nymph, Dun, and Spinner Descriptions for On-Stream Identification and Fly-
tying 

 
Stage Hook Sizes Identification and Fly-tying Criteria 

Brown Drake Nymph 6-8, 4 XL Nymphs are about 18 mm long excluding tails.  They 
have a long, slender abdomen almost twice the 
body length and yellow-brown in color.  Gills are 
very noticeable in mid-section of abdomen so using 
ostrich would be a good match. Three tails, about 
1/2 body length or less.     

Brown Drake Emerger 6-8, 3 or 4 XL Mike Lawson recommends tying emergers with a 
yellowish tan body, hackled with long, mottled 
fibers of brown grouse or partridge.  A swept-back 
wing tied of dark tan CDC or EP fibers can add to the 
effectiveness. 

Brown Drake Dun 6-8, 3 or 4 XL Duns are 18 to 20 mm body length.  The abdomen is 
light brown with cream banding and is about 2/3 of 
the body length.  Three banded tails about 1/2 or 
more the body length.  The thorax is darker, 
somewhat of a yellowish-tan.  Wings are mottled, 
between a light tan or light dun color and are about 
as long as the entire body (15-20 mm).  
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Brown Drake Spinner 8, 3 or 4 XL Wings are slightly longer than length of entire body, 
translucent, but are mottled and have a light brown 
tint. The abdomen is about 2/3 body length and may 
be gray or cream and slightly yellowish on bottom.  
Three banded tails about 50% longer than body.  
Thorax is darker.   

 

 
Lifecycle 
 
Nymph: 
The nymphs belong to the burrower category, living in holes dug into river and stream bottoms, typically 
in sandy or more gravely bottom structure than Hexagenia which prefer mud.  They forage at night and 
are not very available to trout until they emerge.   
 
Hatching: 
The nymphs leave their burrow structures on the stream bed and rise quickly to the water surface.  It is 
reported that they hatch just below the water surface, pop up, and drift a way to dry their wings.  
Hatches typically occur just before, at, or after dark although I have occasionally observed them 
hatching between noon and 3 pm.  It is not uncommon to have a very significant one evening followed 
by no hatch the next evening, especially if the weather is windy.   
 
They show up in late June through early July on the Henry’s Fork, typically following the first of the 
Green Drake hatches.  Hatches are later in higher elevations and earlier in some areas such as Silver 
Creek, ID.  In Washington State they may hatch in May through June.  The water temperature for a 
hatch will be in mid-50’s.   
 
Dun: 
Duns can ride the water for a relatively long distance before flying off, making them a good target for 
feeding fish.   
 
Spinner:  
Spinner falls lag emergences by one to two days and sometimes they surprise anglers by not showing up 
at all or are not observed because the fall occurs late into the evening after anglers have left the water.   
Matthews and Juracek have also seen swarms of males without females and no mating.  Mike Lawson 
has noted that spinners often land on the water with wings up and eventually become typical spinners 
with wings in the film.  He finds it difficult to distinguish between wings-up spinners and duns, a problem 
that I have faced occasionally.   
 

Tactics 
 
Nymph: 
Nymph patterns may work well in early stages of hatch; otherwise, the nymphs are generally not 
available.  Given slow water habitat, there is not much need to weight flies in most runs.  Cast up and 
across, let the nymph sink several feet, and retrieve to surface with short, slow strips.  Although Hafele 
and Hughes report that trout consume more nymphs than duns and spinners due to their availability 
just before emergence, I have seen no evidence of this possibly because most of my experience with 
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Brown Drakes has been fishing during heavy hatches.   Similar to my experience, Mathews and Juracek 
have more success fishing emergers and duns even when the fish appear to be eating nymphs.  Even 
though they have witnessed big fish feeding on emerging nymphs, they have had meager success fishing 
the nymphs.  Mike Lawson uses nymphs during a hatch by swinging his fly and twitching it just before it 
gets into the trout’s feeding lane.  
 
Dun: 
Emerger patterns are not typically often used because nymphs hatch quickly and few are crippled.  If 
fishing an emerger pattern, float it in the surface film with dry fly casting.  For hatching duns, there is a 
good chance trout will take dun imitations if they are on the water.  Trout eat Brown Drakes which such 
vigor that it is difficult to miss the take.   
 
With the larger flies and diminishing light during hatches, it is recommended that anglers use heavier 
tippets such as 3 and 4X.  John McDaniel uses the Harrop CDC Brown Drake Biot Emerger and will use 
Mike's Drake (Lawson fly) if he sees fish eating the duns.  He also uses it late in the evening when the 
emerger is difficult to see.  My best fly to imitate Brown Drake duns is also the Harrop CDC Brown Drake 
Biot Emerger.  This fly rides fairly well in the water due to the CDC wing which seems to be more stable 
than a hair wing which tends to make the fly topple over.  I have also had some success using the Harrop 
Brown Drake Hackled Spinner with either the wings flat or slightly angled up.  I have yet to try Mike’s 
Drake during Brown Drake hatches.   
 
Craig Mathews likes to fish the Gibbon during the Brown Drake emergence which is the only time that 
the big browns of the Gibbon upper meadows feed on the surface. The trout move around a lot during 
the hatch which makes fishing difficult.  Mike Lawson is convinced that trout do not like Brown Drakes 
as much as other mayflies having seen the water covered with them and only whitefish eating them. 
However, he has caught some big fish on Brown Drakes.   
 
Spinner: 
Even with spinners on the water, first try a dun imitation which is easier to see.  If the rise forms are 
slow and deliberate, it is more likely that the fish are on spinners so switch to a spinner.  It may be very 
difficult to see the naturals and imitations on the water in low light when they are most likely to be on 
the water.  Try positions with different light conditions to watch for the naturals or watch your fly.  If 
there are a lot of spinners on the water, the timing of the cast to match a fish’s feeding cycle will be 
important and the fly must be in the fish’s feeding lane.   
 

Recommended Flies 
 
  

Fly Name Stage Fly ID Water Type 

Burrowing Mayfly Nymph Nymph 94 All 

Brown Drake Nymph Nymph 295 All 

Harrop CDC Brown Drake Biot Emerger Emerger 214 Slow 

Brown Drake Soft Hackle Emerger 403 All 

Brown Drake CDC Dun Dun 219 Slow 

Zelon Drake Dun 240 Moderate 

Harrop Brown Drake Hackled Spinner Spinner 213 Slow 
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Spinner, Kelly Galloup Style  Spinner 245 Slow 

 

Other Flies 
 

Fly Name Stage Fly ID Water Type 

Mike's Drake (Lawson fly)  Dun 294 Moderate 

Gray and Brown Wulff (use Brown 
Coloration) 

Dun 296 All 
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Brown Drakes 

  
Top:  Left – Rich Holten photo of nymph.   Right – Jason Neuswanger photo 
of nymph.  Middle:  Rich Holten photo of duns.  Bottom:  Rich Holten 
photos of spinner from underwater and spinner from above.   
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Hexagenia  
 
 

Species/Notes 
 
Hafele and Hughes report that there is essentially only one species of importance in the Northwest; 
however, other sources have encountered what appear to be different species with varying sizes from 
30 to 43 mm and colors ranging from bright yellow to pale, creamy yellow.  From a fly-tying perspective, 
one can say that Hex’s are large and yellowish so species identification is not very critical to the angler.   
 

Distribution/Habitat 
 
Hexs are burrowers and may be found in some of the same areas as the Brown Drake, but they tend to 
live in waters with more of a muddy bottom.  They occur in only a small number of clear water lakes and 
streams in the Pacific region.  In Washington, I have found them on my windows of our house on the 
McNary pool of the Columbia River.  Likewise, I have seen them behind dams on the Snake River.  They 
are an important hatch on portions of the Williamson River in Oregon and are also found in Oregon 
Lakes such as Timothy Lake, Lost Lake, and Clear Lake and Merrill Lake in Washington. 
 

Nymph, Dun, and Spinner Descriptions for On-Stream Identification and Fly-
tying 

 
Stage Hook Sizes Identification and Fly-tying Criteria 

Hexagenia Nymph 4-8, 4 XL Mature nymphs are 35-38 mm from head to end of 
abdomen.  Overall coloration appears to be 
yellowish and brown.  The abdomen is about twice 
as long as the thorax plus the head. The first half of 
the abdomen has long gills which could be imitated 
with ostrich or similar material. They have 3 equal 
length tails with fine hairs. Tails are about half the 
length of entire body and could be imitated with 
marabou.  Legs are yellowish.  

Hexagenia Dun 4-8, 4 XL The duns are 25-30 mm with an overall yellow 
coloration. The abdomen is twice as long as the 
head plus the thorax and is yellow on top and very 
light-yellow underneath with thin brown ribbing. 
The thorax is light brown and head is yellow.  Wings 
are about same length as entire body with large 
hind wings.  The leading edge of the wing may have 
some brown mottling.  Legs are yellowish.  Two tails 
are about as long as thorax.  

Hexagenia Spinner 4-8, 4 XL Same as dun except the top of the abdomen is 
darker, wings are translucent, thorax is darker 
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brown, and  tails are about same as length of entire 
body.   

 

Lifecycle 
 
Nymph: 
Hex nymphs and other burrowers may occur in large numbers. Typically, burrowing mayfly nymphs build 
a tunnel of sorts in a soft bottom and using body motion of their gills to create flow through the tunnel 
for breathing and feeding.  The nymphs also may leave the tunnels at night to feed.  Given their 
likelihood to remain in their burrows during the day, they are not important to imitate in this phase for 
daytime fishermen.  
 
Hatching: 
Mature nymphs abandon their burrows at twilight and swim to surface where the duns emerge. 
Hatches occur in Washington from mid-May through July.  Hatches are most likely on warm, cloudy 
days.  Emergence occurs from 3 to 11pm.  In other locales, they emerge May through August at night or 
late evening on a cloudy day. 
 
Dun: 
Hexs are not fast emergers and once hatched and on the water, they often sit for a few moments before 
flying off to streamside foliage.  As with Brown Drakes, emergence in a given locale will occur over a 
period of only a few days.    
 
Spinner: 
In late evening, males form mating swarms high above the water to attract the females.  Mating takes 
place in flight. Females return to the water to lay eggs and then fall flat on surface.  This activity takes 
place long after dark.  Trout feed on all stages, but the spinner is least important to angler. 
 

Tactics 
 
Nymph: 
Trout feed on nymphs during night time movements or during emergence.  As previously noted, it is not 
likely to be effective fishing Hex nymph imitations during the day when the naturals are located in their 
burrows.   
 
The undulating motion of the nymph emerging to the surface can best be imitated with jointed fly 
patterns which can be tedious to tie.  In lieu of the jointed pattern, the Burrowing Mayfly Nymph and 
Brown Drake Nymph flies emphasize other features such as size and gills.  The Brown Drake Nymph 
pattern should be tied with more of a yellowish color for use in Hex emergences.  To fish either fly, cast 
and let the fly sink to the bottom in stillwater and then slowly retrieve it to the surface.  It is 
recommended to keep using the nymphal imitations until fish begin taking duns.   
 
Dun: 
 
During hatches, it pays to watch or listen for rising/eating fish in low light.  A slurp with no visible head 
rise could indicate a fish eating either emergers, duns, or spinners.  Typical of mayflies, the quieter, 
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slower rises are usually fish feeding on spinners or cripples.  If I am not certain what stage the fishing are 
taking, I like to use a dry fly such as the Brown Drake CDC Dun (tied with Hex coloration) first because I 
can see it better than emergers or spinners.  Fish can become selective feeders on the cripples laying on 
their sides.  The Galloup Cripple pattern can be used for these selective fish.  
 
Spinner: 
Later when spinners are on the water, it may be advisable to continue using a dun pattern which is more 
visible with the wings showing above the water surface.  If a spinner pattern is desired, it is probably 
reasonable to just use a Brown Drake spinner rather than tying separate spinner patterns for the Hexs.    
 

Recommended Flies 
 

Fly Name Stage Fly ID Water Type 

Burrowing Mayfly Nymph Nymph 94 All 

Brown Drake Nymph Nymph 295 All 

Galloup Cripple  Cripple 238 Moderate 

Brown Drake CDC Dun Dun 219 Slow 

Zelon Drake Dun 240 Moderate 

Gray and Brown Wulff (use Yellow 
Coloration) 

Dun 296 Moderate 

Harrop Brown Drake Hackled Spinner Spinner 213 Slow 

Spinner, Kelly Galloup Style  Spinner 245 Slow 

 

Other Flies 

 
None 
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Hexagenia 

Top:  Jason Neuswanger photo of nymph.  Middle:  Rich Holten photos of dun.  
Bottom, Rich Holten photos of dun (left) and spinner (right). 
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Siphlonurus (Gray Drakes) 
 

 

Species/Notes 
 
While there are multiple species of Gray Drakes in the Northwest, there is not enough difference 
between them to be of importance to the angler.   
 

Distribution/Habitat 
 
Gray Drakes are widespread across the Northwest and can be found in lakes and streams especially 
where there is a lot of vegetation.  In Oregon the best populations occur in the slow meandering spring-
creek like streams of south-central Oregon with exceptional numbers found in the Sprague and upper 
Williamson Rivers.  
 

Nymph, Dun, and Spinner Descriptions for On-Stream Identification and Fly-
tying 

 
Stage Hook Sizes Identification and Fly-tying Criteria 

Gray Drake Nymph 8-10 or 12 3XL About 12-16 mm.  Swimmer shape (Torpedo shape, 
with tapered abdomen) and size similar to 
Callibaetis, Ameletus, and Isonychia.  Differentiation 
from the others is that the antennae is much 
shorter than Callibaetis (less than twice width of 
head), no pale stripes on end of abdomen like 
Ameletus, and no hairs on inside of forelegs like 
Isonychia.   Gray or brown coloration.    Abdomen 
about twice length of thorax plus head.  Spikey-
looking gills three fourth way down the abdomen. 
May have dark band at end of abdomen. Three 
equal length tails, half of body length with banding 
3/4 way to end; banding actually is interlocking 
hairs.                                      

Gray Drake Dun 12 standard or 2 
XL 

10-12 mm.  Multiple colorations:  1. Abdomen with 
light brown on bottom, and with light brown 
banding; Thorax and head mixture of light brown 
and gray.  2.  Most likely in Yellowstone area - 
brown abdomen with light yellow or tan banding 
and dark thorax. 3. Yellow and brown alternating 
bands on abdomen with dark brown thorax.  
Abdomen about twice length of thorax plus head.  
Dark legs and 2 tails about length of body.   Wings 
mostly dark dun about length of body or slightly 
longer. Two tails about body length. 
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Gray Drake Spinner 12 9 - 10 mm.  Brown abdomen with tan or light-
yellow banding.  Dark thorax.  Abdomen about 
twice length of thorax plus head.  Wing clear, about 
10 to 20 % longer than entire body, and width 
about 1/3 of entire body length.  Two tails about 
twice the entire body length.  

 
 

Lifecycle 
 
Nymph: 
The nymphs are classified as swimmers and are excellent swimmers.  They are often available to trout 
and can be important to the angler.   
 
Hatching: 
When ready to emerge, nymphs crawl from the water up streamside grasses or other nearby vegetation, 
though there is some speculation that emergence may also occur on the water’s surface as well. Dun 
emergence is generally thought to occur either at night or just after sunset or before sunrise.  
 
Duns: 
Since hatching occurs near the water edge or on land, duns are not generally available to trout.   
However, some nymphs may not make it to shore or will fall back into the water, so it is possible to find 
trout that have consumed Gray Drake nymphs in an emergence stage.  In the Yellowstone area, I have 
seen duns on the Henry’s Fork in June in the air but not on the water.  In higher elevations, they may be 
present as late as September.   
 
Spinner: 
Male spinners fall to ground and females return to water dipping and touching water to release eggs.  
Gray Drake spinner falls can occur any time between mid-morning and late evening depending on 
weather and air temperature and can be heavy enough to attract many fish.  
 
On the Henry’s Fork, the hatches coincide with Green Drake and Brown Drakes on the upper river.  
When the hatch is fully on, spinners can be on the water all day.  It is possible to fish Green Drakes in the 
morning and catch a Gray Drake spinner fall in the afternoon on the lower river. Wind can affect the 
fishing.  Spinners need calm weather to mate and lay eggs on the water.  If it's windy, there will be few 
spinners on the water.   

 
Tactics 
 
Nymph: 
For Ralph Cutter, the standard way to fish the nymph is with a size 12 dark nymph affixed to 9-foot 4x 
leader on a floating line.  Cast tight to shore, give the nymph a few seconds to settle and then strip it 
back in short darts.   
 
Dun: 
I have yet to observe Gray Drake duns on the water and have not fished a Gray Drake hatch.   
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Spinner: 
Since Gray Drake spinners can be present with other hatching mayflies, the first step is to watch the fish 
to determine if they are eating spinners or other mayflies.  Slow, deliberate takes are the usual 
indication of fish taking spinners.   Use delicate casts and don’t hurry the strike to avoid pulling the fly 
from the fish.   
 

Recommended Flies 
 
  

Fly Name Stage Fly ID Water Type 

Near Enough Nymph 298 All 

Gray and Brown Wulff Dun 296 All 

Galloup Sunken Spinner Spinner 87 All 

Compara Spinner Spinner 93 Moderate 

Spinner, Kelly Galloup Style  Spinner 245 Slow 

Gray Drake Foam Spinner Spinner 299 Slow 

 

Other Flies 
 
None 
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  Siphlonurus – Gray Drakes 

Top:  Rich Holten photos of Gray Drake nymphs and duns.  Middle:  Duns by D. 
S. Chandler/www.discoverlife.org and Bob Newell.   Bottom:  Rich Holten 
photo of spinner from Henry’s Fork 
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Attenella (Small Blue-Winged Olive, Little 
Blue-Winged Olive) 
 
 

Species/Notes 
 
There is one common Northwestern species, Attenella. Margarita 
 

Distribution/Habitat 
 
There is debate among key references on the abundance of Attenella.  Hafele and Hughes have not 
observed large numbers of them while Fred Arbona states that he has found good numbers of Attenella 
at any altitude in most streams and rivers in the Northwest.  Mathews and Juracek report finding fish 
feeding heavily on Attenella on the Yellowstone River.  They have also been reported on Henry’s Fork 
and in other Spring Creeks in the Northwest.  They may be most abundant is smooth flowing sections of 
rivers.   
 

Nymph, Dun, and Spinner Descriptions for On-Stream Identification and Fly-
tying 

 

Stage Hook Sizes Identification and Fly-tying Criteria 

Attenella Nymph 18, 2XL 6-9 mm, probably closer to 6 mm.  Crawler body so 
head to end of wing case tips is somewhat longer 
than abdomen from end of wing case to end of 
abdomen. Some of the abdominal segments are 
pale on the top.  Abdomen has gills on segments 4-
7.  Three tails of equal length with fine hairs.  Very 
similar to Baetis except Baetis have swimmer shape 
and have middle tail shorter.  

Attenella Dun 18, 2XL 6 mm. Olive to brown-olive colors.  Large reddish 
eyes. Abdomen is olivish with ochre rings.  Medium 
gray wings 7-8 mm.  Three, chalky white tails.  Easy 
to mistake for Baetis.  Similar to Baetis but has three 
tails and has a hind wing. The small size separates it 
from flavs which otherwise share very similar 
characteristics. 

Attenella Spinner 18, 2XL 6 mm.  Females are olive to brownish olive, males 
with whitish to clear abdomen with black thorax. 
Wings are clear and 6-7 mm.   Noticeable hind wing.   
Three tails are chalky white.   
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Lifecycle 
 
Nymph: 
The nymphs are classified as crawlers, consequently they can be found moving around bottom structure 
and occasionally may drift and become available to trout 
 
Hatching: 
There is no definitive information on how they emerge - underwater or in surface film.  Likewise, there 
are different reports of when they emerge, ranging from mid-morning to early afternoon.  As with other 
mayflies, the hatch is longer on cloudy days and shorter on sunny days.  Hatches are most common in 
late summer in the lower elevations and late summer to early fall in higher elevations.   
 
Dun: 
Duns float quite a distance before wings dry and the duns fly off.  In spite of this, fish often ignore duns 
and feed on emerging nymphs. 
 
Spinner: 
Spinner falls form just before dark and spinner are on the water usually after dark.  Fred Arbona does 
not believe spinner fall numbers to be of significance for fishermen. 
 

Tactics 
 
Very little information is available specific to fishing Attenella nymphs or a hatch.  Recommended flies 
below are standard mayfly imitations.  
 
Nymph: 
No information available. 
 
Dun: 
Mathews and Juracek state that fishing this hatch taught them that while it appears that fish are feeding 
on the surface, they are mostly taking emerging nymphs just below the surface.  They recommend sight 
fishing an unweighted nymph to a single fish if possible.   
 
Spinner: 
Mathews and Juracek sometimes see spinners on the water and usually during other spinner falls.  They 
use a standard #18 olive spinner pattern.   
 

Recommended Flies 
 

Fly Name Stage Fly ID Water Type 

Pheasant Tail Nymph 1 All 

Pheasant Tail Soft Hackle Emerger 300 All 

Improved Sparkle Dun Dun 234 Moderate 

Spinner, Kelly Galloup Style  Spinner 245 Slow 
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Attenella – (Little Blue-Winged Olive) 

Jason Neuswanger photo of dun 
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Paraleptophlebia (Mahogany Duns) 
 
 

Species/Notes 
 
There are multiple Northwestern species but no information on whether or not identification to the 
species level is important to anglers.  From my observations, Mahoganys are common enough and can 
be different enough from other mayflies that it is worthwhile having some specific Mahogany Dun color 
and size imitations in the fly box.   
 

Distribution/Habitat 
 
Mahoganys can be found in most of the rivers in the Northwest including Yellowstone River, Henry’s 
Fork, the Deschutes, and other rivers and in some lakes.  According to Bob Newell, the bicornuta species 
is common in lakes.   
 

Nymph, Dun, and Spinner Descriptions for On-Stream Identification and Fly-
tying 
 

Stage Hook Sizes Identification and Fly-tying Criteria 

Paraleptophlebia Nymph 12-18, 1 or 2XL 6-12 mm. Crawler with thorax slightly larger than 
head and abdomen tapered to tail. 
Uncharacteristic of crawlers, some species have 
tusks like the burrower mayfly nymphs. Three 
tails about body length. Olive-brown to dark 
brown uniform coloring along body with slightly 
darker wing pads.  Slender gills. 

Paraleptophlebia Dun 10-16 8-11 mm. Three tails of equal size, about body 
length; bars on entire length. Uniform mahogany 
color although some males may have a different 
coloration.  Abdomen thin and about twice 
length of head plus thorax. The dun wings are 
about body length. 

Paraleptophlebia Spinner 10-16 8-11 mm.  Three tails of equal size, about body 
length.  Females have uniform reddish-brown to 
mahogany color while males have a dark brown 
thorax and nearly clear, white abdomen with 
brown tip at end of abdomen. Clear wings with 
thin, brown veins. 

 
 

Lifecycle 
 
Nymph: 
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The nymphs are categorized as crawlers and dwell in moderate currents around rocky or gravely stream 
bottoms or around aquatic plants.  They are not strong crawlers and are occasionally swept 
downstream.   
 
Hatching: 
Nymphs living in faster water will move to slower water before emergence.  They hatch in slower water 
where trout can become quite selective to them as I have witnessed on a late morning on the Henry’s 
Fork.   Being able to match the color and size of the duns at emergence was critical.  There are rarely 
large blanket hatches of Mahoganys but due their size and availability in slower water, trout can prefer 
them.   
 
The different species are reported to hatch at different times of the year from mid-spring to mid-
autumn.  Typical hatches occur late in the morning or early afternoon as I have witnessed but can be 
delayed if the weather is too warm.   
 
Dun: 
Duns often drift long distances and are readily available to anglers. 
 
Spinner: 
Spinners can be observed in the mornings but mostly in numbers too small to be important. 
 

Tactics 
 
One of the desirable traits of Mahoganys is that they are often hatching when only smaller size mayflies 
are on the water.  One of the species hatches during late morning to early afternoon later in the year 
from August through September and can be the dominant hatch to match at that time.   
 
Nymph: 
Nymphs can be available drifting any time of day as they lose touch with the bottom and during 
hatching periods.  Mahogany nymphs have been observed moving up and down the water column just 
before hatching and finally drifting just under the surface film before they hatch.  Early in the hatch, a 
drifted Pheasant Tail can be effective and later a Foam Floating Nymph can fool fish feeding on 
emergers.  Stay with the nymph pattern until multiple duns are seen on the water.   
 
Dun: 
After there are several duns on the water, determine if fish have switched from emerging nymphs to the 
duns.  If so, an Improved Sparkle Dun tied in a size 16 with a dark brown to reddish brown body and dun 
wing is a fly that has produced for me during a Mahogany hatch.   
 
Spinner: 
The timing of spinner falls is not easy to predict as the spinners can appear either in the morning or 
evening just before dark.  Standard spinner patterns in the right size and color along with standard 
spinner fishing technique are all that is required.   
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Recommended Flies 
 

Fly Name Stage Fly ID Water Type 

Foam Floating Nymph Emerger 237 Moderate 

Improved Sparkle Dun Dun 234 Moderate 

Galloup Sunken Spinner Spinner 87 All 

Compara Spinner Spinner  93 Moderate 

Spinner, Kelly Galloup Style (Rusty) Spinner 245 Slow 

 

Other Flies 

 

Fly Name Stage Fly ID Water Type 

Marabou Pheasant Tail Nymph 301 All 

Thorax Dun Dun 302 Moderate 
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Paraleptophlebia – Mahogany Dun 

Rich Holten photos.  Top – nymph.  Bottom – left Mahogany dun and right possibly a 
Mahogany spinner with one missing tail segment.  
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Caenis  
 
 

Species/Notes 
 
There are a couple of dominant species that differ little in appearance and behavior.  For me, Caenis are 
difficult to differentiate from Tricos.  I rarely encounter them and when I do, I use small Trico patterns to 
imitate the Caenis.   
 

Distribution/Habitat 
 
Caenis are distributed throughout the Northwest but only in lakes or slow-moving water with a very soft 
bottom.  They are typically found in lakes such as Lenice and Nunnally in Eastern Washington and often 
in water more suitable to warm water species. They are also found in moving water with sluggish 
currents, slower than that which Tricos live in although they may be found in the same water.   
 

Nymph, Dun, and Spinner Descriptions for On-Stream Identification and Fly-
tying 
 

Stage Hook Sizes Identification and Fly-tying Criteria 

Caenis Nymph 20-22 Standard 
hook 

4-5mm.  Crawler shape. Uniform brown to dark 
brown. Three tails about equal length and about 
length of entire body. If it's important to 
differentiate them from Tricos, gills on abdominal 
segment 2 are square-shaped and covering 
remaining gills. This feature differentiates them 
from Tricos which have more of a triangular shaped 
gill on the second segment.   

Caenis Dun 22-26 2-5 mm.  Paler color than Tricos but otherwise 
similar to Trico females with cream to whitish 
abdomen, dark thorax, relatively clear wings, and 3 
tails about body length. The wing may have a black 
stripe on the leading edge.  

Caenis Spinner 22-26 Same as dun with transparent wings and lighter 
coloration.  

 
 

Lifecycle 
 
Nymph: 
The nymphs bury themselves in mud and silty water where their fine hairs protect them.  They are 
consequently difficult to seine.    
 
Hatching: 
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In Washington State they emerge in mid-June to mid-August from 7 -10 pm.  It may be necessary to be 
fishing after dark to see them.  The hatch can start after sun sets and gets heavy just as the light is gone.  
They are definitely noticeable when little white mayfly shucks appear on vests, waders, float tubes. 
 
Nymphs crawl out of water to hatch but duns may be seen on water. 
 
Dun: 
Duns molt into spinners almost immediately after hatching and fly away.   
 
Spinner: 
Spinners fall late at night or at daylight the next morning. 
 

Tactics 
 
Fishing over Caenis usually involves fishing with very small, 22-26, flies in the dark with very small tippet.  
It is possible to use Trico imitations if no Caenis patterns are available.  Generally, fishing is 
accomplished with dry fly dun imitations, but one should try a 20-22 Pheasant Tail behind a smaller dun.     
Spinners are not known to be of interest to fly fishermen. 
 
Hafele and Hughes recommend using a dun imitation followed by a trailer although I would suspect this 
combination fished in the dark would lead to tangled leaders and tippets.  If a Caenis hatch is expected, 
Hafele and Hughes wisely suggest rigging up before dark.  I have yet to notice a late evening/nighttime 
Caenis hatch primarily I try to leave the water in Eastern Washington before the mosquitos become 
intolerable.    
 

Recommended Flies 
 

Fly Name Stage Fly ID Water Type 

Pheasant Tail Nymph 1 All 

Caenis - McWethy Caenis Dun 50 Moderate 

Trico Female Spinner (Crippled dun) Dun 305 Slow 

Trico Female Spinner  Spinner 305 Slow 

 

Other Flies 

 
None  
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Caenis 

Top:  Jason Neuswanger photo of nymph.  Middle:  Left - Dun photo by Malcolm 
Storey/Discoverlife.com.  Right – Spinner photo by Bob Newell from Troutnut.com.  Bottom:  Rich 
Holten photos which may be Caenis spinners from Lake Lenice and Quail Lake.  
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Epeorus/Ironodes  
 
 

Species/Notes 
 
Two genera, Epeorus and Ironodes, are included here due to the similarity of these mayflies.  Epeorus 
Northwestern species are:  longimanus (slate brown dun) and albertae (slate cream dun, pink lady). 
The Ironode species most common to the Northwest is Ironodes.nitidus (slate maroon drakes). 
 

Distribution/Habitat 
 
This is a group of clinger mayflies that mostly lives in faster flowing water including riffles with rocky 
bottoms.  Schollmeyer comments that they prefer cool water year-round while Juracek and Mathews 
claim that they live in warmer waters. This may just be a matter of which of these mayflies is being 
addressed.  In the Northwest, Epeorus longimanus dominates in fast, high-altitude streams, while 
Epeorus albertae inhabits slower and lower waters.  Based on distribution data in Rohrbeck, the 
Ironodes appear to live in the cooler waters.  While they may not hatch in numbers comparable to other 
mayflies, the large size of the Epeorus and Ironodes can attract fish.   
 
 

Nymph, Dun, and Spinner Descriptions for On-Stream Identification and Fly-
tying 
 

Stage Hook Sizes Identification and Fly-tying Criteria 

Epeorus/Ironode Nymph Albertae 12, 2XL 
and longimanus 
10, 2XL.  Ironode 
12, 2XL 

Epeorus.albertae 7-18 mm and longimanus 8-15 
mm.  Ironode 10-12 mm. Clinger shape - relatively 
flat.  Light brown body with darker wing pad.  
Abdomen with fine gills. Two tails body length or 
longer.   

Epeorus/Ironode Dun Albertae 12 2XL 
and longimanus 10 
2XL 

Epeorus.albertae 9-11 mm and longimanus 10-14 
mm.  Albertae female body is normally pale cream, 
yellow, to reddish brown and has a distinct pink or 
orangish cast while the males are creamish to pale 
olive with banding.  Longimanus are pale gray.  Two 
tails, longer than entire body.  Albertae wings are 
slightly longer than the entire body and are 
medium gray with yellowish tint. Longimanus wings 
are gray to dark gray. Ironodes are more light 
brown with pink or orangish cast.  Wings are yellow 
brown with heavy veining.   
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Epeorus/Ironode Spinner Albertae 12 2XL 
and longimanus 10 
2XL 

Epeorus: Body normally pale cream, yellow, to 
reddish brown.  According to Juracek and Mathews, 
the male albertae spinners are pale olive and there 
is a distinctive pink coloration in the females with 
sometimes hints of orange.  Wings are clear. 
Ironode:  Cream thorax.  Abdomen back half is 
yellow-brown and front half is almost translucent.  
Wings are mostly clear with a slight tan coloration 
and a darker tan leading edge.  

 
Tying Notes:  
The Epeorus.albertae is the most common mayfly in this group so focus on tying to the albertae size and 
coloration.   

 
Lifecycle 
 
Nymph: 
The nymphs are classified as clingers and reside among rocks and other bottom structure such that they 
are not typically available to trout until emergence.   
 
Hatching: 
Most nymphs hatch to duns underwater either at the bottom or close to surface.  Many references 
count them out as a poor hatch because of their sporadic emergence.   
 
In Yellowstone Country, they normal emerge from about 5-7 pm around August but under cloudy 
conditions the hatch can be moved forward a few hours.  Schollmeyer reports them emerging 
sporadically during day while others have observed them concentrated in mornings or evenings.   In 
Washington State, Rohrbeck data shows them emerging in June through August from 11 am to 5 pm.  
 
According to Juracek and Mathews, emergences and spinner falls in the Yellowstone area both take 
place in the evening hours and sometimes they overlap. 
  
Dun: 
The amount of time the adults are on water depends on air temperature - longer when cold and shorter 
when warm.  Duns molt into spinners in about a day after emerging. 
 
Spinner: 
Mating and egg-laying flights occur in mornings or evenings.  The E. albertae species produces a better 
spinner than the rest and its late evening falls can be very productive.   
 

Tactics 
 
Nymph: 
Nymphs are generally available only when nearing maturity.  If mature nymphs are observed or it is very 
near emergence time, drifting a Gold-Ribbed Hare’s Ear can be productive.  Juracek and Mathews rarely 
fish the nymph imitations.   
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Dun: 
Duns hatch underwater or near surface so a standard wet fly pattern (duck wing swept backward) can 
be effective.  Duns may not spend much time on the water on warm days.  Fish soft hackles or wet flies 
in the early stages of emergence and switch to a dun pattern after it is clear fish are taking duns.   
 
Mathews and Juracek have a differing opinion.  They have never seen fish switch from subsurface to 
surface feeding for these mayflies.  Because the duns are hatched below the surface, fish tend to feed 
only on the perfectly formed duns.  Very few if any cripples are seen on the surface.  They recommend 
to watch the riseform or apply a rule of thumb that in faster water like the Madison, fish are probably 
taking duns while in slower water they may be taking spinners.  They often use their Epeorus Emerger 
pattern when they see fish aggressively taking emergers during an Epeorus hatch.  They also use the 
pattern when caddisfly patterns don’t seem to be working.  Grease the leader to within a few inches of 
the fly or trail it behind a dry fly.  It can also work as a searching pattern.  Sometimes fish in the 
Yellowstone area will feed exclusively on emerging Epeorus even though they may appear to be taking 
caddisflies.     
 
Spinner: 
Some species have good evening spinner falls over riffles.  Trout wait in slower water below the riffles to 
feed on spinners.  Use a Parachute Cahill with a visible wing post or similar pattern for spinners. 
 
 

Recommended Flies 
 

Fly Name Stage Fly ID Water Type 

Gold-Ribbed Hare's Ear Nymph 7 All 

Soft Hackle, olive-brown Nymph 11 All 

Bird's Nest  Nymph 192 All 

Gold-Ribbed Hare's Ear Wet Fly Emerger 307 All 

Epeorus Emerger Emerger 310 All 

Light Cahill  Dun 308 All 

Galloup Sunken Spinner Spinner 87 All 

Compara Spinner Spinner 93 Moderate 

Spinner, Kelly Galloup Style with cinnamon 
body 

Spinner 245 Slow 

Parachute Cahill Spinner 309 Moderate 

 

Other Flies 

 
None 
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  Epeorus/Ironodes 

Top:  Rich Holten photo of Epeorus nymph. Middle:  Photos by Bob Newell. Right 
– Ironode dun.  Left - Epeorus.albertae dun.  Bottom:   Bob Newell photos of 
Epeorus.albertae spinners.   Left – female. Right – male.  
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Heptagenia (Pale Evening Dun) 
 
 

Species/Notes 
 
This is actually a grouping of four genera: Heptagenia, Ecdyonurus (previously Nixe), Leucrocuta, and 
Cinygma.  
 
The key species are:  

• Heptagenia.elegantula (Pale Evening Dun or in Arbona – Western Pink-Quill Spinner) and H. 
solitaria (Gray fox) 

• Nixe simplicoides (Western Ginger Quill) (changed to Ecdyonurus.simplicoides and shows as 
Heptagenia. Simplicoides in Fred Arbona)) 

• N. criddlei (Little slate-winged dun); (changed to Ecdyonurus.criddlei) 

• Cinygma.dimicki (Western Light Cahill) 
 
There are only minor differences between these mayflies.  
 

Distribution/Habitat 
 
The Heptagenia group mayflies are distributed throughout the Northwest.  The H. elegantula inhabit 
slower moving rivers such as the Big Hole near Twin Bridges and the Colorado River in northern 
Colorado. The bottom substrate there consists of gravel and silt characteristic of Brown Drake habitat.  
The E. simplicoides are present in the Northwest in similar numbers.  They inhabit running-water 
environments such as the Ruby River in Montana, South Fork of the Snake, and the Upper Colorado 
River.  H. solitaria is less numerous and of limited significance to fishermen except for the Yellowstone 
River where the emergence can provide adequate fishing opportunities.   
 

Nymph, Dun, and Spinner Descriptions for On-Stream Identification and Fly-
tying 
 
There is a range of sizes and colors due to the multiple genera covered here.   

 
Stage Hook Sizes Identification and Fly-tying Criteria 

Heptagenia Nymph 14-16 3XL most 
common 

6-12 mm.  Clinger shape.  Generally dark brown 
color with yellowish cast. Color ranges from light 
olive-brown to amber to dark brown.  H. solaria are 
amber.  Three tails, body length.   
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Heptagenia Dun 12 -16, 2XL 7-15 mm.  General Color:   Top - creams to browns 
or reddish-brown, bottom - lighter shade than top 
of body.  Nixe may be yellowish based on 
Troutnut.com photos. H. solitaria are gray to 
grayish-brown. Photos show cream abdomen with 
brown tip at rear. Two tails, about body length.  
Wings are very pale to medium gray with gray 
veining and a yellowish cast.  

Heptagenia Spinner 12 -16, 2XL Wide variation in size and color. 7-15 mm. Colors 
range from cream to reddish-brown with distinctive 
banding.  Wings are clear although veins may be 
clearly visible.  Two tails, longer than body.  

 
 
Note that size and color differences seem in the descriptions below are probably a function of the 
multiple genera covered under the Pale Evening Dun name.   
 

Lifecycle 
 
Nymph: 
This is a clinger group nymph with flattened bodies and strong grips.  They are active nymphs and fair 
swimmers.  They can quickly return to rocks if dislodged.  Before emergence, nymphs migrate to slower 
waters.   
 
Hatching: 
Nymphs leave the bottom and quickly swim to surface to hatch.  This is about the only time nymphs are 
readily available to trout.  Duns quickly emerge.  Emergence in occurs in the early afternoon on cooler 
days to evening on warmer ones.   
 
Dun: 
Duns may remain on the water longer on cooler days and shorter on warm ones.  The population seems 
to vary year to year.  Fish move to margins of stream when they are hatching, often selectively feeding 
on nymphs or duns.  Duns fly to the shore and hide in foliage and molt about two days later.   
 
Spinner: 
Male spinners gather in mating swarms from late afternoon to dusk.  On warm days, flights occur after 
temperature cools and winds died down.  Female spinners fly into swarm and mate.  Spent males fall to 
water.  Females fly out over water to deposit eggs and land spent on water.  Females don’t release all 
eggs at once and touch the water surface multiple times.  
 
H. elegantula 
Seasonal emergence occurs any time after the water reaches 50 degrees for the season, usually after 
the middle of June.  Hatches are in the mornings and spinner swarms appear over the riffles in the 
evenings.  Females drop to the water to deposit a few eggs at a time.   
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E. simplicoides  
E. simplicoides are also important as spinners.  They are present after the H.elegantula for two months 
in mid-July until September.  Their spinners are easy to detect by their snake-like hovering just above 
the water in the evening and occasionally in the morning. 
 
H. solitaria  
H. solitaria is a late summer species important on the Yellowstone River.  Its emergences are 
inconsistent year to year but when present in sufficient numbers the fish feed on them.  Duns emerge 
any time from 1 to 4 pm.  The spinner falls seem to be insignificant.  Emergences are concentrated in 
shallow, slow water along shore.  The emerged duns float in a narrow zone of ten to twenty feet wide 
along shore.  Fish will feed on them in water as shallow as 6 inches.  
 

Tactics 
 
Nymph: 
Pick up rocks to look for nymphs.  If good numbers of full sized, mature nymphs with enlarged thoraxes 
are found, fishing the nymph imitations can be effective using either deep or shallow nymphing 
techniques.  Also, try lifting the nymph toward the surface at times during the drift.   
 
Dun: 
Many of the duns leave the water so quickly they are not fishable.  When duns are present, fish may 
move very close to shore to feed on them as would be the case for H. solitaria.  Watch riseforms to 
determine which if any stage fish are feeding on.  When in doubt, use an emerger such as an Improved 
Sparkle Dun.   
 
Spinner: 
With good number of spinners on water, trout may feed selectively on them.  If the earlier hatch is 
sparse, find areas where drifting spinners collect such as eddies.  Duns can emerger at same time 
spinners hit water so watch riseforms.  Deliberate and slow takes indicate spinners.  In evenings with 
reduced visibility on the water, it may be necessary to fish a spinner behind an indicator or another fly 
or use a fly with a visible wing post to see strikes. 
 

Recommended Flies 
 

Fly Name Stage Fly ID Water Type 

Pheasant Tail, yellowish cast or olive brown 
Pheasant Tail 

Nymph 1 All 

Improved Sparkle Dun, creamish body and 
reddish thorax or gray body 

Dun 234 Moderate 

Galloup Sunken Spinner Spinner 87 All 

Compara Spinner Spinner 93 Moderate 

Spinner, Kelly Galloup Style, cream body 
and maroon ribbing 

Spinner 245 Slow 

Light Cahill Parachute Spinner 309 Moderate 
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  Heptagenia 

Top:  Rich Holten photo of Heptagenia nymph.  Middle:  Bob Newell photo 
of spinner.  Bottom:  Rich Holten photo of spinner.   
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Other Potentially Important 
Mayflies in the Northwest 
 
There are several other Northwest mayflies that are not covered in detail in this document.  Although I 
have not encountered them, some fishing references indicate they may be of limited importance so I 
have included the following description of the dun stage:  
 

Mayfly Hook Sizes Dun Characteristics 

Ameletus Dun 10-12, 4XL  10-14 mm.  Similar in shape and coloration 
as Callibaetis but larger and darker brown 
coloration than Callibaetis which tends 
toward gray.  Wings are similar to Brown 
Drakes but overall length from head to end 
of abdomen is smaller.  Two tails about 
body length. 

Isonychia Dun 10-12, 4XL  12 mm. Dark forelegs.  Their middle and 
hind legs are distinctly pale.   Colors appear 
to be reddish-brown and gray.  2 tails 
about length of body. Wings have dark 
leading edge and dark veins and are 
slightly shorter than entire body length.  
Large hind wings.  

Serratella Dun '14-16, 3XL 7-9 mm.  Brownish olive to dark reddish 
brown.   3 tails equal length, slightly 
shorter than entire body length with light 
banding.  Wings light dun or whitish color. 
Very similar to PMD - some photos almost 
identical.  Also similar to Attenella but 
much larger than Attenella. 

Caudatella Dun 14-16, 3XL 7-10 mm.  Uniform yellowish color.  Three 
tails with light banding, middle tail much 
longer.   

Timpanoga Dun 6-8 Very difficult to distinguish from Green 
Drake.  May be slightly larger.  

Leptophlebia Dun 8-16 TMC 
100 with 
10-12 
more 
typical 

6-14 mm.  Typically, dark brown with some 
yellowish brown through gray to dark 
chocolate brown with light yellow banding 
on abdomen.  Three tails about length of 
entire body with middle tail shorter. Wings 
have dark brown shading and are about 
body length.   
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Ephoron Dun 10-11 3XL 
or 8-10 
TMC 100 

11-13 mm.  White or white-gray body.  
Females have three tails and the males 
have two.  Wings are gray with darker 
leading edge.  

Cinygmula Dun 16 7-10 mm.  Multiple body colors reported 
including brown with reddish cast, olive 
brown, or gray with brown cast.  Gray/light 
dun wings with yellow cast in front.   Two 
tails.   
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Plecoptera (Stoneflies) 
 
Based on my on-stream observations and reviews of fly-fishing literature, I have included what appear 
to be the six most common genera or groups of stoneflies encountered in the Northwest.  These six are 
as follows:  
 
“Nemouridae Complex” (a grouping of 4 families) 
Alloperla and Sweltsa 
Isoperla (Yellow Sally) 
Skwala 
Hesperoperla– Golden Stones 
Pteronarcys - Salmonfly 
 
Compared to other trout food items, I probably encounter fewer stoneflies than other food items, but 
my personal experience does not necessarily reflect a diminished importance of stoneflies – it is more of 
a function of what waters I fish during the different seasons.  Since I primarily fish lakes from the 
beginning of the year through the end of May, I clearly miss some of what is reported to be amazing 
fishing over stonefly hatches in rivers in the spring and very early summer.  Stoneflies that have been 
important to my fishing are the Golden Stones, Salmonflies, and Yellow Sallies.  I have also observed the 
green and yellow Alloperla and Sweltsa stoneflies but have not attempted to imitate them.  It is clear 
from reading literature and fly shop websites that the Skwala hatch is very important to some rivers.   
 
Most of my fishing Golden Stonefly and Salmonfly imitations is during post-hatch which somewhat 
dictates my fishing strategy of casting adult floating or sunk imitations upstream and within a foot of the 
bank.  I have also been successful fishing a Stimulator or Sunken Stone both along the bank and more 
mid-stream and occasionally have caught fish on a CDC version of a Yellow Sally casting mid-stream in 
mild riffles.  I also often use a weighted stonefly nymph as a dropper fly on rivers.  When fishing rivers, I 
usually carry a box of about 50 or 60 stoneflies. 
 

Recommended Generic Flies for Imitating Stoneflies 
 
The following stonefly patterns can be adjusted for size and coloration to match most stoneflies.  
 

Fly Name Stage Fly ID Water Type 

Kaufman's Stonefly Nymph 15 All 

Rubber Leg Stonefly Nymph 312 All 

Brown Rubber Legs and Pat's Rubber Legs Nymph 319 All 

20-incher Stone Nymph 321 All 

Jasper Drone Stone Nymph 331 All 

Stimulator  Adult 25 All 

Sunken Stone  Adult 228 Moderate 

Chubby Chernobyl Adult 325 All 
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Nemouridae Complex 
 

Species/Notes 
 
This section covers multiple genera of smaller stoneflies most of which emerge in either the winter or 
early spring.  According to the Integrated Taxonomic Information System, these stoneflies are classified 
under the Plecoptera Order and Euholognatha Suborder which includes the following families:  
   
Capniidae – small winter stoneflies, Snowflies, Capniid winter stoneflies    
Leuctridae – rolled-winged stoneflies    
Nemouridae – spring stoneflies    
Taeniopterygidae – winter stoneflies 
 
Of these, the Nemoura genus (Little Brown Stones) are most often cited in fly fishing literature.  Except 
for the difference in emergence of the Leuctridae which can hatch later into the year and in the fall, the 
habits and size of these stoneflies are fairly similar and can be treated in one section.  Most of the 
nymphs and adults share a darker color and fall within a size range of a 10 to 16 3XL hook size with 12 
being a reasonable comprise.  Also, since fish tend to focus on larger insects and fly fishers are less likely 
to fishing in the colder months, it seems practical to tie one set of nymphs and adults to cover all four 
families.   
 

Distribution/Habitat 
 
These stoneflies can be generally found in smaller streams with rocky bottoms but can be present in 
larger rivers.  
 

Nymph, and Adult Generic Descriptions for On-Stream Identification and Fly-
tying 
 

Stage Hook Sizes Identification and Fly-tying Criteria 

Nemouridae Nymph 16-18 3XL 6-8 mm.  Both brown and black coloration with the 
wing pad darker and mostly black. Two tails.  
Abdomen a bit shorter than half body length with at 
least 9 segments. Long antennae, almost body length.  

Nemouridae Adult 14-18 dry fly hook 6-8 mm.  Dark brown to black body depending on the 
specific genus.  Very slender body and wing.  Wings 
are light, smoky gray and rest on top of body. Either 
no tail or tail about half of the body length.  Three 
sets of legs.  Back legs extend almost to rear of 
abdomen. Thorax has three distinct segments with a 
distinct head.  Antennae about half to slightly over 
half the body length.  
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Tying Notes 
Tie the adult very slender.  Even though this is a complex of multiple genera, the flies to be used are 
similar enough to cover all the genera provided both brown and black patterns are tied.   

 
Lifecycle 
 
Nymph: 
The nymphs live around rocky, boulder strewn areas where they feed on small particles of dead organic 
matter.  They are not often found drifting in the current and are not typically of interest to anglers.  
 
Hatching: 
The nymphs crawl from water to land where adults emerge midday in mid-winger to late spring.     
It is often possible to identify an emergence by finding them in snow near to the water.  Emergence 
generally begins when the water temperature reaches the low 40’s.   
 
Adult: 
Adults mate on land and females return to the water to deposit eggs in the afternoon.  After laying eggs 
or inadvertently falling into the water, they may drift a long way.   
 

Tactics 
 
Nymph: 
Nymphs are generally not available until emergence.  During their migration it is not surprising to see 
trout move into shallow waters to feed on them.  Ralph Cutter’s nymph imitation for migration is a size 
18 black Bird's Nest. 
 
Adult: 
It is entirely possible to be dry fly fishing the Little Brown Stones in winter months on warm, sunny days.  
Look for adults on snow, rocks, or foliage near water.  If observed, try fishing dry flies in slow moving 
water near the shoreline.  The best approach, if possible, to achieve, is to move into the water and cast 
toward the shoreline.  Otherwise, cast downstream feeding slack to achieve a good drift.  Another 
technique is to fish a Little Brown Stone imitation behind a Skwala imitation since the two may be on the 
water at the same time.  Some guides report that fish may actually prefer the smaller stoneflies to the 
Skwala so when fishing the Skwala hatch with too many refusals, try one of these smaller stone flies.   
 

Recommended Flies 
 

Fly Name Stage Fly ID Water Type 

Kaufman’s Stonefly Nymph 15 All 

Bird's Nest Nymph 192 All 

Rubber Leg Stonefly Nymph 312 All 

Emergent Crippled (E/C) Caddis Adult 5 Moderate 

Stimulator Adult 25 All 

Sunken Stone Adult 228 Moderate 

Taylor’s MAngler Nemoura Adult 314 Moderate 
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Carlson’s Nemoura Adult 315 Moderate 

 

Other Flies 

 
None 
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Nemouridae Complex 

Top: Nemoura nymphs: Left – Jason Neuswanger photo.   Right – photo from University of 
Iowa State Hygienic Lab.  Middle and bottom photos from Bob Newell.  Middle: Capniidae 
Capnia nana.  Bottom: Leucrtridae Megaleuctra stigmata.   

Troutnut 
photo
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Alloperla & Sweltsa 
 

Species/Notes 
 
The Alloperla and a second genus, Sweltsa, are common members of the Chloroperlidae family in the 
Northwest. A third genus, Suwallia, also belongs to the Chloroperlidae family and may be seen by fly 
fishers.   
 

Distribution/Habitat 
 
These stoneflies are most commonly found in medium to small streams where nymphs live among plant 
debris that collect on bottoms of riffles and runs with moderate currents. 
 

Nymph, and Adult Generic Descriptions for On-Stream Identification and Fly-
tying 
 

Stage Hook Sizes Identification and Fly-tying Criteria 

Alloperla (Including 
Sweltsa) Nymphs 

16-18, 2 or 3XL 7-13 mm.  Uniform brown or greenish with brown 
wing pads. Abdomen about half body length with 9 
abdominal segments.  Short tails, about 1/4 of body 
length.  Short legs, less than half body length. Short 
antennae, less than half body length.  

Alloperla (Including 
Sweltsa) Adults 

18-20 dry fly hook Photos show body about 5 mm and total length from 
head to tip of wing of about 9 mm.  Colors to imitate 
are bright green, yellow, and yellow-brown. Wings 
have a milky transparency with a slight color shading 
which matches the body color. Two well developed 
tails half the length of the abdomen.  Three sets of 
legs.  Back legs extend almost to rear of abdomen. 
Thorax has three distinct segments with a distinct 
head.  Antennae almost body length. color 

 
Tying Notes 
Size and shape of all genera and species seem similar.   
 

Lifecycle 
 
Nymph: 
Nymphs are rarely seen and seldom available.   
 
Hatching: 
Nymphs crawl from water to streamside to emerge.  Emergences are sporadic and occur in July-August, 
afternoons and evenings.  
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Adult: 
Adults gather on streamside foliage where mating occurs.  During the day, adults are not active and 
seldom available to trout.  In the evening, females gather in swarms over water; fly or glide to surface 
briefly touching down to release a cluster of eggs and before rising to air and then repeating.  At the end 
of egg-laying, females fall to water or fly back to shore.  Those that fall on water are available to trout. 
 

Tactics 
 
Although I often fish during times and places when these stoneflies should be present, I have rarely 
observed them.  
 
Nymph: 
Nymphs are usually not available except during migration to emergence on shore.   
 
Adult: 
Usually, this stonefly is noticed when the females gather over the water before egg-laying.  These 
swarms can be dense.  When the egg-laying starts, watch water below them to see if trout attempt to 
catch them; if so, use a dry fly pattern fished drag-free.  Try adding a twitch to the fly.   When it appears 
trout may be taking spent females, try a hackle-less dry fly that floats low in water.  The CDC Yellow Sally 
tied with a green colored body may be the best option.   

 
Recommended Flies 
 

Fly Name Stage Fly ID Water Type 

Rubber Leg Stonefly Nymph 312 All 

Yellow Sally CDC, no red butt, green and 
yellow colors 

Adult 226 All 

Taylor’s MAngler Nemoura Adult 314 Moderate 

Carlson’s Nemoura - Egg layer Adult 315 Moderate 

Lime-Sally Adult 316 Moderate 
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Isoperla (Yellow Sallies) 
 
 

Species/Notes 
 
Isoperla (Yellow Sallies) belong to the Perlodidae family which also includes a second similar but larger 
genus, Isogenus.  Based on my experience, the Isoperla are much more common in the Northwest than 
the Isogenus.  Some fly-fishing websites attribute the term Yellow Sally to the Alloperla genus - this 
appears to be a misunderstanding.   
 

Distribution/Habitat 
 
Yellow Sallies are found in cooler, flowing water.  There are large populations in mountain streams and 
in waters similar to Henry’s Fork where they live in the riffle and runs.  I have also seen them in the 
Owyhee’s upper, cooler water sections below the dam.   
 

Nymph, and Adult Generic Descriptions for On-Stream Identification and Fly-
tying 
 

Stage Hook Sizes Identification and Fly-tying Criteria 

Isoperla Nymph 10-12, 2XL most 
typical 

7-16 mm. The overall body has a light yellow to tan 
coloration with some brown. The underside is lighter. 
The tails are long, approximately body length. The 
abdomen has about 9 segments and is about half the 
body length. The antennae are about 2/3 body 
length. Rear legs do not extend beyond back of 
abdomen. They have a distinctive longitudinal band 
on the abdomen.  

Isoperla Adult 10-12, 2XL 7-16 mm. The overall body is most often yellow to 
bright yellow but can be brown. The underside is 
lighter. The abdomen has about 9 segments and is 
about half the body length. The abdomen often has a 
red coloration at the end.  The tails extend past the 
wing tips. The antennae are about 2/3 body length. 
Rear legs do not extend beyond back of abdomen. 
The wings are light tan to pale yellow and extend well 
past the rear of the abdomen.   

 
Tying Notes 
The only fly that has worked well so far is the Yellow Sally CDC.  The nymphal stage can probably be 
covered by other stonefly nymph imitations.   
 
 

Lifecycle 
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Nymph: 
Nymphs are active predators that crawl among rocks for smaller insects causing them to occasionally be 
swept into current where the drift feebly until they can settle to bottom. Before emergence, nymphs 
move from fast currents to sheltered margins of stream 
 
Hatching: 
The nymphs crawl out onto shore where adults emerge.  During the emergence migration, large 
numbers may be swept into currents and become available to trout.  Trout may feed selectively on 
them.  What looks like a hatching Yellow Sally are actually ovipositing adults that get stuck in the film for 
a while, but manage to burst out and free themselves (observed this on Henry Fork).  Most of the time 
they fly upstream in faster water and fly any direction in slower water. Emergence occurs from June -
September.  They are reported to emerge typically in the morning but may also hatch in the late 
afternoon or evening.  
 
Adult: 
Mating takes place while hidden in foliage within a day of emergence.  Adults are very active and are 
often seen around the foliage, out over water, or crawling on your waders during warmer times of day.  
Egg-layers return to water any time from mid-afternoon to evening where they gather over riffles and 
fly, glide, or drop to water's surface for a few brief moments to release eggs.  During and after egg-
laying, many of females end up on water where they are available to trout. 
 

Tactics 
 
Nymph: 
In streams with good populations, fish riffles and runs and areas below them before the hatch.  The best 
fishing occurs during the migration to the hatch.   
 
Adult: 
Most trout feeding occurs when the females return to the water for egg-laying.  Look for females in the 
air or floating on the water.  Trout feeding on them will often be noticed by splashy rises.  Some writers 
even note that fish may just ignore the adults on the water; however, I have been successful fishing a 
dry imitation on the Owyhee and Henry’s Fork.  For spent females, use flush floating flies in flat water 
and hackled flies in choppy water.  While I use an imitation with a red butt which matches my 
observations and the captured insects, other references indicate that the red butt is not typical and 
some flies should be tied without the red butt. 
 
While Yellow Sallies are commonly seen on the water and land on fishers sitting on the banks of rivers, 
few if any guides believe that fish target them and if fish do eat them, they may be mistaking the Yellow 
Sallies for caddisflies.  However, my experience using a Yellow Sally CDC on the Owyhee River in Oregon 
convinced me that whatever the fish think the fly represents, it can be deadly when Yellow Sallies are 
present.  
 

Recommended Flies 
 

Fly Name Stage Fly ID Water Type 

Brown Rubber Legs and Pat's Rubber Legs, 
light yellow to brown, 10-12 

Nymph 319 All 
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Elk Hair Caddis, yellow, 10-12 tied slim Adult 51 Moderate 

Yellow Sally CDC Adult 226 Slow 

Henry's Fork Yellow Sally Adult 323 Slow 

 
 

Other Flies 

 
None 
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  Isoperla (Yellow Sally) 

Top:  Jason Neuswanger photo of nymph.  Bottom: Adult photos by Rich Holten. 
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Skwala (Spingflies) 
 
Species/Notes 
 
Skwala belong to the Perlodidae family which also includes the genus Isoperla (Yellow Sallies).  
 Further breakdown in the ITIS shows Skwala in the subfamily Perlodinae/Tribe Arcynopterygini which 
contains 8 genera with the Skwalas being the most important by far to fishers.  The genus Skwala is 
represented by two species in North America, Skwala americana and the identical looking Skwala 
curvata.  The species Skwala compacta referenced in some websites is no longer a valid species in the 
ITIS.  
 
It is interesting to note that there is very little information in my library books on the Skwala.  It is not 
included at all in the Schollmeyer “Hatch Guide for Western Streams” or “Western Hatches” by Hughes 
and Hafele.  A contributor to the Troutnut website, Entoman, from California notes that little attention 
was paid to Skwala years ago.  He conjectures that they may have present in the ecosystem and may 
have migrated or grown in population to the point where they are now considered important.  All 
information in this section was derived from websites, most notably fly shops such as Red’s Fly Shop and 
the Worley Bugger Fly Company, both from the Yakima River area and from fly shops in the Missoula, 
MT area such as the Missoulian Angler Fly Shop area due to the popular Skwala hatch on the Bitterroot 
River and Rock Creek.   
 

Distribution/Habitat 
 
Nearby fishable populations of Skwalas can be found in the Yakima River above Yakima in Washington, 
the Deschutes River in Oregon, and the Bitterroot River and Rock Creek in Montana.  This suggests that 
in the Northwest, Skwalas do well in cooler, moving water boulders and possibly freestone rivers such as 
Rock Creek.   
 

Nymph, and Adult Generic Descriptions for On-Stream Identification and Fly-
tying 
 

Stage Hook Sizes Identification and Fly-tying Criteria 

Skwala Nymph 8-10, 3 or 4 XL 22-30+ mm.  Brown with tan ribbing on abdomen 
and brown with tan marking on thorax; lighter 
underside. The top of the head has a "X-like" 
marking whereas the similar looking Golden Stone 
has an hour glass shape there.  Abdomen - 
approximately 9 segments, about half of body 
length.  2 tails, brown tail about ¾ body length.  
Antennae - about ¾ body length.   Brown legs with 
back legs which when fully extended are a bit 
behind the end of the abdomen. 
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Skwala Adult 8-12, 2 or 3 XL 10-25 mm.  Brown to brownish-olive on top with 
lighter color on bottom with an olive to olive-tan 
coloration.  Abdomen - approximately 9 segments, 
about half of body length.  2 tails, less than half 
body length.  Antennae - about ¾ body length.   
Brown legs with back legs which when fully 
extended are a bit behind the end of the abdomen. 
Egg-laying females may carry a black ball of eggs off 
of back end of abdomen.  One source says that the 
males are wingless.  

 

 
Lifecycle 
 
Nymph: 
 
Nymphs live among the boulders until ready for spring emergence.  They crawl out of the water to hatch 
along the banks of populated rivers.  They may be present with Nemoura nymphs hatching at the same 
time. 
 
Hatching: 
 
Depending on location, hatching can start as early as January in warmer climates but is more typically 
March and April in the Northwest although some may be seen in February on the Yakima River.  The 
beginning of the hatch may start when water temperatures hit 40 degrees but will be stronger when the 
temperature is 42 or 43 and even up to 45-47.  Some guides say that the hatch starts closer to 50 
degrees. The hatch occurs in the afternoon and ends well before dark.  When the hatch is underway, it 
moves upstream like most stoneflies, moving as much as four to five miles a day.  
 
Adult: 
 
After hatching along the banks, the females will return to the water to deposit eggs from noon to mid-
afternoon in the warmest part of the day.  Air temperature plays a part in the time of egg-laying which 
will start earlier in the day on warmer days.  Females may float a way on the water surface during egg-
laying.   
 

Tactics 
 
Nymph: 
 
With the nymphs crawling toward shore to hatch, fish nymph imitations close to shore in the softer 
water where trout seem to be congregated during this time of year.  Since the Skwalas may hatch at the 
same time as Nemoura, it may be necessary to capture some samples to determine which imitation to 
use.  The Nemoura stonefly species is noticeably smaller and will be at least one hook size smaller than 
Skwalas.  The same holds true for the adults.  
 
Adult: 
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Wait for the water to warm to at least 40 degrees and better yet to 42-43 degrees.  Focus on slower 
water since fish are not as active in this colder water.  Look for fish in eddies, tail-outs, slow pools, and 
the inside edges of faster water.  Watch the weather which can affect when the females return to lay 
eggs.  As noted earlier, egg-laying will occur earlier on warmer days and very cold nights can delay 
activity the next day.  Also, watch for Skwalas which have fallen into the water shortly after hatching.   
 
Some guides rig for Skwalas by placing a nymph off of a dry dropper in order to cash in on both the 
nymphs moving toward shore and the egg-laying adults.  The Missoulian Angler recommends using a 
smaller size 12 fly later in the hatch as the fish have seen plenty of the size 10’s.  They also recommend 
tying a fly that is halfway between a Nemoura species and the Skwala to cover all bases.  Another guide 
recommends using bullet-head flies or Chernobyl patterns, both with egg sacs and spread-out wings.  
 

Recommended Flies 

 
I have not fished over a Skwala hatch yet so my list of recommended flies is based on reports from fly 
shops whose guides frequently see Skwalas.   
 

Fly Name Stage Fly ID Water Type 

Brown Rubber Legs and Pat's Rubber Legs - 
Brown or olive 10 

Nymph 319 All 

20-incher Stone Nymph 321 All 

Stonefly Egg-Layer Adult   29 Moderate 

Skwala Rogue Adult 317 Moderate 

Skwalameister Adult 322 Moderate 

 

Other Flies 

None 
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Skwala (Spring Flies) 

Top and Middle: Rich Holten photos of Skwala nymphs.  Bottom: 
Skwala adult from Bob Newell 
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Hesperoperla & Calineuria 
(Golden Stonefly) 
 
 

Species/Notes 
 
Hesperoperla belongs to the Perlidae Family.  The most important species in the Northwest is H. 
pacifica.  There is a second, probably equally important genus in the Northwest, Calineuria californica. 
The Calineuria genus may dominate in the coastal states in the Northwest while the Hesperoperla may 
be more important in Montana and Idaho.  This section covers both genera.  
 

Distribution/Habitat 
 
Golden Stones are prevalent in faster waters with rocky, boulder-strewn bottoms.  They can be found 
throughout the Northwest.   
 

Nymph, and Adult Generic Descriptions for On-Stream Identification and Fly-
tying 
 

Stage Hook Sizes Identification and Fly-tying Criteria 

Hesperoperla Nymph 6-8, 3 or 4 XL 18-20 mm for immature nymphs and 25-38 mm for 
mature nymphs.  Abdomen dark brown on top with 
distinct light banding or yellow-tan; the bottom of 
the abdomen is a lighter shade and the bottom of the 
thorax is even lighter in photos.  Two tails, about 50% 
longer than the abdomen.  The abdomen has 9 
segments and about the same length of the thorax, 
not counting the head.  Thoracic segments have 
distinct irregular dark patterns.  The head typically 
has an hourglass-like marking on the top.   

Hesperoperla Adult 6-8, 3 or 4 XL 25-38 mm. The body is golden yellow for the 
(californica) or brown with yellowish-orangish 
underbody (pacifica).  Underside of pacifica has 
orange-gold streak in the middle and brown on 
outside.  The tails are slightly longer than the 
abdomen. The wings are light brown; held flat over 
the abdomen when at rest. They extend well beyond 
the end of the abdomen almost to the end of the 
tails. Antennae are long, almost as long as entire 
body not counting the wings. 
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Tying Notes 
First priority would be to tie some of the Sunken Stones.   

 
Lifecycle 
 
Nymph: 
Nymphs are potentially available all year due to the multiple generations present at any time.  The 
nymphs move around frequently and some are caught in the current where they drift helplessly.  
Different generations of the nymphs are available all year with the peak trout feeding activity during 
emergence.   
 
Hatching: 
Nymphs move in large numbers during a hatching period.  They move to shallow water and crawl on 
shore where the adults break through the nymphal casing in about 15 minutes.   
 
Emergence occurs in May-June in Pacific States and June-August in Rocky Mountain States.  Emergence 
often happens at the end of the salmonfly hatch, but it is possible to see both on water at same time 
such as I have seen in Yellowstone Country.  Emergence normally lasts about 2 weeks but can last up to 
four weeks.  Emergence may start in the late afternoon and continue until after dark. 
 
Adult: 
Mating occurs in the evenings in the same areas as emergence.   A day or two after hatching, females 
return to water to lay eggs between midday and early evening.  They make repeated brief contacts with 
water to lay eggs. 
 

Tactics 
 
On the Henry’s Fork from mid-June to the end of July, I have not caught very many fish using Golden 
Stone patterns even though the hatch seems to be in progress.  I have yet to notice a very heavy hatch 
on any particular day.  The fish seem to be more focused on the stronger hatches of PMDs, Flavs, and 
Green Drakes which occur when I fish the Henry’s Fork.  I have often observed drift boats casting toward 
shore with Golden Stone patterns and suspect that they are catching some fish.  
 
I have done better with Golden Stone patterns on the St. Joe River in Idaho in August and September 
using the Sunken Stone pattern during the day and evening even though there were few if any Golden 
Stone adults present.  It is possible that we were fishing not long after the hatch was finished and the 
fish had retained some memory of the goldens.   
 
Nymph: 
Nymphal imitations could be used any time of the year due to the presence of multiple generations.    
Fish nymphs in the main current, drag-free and close to bottom. Nymphs are more active in morning 
and evening hours, but imitations can be productive any time of day.  As emergence occurs, trout may 
look for drifting nymphs at the edges of shallow water.   
 
With the exception of the Salmonfly hatch at a specific location, using Golden Stone imitations may be 
more productive than Salmonfly nymphs due to the longer period of hatching for the Golden Stones.  
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After the hatch is complete for the year, switch to a smaller nymph pattern to imitate the immature 
Golden Stones which will hatch in one to two years.   
 
Adult: 
During warmer times of day, many adults may end up on water along with egg-laying females.  Fish 
adult imitations close to shore.  Fish that have missed your fly may return after a few minutes.   
 
I have done well using the Sunken Stone pattern in Golden Stone colors – primarily using a dark golden 
body.  This fly has produced even after it appears the hatch is complete.   
 
 

Recommended Flies 

 

Fly Name Stage Fly ID Water Type 

Kaufman's Stonefly, brown, 6-8 Nymph 15 All 

Mercer’s Gold Bead Biot Epoxy Golden 
Stone Nymph 

Nymph 324 All 

Golden Stone Rubber Leg Stonefly Nymph 327 All 

Stimulator, Golden Stone coloration Adult 25 All 

Sunken Stone  Adult 228 Moderate 

Chubby Chernobyl, golden underside, 
golden Wings, 6-8 

Adult 325 Moderate 

 

Other Flies 

 
None 
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Hesperoperla (Golden Stones) 

Rich Holten photos.  Top –nymph.  Bottom – adult underside and topside.  
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Pteronarcys (Salmonflies) 
 
 

Species/Notes 
 
According to Hafele and Hughes in their book Western Hatches, there are four species of Pteronarcys in 
the Northwest, Pteronarcys californica, Pteronarcella badia in Rockies, and Pteronarcidae regularis and 
Pteronarcys princeps in Pacific NW with californica the most common. 
 

Distribution/Habitat 
 
Pteronarcys is common throughout the Northwest, especially in large to medium rivers at lower 
elevation; e.g., the Deschutes.    They inhabit rocky areas in riffles and runs in the moderate to faster 
currents.  Some writers note that the fewer Salmonflies in smaller and colder waters; however, the 
smallish Tucannon River in Washington State has a very good population of Salmonflies.   
 

Nymph, and Adult Generic Descriptions for On-Stream Identification and Fly-
tying 
 

Stage Hook Sizes Identification and Fly-tying Criteria 

Pteronarcys Nymph 4-8, 3 or 4 XL 25-35 mm.  The top is dark brown to black but the 
underside turns orangish close to emergence.  The 
two tails are shorter than the abdomen.  The 
abdomen has 9 segments and is about half of the 
body length.  The dark antennae are about 2/3 to 3/4 
of the body length.  

Pteronarcys Adult 4-6, 3 or 4 XL 30-35 mm.  The body is dark brown on top with 
yellow to salmon-red underbody. The underside of 
the abdomen and thorax is orangish in the middle 
and brown on the sides. The two tails extend to 
about the end of the wing tips.  The wings extend 
about a quarter of the body length beyond the end of 
the abdomen.  The wings are dark gray, heavily 
veined, and held flat on top of the abdomen when at 
rest.  The antennae are about body length.  The legs 
are dark brown with the back legs extending to rear 
of the abdomen.   

 
Tying Notes 
Key flies to tie would be a few different sized nymph patterns such as the Kaufman Stonefly, or adult 
patterns such as the Rogue Stonefly and the Sunken Stone.   
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Lifecycle 
 
Nymph: 
Nymphs move around rocks and other underwater structure while feeding.  They may occasionally end 
up drifting but for the most part they are available primarily during the hatch cycle when they migrate to 
shore.  They tend to cling to undersides of rocks where they feed on plant debris.   
 
Hatching: 
Emergence occurs in late spring to early summer, moving up a river or stream as the hatch progresses.  
Nymphs crawl up to shore and look for a craggy rock where they can anchor their feet and break out of 
the nymphal casing in about 20 minutes to a half hour.   A friend and I once witnessed a daytime hatch 
just off the road along the Madison River in Yellowstone Park.  The process was enlightening to watch as 
the nymph moved along the rock until it found footholds for its claws, broke open the back of the 
thorax, emerged out of the break and struggled to pull out the antennae, and finally broke free after 
about a half hour of work.  The wings were bedraggled looking at first but stiffened after about 10 
minutes.    
 
Adult: 
Adults spend most of their time on streamside foliage where mating occurs.  As the day warms, they 
become active and many of these clumsy fliers end up on the water.  Egg-laden females return to the 
water any time from late afternoon until dusk.  Some females touch the water during the process and 
some drops eggs while flying.  In the process, enough of them fall into the water where the fish are 
waiting.    
 

Tactics 
 
Nymph: 
The different classes of the nymphs ensure that enough of them are available all year and can provide 
opportunity to fishermen.  Due to the long life of nymphs – up to three or four years, there are likely 
multiple classes of nymphs in waters populated by Salmonflies.  Consequently, it is advisable to carry 
three sizes of nymphs.   
 
The best time to fish the nymphs is just before or during emergence.  During emergence, choose the 
larger size patterns and fish close to shore.  Fish the fly either drag-free along bottom or use a shallow 
technique during the migration with a lightly weighted fly.   
 
After each year’s hatch is complete, drop down to the two smaller sizes.  An effective technique is to use 
a large nymph followed by a small one.  The best times are early morning and late afternoon to mid-
evening when the nymphs are most active and most likely to be swept downstream.   
 
Adult: 
Hatch times are fairly predictable over the years for a body of water and the river hatch charts are 
reasonably accurate.  Since the hatch moves upriver, early river reports will help in scheduling specific 
trips.  On the water, it is easy to determine that a hatch is underway by observing streamside foliage for 
adults mating or preparing to mate.  Also, it may be possible to observe nymphs hatching on streamside 
rocks.  
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Trout may not start feeding on the adults when the hatch first starts, but after a day or so they can 
become very focused on them.  Most of the fishing occurs within a few feet of the bank or downstream 
of over-hanging trees and bushes.  Fishing for these feeding fish can be difficult due to the shallow 
water.  Upstream presentations may be necessary for shore waders.   
 
I have yet to fish a heavy Salmonfly hatch but have fished on the Madison and Gardiner Rivers in the 
Park shortly after the hatch and have had very good success using the Rogue Foam Salmonfly and the 
Sunken Stone patterns by casting upstream very close to the bank, especially near undercut banks.  The 
fish, primarily browns, were hugging the banks, especially the undercut banks, waiting for cripples to 
float by.  Many fishers were casting salmonfly patterns midstream and were not at all successful.   
 

Recommended Flies 

 

Fly Name Stage Fly ID Water Type 

Kaufman's Stonefly, Salmon Fly colors or 
black, 6-8 

Nymph 15 All 

Stimulator, Salmon Fly colors, 6-8 Adult 25 All 

Salmon Fly - Rogue Foam Salmon Fly Adult 227 All 

Sunken Stone, 6-8 Adult 228 Moderate 

JS Foam Stonefly (modified) Adult 328 Moderate 

 

Other Flies 

 
None 
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  Pteronarcys – Salmon Fly 

Rich Holten photos.  Top - nymphal case after hatching.  Middle and bottom – 
adults showing overall color and underside.   
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Trichoptera (Caddisflies) 
 
Gary LaFontaine in his book Caddisflies and other fly-fishing references often state that caddisflies have 
received less attention than mayflies even though some stream studies show that a trout’s diet may 
consist of more caddisflies than any other trout food.   I concur with this statement.  It seems that many 
fly fishers don’t appreciate the diversity and characteristics of the caddisfly family and approach a 
caddisfly hatch with only an Elk Hair Caddis or a Stimulator.  These anglers often end up frustrated as 
they miss trout feeding on emerging pupae or other forms of caddisflies not well imitated by these two 
flies.  Advice from the staff at Blue Ribbon Fly Shop in West Yellowstone helped me in that regard.  They 
introduced me to other patterns and tactics for fishing caddisfly hatches and their books such as Fishing 
Yellowstone Hatches and Fly Patterns of Yellowstone are invaluable in understanding some of the key 
caddis hatches and flies to use.  
 
The tremendous diversity of caddisflies that can be encountered on Northwestern waters greatly 
contributes to the difficulty of imitating the natural and presenting flies during caddisfly activity.  Not 
only is there a wide variation in size and coloration leading to a need for multiple fly patterns, there are 
also important differences in how to approach each caddisfly on which trout are feeding.  Some of the 
more important differences involve whether or not the specific caddisfly genera larvae frequently drift 
in the current, how long the newly hatched adults drift before flying off, what time of day the emergers 
hatch, and when and where the adult caddisflies lay eggs.   
 
The following are some general principles related to caddisflies that can help the angler: 
 

1. How to suspect a hatch is underway when there are no caddisfly adults visible on the water 

• Smaller fish are jumping almost straight out of the water 

• No caddisflies are visible on the water but they can be seen along streamside vegetation 

• Fish are bulging just under the surface 
 

2. Understanding how far caddisfly emergers drift before and after hatching 
• For example, one of the most common caddisflies, Hydropsyche, drifts a fair way under the 

surface but very quickly flies away after hatching, almost to the point of not being 
detectable on take-off from the water.  If a hatch is underway, trout are probably taking 
emerging pupae just under the water surface.  Fishing a surface imitation is not as effective 
as fishing an emerger such as a soft hackle just under the surface. 

• Other caddisflies such as Brachycentrus may be seen floating a short distance after hatching.  
In this case, a low floating surface imitation such as an Iris Caddis or an X2 Caddis can be 
effective in slow/flat water or an Elk Hair Caddis can be productive in faster water due to it 
floatability.  
 

3. When caddisfly larvae are effective 

• The free-living caddisflies such as Rhyacophila often float in the drift.   

• To a lesser degree the case-makers and net spinners drift 

• The remainder rarely drift at all 

• Of those that drift, some drift both at dusk and dawn and others drift mostly at night 
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4. Being aware of the colors and sizes of the hatches you anticipate where you fish 

a. Like mayflies, there is very large range of colors and sizes of caddisflies from around long 
size 6 or 8 hooks to as small as 22’s and 24’s.  The color ranges are similar to mayflies – 
black, brown, orange, yellow, olive, bright green and others.   

b. Also, be aware that the length of the wings can be up to 50% longer than the head to 
end of abdomen.  This is very important when the coloration of the abdomen contrasts 
greatly with the wings such as for the White Miller which has a bright green body and 
near white wings.  In this case, the hook size should be about an 18 to match the body 
length whereas the overall length with the wings is much longer.  

c. Another factor can be the shine of the air bubble some caddis emergers carry to the 
surface.  Gary LaFontaine believed this is critical to fishing emergers and developed the 
Deep Pupa and Emergent Pupa flies to capture an air bubble in the fly’s antron body to 
imitate this effect.  While I agree with the concept, I have not been successful with these 
flies although it could easily be issues with my presentation.  I have been much more 
successful drifting or swinging soft hackles to imitate emergers.  

 
Similar to the mayflies and stoneflies, most of the caddisflies in this section are listed by genera but for 
some of the caddisflies there are too many genera to separate out from a family so key genera are 
grouped together.  I have included 18 genera or families that are addressed in fly fishing literature as 
important or occasionally important to Northwestern fly fishers.  Of these 18, I believe I have 
encountered the first 12 in this section and consider it likely that I have fished in the presence of the 
other 7 without realizing it.   
 
The following 6 that are not included here are sometimes addressed in fly fishing literature and 
websites, but are described as rarely found in the Northwest or not important due to habitat, size, or life 
cycle features.  These six are: 
 

• Nyctiophylax (Dinky Light Summer Sedge)   
• Protoptila (No Common Name)  
• Psychomyia (Dinky Purple-Breasted Sedge)  
• Wormaldia (Little Autumn Stream Sedge)  
• Polycentropus (Brown Checkered Summer Sedge)  
• Chimarra (Little Black Caddis) 

 

Recommended Generic Flies for Imitating Caddisflies 

 
The following patterns tied in a variety of sizes and colors will suffice to imitate most of the caddisflies 
encountered in the Northwest.  
 

Fly Name Stage Fly ID Water Type 

Caddis Larva Larva 233 All 

Caddis Larva 2 Larva 353 All 

Fox Poopa  Pupa 22 All 

Brachycentrus Wet Fly Pupa 336 Moderate 

Deep Sparkle Pupa Pupa 338 All 

LaFontaine Emergent Sparkle Pupa Pupa 339 All 
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Stillwater Caddis Emerger Pupa 351 Lake 

Soft Hackled Carrot Fly Pupa 357 All 

X Caddis Emerger 63 Slow 

Iris Caddis Emerger 67 Slow 

X2 Caddis Emerger 236 Slow 

Hydropsyche Soft Hackle 2 Emerger 334 All 

Tom Thumb Emerger 352 Lake 

Elk Hair Caddis Adult 51 All 

Humpy Adult 53 All 

Caddis Adult  Adult 172 Slow 

Lawson Spent Partridge Caddis Adult 229 Moderate 

Hemmingway Caddis Adult 230 Moderate 

Mercer Missing Link Adult 241 All 

Peacock Fluttering Caddis Adult 342 Moderate 

Diving Caddis - J. Utah Adult 343 Moderate 

LaFontaine Dancing Caddis Adult 344 Moderate 

Front End Loader Caddis Adult 395 Moderate 
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Hydropsyche (Spotted Sedge) 
 
 

Species/Notes 
 
While there are four or more Hydropsyche species commonly encountered in the Northwest, most can 
be imitated with the same flies and presentation.   
 

Distribution/Habitat 
 
Hydropsyche is probably the most abundant and important of the caddisflies in the Northwest except 
for the spring months when Glossomoma or Brachycentrus are prolific.   Some waters such as the 
Henry’s Fork in the Last Chance area can contain incredible numbers of them.  
 
Their preferred habitat is faster moving water with a rocky bottom.  Due to the large diversity of species, 
they may also be found in other habitats with more moderate flow and in areas with smaller rocks, 
gravel, sand, logs, moss, and more.  They often live in the same water with Rhyacophila.  Since they are 
net builders, they need to live in water with sufficient current to bring food to their nets.  Areas high in 
particulates such as tailwaters may have higher concentrations of these net spinners.  Also, some report 
that stream bottoms with abundant algae can support more Hydropsyche.   
 

Larva, Pupa, and Adult Generic Descriptions for On-Stream Identification and 
Fly-tying 
 

Stage Hook Sizes Identification and Fly-tying Criteria 

Hydropsyche Larva 12-14 3XL  Net-spinning larva. 10-16 mm, most commonly 10-
12 mm.  Bright green to brownish olive abdomen.  
First three segments of the thorax have a dark color 
on the top.  Slight, wispy, white tail (gills) 

Hydropsyche Pupa 12-14, 3XL 10-16 mm, most commonly closer to 10 mm. 
Abdomen has 8 dark bands on top and is yellowish 
to amber to brown in some photos and tan in 
others.  Dark brown thorax.  Long gangly legs and 
antennae streaming behind the pupae.  Antennae 
are as long as the body.  Wing buds are dark brown 
and extend to about mid-point of abdomen. 
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Hydropsyche Adult 14-16 dry fly  10-12 mm from head to end of wing tip.  Body from 
head to end of abdomen is about 7 to 9 mm.   The 
abdomen may be dark or light brown, amber or 
green at emergence. A few hours after emergence 
all have light brown or cinnamon brown bodies. Tie 
with a bright amber or light brown color either of 
which replicate the most common color at 
emergence.  The abdomen is slightly smaller than 
the thorax.  Wings are tan with some brown spots. 
The head/neck is prominent, slightly more than 1 
mm. Legs are ginger to light brown. Back and middle 
legs when fully extended go to about end of wing 
tip.  Antennae are about same length as head to end 
of wing tip. 

 
Tying Notes 
First priority would be to tie soft hackles, X2 Caddis, and Iris Caddis. 
 

Lifecycle 
 
Larva/Pupa: 
The larvae are classified as net-spinners reflecting the net-like structure they live in until pupation.  They 
may abandon the net if there are too many other caddisflies in the area.  Some authors report that they 
can dangle downstream from a silk “rope” attached at or near their net.  The larvae may also be found in 
the morning and evening behavioral drift with other larvae.  
 
After living about a year and as hatch time approaches, the larvae build a silk-like cocoon and pupate 
inside for a couple of weeks.  (Note that Ralph Cutter believes that they can have multiple generations in 
one year.).  The pupal shell is firmly attached to structure and consequently the pupae are not available 
until they eat out of their shell and emerge.  The Rhyacophila may be the only other caddisfly to pupate 
inside of a silk cocoon so this information may help identify the presence of either one.    
 
Hatching: 
After leaving the cocoon, the pupae drift fairly far along the bottom and build up air inside their outer 
shell.  They move at a moderate speed to the surface but in doing so, they are targeted by trout.  Once 
at the surface, they may take a few feet to several yards of drifting to break through the surface film.  
Once they break through, they hatch and take off quickly.  Most of the time I have not been able to 
observe Hydropsyche caddisflies as they fly off of the water but a large and growing number of 
Hydropsyche along the shore and bulging trout are all clear evidence that a hatch is underway.   
 
Although they are generally efficient at hatching, some caddisflies cannot break through their shucks but 
may be able to live a long time either drifting in the water or trapped along the edges.  These crippled 
caddisflies may also be targeted by trout.   
 
Hatches occur midday to early evening although one source reports morning hatches if the daytime 
temperature is hot.  We have observed both midday and evening hatches on the Firehole.  The midday 
hatch coincided with a cloudy day and the evening hatch with a sunny day.  On some streams, they may 
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be hatching year around but typically they can be found hatching somewhere in the Northwest between 
March and October.  The long period of emergence is due to temperature differences in different waters 
and the multiple species involved.  Reports from the Yakima River show the heaviest emergences in July 
and August in the evening.   
 
Adult: 
After hatching, adults fly to nearby vegetation and remain on vegetation for a couple of days or up to a 
couple of weeks before mating.  During this period, their bodies darken.  In the evening, large swarms of 
adults are often seen above trees or streamside vegetation.  Because caddisfly adults can live multiple 
days, the swarms are not always an indicator that a hatch is underway or that egg-laying will be 
imminent.   
 
Following mating, the females return during late afternoon or evening to riffles and runs to deposit eggs.  
It is reported that females either dive underwater or fly to rocks and crawl underwater carrying a bubble 
of water that can enable them to stay underwater for an hour or even longer. I seem to see them 
bouncing over the surface of the water presumably laying eggs.  The female deposits sticky yellow or 
green egg strings or blotches on the bottom or water surface.  Once eggs have been laid, diving females 
release their hold on the bottom and drift slowly to surface.  They struggle to break through the surface 
film and may lie spent, wings flat, on the water.   These caddisflies can be a major food source for trout 
although we have rarely observed trout feeding on spent females on our trips to the Firehole and 
Henry’s Fork.  Egg-laying and emergence often overlap but we seem to have more success with 
imitations of rising pupae which may indicate either a preference for the pupae or that the egg-layers 
are not present.  Trout seem to be selective on which phase they feed on at a specific time.   
 

Tactics 
 
The major outdoor fly-fishing writers seem to have little to say about fishing the larval stage but they 
have much more to say and have somewhat differing perspectives on tactics relative to imitating pupae 
and adults.   
 
Larva:  
As with other net-spinners, to determine if these larvae are present, pick-up rocks and look for the 
shelters they build.  The shelters often look like a group of small rocks or other debris bound with a 
white web-like material that may or may not be visible.  The nets they build most often collapse when a 
host rock is pulled out of the water but may be more visible if the host rock is replaced in the water.  The 
larvae may not be immediately obvious but can be found inside the shelters by carefully picking apart 
the material.   
 
Since they drift, try fishing larval imitations during early mornings or evenings when there is no surface 
activity.  If there is surface activity, fish will more likely key on the pupae or the adults.  Another tactic 
proposed by some references is to imitate the white looking silk string that they dangle from.  Ralph 
Cutter suggests imitating the white silk by coloring the last foot of the tippet with a white marker such 
as that sold under the name “Mean Streak.” I have not tried this technique – it seems rather tedious to 
attempt.   
 
Pupa: 
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Since the pupae can drift a fair way in the water before emerging, fishing the pupal imitation before the 
hatch can be very effective.  The difficulty is in predicting when the hatch will occur.  Even when familiar 
with the water being fished, the hatch period can change with weather (see Hatching).  Trapping pupae 
in a net would be a good indicator but I have not had much success finding drifting pupa in net samples.   
 
Overall, the best indicators of when to fish pupal imitations is to watch the fish.  As a hatch begins, I 
often notice fish jumping out of the water or bulging or splashing near the surface in spite of not seeing 
adults fly off the water.  These observations are entirely consistent with other references which lead me 
to have confidence in the approach.  Subsequent stomach content checks have helped confirm that a 
hatch was underway and that trout take many more pupae than fully hatched or crippled adults. 
 
When noting these conditions indicative of a hatch underway, my friends and I have had the best 
success floating an X2 Caddis or Iris Caddis in smooth water, swinging a brown hackle and yellow body 
soft hackle through either riffles or faster water, and floating an Elk Hair Caddis in rough water (although 
it’s not certain to me that Hydropsyche emerge in rough water).  Other references recommend dead 
drifting a Bird’s Nest or LaFontaine Pupa or using a lifting technique with a fly such as a LaFontaine Pupa.  
Another recommendation is to use a dry fly such as an Elk Hair Caddis followed by a pupal imitation.   
 
A complicating factor is whether or not fish are feeding on Hydropsyche rather than other caddisflies.   I 
have at times seen an overlap of Hydropsyche with both Glossosoma and Brachycentrus.americanus 
(not the Mother’s Day Caddis, but the later hatching species) on the Firehole and Henry’s Fork.  The 
Brachycentrus.americanus are black and can float some distance before flying off so they can be 
differentiated from the Hydropsyche.  The Glossosoma are much smaller so observations of newly 
hatched caddisflies along the stream bank and stomach samples can help differentiate them from the 
Hydropsyche.  If there are other caddisfly species involved, the process becomes more difficult for me 
and it may take a day or two of fishing and talking with local fly shops to be able to identify the hatch 
that most of the fish are feeding on.   
 
Adult: 
As previously noted, newly hatched Hydropsyche adults fly off almost immediately except for the 
cripples and trout greatly prefer emerging pupae according to my stomach samples.  Using an adult 
Hydropsyche pattern during the hatch has resulted in very limited to no success.  However, it may be 
possible to fish dries if egg-layers are observed darting above and dipping into the water.  These egg-
layers should be differentiated from males that sometimes swarm above the water, but rarely land on 
the water.  Trout can aggressively feed on egg-layers, sometime chasing them and sometimes leaping 
after them with very splashy rises.  If this type of feeding is observed, target specific fish that appear to 
be after the egg-layers.   
 
The LaFontaine Dancing Caddis or Diving Caddis patterns may be effective this time.  Another approach 
recommended by Ralph Cutter is to imitate a diving caddisfly with a Bird’s Nest treated with desiccant 
fly floatant floated along the streambed.  If there is uncertainty on which stage the fish are taking, one 
approach would be to use multiple fly presentations to represent emergers and egg-layers.  If possible, 
remain on the water into dark to fish either the egg-layers or emergers.  

 

Recommended Flies 
 

Fly Name Stage Fly ID Water Type 
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Caddis Larva, olive, 12-14, 3 XL Larva 233 All 

Fox Poopa, green, 14 Pupa 22 All 

Hydropsyche Soft Hackle  Pupa 197 All 

Hydropsyche Soft Hackle #2 Pupa 334 All 

Hydropsyche Soft Hackle #3 Pupa 335 All 

Iris Caddis, amber or light brown, 14-16 Adult 67 Slow 

Lawson Spent Partridge Caddis, light brown, 
14 

Adult 229 Moderate 

X2 Caddis, amber or light brown, 14-16 Adult 236 Slow 

Hemmingway Caddis, light brown, 14-16 Adult 230 Moderate 

 
 

Other Flies 
 

Fly Name Stage Fly ID Water Type 

Deep Sparkle Pupa, olive - 14 Pupa 19 All 

Emergent Crippled (E/C) Caddis, amber or 
light brown, 14-16 

Adult 5 Moderate 

Elk Hair Caddis, amber or light brown, 14-
16 

Adult 51 Moderate 

X Caddis, amber or light brown, 14-16 Adult 63 Slow 

Caddis Adult, amber or light brown, 14-16 Adult 172 Moderate 

Diving Caddis - Peter Charles Adult 340 Moderate 

Diving Caddis - J. Utah Adult 343 All 
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Hydropsyche 

Rich Holten photos.  Top: larva. Bottom: Pupa from stomach samples 
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Hydropsyche 

Rich Holten photos.  Top and middle: Adult, different coloration. Bottom: Adult size.  
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Cheumatopsyche (Little Sister Sedge) 
 
 

Species/Notes 
 
Three Northwestern species are often cited.  C. campyla is the most important followed by C. pettiti 
(pet-tie'tie).  For the Yellowstone area, the Blue-Ribbon Fly Shop cites C. pettiti and C. lasia (lay'-she-uh) 
as the most important species.  
 

Distribution/Habitat 
 
While the Cheumatopsyche are less abundant than the larger and similar looking Hydropsyche, 
LaFontaine ranks them in the top 5 of caddisflies available to trout in the Northwest.   
 
They prefer warmer and slower water than Hydropsyche, are most often found downstream of 
Hydropsyche, but they do overlap.  Where there is abundant organic material, the Cheumatopsyche 
become dominant.  They live in riffles and tailwaters with rocky bottoms and spring creeks.  Due to the 
large diversity of species, they may also be found in wide range of streams such as in sand and small 
gravel with moderate current, some in finer substrate, and some on logs and other submerged objects. 
They can live in waters more polluted than acceptable to Hydropsyche.   
 

Larva, Pupa, and Adult Generic Descriptions for On-Stream Identification and 
Fly-tying 
 

Stage Hook Sizes Identification and Fly-tying Criteria 

Cheumatopsyche Larva 14-16, 3XL Net-spinning larva. Up to 13 mm, but mostly smaller.  
Cream body.  The first three segments of thorax 
have a dark color on top. 

Cheumatopsyche Pupa 14-16, 3XL 7-8 mm.  Abdomen is olive to green with 8 dark 
bands on the top.  The thorax is dark brown.  The 
wing buds have a dark color and extend to the mid-
point of the abdomen.  The antennae are the same 
length as body or slightly longer and swept 
backward.  The head is dark with an olive “neck” 
between head and thorax. The legs are dark and 
angle backwards.   
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Cheumatopsyche Adult  18-20 dry fly 
hook 

The length from the head to the end of the 
abdomen is 5 -6 mm and 7.5 to 10 mm from the 
head to the end of wing tips.  The abdomen is olive 
to dark brown and about as long as the thorax.  The 
thorax is brown to dark brown.  The wings are 
typically grayish brown with light brown spots or 
light brown with dark brown spots or streaks.  The 
wings are darker in early season but become much 
lighter in the fall and may appear white.  The legs 
are light brown to dark brown.  Antennae are tan 
with dark rings and about body length or shorter. 
Note that the few Hydropsyche that have an olive 
body color and can be confused with 
Cheumatopsyche quickly turn cinnamon or brown.   

 
Tying Notes 
Although guides and writers claimed to have seen many of these on the water, I have yet to fish over 
this hatch that I am aware of possibly due to not taking the time to differentiate between them and the 
more common Hydropsyche.  I do not tie flies specifically for Cheumatopsyche, but I do tie some pupa 
and adult caddisfly patterns such as the X2 Caddis with an olive body, noting that many of the patterns 
listed for Cheumatopsyche work for other caddisflies as well.   

 
Lifecycle  
 
Cheumatopsyche caddisflies are essentially a smaller version of the Hydropsyche.  Most of the lifecycle 
information for the Hydropsyche is applicable to Cheumatopsyche caddisflies.   They do hatch later in 
the year compared to Hydropsyche.  Hatch seasons may start early in May and last until mid-August 
with peaks in May and June.  Emergences mainly occur in the evening in summer but can take place all 
day as long as the weather is cloudy.  They are often seen on the water during the day before Baetis and 
PMDs.  Craig Mathews rarely has seen a heavy hatch, but he believes that just a few of them can turn on 
the bite.  Other sources indicate that heavy hatches can occur which seems to indicate that location 
plays a very important role in the strength of the hatch.  Egg-laying is usually at dark.  Of interest to 
fishermen is that they float a long way on the water after hatching, possibly longer than any other 
caddisflies.  Consequently, adult patterns can be effective in addition to pupal patterns.  On the Yakima 
River in Washington, they are most commonly seen April through August and are daytime emergers.  
 

Tactics 
 
Fish all three stages of the Little Sister Caddisflies very similar to fishing over the Hydropsyche with the 
exception that adult patterns are more effective for the Cheumatopsyche as compared to the 
Hydropsyche due to the fact that the naturals float on the water longer.  The only other difference is the 
color and size of the flies.  
 
The Little Sister hatch is a little more difficult to fish than the Hydropsyche because they are so small.  It 
can be difficult to see a small dry fly egg-layer imitation of the adult drift on the water, especially under 
the low light conditions these caddisflies deposit their eggs in.  Most of the female Little Sister 
caddisflies adults are a hook size 18.  On some tailwaters, the sheer number of these caddisflies on the 
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water at one time can present a problem. The trout have hundreds of choices and even if the dry fly is a 
perfect imitation, they may not select it over the many naturals. 
 
Larva:  
Fish larva imitations near the bottom.  An up and across cast is typically used with an indicator although 
fishing without an indicator can be more successful if strikes can be detected.   
 
Pupa: 
Similar to the Hydropsyche, the emergence of the pupa is the best stage to fish although the emergence 
can be difficult to detect.  As usual, look for small fish jumping out of the air and bulges near the surface.  
Also, look for newly hatched adults on the surface since they do seem to drift further than the 
Hydropsyche.  As far as differentiating between this hatch and a Hydropsyche hatch, it is probably 
necessary to collect specimens along the shore or floating on the water to determine which of the two is 
actually hatching.   
 
Use the same techniques as for the Hydropsyche such as swinging soft hackles, although top floating 
flies such as the X2 Caddis and Iris Caddis in olive colors may work well for the Cheumatopsyche.   
 
Adult: 
Mathews and Juracek note that fish may concentrate on pupae but will take adult imitations just as well.  
Emergence is only time they have found them to be important.  Perhaps this is because the adults ride 
the water longer than most caddisflies and they can be seen riding the water to provide a clue as to 
feeding activity.  They have seen emergences during all times of day but low light conditions seem to 
always be required.  Cheumatopsyche are generally nocturnal egg-layers and Mathews and Juracek have 
not seen an instance where they were important to fishermen as contrasted to other references.   
 

Recommended Flies 
 

Fly Name Stage Fly ID Water Type 

Caddis Larva, cream, 16, 3 XL Larva 233 All 

Fox Poopa, olive, 16-18 Pupa 22 All 

Hydropsyche Soft Hackle, olive, 16-18  Pupa 197 All 

Hydropsyche Soft Hackle 2, olive, 16-18 Pupa 334 All 

Hydropsyche Soft Hackle 3, olive, 16-18 Pupa 335 All 

Iris Caddis, brown or olive, 18 Adult 67 Slow 

Lawson Spent Partridge Caddis, brown or 
olive, 18 

Adult 229 Moderate 

Hemmingway Caddis, brown or olive, 18 Adult 230 Moderate 

X2 Caddis, brown or olive, 18 Adult 236 Slow 

 

Other Flies 
 

Fly Name Stage Fly ID Water Type 

Deep Sparkle Pupa - olive, 16-18 Pupa 19 All 

Emergent Crippled (E/C) Caddis, olive, 18 Adult 5 Moderate 

Elk Hair Caddis, brown or olive, 18 Adult 51 Moderate 
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X Caddis, brown or olive, 18 Adult 63 Slow 

Caddis Adult, brown or olive, 18 Adult 172 Moderate 
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Cheumatopsyche 

Jason Neuswanger photos.  Top – pupa. Bottom - adult 
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Brachycentrus (American Grannom, 
Mother's Day Caddis) 
 

Species/Notes 
 
The Trichoptera World Checklist classifies Brachycentrus under the Family Brachycentridae and the 
Super Family Phryganeoidea.  Of the 11 species for the US, B. occidentalis and B. americanus are most 
important in the Northwest according to LaFontaine and other resources.  These two species exhibit 
different characteristics the most important of which is that the B. occidentalis or Mother’s Day Caddis 
hatches in spring to late spring and B. americanus hatches in the summer in most areas.   
 

Distribution/Habitat 
 
Brachycentrus live in medium to faster moving waters with rocky bottoms.  They can also be found in 
numerous other waters including lakes where Ralph Cutter has found them in high mountain waters.  I 
have encountered them in spring creeks such as the Henry’s Fork and in the Firehole in large numbers.  
Other examples of habitat include the Lochsa in Idaho, Crooked River and Metolius River in Oregon and 
the Bighorn River in Montana.   
 

Larva, Pupa, and Adult Generic Descriptions for On-Stream Identification and 
Fly-tying 
 

Stage Hook Sizes Identification and Fly-tying Criteria 

Brachycentrus Larva Case 6-8, 4 XL Case can be up to 17 mm although in the photos 
that follow, the case is about 8 mm. Case has a 
square cross-section and resembles a chimney.  
Larva can be 6 to 11 mm, hook size 12-16.  Larva 
are typically green but can be cream.  The head 
peeking out of the case is dark brown and the legs 
that can be seen are short and dark. 

Brachycentrus Pupa 14-16 and 
sometimes 18, 2XL 

Size is 6 mm up to 14 mm, with the most common 
size about 8-10 mm.  Almost all photos of 
Northwestern species show a green to olive color.  
The abdomen has 8 segments with light banding 
and dark to black rectangles on top of each 
segment. The thorax appears dark to black possibly 
due to the blackish wing buds that extend about ¾ 
of the distance to the rear of the abdomen.  Dark, 
gangly legs and antennae that sweep backward 
with the rear legs extending slightly past the rear of 
the abdomen.  The antennae may extend beyond 
the rear of the antennae when swept backward in 
the current.   
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Brachycentrus Adult Females 14, 2XL Based on several resources, the typical length of 
the body from head to the end of the abdomen is 
about 8-9 mm and the length from the head to the 
tip of wings is about 11-13 mm.  Others cite a body 
length of 5 to 8 mm (dry fly hook 14-18).   The 
occidentalis (Mother's Day Caddis) has a very dark 
gray body, almost black, with a lateral green line.  
The wings should be gray to black.  The later 
emerging americanus have a lighter gray body and 
wings.  The legs are dark and relatively short with 
the rear legs extending only about halfway to the 
tip of the wings. The antennae are equal to or 
slightly shorter than the body.  

 
 

Lifecycle 
 
Larva/Pupa: 
Larvae are often found in moderate to fast currents on the top of bowling-ball sized rocks that are 
exposed to currents.  The larvae are often termed “Humpless Case-Makers” because they lack humps on 
the thorax which are present in other case-makers (see photos of Dicosmoecus) to provide space for 
water flow through the case.  Humpless Case-Makers secure their cases to the rocks with the head end 
facing into the current in order to ensure adequate flow of water.    
 
The larvae are unable to swim and if washed off the bottom they remain in cases where trout take the 
larva and case together.  
 
According to some references, larvae can also rappel from silk strings.  Ralph Cutter believes this is for 
feeding purposes rather than for rappelling to a downstream perch.  He says that the threads are 
strikingly visible and trout will swim through a tangle of threads to inhale the hapless nymphs (I suspect 
one would have to be a diver like Ralph Cutter to observe this.).   
 
Typical of many caddisflies, larvae close off the opening of their cases prior to pupation.  Pupal 
development is completed in about four weeks and then the pupa cuts free and swims to surface.  After 
cutting through their cases, the pupae tend to drift along the bottom for a long distance and are 
vulnerable to trout during their lengthy surface emergence.  
 
Hatching: 
A large number of black caddisflies on streamside foliage indicates a hatch is in progress.  Pupae struggle 
to hatch and can float helplessly in or just under the surface film.  Pupae normally emerge together 
within a span of an hour or two.   The website montanaflyfishingguides.com states that emergence of 
occidentalis really kicks off when water temperatures reach 54 degrees.  It’s probably wise to watch for 
emergence over all hours of the day as data from books and websites do not agree on the best time for 
emergence with reports of morning, afternoon, and evening emergences.  My most memorable 
experience with a heavy emergence (or possibly re-emergence of egg-layers) was a late morning 
episode on the Firehole in mid-June when a fellow CBRC club member and I observed numerous 
Brachycentrus on the water and caught several fish with a black Iris Caddis.  
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On the lower elevations, most references place emergence of occidentalis from April through June with 
peak emergence sometime near the end of April and beginning of May.  At higher elevations waters 
such as the Henry’s Fork and Madison, the occidentalis is reported to emerge from April through the 
end of June.  Yellowstone Angler states that emergence may even extend into July on the Firehole and 
Madison.  The Americanus emergence is smaller than occidentalis and starts in June and may continue 
into August in higher elevation streams.   
 
The photos that follow show a large number of Brachycentrus cases on top of a rock in the Lochsa River 
in September.  Oddly, the larvae inside the cases in this photo had not hatched and the cases where not 
closed off for pupation possibly indicating that they would not hatch that year.  On nearby rocks, there 
were similar rocks with cases on top, but all of the larvae in them had hatched.   
 
Adult:  
Once fully hatched, they move to foliage to mate. The females return to the water to lay eggs, often at 
the same time of day as emergences.  Egg-laying may occur throughout the day but most commonly 
occurs in afternoon for the early season occidentalis and anytime in the day for the summer americanus 
as long as the temperature is cool such as early morning or evening.  Cloudy weather can be good as 
well.   
 
Most females lie flat on surface while laying eggs although some dive and deposit eggs on submerged 
objects. Females carry a ball of eggs at the tip of their abdomen and drift quietly – they don't squirm as 
much as other caddisflies. The underwater layers often re-surface and float helplessly downstream.  
 

Tactics 
 
Larva:  
Some writers believe that the larval stage is not important to fishing based on their belief that the larvae 
do not leave their cases and the cases are fairly tightly bound to rocks.  I have found this to be partly 
true in that I have never found a kick sample or stomach sample that I could identify as a Brachycentrus 
larva outside of its case.  On the other hand, on late August/early September fishing trips in Idaho 
streams I have often obtained stomach samples which included multiple Brachycentrus larva in their 
cases.  It appeared to me that the cases had broken lose from upstream rocks that were loaded with 
clinging Brachycentrus in cases and floated to the feeding fish.  A pattern imitating the case/larva such 
as the Peeking Caddis with a dark brown case and dark olive larva with a black head probably would 
have been effective there.  I would recommend using the Peeking Caddis if above the pool you wish to 
fish you notice many cased Brachycentrus on the rocks such as shown in one of the photos to follow.   
 
Ralph Cutter notes that the shiny thread from the larva is enough of a trigger that he recommends 
brightening the tippet with a white grease pen (Mean Streak brand) or typewriter correction tape when 
fishing a larval imitation.  He does not imitate the larva case and instead uses a PT Nymph with a foot or 
two of tippet which is whitened and a heavy split shot just above the white section.  Flip the fly across 
and upstream so the nymph dangles below the shot.  I have not tried this technique – it seems like a lot 
of fuss with minimal return for the effort.  
 
Pupa: 
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The pupae usually hatch in water that is relatively smooth even in streams that consist mostly of fast-
moving pocket water.  They seek the slower, smoother areas of the stream, such as the pockets behind 
rocks, to emerge or they may hatch midstream in moderate flows such as those on the Firehole.  Pupa 
can struggle hatching and drift long ways so they are worth imitating although Craig Mathews prefers 
adult patterns over pupal patterns.   
 
During the hatch Ralph Cutter uses a size 14 E/C Caddis with chocolate and green soft hackles in an 
absolutely drift-free presentation for fish that are gently tipping up with mouths open to take crippled 
or dying emergers or dead ovipositing adults.  On porpoising fish taking emergers, he uses a green and 
brown LaFontaine Sparkle Caddis under a greased leader.  For fish that are not rising but grabbing 
ovipositing adults or ascending pupa, a size 14 Bird's Nest rubbed in powder with a split shot can take 
these fish 
 
Adult: 
Typical of larger fish, they may focus on the emergers or drowned egg-layers and cripples.  Options for 
fishing this are to use a dry-dropper combination, dead drift a soft hackle, or swing and raise a soft 
hackle or other nymph.   
 
For the occidentalis, the adult patterns work the best.  An adult pattern works well whether the fish are 
taking emergers or spent egg-layers that have re-surfaced and are floating helplessly downstream. The 
best fishing is usually in the afternoon and sometimes right at noon.  Note that if fish are taking the egg-
layers, the females are best represented by a size 14 hook, a hook size larger than the males.  If the 
hatch is massive, it may be beneficial to unmatch the hatch with something like a size 14 Royal Trude.  
 
On the heavy Firehole hatch that I fished a few years ago, the hatch started just before noon and lasted 
for an hour.  At times, I was able to spot the dark caddisflies floating on the water but was not certain if 
they were recently emerged or were spent egg-layers.  A black Iris Caddis, size 18, off of a 12’ 5X leader 
worked well.     
 
Other guides recommend an F Fly with a dark body and dark wings for soft water and even adding green 
dubbing at the rear to simulate an egg-sac. Some guides comment that the fishing was more difficult 
than they anticipated, but, in my experience, the fishing was quite easy with a black Iris Caddis on the 
slow water sections of the Firehole.  In faster sections of water, recommendations include fishing the 
slower water areas off of the fast water.   
 

Recommended Flies 
 

Fly Name Stage Fly ID Water Type 

Peeking Caddis Larva 185 Moderate 

Fox Poopah, Olive, 12 3XL Pupa 22 All 

Iris Caddis, Black, 16-18 Pupa 67 Slow 

Brachycentrus Wet Fly, 14-16 Pupa 336 All 

Peacock and Partridge Soft Hackle Pupa 341 All 

Royal Trude, Dun hackle, 14-16 Adult 54 Moderate 

F Fly Improved or Original, Black, 14-16 Adult 61 Slow 

Hemmingway Caddis - Black, 16-18 Adult 230 Moderate 
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X2 Caddis; Black or Olive body, gray wing; 
14-16  

Adult 236 Slow 

Peacock Fluttering Caddis Adult 342 Slow 

Other Flies 

 

Fly Name Stage Fly ID Water Type 

Caddis Larva -olive, 12, 3XL Larva 233 All 

Bird's Nest sprinkled w/floatant, black, 16 Pupa 192 All 

Mercer's Copper Bead Micro Z-Wing Caddis Pupa 337 All 

LaFontaine Deep Sparkle Pupa Pupa 338 All 

LaFontaine Emergent Sparkle Pupa Pupa 339 All 

Elk Hair Caddis, Black, 16 Adult 51 Moderate 

LaFontaine Dancing Caddis, Black with gray 
wings, 16-18 

Adult 344 Slow 

LaFontaine Diving Caddis, Black with gray 
wings, 16-18 

Adult 345 All 
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   Brachycentrus 

Top:  Left – Rich Holten photos of larval cases on rock on Lochsa River and green larva 
and case.   Bottom:  Jason Neuswanger photos of Eastern species emerger and adult. 
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Glossosoma (Short-Horned Sedge) 
 
 

Species/Notes 
 
Glossosoma belong to the Glossosomatidae family which also includes the small Agapetus and 
Protoptila genera.  The Trichoptera World Checklist lists 20 species of Glossosoma for the United States, 
most of which can be found in the mountainous Northwest.  One of the species, G. montana, is 
mentioned by Mathews/Juracek as being very important in the Yellowstone region because they 
sporadically emerge all season long and sometimes in good numbers which cause selective feeding.   
 
The best reference I have found with information on Glossosoma is from books written by John Juracek 
and Craig Mathews who were both associated with the Blue-Ribbon Fly Shop in West Yellowstone.  
Glossosoma are also covered in some depth by Rick Hafele in the book “Seasons for Trout,” by Gary 
LaFontaine in “Caddisflies,” the website Troutnut.com, and to a lesser degree in published hatch guides.  
Each of these references cite the Glossosoma as a very important caddisfly which can generate very 
selective feeding in trout.   
 
 

Distribution/Habitat 
 
Glossosoma are abundant in the Northwest.  Their preferred habitat is small to medium-size mountain 
streams.  Larger rivers such as the Henry’s Fork, can also have excellent populations.  They prefer cooler 
streams and are often found in medium to fast water stretches.   
 
According to Hafele and Hughes, they occur over a wide range of elevations and types of water although 
other sources report them to be most common in cold and rapid water types in riffles and runs.  They 
need rocks for anchoring their saddle cases and for feeding as they move slowly over the rock surfaces. 
The larvae are usually the dominant saddle case maker in cold and rapid streams as the other most 
common Northwestern saddle case makers, Agapetus and Protoptila, live in warmer waters.   
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Larva, Pupa, and Adult Generic Descriptions for On-Stream Identification and 
Fly-tying 
 

Stage Hook Sizes   

Glossosoma Larva 18-22 3XL The larvae are classified as a Saddle Case Maker.  
Larvae construct domed, tortoise-shell-like cases.  
The larval case can be up to 12 mm in diameter, 
although most of the cases I have observed are 
much smaller and more in the 5 mm range.  Rick 
Hafele in “Seasons for Trout” cites a 1/8” to 3/8” (3-
9 mm) range in the case diameter.  The pebbles used 
to construct the cases are generally the same size 
while the Agapetus which build a similar case have 
two larger pebbles on each side to anchor the case.  
The larva itself is 3 to 9.5 mm, but typically closer to 
5 or 6 mm.   The body can be light cream to brown 
with a dark brown or black head and thorax. 

Glossosoma Pupa 16-22, 3XL Size: 5 to 8 mm.  Most references indicate a 
white/cream to brown body with some species 
showing a pinkish cast. Ralph Cutter suggests they 
have a burnt orange coloration.  They have a dark 
thorax with black wing buds that are about half as 
long as the abdomen.   

Glossosoma Adult 18-22 dry fly hook Size: most likely range of 4-6 mm.  Referenced colors 
range from greenish brown, dark brown, light tan, 
black, and black/cinnamon.   The Blue-Ribbon Fly 
Shop uses black or gray bodies for their imitations. 
The wings are gray, grayish tan, or black.  
Juracek/Mathews and the Blue-Ribbon Fly Shop use 
black or gray.  The antennae are not quite body 
length which is reflected in one of the common 
names “Short-Horned Sedges.”  The antennae are 
black with light tan rings. Legs are dark gray.  They 
can be distinguished from Microcaddis by their 
wings which are not hairy and narrow like the 
Microcaddis. 

 
Tying Notes 
I use sizes and colors recommended by the Blue-Ribbon Fly Shop since I most often encounter this hatch 
in the area they serve. 
 

Lifecycle 
 
Larva/Pupa: 
The larvae build pebble cases using small pebbles.  As they grow, they discard the smaller case on 
almost a weekly basis and they may drift at this time.  The larva might drift a few feet or a few hundred 
yards before it lands on the streambed.  It quickly begins gathering gravel and within two hours has built 
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a new home.  Where they are abundant, the numbers of larvae in the drift can be in the hundreds most 
often in the late evening, an hour after sunset, but also in the morning.   From May to July the drifting 
larva can control dusk and dawn feeding. 
 
When it is time to pupate, the larva orients the case so current flows into one hole to provide oxygen 
and fixates the case to a boulder.  As they approach maturity, they build a cocoon.  They often gather 
together in clusters of cases before hatching and this can be an indicator of a hatch in the near future.  
At this time the Glossosoma is immobile and if the water level drops, the larvae will likely perish.  After 
several weeks of pupation, the pupa chews free of its cocoon and emerges.  They often congregate in 
the soft water immediately downstream of riffle areas.  Prior to emergence and hatching, the pupae 
hide among the cobbles during the day, but at dusk they swim about in an erratic jerking movement.   
 
Hatching: 
After chewing out of the cocoon, some of the pupae swim to the surface and drift a short distance 
(about one minute); then the adult pops out and immediately flies upstream.  Some pupae may swim to 
shore to hatch.  The pupae are small and often missed by fishermen, but not by fish.  
 
Hatch seasons start in late winter and early spring, but most streams have different species so hatches 
can continue into June.  In April through October, there may be sporadic emergences which can become 
heavy at times.   Another flurry of activity can occur in September and continue into mid-November. 
Specific hatch peaks occur in June through early September in the Henry’s Fork and late June through 
September in the Firehole where I have seen large numbers of Glossosoma streamside in the afternoon.    
 
Exact daily timing of the hatch is difficult to predict and can span from mid-morning to late afternoon 
depending on weather, water temperature, time of year, and specific species.  Some sources cite 
morning as the typical emergence time.  
 
Adult: 
Emergence generally occurs in choppy water and is difficult to observe on the water; however, evidence 
of hatching can be seen on nearby rocks and bushes or even crawling up your waders.   Adults fly off 
quickly to nearby vegetation.  I have often seen the adults crawling over my waders as I sat on the bank 
watching for fish and have seen the over the water throughout the day.  Mating takes place within a day 
of emergence and the females return to the water to lay eggs.   
 
The egg laying activity usually occurs in riffles and runs late in the afternoon but much earlier if the sky is 
overcast.  The later in the year it is, the later in the day they tend to deposit their eggs.  Typically, about 
an hour after sunset or late afternoon and evenings, the females crawl or swim underwater to lay eggs 
on the streambed.  Typical of many caddisflies, the female carries oxygen during underwater egg-laying 
and this oxygen bubble can appear to shimmer.   When egg laying is complete, they swim back to 
surface and fly off or mostly float downstream in the riffles and runs.  Trout may feed on the emerging 
adults in spring and fall but trout may ignore them in summer but still take egg-laying females.   Some 
references report that fish may feed selectively on these females occasionally.  
 

Tactics 
 
According to some references, the larvae, pupae, and adult can create significant selective feeding by 
trout although I have rarely witnessed this in spite of fishing during heavy emergences of Glossosoma.    
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I would speculate that their importance to fishing can be limited by their small size relative to other 
concurrent hatches; however, I have seen them in large enough numbers to result in trout feeding on 
them.   
 
Larva:  
When the larvae abandon their cases to build larger ones, they float helplessly in the water and are 
readily available in or below riffles that have high concentrations. The best time is to be fishing the larval 
imitation about an hour after sunset although early mornings can work as well.  Larval patterns need to 
be fished right off the bottom and a weighted pattern is recommended.  Presentations include a shot 
and indicator, high stick, or Czech method.  A weighted 18 orange, pink, or cream-colored larval 
imitation can be effective anytime in early summer. Since this is a small fly, it may be best to use it as a 
tailing fly behind a weighted nymph.  The larvae can be a dependable food source for trout when other 
hatches are sparse.   
 
Pupa: 
It is not possible to plan on an emergence since most references indicate that the hatches are very 
unpredictable.  Emergences are sporadic but can sometimes overwhelm Hydropsyche.  Even though 
they are a sporadic emerger they have a way of showing up unexpectedly in huge numbers when they 
do decide to hatch.  It is then that the trout feed can feed selectively on them to the exclusion of other, 
larger insects.  This can be the case even during reliable Hydropsyche emergences that often occur at 
the same time.  
 
Times to fish pupal patterns include:  
 

• When Glossosoma are seen along the shore and there are no feeding fish. Put on a pupa pattern 
and fish it close to bottom.   

• When the adults are seen along shore and fish can be seen feeding with subsurface rises.  Fish a 
pupal pattern in or slightly below the surface film.  

•  When Glossosoma emerge heavily, and trout take them and not larger mayflies or caddisflies 
such as the Hydropsyche. Fish a pupal pattern in the film.   

 
One of the better patterns I have used to imitate a pupa is the Peacock and Starling Soft Hackle 
developed by the staff at the Blue-Ribbon Fly Shop.  This fly can be dead drifted near the surface with 
floatant followed by swinging the fly downstream.  Another fly they recommend is a #20-22, dark, X2 
Caddis which float low on the surface.    
 
For a pupal imitation, Ralph Cutter uses a size 18 Bird's Nest.  He adds some split shot and high sticks the 
imitation downstream in a drag free drift right along the riverbed to imitate the drifting larva.  He rubs 
the Bird's Nest in powdered floatant and lobs it out and across the stream.  The nymph will be buoyant 
from the floatant but the split shot will help it break the surface.  He actively retrieves the fly with a 
twitchy erratic strip to imitate the pupa.  As soon as the rises stop, he recommends attaching a dry Bird's 
Nest treated with powdered floatant, and fishing it along the bottom of the riverbed with little or no 
drag.   
 
Adult: 
If adults are seen near shore and fish are actively feeding, watch the rise patterns and observe the water 
surface for other insects.  If fish are taking some unknown insect on the surface, try a number 18 black 
Iris Caddis or black X2 Caddis if the water surface is not rough.  In rougher water, try a number 18 Elk 
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Hair Caddis or black/gray fly tied like a Stimulator.  A pupal pattern fished on the surface may also be 
effective at this time.  Some fish will want a moving fly so twitching the fly may work.  Another tactic is 
to fish a fly dry upstream and then sink it as it swings.  Still another approach recommended by Ralph 
Cutter for dry fly action immediately following the hatch is to use a 16 E/C (I would recommend a 
smaller size) caddisfly which is a dead ringer for a crippled Glossosoma.  He also suggests that the E/C 
Caddis can be used as a searching pattern during the day and it is often his default dry fly. 
 
References differ on the importance of fishing the egg-laying activity.  The Perfect Fly Company 
contends that the egg laying activity is the time to be fishing an adult imitation although 
Mathews/Juracek have never witnessed any egg-laying activity and so far, they believe it is not 
important to fishermen.  Given the potential to be in the midst of trout feeding on the egg-layers, it is 
probably worth carrying a few black number 18 wet flies which can be fished near the surface behind a 
dry fly or dead-drifted deeper.  
 

Recommended Flies 
 

Fly Name Stage Fly ID Water Type 

Caddis Larva, cream, white, size 16-18 scud 
hook 

Larva 233 All 

Fox Poopah, cream or cream/pink body, 
size 16-18 

Pupa 22 All 

Peacock and Starling, size 17 Alec Jackson 
hook 

Pupa 239 All 

Elk Hair Caddis, black, 18-22, dry fly hook Adult 51 Moderate 

X2 Caddis, black body, gray wing, size 18-22 
dry fly hook 

Adult 236 Slow 

 

Other Flies 
 

Fly Name Stage Fly ID Water Type 

Bird's Nest, dark color, size 18 Pupa 192 All 

Emergent Crippled (E-C) Caddis, black 
body, gray wing, size 18-22 dry fly hook  

Adult 5 Moderate 
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Rhyacophila (Green Rockworm) 
 

Species/Notes 
 
There are at least 45 Northwestern Rhyacophila species.  It is the largest Tricophtera genus.  The most 
common species in R. bifilar.  In any one stream there may be as many as a dozen or more species of 
Rhyacophila caddisflies.  
 

Distribution/Habitat 
 
The Green Rockworm is found throughout the Northwest.  I have netted the larvae in many swifter 
water streams with larger rocks and gravel such as in mountain streams like the Tucannon River in 
Washington.   
 

Larva, Pupa, and Adult Generic Descriptions for On-Stream Identification and 
Fly-tying 
 

Stage Hook Sizes Identification and Fly-tying Criteria 

Rhyacophila Larva 8-12, 3XL Rhyacophila are a free-living larva meaning they build 
no case.  Size: 11 mm up to 25.  Most species are 
olive green to bright green.  The abdomen has 8 
segments which may have some fine hairs. The head 
and first segment of the thorax are dark.  The rear 
two segments of the thorax are about the same size 
and color as the abdomen.   

Rhyacophila Pupa 14-16, 3XL Size: 8-9 mm body length.  The abdomen is green 
with 8 segments.  The thorax and head are dark 
brown to black.  The wing buds are dark brown and 
extend halfway toward the rear of the abdomen.  The 
legs and antennae extend backward almost to the 
end of the abdomen.   

Rhyacophila Adult 14-16 dry fly hook Size:  11 mm head to end of wing tip and 8 mm head 
to end of abdomen.  The abdomen has 8 segments 
and is olive green or light brown with tan ribbing.  
The wings are significantly mottled, dark wings or 
speckled gray and black, and extend about half an 
abdomen length behind rear of abdomen.  Rear legs 
extend to almost the end of wing tips, middle legs are 
almost as long as rear legs, and front legs are about 
2/3 length of middle legs.  Antennae are dark brown, 
with distinct even bands, about the length from the 
head to the end of the abdomen.  Egg layers often 
have green egg sacks at the rear of the abdomen.   
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Lifecycle 
 
Larva/Pupa: 
Larvae are restricted to riffles or rapids in cool water because they need a steady flow of oxygenated 
water flowing over their bodies.  Only a few species have highly developed branch like gills; most have 
spike-like gills or lack gill structures entirely.  Larvae crawl along the bottom using their legs and large 
anal hooks but many lose their grip and float helplessly downstream where they are easy prey.  Many of 
the species use a silk anchor line as a safety line but often are washed downstream.  The frequent 
movement of the larva make them a good model for nymph patterns anytime, but they drift in currents 
more at dawn and dusk than during the day.  Once in the current, they drift helplessly until they can 
grab a rock or other object on bottom.   
 
Larvae are fully grown in nine to ten months then the pupa develops over three to four weeks inside a 
pupal case.  Pupation occurs in the same fast-water habitat inside rough gravel shelters built and 
attached to the substrate by the free-living larvae.  Ralph Cutter claims that they pupate inside silk 
cocoons and that the Hydropsyche is the only other caddisfly to pupate inside of a silk cocoon.  This may 
help identify the presence of either one.    
 
Hatching: 
The pupa cuts free of its shelter and swims quickly to the surface.  Pupae are more active than larvae 
during emergence.  They use hind legs like oars for swimming and to emerge and they also carry small 
bubbles of gas for lift.  The faster water can carry the pupae some distance before reaching the surface.  
At the surface, the adult emerges from the pupal shuck within seconds and flies to nearby vegetation.  
The helpless swimming pupa are eagerly fed upon by the largest fish.   
 
Emergence time is difficult to predict due to the large number of species.  There can be multiple species 
in any a body of water and the various species usually hatch at different times.  Some may be prolific 
and others may be sparse hatches.  In lower elevations they may emerge May through September and in 
higher elevations September through October, again depending on the species.  They may emerge in 
morning and afternoon although this may be questionable since Mathews and Juracek have never 
observed an emergence of significance although adults can be found in exceptional quantities along 
their rivers in summer and fall.  Some writers cite an emergence from 1 to 6 pm and others have 
observed evening hatches in warmer weather.   
 
Adult: 
Often the egg-laying period starts quickly and there is major feeding activity.  Females crawl to the 
bottom or dive to the bottom to lay eggs.  They seem to sink quickly once they return to surface. 
 

Tactics 
 
Larva:  
The larval stage is most important for fishermen.  I have found them easy to seine in the water where 
they are present so determining their presence is not a problem.  Since the larvae are present in mature 
form throughout the summer and often drift in the current, they are very much available to trout.   A 
large green larval pattern can be used as a searching pattern. Start with a green pattern on a 12 or 14 
hook and if the fish not interested, switch to tan.  The fly should be fished in the heaviest pocket water; 
upstream, dead-drift with or without an indicator. 
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Pupa: 
Look for adults hidden in foliage next to or downstream of riffles and if present in good numbers, trout 
may be feeding in the afternoon on the emerging pupae and adults.  Most of the time, the trout eat the 
emerging pupae just under the surface near the ends of the runs and riffles. Trout tend to feed on the 
emerging pupae more than adults during this hatch.   
 
Imitations of the pupae may be presented on the bottom of the riffles and runs before the hatch 
actually begins.  When it appears that trout are feeding on the emerging pupae, use a shallow nymphing 
technique with an emerger or swing a soft hackle.  Also, try fishing a good floating adult pattern with a 
pupa pattern trailer.  During the hatch, imitate the pupae by bringing the fly back to the surface on the 
swing. 
 
Adult: 
To determine if a hatch underway, look for adults on streamside foliage or look for pupation shelters 
that are open or have mature pupae inside.  After emergence and hatching, adults spend very little time 
on water.  With the tendency toward sporadic hatches and short drift time, it can be difficult to spot 
adults hatching.  If trout are observed feeding on newly hatched adults, try a #14-#16 olive X or X2 
Caddis.  Fish these flies in all likely pockets and in the heaviest flows as this is where the larvae live and 
the adults emerge. 
 
In situations where trout are feeding on adults, the adults are usually egg-layers.  Egg-laying seems to 
occur mainly on days with very little wind.  The egg-laying females do not move as quickly as the pupae.  
They crawl or dive to the bottom and lay a string of eggs on a solid object, but then they quickly release 
their grip and drift away with the currents.  They ride for long distances, making no effort to swim and 
they rise slowly to the surface.  It takes them quite a bit of time to break through the surface film.  Some 
females ride the water quietly, some hop around, some crawl underwater so you will see both splashy 
and quiet riseforms.  Two of the better areas to look for fish feeding on egg-layers are the slow run out 
of a riffle or eddies to the side of a riffle.  In these slower moving waters, try a LaFontaine Diving Caddis 
behind a dry fly.  In the riffles, fish the diving caddis imitation alone or swing a soft hackle.  Adding 
weight to the leader may be necessary to bring the fly into the fish’s feeding zone.   
 

Recommended Flies 
 

Fly Name Stage Fly ID Water Type 

Caddis Larva, green, size 14-16 3XL Larva 233 All 

Fox Poopah, green, size 14-16 3XL Pupa 22 All 

 Soft Hackle, green body, dark hackle, 14-
16 dry fly hook 

Pupa 11 All 

X2 Caddis, brown or olive body, dark wing, 
size 14-16 dry fly hook 

Adult 236 Slow 

Hemmingway Caddis, brown or olive body, 
14-16 dry fly hook 

Adult 230 Moderate 

LaFontaine Diving Caddis, brown or olive, 
dark wings, 14-16 dry fly hook 

Adult 345 All 
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Other Flies 
 
None  
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  Rhyacophila (Green Rock Worm) 

Top – Rich Holten photos of larva.  Middle and bottom - Jason Neuswanger 
photos of pupa and adult. 
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Oecetis (Long-horned Sedge) 
 
 

Species/Notes 
 
Oecetis belong to the Leptoceridae family along with White Millers and Mystacides.  There are twenty-
two species of Oecetis listed for the United States, of which Oecetis.disjuncta is probably of most 
importance in the Northwest.  Overall, fly fishing books and fly-fishing web-sites make scant mention of 
fishing tactics for them except for the egg-laying stage.  In flight, the adult’s long antennae are swept 
back behind them and I have often mistaken them for two-tailed mayfly spinners. 
 

Distribution/Habitat 
 
There is a wide variety of habitat among species, but most live in moderately slow to still current. They 
can be abundant in lakes and ponds as well.  
 

Larva, Pupa, and Adult Generic Descriptions for On-Stream Identification and 
Fly-tying 
 

Stage Hook Sizes Identification and Fly-tying Criteria 

Oecetis Larva Not important Oecetis larvae build cases.  Larval cases are varied 
both in form and materials:  small fragments of rock, 
often combined with bark or leaves; and short 
lengths of stems and twigs placed transversely.  
Larval cases can be as larger as 15 mm.  Larvae size: 
Up to 12.5 mm.  Larvae appear to be cream to light 
tan colored from photographs.   

Oecetis Pupa Not important There is very little information on the pupae.  They 
may have a brown body although many photographs 
show a cream or tan coloration.  Based on the adult 
sizing, they are probably about a size 16. 

Oecetis Adult 14-16, dry fly hook Size:  10-12 mm total length from head to end of 
wing tips, body about 7 to 8 mm.  The abdomen is 
bright green for males and golden-yellow for the 
females.  Spent caddisflies may have more of a 
cream coloration.  Wings are tan, straw yellow, 
brown. Light gray to tan seems to be the most 
common in photos.  The wings have a slender profile 
and are 50% longer than the body.  Antennae are 
three to four times body length (head to end of 
abdomen) with a ginger color and black rings.   
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Lifecycle 
 
Larva/Pupa: 
Most larvae are unavailable to trout as they remain in cases firmly attached to rocks and do not drift.    
 
Hatching: 
Pupae rise to the surface and hatch mid-stream.  Emergence generally occurs in late afternoon and 
evening and may be concurrent with egg-laying.   Oecetis caddisflies, are present in Yellowstone area 
rivers in June and July.  Elsewhere in the Northwest, they may emerge at different times between May 
and October. 
 
Adult: 
Both emergence and egg-laying periods are very spread out.  Egg-laying is typically on the surface 
although some species may dive to lay eggs.  
 

Tactics 
 
Larva:  
Not required usually.   
 
Pupa: 
There is very little information on fishing emergences or usually pupal imitations.  The focus seems to be 
on fishing the spent caddisflies.   
 
Adult: 
Oecetis are often overlooked because they emerge about the same time as PMDs and Green Drakes 
where all of these insects are present.  Their importance to fishermen is based on their larger size, the 
potential for large numbers to be present, and the spread-out time of emergence, especially at times in 
the summer when other caddisflies may not be present.  My very first time fishing the Henry’s Fork 
occurred at Last Chance in June in late afternoon when there were spent Oecetis everywhere on the 
water and large fish were on them.  Naturally I did not have an imitation anywhere close to resembling 
them and had to enjoy watching other fishermen hook-up.  Soon after I purchased some Oecetis spent 
caddisflies at Henry’s Fork Anglers, and have never again experienced a large number of fish feeding on 
them.   
 
Egg-layers are by far the most important phase to imitate.  Look for them during late afternoon and 
early evening.  Although both emergence and egg-laying periods are very spread out, there is a two-
three-week peak in the egg-laying activity; and if a particular species in the water is abundant, it is 
possible that fish could be very selective towards them as I once experienced.  After the peak, there may 
still be enough stragglers for the fish to concentrate on at a time in the summer when there are fewer 
other types of caddisflies.  Start with the Lawson Spent Caddis and switch to the F-Fly if fish seem to 
want a fly more in the film.   
 
During egg-laying, they appear rather suddenly on the water and in numerous positions.  They may ride 
in a normal resting position or sprawled out spent style.  Both females and males can be on the water in 
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good numbers.  It can be difficult at times fishing over the spent adults if fish are moving around a lot to 
feed on them.   
 

Recommended Flies 
 

Fly Name Stage Fly ID Water Type 

Lawson Spent Partridge Caddis, golden-tan 
body, 14 dry fly hooks 

Adult 229 Moderate 

F-Fly Improved, brown with short zelon 
shuck, 14 dry fly hooks 

Adult 61 Slow 

LaFontaine Dancing Caddis, golden-tan 
body with brown wings, 14 dry fly hooks 

Adult 344 All 

 

Other Flies 
 
None   
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Oecetis 

Rich Holten photos.  Top: Larvae showing size and color. Middle:  Adult showing size 
and color.  Bottom:  Spent egg-layer 
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Nectopsyche (White Miller) 
 
 

Species/Notes 
 
Nectopsyche belong to the Leptoceridae family along with Oecetis and Mystacides. Twelve species are 
listed for the United States in The Trichoptera World Checklist although it does not appear to be 
necessary to differentiate among the species in the Northwest.   
 
The White Millers seem to be growing in importance on the Firehole River (and perhaps elsewhere) 
where I have fished over significant hatches in the past 5 to 10 years.   
 

Distribution/Habitat 
 
Most live in slow to no current, typically weedy water.  I have seen large numbers of them on the 
Firehole from mid to end of June.   
 

Larva, Pupa, and Adult Generic Descriptions for On-Stream Identification and 
Fly-tying 
 

Stage Hook Sizes Identification and Fly-tying Criteria 

White Miller Larva Not important Larval cases are usually long and slender, and made 
of plant and mineral fragments with twigs or 
conifer needles extending beyond one end.  The 
cases can be as long as 31mm.  Larvae can be as 
long as 15 mm.  Larvae in photos look to be cream 
with a yellowish tint.   

White Miller Pupa 18, wet fly hook Very little to no information available.  A likely color 
would be pale green since adults have a green body 
and a likely size range would be number 16-18 
hooks. 

White Miller Adult 16-18, dry fly hook Size: 10-17 mm total body length, head to end of 
wing tip. The recommended dry fly hook size is 16-
18 to match the body size, not including the wing 
length.  The abdomen is typically pale green but can 
be whitish.  Wings are white to cream and the 
thorax is a light brown.   

 

 

Lifecycle 
 
Larva/Pupa: 
Most larva remain in cases and do not drift.  It may not be important to imitate the larval stage.   
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Hatching: 
Information from the “Blue Ribbon Fly Shop” in West Yellowstone indicates that there are two separate 
emergences on the Firehole, one at the season opener to the end of June (which I fish) and the other 
towards the end of the season.  John Juracek states he has seen thickest hatches in the morning with a 
smaller hatch in the evening.  I have only witnessed the evening hatch in the last hour or so before dark.  
The evening hatch may coincide with egg-laying.  Other references including LaFontaine state that they 
both hatch and lay eggs at full darkness.   
 
Adult: 
Egg-laying depends on species but for the Firehole it occurs in the evening just before dark.  I have 
witnessed swarms of them along bank and over the water near the bank in the evening.  Whether the 
fish are eating them or not, the fish are very active at this time, swirling near surface with smaller fish 
jumping, possibly to catch the White Millers.   
 

Tactics 
 
Larva:  
If used, cased larval patterns should be fished directly on bottom.   
 
Pupa: 
My friends and I have been most successful swinging the White Miller Soft Hackle in the evenings.  
Others we have spoken to have been successful with the soft hackle in the morning.  John Juracek likes 
to dead-drift an Iris Caddis over rising trout.  Other effective techniques include twitching White Miller 
cripple patterns in the surface film to imitate the behavior of a caddisfly trying to shake off its pupal 
shuck and skating White Miller X Caddis imitations. 
 
It’s important to distinguish between fish eating emergers and those eating adults or egg-layers.  
Mathews believes that fish will feed on both but only one at a time.  His observation is that if there are 
only small fish rising or leaping that an emergence may be taking place alone or coincident with egg-
laying.  If the fish had been keying on adults, then typically fish of all sizes would have been frequently 
jumping.    
 
Another observation from Mathews and Juracek is that White Millers emerge in spurts.  When there is 
no activity, the fish can be very hard to catch on White Miller imitations.  He suggests relaxing in 
between spurts and fishing very hard during the spurts, focusing on single fish with multiple casts to the 
same fish.   
 
Adult: 
Craig Mathews emphasizes use of a size 18 hook with a green body and longer whitish wings for 
emergers and adults although my photos show the body size closer to a 16 dry fly hook.  The Millers 
look much larger than an 18 but that’s because the wings are much longer than the body.   
 
To fish the egg-layers, work areas where they have been spotted.  Fish may be difficult to catch if there 
are too many on the water.   
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I have not witnessed a large number of egg-layers on the water although I have seen them flying above 
the water and touching down to presumably lay eggs.  My friends and I have not had much success with 
egg-layers or cripples.   
 

Recommended Flies 
 

Fly Name Stage Fly ID Water Type 

White Miller Soft Hackle, Size 18 Pupa 231 All 

White Miller Razor Caddis, Size 16-18 Adult 159 Moderate 

White Miller Crippled Caddis, Size 16-18 Adult 232 Moderate 

LaFontaine Dancing Caddis, green body 
with white or cream wings, 16-18 dry fly 
hooks 

Adult 343 All 

 

Other Flies 
 
None 
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  Nectopsyche 

Top:  Left – larva and case, source unknown.  Right – Rich Holten photo of 
adult.  Bottom:  Jason Neuswanger photo of adult 
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Dicosmoecus (October Caddis) 
 
 

Species/Notes 
 
Dicosmoecus is a member of the Limnephilidae family which has more North American species than any 
other caddisfly family.  It is further classified under the subfamily Dicosmoecinae and is one of the most 
important caddisflies in the family for Northwestern fly fishers.  Within the subfamily, there are 19 
genera worldwide of which four are addressed by LaFontaine in Caddisflies.  Among the 19 genera, 
Dicosmoecus is clearly the most referenced caddis.  There are 6 species of Dicosmoecus listed for the 
United States.  LaFontaine points to D. atripes, D. gilvipes, and D. jucundus as the most important of the 
six.  The other caddisfly genera considered important by LaFontaine in this subfamily include 
Onocosmoecus, Ecclisomyia, and Ironoquia the latter of which is a mid-western and Eastern genus.   
 
This section focuses on the very common Dicosmoecus and provides some information on 
Onocosmoecus and Ecclisomyia from Caddisflies.  
 

Distribution/Habitat 
 
The October Caddisflies are most abundant in the Pacific States and the west slopes of the Rocky 
Mountains.  They are often found in larger rivers such as the Deschutes where I have frequently seen 
them in fall evenings when I fish steelhead.  Members of our club have witnessed large numbers of 
them also on smaller tributaries of the Columbia River.  In the higher elevation rivers such as the St. Joe 
and Lochsa, I have seen them in the fall, but not in the same numbers as in the lower elevation waters.   
 
The Onocosmoecus genus can be important in lakes and is also found in moving water that is usually 
slower than the water where Dicosmoecus are found.  Ecclisomyia is common to abundant in cool 
mountain streams.   
 

Larva, Pupa, and Adult Generic Descriptions for On-Stream Identification and 
Fly-tying 
 

Stage Hook Sizes Identification and Fly-tying Criteria 

Dicosmoecus Larva 6-8, 3XL  Dicosmoecus larvae are classified as true case 
makers. Their cases are constructed from a wide 
variety of materials; rocks, sand, twigs, leaves, pine 
needles and small shells.  Cases can be up to 41 mm 
long.   Most of the other Onocosmoecus build cases 
of wood fragments instead of stones.  Larvae size: 
about 20 mm.  Larvae color:  Most are yellowish-
brown with some cream.  The head and top of the 
first two segments of the thorax are dark colored.   
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Dicosmoecus Pupa 8-10, 3XL Size:  20-25 mm.  The abdomen is yellow to 
orangish-brown with 8 spots on top of each of the 8 
segments.  The wing buds are dark brown to black 
and are about half as long as the abdomen.  The 
thorax and head are dark brown to black.  The legs 
extend to about the rear of the abdomen and the 
antennae slightly beyond.   

Dicosmoecus Adult 6-8 dry fly hook Size: Up to 30 mm from head to back tip of wings. 
Body size about 15-20 mm.  The abdomen is reddish 
brown to reddish orange.  The wings are a dark gray 
with black veins.  The antennae are approximately 
the length of the body from head to the end of the 
wing tips.   

 
Tying Notes 
None 
 
Other caddisflies in the subfamily:  
Onocosmoecus: 
General Color:  Ginger to brown wing and body.  One species is cinnamon all over.    
Size:  up to 28 mm, hook size 6-10 
 
Ecclisomyia: 
General Color:  Mottled brown wing and green body.     
Size:  up to 20 mm, hook size 6-10 

 
Lifecycle 
Note:  The Onocosmoecus lifecycle is similar to Dicosmoecus although it hatches about a month earlier 
according to Rohrbeck.  It appears that the Ecclisomyia emerge in the spring.  The remainder of 
information in this section applies specifically to Dicosmoecus.  
 
Larva/Pupa: 
Initially, the larvae build cases of sticks and other vegetation in slower water sections, but soon they 
build cases of small pebbles, sand, and other minerals and move out into faster water.  There, the larvae 
abandon their cases between instars and when they do, they tend to drift downstream especially in June 
and July around 4 pm according to LaFontaine.  Trout will eat the larvae with the case in the drift or pick 
them off rocks.   In the latter months of summer, they migrate to slower waters where they attach their 
sand/gravel cases to rocks and are rarely found in the drift.  This is a prelude to the pupation period 
which takes about 2 months. 
 
Hatching: 
Emergence occurs in September or October depending on location and seasonal weather swings.  The 
pupae crawl or swim toward shore and hatch either near shore or on shore.  Most of the pupae hatch 
within a two to three-week window.  As with many hatches, it takes a few days for some fish to get on 
them.  Emergence starts in late afternoon and continues until dark but not after dark.  Pupae crawl or 
swim to shore to emerge in shallow water although some have been observed to emerge further from 
shore where they are more vulnerable to trout.   
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Adult: 
For Dicosmoecus, the large size, large numbers, and unusual vulnerability make this genus valuable to 
trout fishermen. The concentrated numbers and large size of them attract some of the largest trout.  
Further, they are active in the typical afternoon and evening fishing hours.   
 
After emerging, adults fly to streamside foliage where they mate.  The females begin egg-laying within 
48 hours of emergence.  They start flying late in the afternoon but the activity becomes heaviest just 
before sunset.   Females drop to the water in several places for a few moments to lay eggs, but are most 
vulnerable when they lay spent on the water after egg-laying.   
 

Tactics 
 
Larva:  
When there are good numbers, fish may get on them.  One of the reasons they are important to 
fishermen is that their peak drift rates occur during the day, sometimes mid-day.    During June and July, 
when the larvae go through a period of major growth and when they leave cases to build a new one, 
they are swept into the current sometimes and become available.  June and July are the best two 
months to fish the larvae.  Fish the flies deep with or without imitating the case although fish can key on 
either one.  By late summer, the larvae are pupating in their cases and are of much less interest to trout.  
I have yet to be successful fishing a larval imitation.   
 
Pupa: 
When adults are seen near streamside foliage indicating a hatch, some fish may be caught by fishing 
adjacent waters with a pupa imitation anytime from mid-afternoon to dark.  Start fishing the deeper 
waters first since trout often hold there to feed on emerging pupae.  Fish a lightly weighted or un-
weighted fly with a shallow nymphing technique.  It takes only a few pupae drifting by to interest trout. 
 
Adult: 
Look for pupal shucks close to shore in slack water as an indicator that a hatch is underway or has 
recently occurred (See photo of shuck – note the dark U-shaped pattern at the rear to identify the shuck 
as coming from an October Caddis).  Unless the adults are emerging in the middle of the stream, the 
remainder of emerging adults in shallow water or on rocks are generally not very available to trout; 
however, a few days after start of the hatch, trout may willingly take an imitation from mid-afternoon to 
dark.   Emerging and egg-laying are occurring about same time but most of the October Caddisflies in 
the air are usually egg-laying females bouncing from one point to another while dipping their abdomen 
in the water or releasing eggs near the water surface.  Watch for the egg-layers at any time of day and 
especially just before dark  
 
To imitate the female egg-layer, the “cast with a splash” technique with a Stimulator has been especially 
productive for me if fish are observed jumping after the egg-layers as they fly by.  After casting, it is 
usually not too productive to leave the Stimulator on the water very long since the fish seem to key on 
the flying adult.  Another option is to use a well-hackled fly that will skitter around with a light twitch of 
the line.   
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If they are seen emerging mid-stream, use a dry fly with a trailing pupa.   If spent females or other dead 
adults are observed, use a non-hackled low-profile fly.  I have yet to observe October Caddis emerging 
mid-stream nor have I seen spent females on the water.   
 

Recommended Flies 
 

Fly Name Stage Fly ID Water Type 

Caddis Larva, yellow-brown, size 8-10 3XL Larva 233 All 

Shakey Bealy Pupa 346 All 

Lucky Bucky Pupa 347 All 

Stimulator, orange-brown, 6-10 dry fly 
hook 

Adult 25 All 

Elk Hair Caddis, 6-10 dry fly hook Adult 51 All 

 

Other Flies 
 
None 
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Dicosmoecus 

Rich Holten photos:  Top – case and larva.  Bottom:  Pupa in 
pupation stage and pupal shuck 
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Dicosmoecus 

Rich Holten photos of adult 
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Amiocentrus (Little Western Weedy-Water Sedge) 
 
Species/Notes 
 
The Trichoptera World Checklist lists one species for the Northwest – Amiocentrus. aspilus.  In the 
Checklist, Amiocentrus is classified under the Brachycentridae family and the super family 
Phryganeoidea.  They can be important because they emerge all season long in good numbers and can 
cause heavy feeding when the emergence is large.  Peak emergences can concentrate fish.  
 

Distribution/Habitat 
 
Amiocentrus has a wide range in the Northwest, especially in areas where aquatic vegetation grows in 
slow to moderate current such as spring creeks and rivers where the larvae are found on rooted weeds 
and bottom mosses.  The Metolius, Fall River (CA), Beaverhead, and Henry's Fork are examples of 
excellent habitat.  I have also collected them on the Crooked River in Oregon.  The larvae lack a hump in 
their tube cases to enhance flow of water through the tube; therefore, they need good flowing water to 
survive.   

 
Larva, Pupa, and Adult Generic Descriptions for On-Stream Identification and 
Fly-tying 
 

Stage Hook Sizes Identification and Fly-tying Criteria 

Amiocentrus Larva 14-16, 3XL Amiocentrus are classified as a Humpless Case 
Maker. Cases are evenly tapered (cone-like), round 
cases; 3/4 inch for fully grown larva.  Cases are olive 
to dark brown. Cases can be as along as 16 mm, but 
typically are 8 to 10 mm.  Larvae Color:  Bright green 
bodies and dark brown heads and thorax.   

Amiocentrus Pupa 18-29, standard 
length 

Size 5 to 6 mm. Body green with dark thorax and 
dark wing buds.    

Amiocentrus Adult 18-20 dry fly hook Size:  Photos show body 5 mm and a head to wing 
tip length of 6.5 mm.  Abdomen:  Dark brown, green 
to dark green but darkens after emergence to 
almost black with a green tint.  Wings:  Greenish 
brown or dark brown to black.  
Head/legs/Antennae:  Antennae are dark gray with 
lighter rings. Legs dark gray.  The antennae are 
equal to or slightly shorter than body. 

 
 
Amiocentrus and Micrasema caddisflies are very similar in appearance and behavior.  If it is necessary to 
distinguish between the two, the following may be helpful: 
 

1. Amiocentrus larvae have a much lighter plate on top of the first segment of the thorax and the 
plate is usually separated longitudinally whereas the Micrasema plate usually is not.  
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2. The Amiocentrus and Micrasema cases are usually both straight tubes but the Micrasema case 
has a silken clover-shaped restriction at the narrow end.  Some species of Micrasema may make 
curved, tube-shaped cases.   

3. Amiocentrus have a few small hairs on the side of the first segment of the thorax while the 
Micrasema have hairs all the way across the fist segment.  

4. Amiocentrus adult antennae are equal to the body length and the Micrasema antennae are 
shorter than the body.   

 

Lifecycle 
 
Larva/Pupa: 
Larvae build small diameter, finely tapered tube-like cases consisting of plant fibers and fine silk threads. 
They are poor swimmers and may drift long distances if they are dislodged.  Trout are known to eat 
either a dislodged larva or both the larva and case.  I have often seen the whole case in stomach 
samples.  As they near pupation, larva attach cases to solid surfaces then close their case.   
 
Hatching: 
About four weeks after closing their cases, the pupae emerge.  Emerging pupae can become very 
vulnerable as they struggle to hatch, sometimes drifting long distances before hatching.   
  
They have an extended emergence period from April through September depending on location.   
Hatching occurs in mid-afternoon in cooler weather and cooler months and in late evening in warmer 
weather and warmer months. Sometimes the hatches become intense and last only one or two weeks.   
 
Adult: 
Once a pupa does break through the surface film, the adults emerge and quickly fly off to streamside 
vegetation.  Mating occurs within a day.   
 
Unlike many other caddisflies that dip to the water to lay eggs, some Amiocentrus rest on the surface 
while laying eggs although most dive, swim, or crawl underwater to lay eggs.  After egg-laying, the 
females drift spent on the water or sink below.   
 

Tactics 
 
Larva:  
To determine if fishing larvae imitations would be productive, pull a few cases off the rocks or 
vegetation and examine the inside.  If the larvae are still present inside, pull a few out of the cases and 
match the size and color.  Otherwise, using experience or hatch charts, target fish with larvae about a 
month before emergence.     
 
Pupa: 
About four weeks after closing their cases, the pupae emerge to hatch.  They can drift long distances 
before hatching in midstream.  At the beginning of the hatch, use a soft hackle or unweighted pupal 
imitation.  Because the adults fly off the water quickly like most caddis, the hatches may be difficult to 
detect even though the pupa drift.  The best tactic during emergence is to stick with the soft hackle or 
unweighted nymph until surface rises indicate fish are feeding on top.  Another technique would be to 
use a pupal imitation behind a dry fly.    
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Adult: 
Due to their short float time on the water as they hatch to adults, adult patterns other than imitations of 
egg-layers are not particularly effective.  
 
Since some or many of the females lay eggs underwater, it is necessary to look carefully to find some 
spent females on the surface to determine when to fish spent Amiocentrus.  Try either a low floating 
imitation such as the F Fly or Lawson Spent Partridge Caddis or use a wet fly imitation such as the 
LaFontaine Diving Caddis.  Other options are to use a shallow -nymphing technique with a dry fly 
followed by a flush floating F Fly or a submerged soft hackle, or to use a wet fly.  If you experience too 
many rejections, try adding a slight twitch to the fly.  After the females return to the surface, a spent-
wing imitation should be used.   
 

Recommended Flies 
 

 

 
 

Other Flies 
 
None 
 
 
  

Fly Name Stage Fly ID Water Type 

Caddis Larva, green, 14-16 2XL Larva 233 All 

Amiocentrus Soft Hackle Pupa 348 All 

Elk Hair Caddis, dark green body and dark 
thorax with gray wings, 18-20 dry fly hook 

Adult 51 All 

F Fly Improved or Original, dark green 
body, 18-20 dry fly hook 

Adult 61 Slow 

Lawson Spent Partridge Caddis, dark green 
body, 16-18 dry fly hook 

Adult 229 Moderate 

X2 Caddis, dark - black body, gray wing, size 
18-20 dry fly hook 

Adult 236 Slow 

LaFontaine Diving Caddis, black body with 
dark wings; 18-20 dry fly hooks 

Adult 345 All 
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Amiocentrus 

Top: Rich Holten photos of case and larva.  Bottom: Jason Neuswanger photo of 
adult showing size in 1/16ths.   
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Phryganeidae (Traveling Sedge) 
 
 

Species/Notes 
 
This entry covers 5 of the most common genera in the Phryganeidae family of which Banksiola, or The 
Travelling Sedge is the most important as a lake Caddisfly. The life cycle and fishing tactics information 
pertains specifically to the Banksiola (Traveling Sedge). 
 
Pobst and Richards’ book, The Caddisfly Handbook, includes information from a Rick Hafele article that 
lists Agrypnia, Banksiola (Traveling Sedge), Fabria, and Ptilostomis as the main Phryganeidae genera and 
Rorhbeck generally agrees.  LaFontaine includes specific sections on Ptilostomis, and Phryganea and 
addresses Agrypnia and Banksiola in a generic discussion of lake Caddisflies.  One of the most prolific 
contributors to the Troutnut.com website, “Entoman”, believes that the genus Banksiola is clearly the 
most important stillwater caddis in the Northwest with the others in the family hatching at night or 
hatching only very sparsely according to his experience.   
 

Distribution/Habitat 
 
This Caddisfly family primarily inhabits lakes but also can be found in slow moving sections of rivers and 
streams.  They are most plentiful in weedy areas of waters they inhabit.   
 

Larva, Pupa, and Adult Generic Descriptions for On-Stream Identification and 
Fly-tying 
 

Stage Hook Sizes Identification and Fly-tying Criteria 

Phryganeidae Banksiola 
Larva 

4-6, 4XL Cases are straight tubes made of plant material.  
They are distinctive in that they are large, 45-55 mm 
long and built in 4 to 5 roughly equal sized segments 
pieced together.  Larvae Size: 30 -32 mm.  Most are 
yellow but some are light green and tan.  The head 
and first segment of the thorax are dark.  Body is 
segmented, 8 abdominal segments, plus segmented 
thorax and separate head.   

Phryganeidae Banksiola 
Pupa 

10, 2XL wet fly 
hook 

Little information available.  Assume they are about 
same size as adult.  Dark colored, coming in shades 
of green and olive coupled with prominent yellow or 
lime green bands along their bodies 

Phryganeidae Banksiola 
Adult 

10, 2XL dry fly 
hook 

Size: most in this grouping are up to 25 mm 
although some references indicate sizes larger than 
this.  Color - typically yellowish-brown body with 
light brown or gray wings that have dark veins or 
spots.   
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Tying Notes 
Brian Chan advises tiers to remember that this caddis is large and has long legs. When tying or selecting 
pupal patterns consider the long legs that this life stage possesses plus the overall large size of these 
insects.  Two of his favorite patterns are the Stillwater Caddisfly Pupa and the B.C. Caddisfly Emerger 
(Stillwater Caddis Emerger).   
 

Lifecycle 
 
Larva/Pupa: 
Banksiola larvae build cases out of plant material and live around vegetation or other organic material.  
Prior to emergence, the larva seals its case and matures there for up to five weeks.  Observations of the 
larvae indicate that they may leave their cases when disturbed and can be available to fish at this time.   
 
Hatching: 
After the mature pupae leave their cases, they move along the lake bottom prior to emergence.  Since 
they may live in deep water, their lengthy time to swim to the surface makes them very vulnerable in 
addition to being vulnerable as they hatch at the surface.   
 
According to Rohrbeck, peak emergence occurs from mid-June to mid-July typically between the hours 
of 11-3.  Note that members of our fly club fishing Chopoka Lake have seen them on the water just 
before dark although it is not clear if these were newly emerged caddisflies or egg-layers.  
 
Adult: 
Unlike most Caddisflies, Banksiolas dry their wings upright.  After drying their wings, they skitter quickly 
across the water and take flight.  It is this skittering motion that drives trout crazy as they chase after 
them.   
 
Egg-laying usually occurs in the evening with females running across the water surface while they lay 
eggs.    
 

Tactics 
 
Larva:  
Phil Rowley recommends using a large Wooly Worm crept along the bottom to imitate the larva that has 
left its case. Cast the fly and make sure it reaches the bottom.  Then, strip retrieve it slowly along the 
bottom.  Floating lines can work in water up to 10 feet.  In deeper water, use an intermediate or sinking 
line.  Weighted flies may be necessary.  
 
Pupa: 
According to Brian Chan, the pupal stage attracts the majority of attention by the trout even though 
Banksiola are better known for the adult running across the surface.  Chan starts fishing the pupal 
imitation near the bottom and works it up to the surface using either floating or sinking lines.  Detailed 
fishing instructions are provided on his website:  Hatches – Caddisflies at riseformflyfishing.com.  
 
Adult: 

http://riseformflyfishing.com/caddisflies.htm
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Brian Chan recommends stripping a floating pattern with “a fast, continuous, 2-3-inch strip with the 
occasional 1-2 second pause.”  He notes that sometimes the first strike by a fish is intended to drown 
the caddis.  If that is happening, don’t strike but continue with a slow retrieve, waiting for the fish to 
take on the second strike.   
 
The Flyguys Fly Shop from Kamloops, B.C. provides additional tips.   They use a floating line to fish an 
adult Caddisfly. The following methods are productive in the midst of concentrations of rising fish: 
 

• In calm conditions cast in the path of rising trout.  Let the fly sit for a few seconds then twitch it 
to create a disturbance on the surface.  Follow this with a long pull skating the fly up to 10 ft 
along the surface leaving a wake in its path, then let it sit for a few seconds and repeat.  

• If conditions are breezy and the trout are still rising, cast quarter to the wind and let the fly wind 
drift with twitches until downwind, retrieve, and repeat.   

 

Recommended Flies 
 

Fly Name Stage Fly ID Water Type 

Wooly Worm Larva 349 Lake 

Stillwater Caddis Pupa Pupa 350 Lake 

Stillwater Caddis Emerger Pupa 351 Lake 

LaFontaine Dancing Caddis, golden-brown 
body with brown wings that have black 
streaks, 10, 2XL dry fly hooks 

Adult 344 All 

Tom Thumb, 10-2X to 8-3X dry fly hooks Adult 352 Lake 

 

Other Flies 
 
None 
 
Note:  No publicly available photos could be located for the pupa or adults although the Troutnut 
website has a few photographs of the larva.  Photos for viewing can be found on riseformflyfishing.com 
under the heading Hatches - Caddisflies  and on Brian Chan Stillwater Caddis Pupa Fly Pattern Fly Fishing 
& Tying Instructions at flyguys.net. 
  

http://riseformflyfishing.com/caddisflies.htm
https://flyguys.net/fly-patterns/caddis/the-brian-chan-stillwater-caddis-pupa
https://flyguys.net/fly-patterns/caddis/the-brian-chan-stillwater-caddis-pupa
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Limnephilidae (Northern Case-Maker) 
 
 

Species/Notes 
 
The section title used here is the Family name since there are several genera that could be encountered 
in the Northwest.  Limnephilidae is the largest Caddisfly group in North America.  Of the Northwestern 
genera covered by LaFontaine, four have been previously addressed under the Dicosmoecus heading.  
There are six more Northwestern genera covered by Lafontaine as follows: 
 

• Oligophlebodes (which are now listed under the Uenoidae Family)– a small (8 mm), yellow to 
dark brown body, brown to black wing caddisfly that appears in August and September. 

• Chyranda – up to 14 mm, light mottled brown wing, straw yellow body caddisfly that lives in 
small streams and hatches in mid-summer to October. 

• Hydatophylax – up to 34 mm adult (but builds huge stick cases up to 75 mm), light brown to 
cream and almost transparent wing, light ginger body caddisfly that lives in small streams in the 
Northwest and emerges from August to October.  

• Limnephilus – up to 20 mm but 13 to 15 mm is average, wings vary from ginger to a rich, reddish 
brown, body varies from ginger to brown, emerges in the summer.  They can be very important 
in lakes, ponds, and spring creeks and are also found in larger rivers.  

• Hesperophylax – up to 34 mm, cream and light brown wing with a long silver streak, yellow to 
amber body or bright olive according to Mathews/Juracek, that hatch in mid-July to August and 
can be important in Yellowstone Country rivers especially during egg-laying. They are similar in 
appearance to Golden Stones and can be imitated with stonefly patterns and fished along banks 
with trees.  

• Psychoglypha – up to 24 mm, reddish brown wing with silver streak in the middle, light to dark 
brown body caddisfly that appears in late winter or spring and lives in cool, running water.  

 
Due to the significant differences among the genera in this family, no further generalizations are made 
and no additional information is provided.  For more details, go to LaFontaine’s Caddisflies, 
Mathews/Juracek Fishing Yellowstone Hatches, Hafele and Hughes Western Hatches, and Rowley Fly 
Patterns for Stillwaters. 
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Mystacides (Black Dancer) 
 
 

Species/Notes 
 
According to LaFontaine, alafimbriata is the predominant species in mountain and coastal regions of the 
West.  M.interjecta and sepulchralis are also present in the Northwest. 
 

Distribution/Habitat 
 
Mystacides belong to the family, Leptoceridae, which includes Oecetis and Nectopsyche.  They are 
common in lakes and slow-moving streams.  Alafimbriata inhabits lakes, ponds, and reservoirs at wide 
range of altitudes but also is very abundant in slow, weedy rivers.  
 

Larva, Pupa, and Adult Generic Descriptions for On-Stream Identification and 
Fly-tying 
 

Stage Hook Sizes Identification and Fly-tying Criteria 

Mystacides Larva 14-16, 2XL Mystacides are classified as a Tube Case-Maker. 
Larvae of this family are easily recognizable by 
their slim conical cases constructed from plant, 
rock, or mollusk shell fragments.  The cases 
usually include twigs or pine needles that extend 
well beyond the front end of the tubular case.  
Larvae size:  up to 10 mm.   Larvae have a 
tan/cream color. 

Mystacides Pupa 14-16, 2XL Pupae size:  up to 9 mm.  The pupae have a 
tan/cream color and long antennae, 2-3 times 
longer than body. 

Mystacides Adult 18-20, dry fly hook Size: up to 9 mm.  Troutnut photos show a total 
length of about 7-8 mm, head to wing tip and 5-6 
mm, head to back of the abdomen.  Abdomens in 
Troutnut photos are a mixed black and brown on 
the underside.  Others report yellow to dark 
brown or dull amber coloration.  Wings are shiny, 
slender and black and extend about 40 to 50% 
beyond back of abdomen.  Antennae are two and 
one-half times length of body and have 
alternating black and white stripes. 

 
Tying Notes 
Imitate the small size with shiny black wings.  
 

Lifecycle 
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Mystacides are a daytime caddisfly and, as such, are worth imitating if present.  
 
Larva/Pupa:  
Larvae live on the bottom of lakes among foliage.  With their long legs, they are able to scoot through 
the water in short bursts, case and all.  About four weeks prior to emerging, the pupae seal their case.   
 
Hatching: 
There are differing reports on the time of day for emergence and egg-laying.  Most references cite 
morning, the first hours of daylight. or 7 to 10 AM as the emergence time of day while others state that 
emergence occurs either in the morning or evening.  Also, there is a difference of opinion on where they 
hatch with some references pointing to emergence on shore while others claim emergence occurs either 
on shore or on the water surface.  The emergence and flight periods for all species are spread out over 
the warmer months of the summer although more often they emerge later in the summer, from late 
July to early September.  They have been observed on Henry’s Fork in late June.  As always, the 
differences stated may be due to specific species or locations.   
 
I believe that I witnessed either an emergence or egg-laying event on Eastlake, OR, about 9 AM in 
August one year.  The lake near the shoreline was full of a small black Caddisfly that clearly matched 
Mystacides photos.  In spite of the large numbers of adults on the surface, the fish didn’t seem to be 
gorging on them, focusing on Callibaetis spinners instead that morning.   
 
Adult: 
After emerging the adults swarm above the shoreline margins in an up and down fashion similar to 
mayflies.   
 
Once mating is complete, the females return to water in the evening although some references state 
that egg-laying occurs in both mornings and evenings.  Females from some species carry a shiny air 
bubble and dive beneath water to deposit eggs on submerged vegetation.  Trout may feed on the shiny 
egg-layers below the surface or after they deposit their eggs and float on the surface.   
 

Tactics 
 
Larva:  
The larvae are generally not imitated.   
 
Pupa: 
In slow-moving water, make a down and across drift, raising the fly at the end of the drift.  In lakes and 
ponds, use a weighted imitation and slowly bring it to the surface when others are seen emerging.   
 
Adult: 
Adults are usually the best pattern although trout will sometimes take the pupae.  Adults almost always 
will be riding the surface in a resting position.   
 
A recommended approach is to use an Elk Hair Caddis or a peacock version of the Elk Hair Caddis where 
black peacock is used for the body and the wings are grey or black.  Use a diving caddisfly design to 
imitate the egg-layers entering or leaving the water.   
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Recommended Flies 
 

Fly Name Stage Fly ID Water Type 

Caddis Larva, cream, 14-16 2XL Larva 233 All 

Soft Hackle, black, 14-16 2XL Pupa 11 All 

Fox Poopah, black, size 14-16 2XL Pupa 22 All 

Elk Hair Caddis, black or tie with a black 
peacock body and grey to black wings. 
Female hook size 18, males 20 

Adult 51 All 

Hemmingway Caddis, black, dark wing, size 
18-20 dry fly hook 

Adult 230 Moderate 

X2 Caddis, black, dark wing, size 18-20 dry 
fly hook 

Adult 236 Slow 

LaFontaine Dancing Caddis, black, dark 
wing, size 18-20 dry fly hook 

Adult 344 All 

 

Other Flies 
 
None 
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Mystacides 

Top:  Rich Holten photo of a cased Mystacides larva.  Bottom:  Jason 
Neuswanger photo of adult showing size.  
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Lepidostoma (Little Brown Sedge) 
 
 

Species/Notes 
 
The Trichoptera World Checklist which lists 59 species found in the United States.  LaFontaine cites 9 as 
important in the Northwest of which he notes that Lepidostoma.pluviale (Lep-uh-duh-sto'-muh (ploo-
vee'-al) is the most common.    
 
LaFontaine cites Lepidostoma as one of the more important caddisflies in the Northwest due to its 
abundance and long emergence period in some waters although I have yet to have knowingly observe 
them.   
 

Distribution/Habitat 
 
Most Lepidostoma live in cool springs and streams in areas where the current is slower, but they may 
also be found in woodland streams and lakes.  Mathews/Juracek in Fishing Yellowstone Hatches notes 
that they are common in Yellowstone country including the Railroad Ranch of the Henry’s Fork.   
 

Larva, Pupa, and Adult Generic Descriptions for On-Stream Identification and 
Fly-tying 
 

Stage Hook Sizes Identification and Fly-tying Criteria 

Lepidostoma Larva 12-16, 2XL Lepidostoma larvae are classified as a Cased 
Caddisfly.  Toward the end of the larval cycle, many 
of the larva construct four-sided cases made of plant 
material constructed in segments stacked on top of 
each other. Others build cases with sand and small 
rocks and others construct tube-like cases.  The case 
length can be as long as 15 mm while the larvae 
inside are 7 to 12 mm.  Larvae have a cream 
coloration with a yellowish tinge.  The head and top 
of first two segments of the thorax are black. 

Lepidostoma Pupa 16-18 dry fly hook Pupae size:  6-12 mm, with 7 most likely.  The have a 
tan/cream or light to dark brown color.   
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Lepidostoma Adult 16-20 dry fly hook Size: most likely about 5-6 mm for the body from the 
head to the back of the abdomen and about 9 mm 
from the head to back of the wing.  The abdomen is 
light tan or brown in photos although 
Juracek/Mathews recommends olive for female and 
brown olive for males.  From the Troutnut.com 
photos, the wings are dark to light brown and 
almost twice the length of the body from the head 
to the rear of the abdomen. Other references cite 
gray wings with brown markings; or dark gray; males 
have a dark gray recurve on leading edge of their 
wing.  The legs are light brown and extend well 
beyond the back of the abdomen; antennae brown 
with lighter rings and equal to or shorter than the 
entire body length including the wings. 

 
Tying Notes 
None 
 

Lifecycle 
 
Larva/Pupa: 
Larvae tend to drift with their cases at very high rates in June just prior to emergence.  Some drift during 
daylight hours and are taken by trout. 
 
Hatching: 
Pupa rise to surface and struggle to hatch.   
 
Most species emerge in the evening although some emerge at night - especially those that emerge in 
summer.  Emergence in the Northwest can occur from March through September depending on species 
and location.  In the Yellowstone area, emergences are frequently mid-June to mid-July on Henry’s Fork 
and about a month later in Yellowstone.   
 
Adult: 
According to most references, the adults ride the water for a relatively long time - 10 to 20 seconds – 
following emergence although one of the references notes that the adults escape quickly and move to 
foliage to mate.   
 
Females lay a small ball of eggs in or near the water.  Some lay eggs on the water surface in the 
afternoon to evening.  Others deposit their eggs in the wet areas around the banks at times around wet 
rocks and plant material. They will also deposit their eggs in vegetation along the banks.  Still others will 
dive and deposit their eggs on the bottom in water up to two feet deep. 

 
Tactics 
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With the many different species and similarity to Brachycentrus, it is recommended to focus on the size 
and color of these caddisflies in the area being fished and the feeding patterns of the fish rather than 
trying to identify the species or even genus.   
 
Larva:  
Although LaFontaine states that the larvae can drift with their cases at certain times of the year and they 
may drift during daylight hours, only one of the references proposed specific tactics for fishing the 
larvae which may indicate that they may not be very important.  The one reference recommended 
fishing cased larva patterns directly on bottom.   
 
Pupa: 
Trout rise to both pupae and adults but larger fish prefer the pupal patterns.  Fish a weighted pattern 
along the bottom and then raise the fly at the end of the drift or in front of a feeding fish.   
 
Adult: 
Fishing dry adult imitations can be productive since the newly hatched adults float several feet before 
flying off.  If emergences are heavy as can happen with this caddisfly, pick out a single fish and keep 
casting to it much as would be done for a strong mayfly emergence.   
 
Afternoon and evening egg-layers may ride as spent but more frequently they ride with wings in the 
normal up or resting position.   
 

Recommended Flies 
 

Fly Name Stage Fly ID Water Type 

Caddis Larva, cream, 16, 2XL (rarely 
needed) 

Larva 233 All 

Fox Poopah, brown, size 16-18 2XL Pupa 22 All 

Soft Hackle, brown, 16-18 2XL Pupa 11 All 

X2 Caddis, brown, size 18-20 dry fly hook Adult 236 Slow 

LaFontaine Dancing Caddis, black, 16-18 
dry fly hook 

Adult 344 All 

 

Other Flies 
 
None 
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Lepidostoma 

Jason Neuswanger photos.  Top: larva and larval case. Middle: Adult size.  Bottom:  Adult 
underside 
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Micro Caddis (Micro Caddis (Hydroptilidae) 
Family) 
 

 

Species/Notes 
 
This entry represents a whole family of caddisflies - the Hydroptilidae which according to LaFontaine has 
14 genera in North America.  Hydroptilidae are also called purse-case makers due to the purse-like 
structure most of them construct.  LaFontaine provides information on four genera which can be found 
in the Northwest:  Agraylea, Hydroptila, Leucotrichia, and Oxyethira. 
 

Distribution/Habitat 
 
Hydroptilidae are found throughout North America.  They have adapted to a great variety of habitats:  
lakes, large warm rivers, cool spring creeks, and high mountain streams.   Larvae may be found on fine 
gravel or sand bottoms or in areas with a heavy growth of moss.  Most of them prefer slow to moderate 
currents rather than the fast riffles.  Due to their small size, they are difficult to find.  The fine sand case 
of the last instar blends well with the substrate. 
 
Specific to the four genera in LaFontaine: 
 

• Agraylea - found in lakes, quiet rivers, and spring creeks from coast to coast. 

• Hydroptila – number of diverse species, some living in moving water and some in lakes and 
ponds, but in general one of the species can be found in trout waters.  

• Leucotrichia – abundant across northern states and found in fast-moving water. 

• Oxyethira – found in lakes and ponds or slow-moving water, especially around weed beds. 
 

Larva, Pupa, and Adult Generic Descriptions for On-Stream Identification and 
Fly-tying 
 

Stage Hook Sizes Identification and Fly-tying Criteria 

Hydroptilidae (Micro 
Caddis) Larva 

16-22 std dry or 
wet fly hook 

The larvae are free-living until the end of the larval 
cycle when they build cases.  They are called Purse-
Case Makers due to the purse-like appearance of 
most of the species.  Some species build tube-like 
cases. Their presence in a stream is easily noticed 
since they can very noticeable as yellow blotches on 
rocks.  Length of case from 3 to 6.5 mm.  Larvae 
size: 2-6 mm.  The body color is light cream with a 
darker head and thorax.   

Hydroptilidae (Micro 
Caddis) Pupa 

16-22 std dry or 
wet fly hook 

Size: 2-6 mm.  Abdomen:  Cream, tan or brown.  
Antennae about half to ¾ body length.   
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Hydroptilidae (Micro 
Caddis) Adult 

16-22 std dry fly 
hook 

Size: about 2-6 mm, but typically 2 to 4.5 mm.  
Color: multiple genera in family with colors ranging 
from cream to yellow, brown, black, and olive.  They 
can be distinguished from Glossosoma by the hairy 
wings which are narrow and antennae, half to ¾ 
body length, and shorter than the forewings. 

 
Tying Notes 
None 
 

Lifecycle 
 
LaFontaine provides a fair amount of information about them and cites several references.  Hafele and 
Hughes in Western Hatches states that little is known about the life histories of the tiny Microcaddis and 
that they are seldom collected although they are common in the Northwest.  Neither Matthews/Juracek 
in Fishing Yellowstone Hatches nor any of the other Yellowstone Country references provide information 
on Microcaddis.   
 
Larva/Pupa: 
Until the pupation stage, the larvae are free-living and may end up drifting.  Pupae build a case 
somewhat resembling a purse, develop inside the case, cut out of the case, and rise to the surface.   
 
Hatching: 
Trout can focus on emerging pupae, feeding just below the surface.  LaFontaine states that adults 
escape quickly and are difficult to see while Darrel Martin in Micropatterns states that they struggle and 
can float long distances.  They are often mistaken for midges although the four hairy wings can be 
distinctive.  The emerging pupae are responsible for some of the smutting surface feeding that is often 
attributed to midges hatching.  On the long flats of big weedy rivers, or on the gentle surfaces of spring 
creeks, Microcaddis drift and struggle in the meniscus for long distances while the trout hold just under 
the surface and feed on them. 
 
Hatch dates vary from mid-June through mid-October, with peaks occurring sometime in July or August.  
There is no apparent prime time of day for hatching with some references stating that hatching can be 
sporadic throughout the day.  Rick Hafele in an article in American Angler, “Matching the Micro-Caddis,” 
states that the time of day when emergence and egg-laying activities take place is not well documented 
for most species.  In general, midafternoon to evening is the best time to look for Microcaddis on the 
water. 
 
Adult: 
The females crawl or dive below the surface and often return safely to the surface.   
 

Tactics 
 
Larva:  
Fish patterns dead-drift on or near the bottom, especially in areas where fish are seen working in 
shallow clear water.  LaFontaine recommends using a size 18 to 22 brassie to imitate Hydroptila larvae 
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drifting in their yellow cases but this applies only up to the fifth instar when they switch to the purse-
type case.   
 
Pupa: 
Hafele and Hughes in Western Hatches note that the trout feed readily on the pupae and exhibit this 
feeding with deliberate head to tail rises.  Fishing a sparsely tied small soft hackle just under the surface 
film can be effective in this situation.  Fish them to rising fish using upstream casts or across and down 
with mends to keep the fly floating dead-drift. 
  
Adults: 
The small adults can be difficult to observe on the water.  Look for them on streamside foliage or try 
netting some from the water surface if trout appear to be taking a small or nearly invisible food source 
on or near the surface.  If it is not clear what the fish are eating, try a pupa pattern before an adult 
pattern.   
 
Egg-layers are often a very productive stage to imitate since Microcaddis often lay eggs underwater but 
return to the surface and drift spent downriver.  Try a LaFontaine Diving Caddis in sizes 20 to 22 behind 
boulders, in eddies, and in current lanes.  Other small caddisflies that float low in the water could be 
effective.   
 
LaFontaine’s comments on tactics are summarized as follows:  

• Hydroptila – both pupae and adults can be important  

• Agraylea – can provide consistent good fishing.  Look at first hour of daylight for crippled adults 
and pupae from nighttime activity at the edges of weed beds. 

• Oxyethera - the females crawl down the backside of rocks but many of them are swept away.  A 
small dark wet imitation such as a black Diving Caddisfly, size 20 to 24 fished upstream dead 
drift is often deadly.  

• Leucotrichia – probably most important in the East but they can be found in the Northwest as 
well.   

 

Recommended Flies 
 

Fly Name Stage Fly ID Water Type 

Caddis Larva 2, brown, cream, gray; size 18-
22 standard hook length 

Larva 353 All 

Brassie, 18-22 Larva 354 All 

Soft Hackle, brown, olive, yellow, cream; 
18-22, 2XL 

Pupa 11 All 

Gold-Ribbed Hare's Ear Wet Fly, 18-20 Adult 307 All 

LaFontaine Diving Caddis, brown, black, or 
olive, dark wings; 18-20 dry fly hooks 

Adult 345 All 

 

Other Flies 
 
None  
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Arctopsyche (Great Gray Spotted Sedge) 
 

Species/Notes 
 
According to Gary LaFontaine, A. grandis is the most abundant and widely distributed Northwestern 
species.  
 

Distribution/Habitat 
 
Arctopsyche is a widespread Caddisfly throughout the Northwest, found primarily in cold water and fast 
currents in streams with rocky bottoms and boulders such as higher elevation streams in mountainous 
regions.  Often there is a transition from Arctopsyche to Hydropsyche to Cheumatopsyche from head 
end to lower end of moving waters.  In Oregon, they are especially well-known on the McKenzie River.   
 

Larva, Pupa, and Adult Generic Descriptions for On-Stream Identification and 
Fly-tying 
 

Stage Hook Sizes Identification and Fly-tying Criteria 

Arctopsyche Larva 4-8 2XL  Arctopsyche are classified as a Net-Spinning 
Caddisfly in that they have no case and spin a net-
like structure to capture prey.  Larval size: up to 30 
mm. The body is bright green to dark brown on top 
and olive to light olive-brown underside.  

Arctopsyche Pupa 6-10, 2XL Size: 15-20 mm.   They appear to have a gray and 
green coloration based on fly color 
recommendations.  Based on photos, they have light 
brown wings and legs.  

Arctopsyche Adult 8-10, 2XL dry fly 
hook 

Size: 17-20 mm.  The body color is dirty to bright 
green when newly emerged, darkening to a 
chocolate or olive-brown after several hours. Wings: 
dark gray, grayish brown, or light brown wings with 
dark brown veins and speckles.   The antennae are 
about half the body length and have dark rings. 

 

Lifecycle 
 
Larva/Pupa: 
Arctopsyche larvae live in rivers for 2 years and drift at higher rate than most Caddisflies with dawn and 
dusk peaks.  The larvae move frequently among the rocky bottom.  They weave a wide mesh net suited 
for passing gravel and large grains of sand found in its alpine habitat.  This is a large Caddisfly larva such 
that its size and year-around presence combined with a propensity to drift make it a familiar food item 
for trout in almost any mountain stream. 
 
Hatching: 
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The pupae are reported to emerge on the surface at night so emergence is not a factor for most 
fishermen.  Various references show emergence April through late summer depending on location.  As a 
rule of thumb, they seem to start emerging at the point where the salmon fly hatch peters out and 
about at the time the salmon fly hatch ends.  Then the hatch moves upstream.   
 
Adult: 
The adults are generally nocturnal and may not be of significant interest to fly fishers.  They are a large 
fly that can stimulate fish feeding although unfortunately that happens mostly in the dark.  It may be 
possible to see adults moving along the water’s edge in daylight and fish may key on them.  Egg-laying is 
also reported to occur at night.   
 

Tactics 
 
Larva:  
Generally, only the larvae and the sometimes the adult are important to fly fishers with the larvae being 
most available.  It is recommended to use a size 4 to 8 olive colored larval fly and to fish it upstream and 
across high-sticking or with an indicator running the fly very close to the bottom.   
 
Pupa: 
Emergence occurs at late evening or dark so emerging pupal patterns are not necessary although it may 
be possible to interest trout by swinging a pupal pattern just before dark in water where Arctopsyche 
are known to be hatching.  
 
Adult: 
Due to its nocturnal lifestyle, the larvae are usually more important to fishermen.  However, the 
following article on the Big Sky Anglers, West Yellowstone website provides some good tips on fishing 
the adults as well:  “Hatch Profile – Arctopsyche grandis; My favorite Salmonfly pattern on the Madison 
River | Big Sky Anglers | Trout Shop.” 
 
In the middle of the summer when the sun sets later or during dark sky weather in the evening, it may 
be possible to notice Arctopsyche emerging or have egg-layers starting to work the water such that an 
adult pattern could work.  The newly hatched Arctopsyche are off the river surface rather quickly so 
success may not be great with a dry fly during emergence.  If egg-layers are noticed, dry fly fishing can 
be effective.  It is recommended to use a size 10 or larger chocolate brown or gray and green caddisfly 
pattern.  LaFontaine reports of an instance where an angler successfully used a large diving caddisfly 
during the daytime in Montana on a river where Arctopsyche were hatching at some point.   
 

Recommended Flies 
 

Fly Name Stage Fly ID Water Type 

Caddis Larva, bright green, 4-8 2XL  Larva 233 All 

Soft Hackle, green, gray wing; 8, 2XL Pupa 11 All 

X2 Caddis, olive, size 10 dry fly hook Adult 236 Slow 

 

Other Flies 

None 

https://bigskyanglers.com/hatch-profile-arctopsyche-grandis-my-favorite-salmonfly-pattern-on-the-madison-river/
https://bigskyanglers.com/hatch-profile-arctopsyche-grandis-my-favorite-salmonfly-pattern-on-the-madison-river/
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Arctopsyche 

Top:  Jason Neuswanger photo of larva. 
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Helicopsyche (Spring Creek Caddis or Speckled Peter) 
 
 

Species/Notes 
 
Helicopsyche (hell-uh-co-sy'-key) borealis (bore-ee-al'-iss). Borealis is the only common species of the 
genus in North America.   
 

Distribution/Habitat 
 
Helicopsyche are abundant and widespread across North America and the Northwest.  They prefer 
moderate flow streams and rivers, but can also be found in some lakes.  In Yellowstone country, they 
are found in in the Henry’s Fork, Madison, and Firehole Rivers. 
 

Larva, Pupa, and Adult Generic Descriptions for On-Stream Identification and 
Fly-tying 
 

Stage Hook Sizes Identification and Fly-tying Criteria 

Helicopsyche Larva Not important The larvae live in a spiral, snail-like case and are 
usually not available to fish.   

Helicopsyche Pupa Some references 
indicate 14-18, but 
hook sizes for 5-8 
mm are closer to 
16-20. 

Size: 5-8 mm.  General color -brown and yellow. 

Helicopsyche Adult 20-22 std dry fly 
hook 

Size: Body head to back of abdomen, 4-5 mm and 
head to back of wing about 7 mm, with males one 
hook size smaller than females.  The general 
abdominal coloration is brown or pale 
yellow/amber to straw yellow. The wings are dark 
brown or gray with lighter brown speckles.  The 
back end of the wing has a row of hairs.  The 
antennae are brown with dark rings and are smaller 
than the distance from the head to rear of wings. 

 

Lifecycle 
 
Larva/Pupa: 
LaFontaine notes that the larvae which are firmly attached to a spiral, snail-like case are not available to 
trout.  Pupa swim to surface and emerge in open water.   
 
Hatching: 
According to LaFontaine, in the Pacific Northwest, emergence peaks in May to June while in the Rocky 
Mountains the peak may be mid-June to early July.  Both emergence and egg-laying occur mainly in the 
evening.  For the Firehole, emergence may occur from mid-June until early July.  During this period, it 
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would be rare in this time frame to encounter a heavy emergence and find fish feeding on them 
although it is possible to find large numbers egg-layers.  On Henry’s Fork and some other spring creeks, 
it's possible to fish both emergences and the egg-laying stage.   
 
Adult: 
The egg-laying flight in the evening is more important than the emergence.  Both topwater and 
underwater egg-laying have been reported.  After depositing eggs, the females float helplessly down 
river and can be targeted by trout.  Of note is that these females are often on the water surface in the 
normal resting position with wings tucked over their backs as opposed to lying spent.  
 

Tactics 
 
Larva:  
As noted, – the larvae are not important to fishermen.  
 
Pupa: 
Look for emergence in evening.  These Caddisflies hatch in the water on the surface.  Since they are a 
small fly and often hatch later in day or under heavy overcast, it can be difficult to detect an emergence.  
A seine can be very helpful in identifying a hatch.   
 
Adult: 
The small size of the adult (20-22 dry fly hook) can make them difficult to use, but it can be very 
worthwhile if the hatch is strong.   
 
Juracek and Mathews have had success fishing bank fishing the egg-laying periods on the Firehole and 
Henry’s Fork.  They are emphatic that a slow current speed is an absolute requirement for fish to feed 
on these small Caddisflies.   
 

Recommended Flies 
 

Fly Name Stage Fly ID Water Type 

Soft Hackle, brown, yellow, cream or tan; 
size 16-18 2XL 

Pupa 11 All 

Fox Poopah, brown, yellow, cream or tan; 
size 16-18 2XL 

Pupa 22 All 

X2 Caddis, amber body, gray wings; size 10 
dry fly hook 

Adult 236 Slow 

 

Other Flies 
 
None 
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Helicopsyche 

Cream larvae and their spiral cases, photo from Briana on Pinterest.   
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Agapetus (No common name listed) 
 
 

Species/Notes 
 
Agapetus belong the Glossosomatidae family along with Glossosoma and Protoptila.  No specific species 
were cited for the Western U.S. 
 

Distribution/Habitat 
 
The Agapetus are not nearly as abundant as Protoptila or Glossosoma in sections of a stream or river in 
between popluations of the Protoptila and Glossosoma.  They are found only in flowing water and 
prefer the tops and sides of mid-sized rocks in medium to fast currents.  They are widespread across 
America and are particularly abundant in free stone streams in mountainous areas.  They require cool, 
clean water and are sensitive to pollution. 
 

Larva, Pupa, and Adult Generic Descriptions for On-Stream Identification and 
Fly-tying 
 

Stage Hook Sizes Identification and Fly-tying Criteria 

Agapetus Larva 
 

Agapetus larvae are classified as a Saddle-Case 
Caddisfly.  Cases are attached to top and side of 
rocks where they can be easily seen. The Agapetus 
case has a large oversized stone on each side or 
their pebble case while the Glossosoma case has 
evenly spaced pieces of small gravel. Cases can be 
as along as 7.5 mm.  Larvae size: up to 6 mm.  Color: 
cream or brown to dirty-yellow orange. 

Agapetus Pupa 14-18, 2XL Size: 5-8 mm.  The body color is generally brown, 
pale yellow, or pale orange.  Wing pads are dark 
brown or black.   

Agapetus Adult 18 dry fly hooks Size: 6-10 mm.  Abdomen: Dark brown or tan. They 
are dark yellow at emergence and turn to dark 
brown a couple of hours after hatching.  The wings 
are black with no fringe on margins of hind wings.  
The antennae not quite body length. 

 
Tying Notes 
None 
 

Lifecycle 
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Larva/Pupa: 
Larvae build a saddle-case retreat made of small rock particles.  The cases are attached to rocks and look 
like spots on the rocks.  The Agapetus saddle-cases are taller than their length but otherwise similar to 
the Protoptila cases.  They can be distinguished from those from Glossosoma by the presence of a single 
larger stone on each side of the case.  The edges of the case may have a silk-like extension that provides 
a seal from the outside.  They abandon their case as they grow and then build another larger case.  
During the abandonment, they may get washed into stream flow and drift.  Some writers believe that 
neighboring larvae abandon their cases simultaneously.   
 
The pupae have flat hind legs that are used for swimming to the surface.  They appear to be very active 
swimmers when emerging, with erratic kicks of the hind legs. 
 
Hatching: 
Pupae swim to the surface to hatch.  No information available on hatch times. 
 
Adult: 
Adults are common on streamside vegetation where they remain quiet until disturbed.  Females dive 
underwater to lay eggs. 
 

Tactics 
 
Larva patterns need to fished right off bottom:  Shot and indicator, high stick, or Czech methods.  
 
No information was found on fishing the pupal or adult phases.   
 

Recommended Flies 
 

Fly Name Stage Fly ID Water Type 

Caddis Larva 2, cream or brown with green 
thorax; size 18 2XL 

Larva 353 All 

Soft Hackle, tan or bright green with dark 
wing; size 18-20 2XL 

Pupa 11 All 

X2 Caddis, bright green body, brown head 
with dark gray wings; size 20 dry fly hooks 

Adult 236 Slow 

 

Other Flies 
 
None  
 

Photos 
 
There do not appear to be any photos available for general public use; however, very good photos of 
Agapetus were posted by Troutnut contributor Millcreek (Mark Melton) at this location:  
http://www.troutnut.com/topic/8638/Agapetus-larva-and-pupa  
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Micrasema (Little Grannom or Tiny Black Caddis) 
 
 

Species/Notes 
 
Micrasema are included in the Brachycentridae family along with Brachycentrus and Amiocentrus.  
Although there are 15 species of Micrasema listed in the Trichoptera Checklist for the United States, 
there is no mention of them in LaFontaine and little written about fishing this hatch except for 
Mathews/Juracek in Fishing Yellowstone Hatches.   
 
Micrasema and the Amiocentrus.aspilus are very similar in description and behavior. 
 

Distribution/Habitat 
 
The Micrasema live in areas where aquatic vegetation grows in slow to moderate current such as found 
in spring creeks. 
 

Larva, Pupa, and Adult Generic Descriptions for On-Stream Identification and 
Fly-tying 
 

Stage Hook Sizes Identification and Fly-tying Criteria 

Micrasema Larva 18, 2XL Micrasema are classified as True Case Builders.  
Their cases are as long as 10 mm, made of plant 
materials or very small pebbles, and look like 
curved, hollow tube.   The cases are olive to dark 
brown. Larvae size: up to 8 mm.  Colo: bright green 
or white bodies and dark brown heads and thoraxes. 

Micrasema Pupa 20, 2XL Size: about 6 mm.  The abdomen has an all-green 
color. The head and thorax are brown to tan head. 

Micrasema Adult 20-22 dry fly hook  Size: head to end of wing, 6-8 mm; head to end of 
abdomen about 4 mm.   They have bright green 
bodies with black wings.  The antennae are slightly 
shorter than the head to end of wing length.  

 

Lifecycle 
 
Larva/Pupa: 
The author of the blog site Aquatic Insects of Central Virginia states that Micrasema build two different 
types of cases, one with thin ribbons of vegetation wrapped into a tube and the other is a cylinder made 
of small grains of sand.  Larva remain in cases, but cases drift and trout eat the case with the larva 
inside.   
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Hatching: 
Pupae struggle to hatch and are vulnerable.  Mathews/Juracek finds that they are important for about 
one-week somewhere between mid-July thru the first week in August on the Yellowstone River. When 
emerging, they will outnumber other caddisflies on water.   
 
Adult: 
Most females lie flat on surface while laying eggs, although some dive. 
 

Tactics 
 
Larva:  
Some writers state that the case must be imitated for larval imitations.  
 
Pupa: 
Although pupae struggle to hatch, they do not ride long on the surface.  The hatch period itself is short 
and fish tend to ignore them.  But it does pay to take out a seine and check for the Tiny Black Caddis.   
 
Adult: 
According to Mathews/Juracek, when other Caddisfly types are on the water at the same time this 
Caddisfly is emerging, generally the fish will be on the other Caddisflies due to the short emergence 
period. Still, check stomachs or seines since they usually outnumber others when they are on the water.   
 
Trout also feed on the egg-layers.  Mathews/Juracek recommends checking your waders and if you see a 
green, ball-like egg mass, it is an indication that egg-layers are on the water.  In that case, they 
recommend fishing a flush, floating spent imitation.   
 

Recommended Flies 
 

Fly Name Stage Fly ID Water Type 

Caddis Larva 2, brown with green thorax; 
size 18 2XL 

Larva 353 All 

Soft Hackle, bright green with dark wing; 
size 18-20 2XL 

Pupa 11 All 

X2 Caddis, bright green body, brown head 
with dark wings; size 20-22 dry fly hooks 

Adult 236 Slow 

 

Other Flies 
 
None 
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Micrasema 

Jason Neuswanger photo of adult showing size. 
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Neophylax (Autumn Mottled Sedge) 
 
 

Species/Notes 
 
The Trichoptera World Checklist shows 26 species for the United States.  LaFontaine cites richeri and 
splendens as the most common Northwestern species.  There was a change in classification that dates 
some of my references.  The World Checklist lists Neophylax under the family Uenoidae whereas 
LaFontaine shows it under Limnephilidae and other references show it under Thremmatidae which may 
be a misnomer or misspelling for its subfamily Thremmatinae.   
 

Distribution/Habitat 
 
While LaFontaine claims this to be the fourth most important Caddisfly in the Pacific Northwest, there is 
little to no information in other references to back up this statement.  LaFontaine states there are 
populations in California through British Columbia and that they are not as important further East 
toward the Rocky Mountains.   
 
Where they are found, they mostly live in slow to still current although due to their diversity they are 
found elsewhere as well.   
 

Larva, Pupa, and Adult Generic Descriptions for On-Stream Identification and 
Fly-tying 
 

Stage Hook Sizes Identification and Fly-tying Criteria 

Neophylax 8-14, 4 XL Neophylax are classified as a Cased Caddisfly.  The 
case is relatively short and thick, constructed of 
coarse rock fragments with several larger stones on 
each side.  The case be as long as 15 mm.  Larva size: 
up to 16 mm.  Color: light brown/tan to cream-
colored per photos and samples. 

Neophylax 
 

No data 

Neophylax 12-14, dry fly 
hook 

Size: up to 18 mm; photos show about 8-9 mm.   
Color: brownish yellow abdomen with mottled 
brown wings which are about 50% longer than the 
abdomen. Brown antennae about the same length 
as the head to end of wings.  

 
Tying Notes 
None.  
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Lifecycle 
 
Larva/Pupa: 
Most larva remain in cases and do not drift 
 
Hatching: 
They emerge from faster riffles swimming to the surface and fly off.  Emergence occurs in the afternoon 
and evening later in the summer in September through October.  Many of species emerge at night - 
especially those that emerge in summer. 
 
Adult: 
Egg laying depends on species. Half of the family lay eggs on land and the other half dive or crawl 
underwater.  Females have been observed landing on projections over water and dropping eggs into the 
water thus not making themselves vulnerable to trout at this stage.  Males have been observed flying up 
twenty to thirty feet then hurtling down toward both the water and land with the end result of helpless 
adults on the water.  
 

Tactics 
 
Larva/Pupa/Adult:  
No information available specific to Neophylax. 
 

Recommended Flies 
 

Fly Name Stage Fly ID Water 
Type 

Caddis Larva, light brown to cream, 8-14, 4 
XL  

Larva 233 All 

Soft Hackle, brownish yellow with brown 
hackle; size 12-14 2XL 

Pupa 11 All 

Lawson Spent Partridge Caddis, brownish-
yellow body, 12-14 dry fly hooks 

Adult 229 Moderate 

 
Other Flies 
 
None 
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  Neophylax 

Top and Middle: Rich Holten photos.  Probably a Neophylax case and larva 
from the Lochsa River.  Bottom:  Jason Neuswanger photo of adult.   
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Other Trout Prey 
 
 
Most fly-fishing books are devoted to the three previous categories of trout prey: mayflies, caddisflies, 
and stoneflies.  Much less is written about the other trout prey, such as chironomids, that I often imitate 
in the Eastern Washington stillwaters that I fish.   
 
Two of the early books that helped me with stillwater fishing were Fly Fishing Stillwaters for Trophy 
Trout by Denny Rickards and Morris and Chan on Fly-Fishing Trout Lakes by Skip Morris and Brian Chan.  
Denny Rickards’ book was especially helpful in describing presentation techniques and providing some 
very effective patterns for catching large fish in lakes.  Skip Morris and Brian Chan covered techniques, 
entomology, and tackle for an even broader spectrum of fishing situations.   
 
Brian Chan also partnered with Phil Rowley to produce exceptional flies for stillwater fishing and DVDs 
that explain the mysteries of chironomid fishing.  Phil Rowley’s book Fly Patterns for Stillwaters, A Study 
of Trout, Entomology, and Tying provides a great deal of useful instruction on entomology, flies, and 
fishing tactics for imitating several stillwater trout prey.  Chan and Rowley also maintain web sites that 
contain some of the material in their books and more flies to tie.   
 
One of the more recent (2012) books that became available, Jeff Morgan’s Productive Trout Flies for 
Unorthodox Prey, Ecology & Imitation, covered many of the different trout prey not addressed in other 
books.  In addition to some excellent photography by Arlen Thomason, Morgan provides specific 
patterns and advice on tying flies for unusual trout prey such as daphnia.   
 
The basic entomology for most of the trout prey in this section can be found in the old classic book, 
Aquatic Entomology, The Fishermen’s Guide and Ecologists’ Illustrated Guide to Insects and Their 
Relatives.  For anglers without access to this book, Wikipedia and other sources on the web can provide 
basic entomological information as well.   
 
This section includes 22 different trout prey items that I have encountered while fly-fishing for trout plus 
summary information on another six found in fly-fishing literature that I have not encountered and 
believe to be much less important to fly-fishermen.   
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Chironomidae (Midges) 
 

Species/Notes 
 
Chironomidae is the family name for a very large number of insects.  There are 7 subfamilies below this 
classification, many genera and over 4000 known species world-wide.  Fishermen may encounter 
multiple species on a lake or stream, but fortunately, almost all of them share the same shapes and 
behavior.  On average, they grow larger in the Canadian lakes than we see in south of the border.  The 
warmer water south of Canada hosts multiple generations which don’t take as much time to grow as 
their northern counterparts which may see only one hatch per season.   
 

Distribution/Habitat 
 
Chironomidae are found in all types of water in the Northwest but are most prolific in mud-bottomed 
streams and alkaline lakes. Sandy bottoms are much less productive than softy, mucky bottoms on 
which most of the bottom-dwelling species build their tubes.  They also tend to be more abundant in 
shallow water areas.   
 

Larva, Pupa, and Adult Descriptions for On-Stream Identification and Fly-tying 

 
Stage Hook Sizes Identification and Fly-tying Criteria 

Chironomidae Larva Typical hook sizes 
might run from  
14-20, 3X.  Note 
that in many 
imitations that the 
front and rear 
portions of the fly 
extend over the 
hook eye and hook 
bend.   

Size: 4 – 10 mm, but can range from 2 to 20 mm.  
Color: There are a wide variety of colors although 
many are red or have some red coloration due to 
the due to the presence of a hemoglobin-like fluid 
within the circulatory system. Other common 
chironomid larval colors include cream, shades of 
green, and combinations of green and maroon.  
Colors may vary for individual bodies of water 
depending on the species available.  The abdomen 
is segmented - about 9 or 10 segments.  There is no 
notable thorax.  The head may be darker but some 
tiers recommend against tying a dark head.    
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Chironomidae Pupa 10-20, 2 or 3X 
straight eye hook.   

Size:  4 to 12 mm with the most common size in the 
Mid-Columbia region running about a size 16 3 XL 
or about 7 mm.  Color: Pupa in our Mid-Columbia 
lakes can appear as silver with maroon or black 
ribbing, green with silver or yellow ribbing, black 
with silver ribbing, yellow with brown or silver 
stripe, and light brown with yellow ribbing.  
Canadian fishermen see a lot of maroon colors.  
Abdomen:  Most if not all have seven abdominal 
segments.  Thorax:  Some breathe with filaments 
located on the thorax and others via an oval or 
trumpet-shaped organ attached to the thorax.  The 
wing pad on the thorax appears to have an 
orangish coloration especially as the pupae near 
the surface to hatch.  As the pupae near the 
surface, a trailing shuck begins to appear. 

Chironomidae Adult 8-20 dry fly hook Size: 5 to 12 mm with some even smaller or larger.  
General Color: Body colors include blacks, browns, 
greens, tans, creams, or reds although most of the 
Mid-Columbia specimens appear to have a brown 
or black body with almost transparent wings.  
Abdomen:  the abdomen is long and thin and can 
have a striped appearance with about 7 segments.  
Thorax: The thorax is usually a dark color, dark 
brown or black and about twice the diameter of the 
abdomen.  The legs are spindly and about the same 
length of the total body.   

 
Tying Notes 
There are several excellent resources for tying chironomid patterns.  Modern Midges by Rick Takahashi 
and Jerry Hubka contains a large number of chironomid patterns.  Phil Rowley’s book, Fly Patterns for 
Stillwaters contains detailed instructions for tying several important patterns as well as information on 
presentation.  A relatively new book by Jerry Buron, Complete Guide to Successful Chironomid Fishing, 
introduces some new patterns and tying techniques that I have found to be very effective.  The Brian 
Chan/Phil Rowley DVDs, Conquering Chironomids, focuses mostly on presentation but also contains 
useful patterns.  There are also numerous websites with YouTube videos on tying chironomid patterns.   
 
Larvae: 
I prefer simple larval patterns such as fixing a length of micro chenille to a hook with thread or wire.  The 
ends of the chenille can be singed with a flame.  Another possibility that I have yet to try is to use a small 
Squirmy Wormy pattern.   
 
Pupae: 
Good advice from chironomid experts Brian Chan and Phil Rowley is that larger pupal imitations (e.g., 
size 16 and larger), imitations for clear water, and flies to be fished near the surface should have more 
detail than smaller flies, flies for darker water, and flies fished deeper.  An example of a pattern with 
more detail is Phil Rowley’s Clear Water Pupa.  Many of the patterns that originated in the U.K. 
incorporate a lot of detail, possibly due to the greater degree of fishing pressure there.   
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Based on my stomach samples in the Northwest, the most common pupal chironomid color 
combinations have a silver body with black, maroon, or reddish ribbing.  Other common samples show 
green with silver or yellowish ribbing followed by brown with yellow ribbing.  Some authors recommend 
the following formula:  muddy bottom, use red; sand/rock bottom use black; and weedy bottom use 
green.  When these don’t produce, use maroon, claret, or an orangish brown.   
 
In viewing pupal fly proportions from the photographs, the abdomen is more than three-quarters of the 
pupae, not taking into consideration the wing pad that extends from the thorax and partially covers the 
first two to three segments of the abdomen.  There appear to be 7 whole abdomen segments with a tip 
at the end that sometimes has a small clump of gills.  The abdomen is thin, maybe up to twice the 
thickness of the shank so that it should not consist of much more than thread wraps and ribbing.  If an 
epoxy coating is applied over the abdomen, use a thin grade.  For ribbing, wire definitely works well 
although Jeff Morgan recommends using Flashabou instead.  Unfortunately, the Flashabou is not as 
tough as wire and probably should be coated for durability.    
 
For the thorax/wing pads, many tiers use peacock since it is simple to add to the fly; however, it has a 
tendency to tear after catching several fish.  Alternatives to peacock are a build-up with thread such as 
in the Snow Cone patterns, thread build-up with epoxy, or a detailed version such as Phil Rowley’s Clear 
Water Pupa.  American tiers (but not British) often omit the wing pads.  As pupae near the water 
surface, the wing pads can exhibit an orangish hue which I believe can trigger a fish to strike.  To imitate 
this, see the tying notes for the Alec Jackson Chromie in my file of fly patterns or consult Jerry Buron’s 
book.   
 
For the gills, the easiest approach is to add a white bead behind the hook eye.  Other designs use CDC, 
antron, zelon, white EP Trigger Point material either tied perpendicular to the hook behind the eye or as 
a tuft above the hook shank and behind the eye.  The CDC and antron tend to take on a darker 
coloration after use.  If CDC, antron, or other material is tied over the hook to imitate gills, add several 
wraps of thread in front of the material and behind the hook eye to prevent blocking the hook eye and 
improve your ability to thread tippet through the hook eye.  On some days particularly with heavy 
fishing pressure, it seems that fish become wary of the white bead or thick gills.  
 
 Some midges will have red butts and others incorporate a tuft of small gills at the butt.  Instead of gills 
at the rear, the emerger at the surface will more likely have a pupal shuck.  As the hatching midge pulls 
free of the pupal shuck, the whole insect appears to elongate, and there is a slight hesitation just before 
the midge and shuck separate. As the hatching midge is oriented horizontally in the surface film, the 
shuck may appear as silver or white with black stripes.  This is the stage that the fish prey on most 
heavily, and imitating the trailing shuck may be critical.  Various materials can be used, but favorites are 
a small grizzly hackle tip (as on the Harrop Transitional Midge) or olive/brown sparkle yarn or Zelon. 
 
Pupae may emerge either slightly curved or straight; therefore, carrying imitations of both body 
positions can be critical, especially in lakes where trout have a long time to inspect and select their 
targets.  As they move to within an inch of the surface, their body straightens parallel to the surface.  
This is where semi-floating patterns pay off - patterns with foam, CDC, and hackles.  Underwater video 
filmed by Ralph Cutter shows a chironomid pupa at the surface with the head and butt end in the 
surface film and the thorax/abdomen below the film in a “U” or flat “C” shaped pattern which can be 
difficult to imitate.  
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Flies that are to be used very near the surface or in the surface film can either represent a pupa hanging 
in the surface or an adult just beginning to break through.  These flies require some degree of floatation 
unless they are fished behind another fly or with a greased leader.  Most often, these patterns use foam 
or CDC while others use the hollower forms of deer hair.  Another approach is to use hackle in a 
Klinkhammer style pattern or a parachute fly.  If hackle is used, it should be tied-in sparsely.   
 

Lifecycle 
 
Chironomids undergo four phases: egg, larvae, pupae and adult.  
 
Larvae: 
According to numerous references, larvae live in tubes in soft bottoms anywhere from a few feet to very 
deep, sometimes in very high densities.  I have dug into soft bottoms and seen what appear to be midge 
larvae although I have not been able to observe them in tubes.  It is reported that the larvae move out 
of their tubes at times and are available to trout as evidenced by some of my stomach samples in lakes, 
especially in early spring.   
 
Brian Chan states that larva that live over the winter in lakes may migrate from shallow water to deeper 
water.  This may explain why several of us had been successful fishing larval imitations in deeper water 
in Lake Lenice during the fall season.  
 
In moving water, some fishermen believe that larvae are constantly drifting in currents; and in heavily 
fished streams, trout may be found feeding selectively on the larvae even when other insects are 
hatching.  I may have observed this while watching feeding fish on Henry’s Fork from the cliffs at 
Pinehaven (Wood Road).  I and others saw fish clearly feeding on nymphs or pupa, moving right and left 
in the water and some moving steadily upstream, but we could not detect any insects in the water 
either by observation or seining.  We have surmised that these fish were probably feeding on small 
midges.  
 
Hatching: 
The best depiction of the emergence of the pupae and hatching to adults can be viewed on Ralph 
Cutter’s video “Bugs of the Underworld.”   
 
Hatches can occur throughout the season including winter where ice does not cover the surface.  In our 
Eastern Washington Lakes, the best hatches seem to occur as lakes begin to warm in March and April, 
but chironomid hatches of varying intensity occur all the way up to ice forming on the lakes.  In moving 
water, chironomids can be seen all year as well, even during the cold steelhead fishing months of 
December and January.  Hatches often start in late morning and may continue into the afternoon in the 
spring.   
 
According to entomologists, the pupae may be active for a few days near the bottom of lakes and “wait” 
for ideal conditions to hatch.  I have rarely been successful using chironomid imitations without a hatch 
underway or hatch that will start shortly.  However, I have observed anglers doing quite well with 
chironomids when there appeared to be no hatch underway or about to start.  The ideal conditions for 
hatching seem to be cloudy days with a slight surface disturbance.  A few years ago on a local lake, I 
noticed no chironomids hatching during prolonged periods of sun, but when a large cloud moved over 
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the sun, chironomids began hatching and the fish responded quickly.  I have also observed good hatches 
quickly subsiding on lakes when a slight ripple subsides and the water surface becomes very flat.    
 
“Bugs of the Underworld” shows pupa wiggling their way from the bottom to the surface film.  The 
pupae can have a very shiny appearance due to light interaction with absorbed gases under the pupal 
case.  The pupae also develop a very distinctive swollen, brown/orange thorax and have white gills 
protruding from their head region.  Very near the surface some pupae begin to vacate the lower end of 
the pupal abdomen such that it appears like a trailing shuck has formed.  Each of these features can be 
very important to imitate.  Once they reach the surface with their head in the surface film, they arch the 
bottom of their abdomen into the surface film so that they are nearly horizontal or a very flat “C” shape.  
At this point, the pupal case breaks, the newly hatched adult seems to stand up on the surface almost in 
a vertical position until it breaks entirely free of its pupal case, and then the adult stand on the water for 
a few moments and flies of quickly.  Sometimes there are so many adults swarming together above 
vegetation near the water that they have the appearance of smoke.  The presence of adults around 
vegetation can be a clear indication that a hatch is underway or has just completed.   
 
Ralph Cutter in his book Fish Food described the hatching pupa as having a distinct orange color and 
developed a fly, the Martis Midge, to imitate this orange hue.  This may be a phenomenon due to only 
certain atmospheric conditions as there are many other colors of hatching pupae that are very 
successful.     
 
In moving water, the process is similar with the exception that the pupae will drift downstream as they 
emerge and are very vulnerable to fish at this time.   
 
Adult: 
Females return to the water to drop eggs either by dipping or skating on the water surface.  Unless there 
are a significant number of females on the water, fish seem to ignore most of the individual egg-laying 
females.  Occasionally, females will form clusters and trout will become interested.  This is the time to 
use the Griffith’s Gnat or a similar imitation.   
 
After a mega-hatch that I observed on Henry’s Lake, the entire lake along the shoreline was covered 
with dead females.  During that incident, there were so many females in the air that it became 
somewhat uncomfortable to fish and I left the lake earlier than I had planned.  My early departure didn’t 
affect my catch success because the fishing was exceptionally poor which my friends and I attributed to 
fish being entirely gorged with chironomids.   
 

Tactics 
 
For chironomid fishing tactics in lakes, I recommend viewing the Brian Chan/Phil Rowley videos 
Conquering Chironomids, Volumes 1 and 2, and reading Jerry Buron’s book, Complete Guide to 
Successful Chironomid Fishing.  For fishing with chironomids in moving water, I recommend Learning 
from the Water by Rene Harrop and Fishing Small Flies by Ed Engle.   
 
Larva:  
Since larval imitations for lakes are fished very close to the bottom where they dwell, I almost always 
place them under an indicator to ensure that my fly is within 6 inches of the bottom.   I prefer a slip 
indicator (See photo below) rigged with the following steps:   
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1. Place the peg in the indicator float, and insert the leader through the hole in the peg of the 
indicator.  Do not set the indicator to a specific depth – allow the indicator/peg to move freely 
up and down the leader.   

2. Tie on the fly. 
3. Attach an alligator clip or other weight to the fly. 
4. Drop the fly and alligator in the water and let it sink to the bottom. 
5. Pinch the leader with your fingers right at the water surface.  Move your fingers down the 

leader 6 inches, and pinch the leader there and hold that place.  Remove the peg from the 
bottom of the indicator float, form a small loop in the leader at the pinch point, re-insert the peg 
so that the leader loop is trapped inside the float.  The peg should be lightly re-inserted so that 
when a fish strikes, the peg is pulled from the top of the float and the float is free to move up 
and down on the leader. Note that if the depth is actually less that the length of the fly rod, the 
peg does not have to disengage to land fish and can be set more firmly into the float.  

6. Pull the leader up by hand, remove the alligator clip, and cast the indicator and fly to start 
fishing.  

7. Repeat for the next fish or for a change in depth.  If I do not change depths, I note where the 
indicator is locked in relative to the end of my fly line so that I don’t have to repeat the process 
of finding the right depth.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The leader I use with a slip indicator is generally 12 to 18 feet long.  I start with 9 to 15 feet of 3X tippet 
material and add about a 2-to-3-foot tippet.  The tippet can be attached to the long 3X section with a 
tippet ring.  I enlarge the hole through the peg with a drill bit large enough to ensure the entire leader 
will slip through the peg.    
 
To cast this long leader from my float tube, I use a wide open loop or back cast so that the leader and 
indicator lay on the water behind me, then use a very slow, open loop forward cast to the point desired.  
Casts will not be long, but they probably don’t need to be if fishing in water 8 feet or deeper.  The long 
leader does not cast well at all in water much shallower than 8 feet and in that case, a standard 9’ 3X 

Indicator 
Float 

Indicator 
Peg 

Leader to fly 

Leader loop 
trapped in float 

Leader to fly line 
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leader with tippet is a much better choice.  Once cast, I only move the indicator and fly slowly if at all 
since chironomid larvae do not move quickly.   
 
Other indicators such as those with a float and toothpick would also work, but I seem to be able to fish 
more efficiently with the above set up.  In much shallower water, say 4 or less, I believe the larger 
indicators may spook some fish, so I switch to the pinch on foam indicators or a small float with a 
toothpick.   
 
For flies, the San Juan Worm and Simple Blood Worm will work as long as not tied too long.  A size 14 to 
20 hook in 2X to 3X should suffice noting that some of the fly may extend over the front and back of the 
hook.  Most of the chironomid larval stomach samples I have retrieved from fish in the early spring 
Eastern Washington lakes opener are very small, in the 4 to 6 mm range, with either a red and olive 
color.  This would translate into using about a size 20 2X or 3X hook.  Later in the season, I have seen 
larger larvae in stomach samples and use flies tied on the larger size 14 hook.  Bead-heads could be used 
to move the fly to depth quickly, but that could detract to the look of the fly unless a bead matching the 
abdomen color were to be used.  Two alternatives to a bead head would be to use a split shot above the 
fly or to use the Squirmy Wormy pattern which incorporates a bead in the mid-section of the fly.   
 
I do not use larval imitations in moving water that I fish, but if I were to do it, I would use standard or 
Euro nymphing techniques that keep the fly near the bottom.  My preference would be to use the 
Squirmy Wormy since it could imitate both a chironomid larva or a worm.   
 
Pupa and Adults: 
 
Lake Fishing 
Most chironomid fishing is done with pupal imitations.  Rising pupae and pupae trapped near the 
surface are easy targets for trout and are a feeding pattern that most anglers can identify.  The most 
difficult decision for me on a lake is whether to start the day with chironomids or use a leech or other 
pattern.  If I see chironomids hatching or other anglers catching fish on what appear to be chironomid 
patterns, the decision is easier.  If not, I usually start with casting or trolling leeches and checking 
stomach contents of the first few fish.  I do like to carry two poles on lakes, one rigged for chironomids 
and one typically with an intermediate line for casting or trolling.   
 
The Eastern Washington lakes I fish are generally not much deeper than 15 feet where I want to fish 
chironomids.  Unless I see significant action on the surface and want to fish shallow, I start with the slip 
indicator previously described with the bottom fly set to about 1 foot off of the bottom.  If I don’t know 
the size and color fish are eating, I start with either a #16 black body with silver ribbing (such as the Alec 
Jackson Chromie), or black with red ribbing (such as the Art Carlson Morning Fly.  Size 16 seems to be 
the average for chironomids where I fish.  Note that further north such as the Canadian lakes around 
Kamloops, the chironomids are larger.  I fluctuate between using one and two flies.  I like a two-fly rig 
since it allows me to use two different sizes or colors at slightly different depths.  However, the major 
disadvantage to two flies is the tendency to wrap lines and flies into a frustrating mess when fish are 
biting.  If I have a good idea of the size and color of chironomids emerging, then I like to use just one fly.  
To make this determination, I grab a stomach sample of the first one or two fish I catch and observe size 
and color.   
 
If I don’t have a specific location where I have caught fish before, I look for drop offs, weed edges, or just 
off shoreline cattails.  Using a depth finder that reliably shows fish can be a tremendous asset.  Some 
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anglers anchor in a good area; I prefer not to unless there is too much wind to comfortably remain in 
one area.  I cast, let the flies sink to the bottom, and either leave them and let the surface currents move 
the flies or slowly retrieve them.  If the indicator moves sideways or downwards, I try to hesitate for a 
second or two and then set the hook.  If I am fishing in water deeper than the length of my fly rod, I try 
to ensure that the loop in my slip indicator disengages; otherwise landing the fish with a long leader is 
difficult.  If I don’t get any action in an area in about 10 minutes, I either move on or change depths if I 
have faith in where I am fishing.  Changing depths can be critical especially if the fish are selective on the 
depth at which they feed.  Fishing below the feeding depth will be dismal since the fish are not looking 
down to feed.  Also, as the day moves on, the fish may switch from one size and color of chironomid to 
another so stomach samples should be obtained every hour or so.   
 
For fishing in water about 5 feet or shallower, I prefer using a standard leader and a pinch-on foam 
indicator which doesn’t disturb the fish.  I also switch to a more realistic fly such as Phil Rowley’s Clear 
Water Pupa, Clear Water Pupa – Modified, or the Chromie.  For fishing a pupa near the surface, I believe 
it is very important to incorporate shine in the body of the fly pattern to match the reflection of light off 
the trapped gases just inside the pupal case.  
 
Most of the stillwaters around the Columbia Basin are fished in depths less than 20 feet, but it can be 
useful to be able to go deeper.  For water deeper than 20 feet, it’s very difficult to cast a leader, 
indicator, and fly set-up. In this case I follow the Chan/Rowley recommendation to use a full sink line 
with about a four-foot leader.  Use the alligator clip technique to find the depth and then fish with fly 
line plus leader plus tippet to match the desired depth.  Cast the line and let it sink so that the line is 
straight below the rod tip and move the rod tip up and down slowly while remaining in one place or 
moving the float tube/pontoon boat very slowly in the water.  This method is similar to that used by 
walleye fishermen using weighted jigs. Another method is to cast out to the depth fish are feeding or 
add 4 to 6 feet more of line than the desired depth, let the fly sink to the bottom, and then slowly hand-
twist retrieve it up through the water column.  I have also used a full sink or intermediate line and 
trolled a chironomid near the bottom behind a weighted leech as a searching technique.    
 
When fish are observed bulging near the surface or heads are seen taking chironomids on or near the 
surface, different techniques and flies are called for.  One of the keys to catching fish in this case, is not 
letting the fly sink below the feeding zone.  I have watched fish swim one to two feet below the surface 
looking for easy chironomid meals.  A fly fished more than two feet below the surface could be totally 
missed.  A rule of thumb is that if the fish are bulging without no heads appearing, they are feeding 
within the top foot or so.  If fish heads are seen, fish are taking hatching pupae in the surface film, or 
less likely, adults that have not escaped.   
 
For the bulging fish, the following are techniques that have worked for me: 
 

1. Fishing the Foam-Head Chironomid Adult either with or without a trailing pupal pattern.  This 
pattern by itself is designed to float in the surface film.  Coupled with a small, lightweight pupal 
pattern such as the Clear Water Pupa - Modified, fish have the option of taking either the fly in 
the film or the fly just below the surface.  Fish this with a floating line with the last foot of the 
tippet greased.  This combination can be moved slowly, but movement has a tendency to sink 
the flies.   

2. Casting a Surface Hatching Midge near an area where a fish has bulged or where a head is seen 
above the water surface.   
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3. Fishing a pupal pattern beneath a pinch-on foam indicator.  Sometimes with a smaller fly, I cut 
the foam indicator in half.   

 
For fish feeding in the surface film or clearly taking adults, I recommend starting with the Surface 
Hatching Midge which is a minor variation of the Brian Chan Lady McConnell, the Lady McConnell itself, 
the Shuttlecock Buzzer type patterns, or the 90 Percenter.  Each of these flies should be cast and let sit.   
 
Sometimes females returning to lay eggs or males mating with females may create the image of a 
cluster of midges.  The Griffith’s Gnat was developed just for that purpose and does work.  I have had 
more success with this on moving water than lakes, but it should work well in lakes as well.   

 
Pupae in moving water:   
I rarely fish pupal patterns in moving water, primarily because I fish moving water in the warmer months 
when hatches of larger insects are underway.  With larger insects on the water, trout seem to ignore 
chironomid pupa or at least they don’t get really excited about them.  However, in the colder months 
when typically, only Baetis and Chironomids are on the water, then the chironomid pupal and adult 
patterns need to be available.   
 
Pupal patterns in stillwaters can be fished like most any nymphs, with or without indicators and in the 
surface film.  In slow moving water near the surface, small indicators, fishing below a dry fly, or greased 
tippets should be used to avoid spooking fish.  In cooler water temperatures, accurate casting may be 
required as the fish are less likely to move far for a small meal.   
 

Recommended Flies 
 

Fly Name Stage Fly ID Water Type 

San Juan Worm  Larva 17 Stream 

Cliff's Blood Worm Larva 167 Lake or Stream 

Simple Blood Worm  Larva 251 Lake 

Squirmy Wormy Larva 390 Lake or Stream 

Thread-Body Chironomid  Pupa 27 Lake 

Ice Cream Cone  Pupa 30 Lake 

BOB Black-on-Black Pupa 113 Lake 

Art Carlson Morning Fly Pupa 117 Lake 

Brown-Yellow Midge  Pupa 130 Lake 

Alec Jackson "Chromie" Pupa 158 Lake 

Zebra Midge - Missouri River  Pupa 169 All 

Chromie  Pupa 203 Lake 

Clear Water Pupa  Pupa 204 Lake 

Clear Water Pupa - Modified Pupa 253 Lake 

Griffith’s Gnat Adult 14 All 

Shuttlecock Buzzer Adult 41 Lake or Stream 

Foam-Head Chironomid Adult  Adult 210 Lake 

Surface Hatching Midge  Adult 255 Lake 
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Other Flies 
 

Fly Name Stage Fly ID Water Type 

Chironomid Blood Worm – beadhead  Larva 31 Lake 

Anorexic Worm  Larva 142 Lake 

Chironomid Blood Worm - Simple 
Chironomid Larva 

Larva 209 Lake 

Rick’s Beadhead Chironomid Pupa 28 Lake 

Shearer’s Penny Brite Midge Pupa 33 Lake 

Serenditpity Pupa 35 All 

Zebra Flash Midge  Pupa 38 All 

Klinkhammer Special  Pupa 40 All 

Jim’s Midge Pupa 42 Lake 

YDC  Pupa 48 Lake 

Midge - Pheasant Tail Wing Case Pupa 77 Lake 

Midge Emerger Pupa 132 Lake 

Chironomid Emerger  Pupa 133 Lake 

Griffith’s Gnat Emerger Pupa 141 All 

Martis Midge Pupa 190 Lake 

RS-2  Pupa 225 All 

Chan's BH Chironomid Bomber  Pupa 361 Lake 

WD-40  Pupa 362 Lake 

Goddard's Suspender Midge Pupa Buzzer  Pupa 365 All 

Chan’s Pheasant Tail Chironomid  Pupa 366 Lake 

Mike McCwethy’s Adult Chironomid Adult 32 Lake 

Ken Iwamasa Midge Emerger  Adult 132 Lake 

90 Percenter  Adult 211 Lake 

Lady McConnel  Adult 363 Lake 
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Chironomidae 

Rich Holten photos. Top left – larva.  The remainder of photos show pupae. Note colors, 
gills on pupae and orangish wing pad.  
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Chironomidae 

Rich Holten photos.  Top:  Pupa.  Note shape of pupae, orangish wing case, and 
various stages and appearance of shuck as pupa prepares to hatch. Bottom:  Left 
– adult on water; Right – adult on window.   Note ribbing and shape of adult.  In 
underwater water photos of adult on surface (not shown) legs are silver/white 
and mid-section has orangish hue with shiny edge of wing on both sides.   
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Gammaridae and Hyalellidae (Scuds) 
 
Species/Notes 
 
Scud is a generic name is used for multiple genera.  Scuds belong to the Amphipoda order. As of 1981, 
there were three families and approximately 90 species of scuds in North America.  Two genera 
dominate fly fishing:  Gammarus from the Gammaridae family and Hyalella from the Hyalellidae family, 
both of which belong to the Gammaridea suborder.  Jeff Morgan is even more specific in stating that 
two species are most important to fly fishing:  Hyallela azteca and Gammarus pulex. 
 

Distribution/Habitat 
 
Scuds primarily are found in alkaline water and therefore are present in a majority of the lowland and 
shrub steppe regions of Eastern Washington and Eastern Oregon.  In some locations, such as Rocky Ford 
spring creek, they are very abundant and important to the fishery.  However, in many of the lakes and 
waters in this region, they may be present and may be found occasionally in stomach samples, but they 
are definitely secondary to other food items such as chironomids and damsels.  It is reported that they 
are also very prolific in tailwaters which have clean water and vegetation.   
 

Adult Description for On-Stream Identification and Fly-tying 
 

Stage Hook Sizes Identification and Fly-tying Criteria 

Scud Adult 12-20, 2XL 
straight nymph 
hook 

Size:  5-20 mm at maturity.  Color:  They generally 
have an almost translucent body with a darker head.  
Colors vary significantly by body of water and 
species.  For example, Hyalella are usually light 
brown or greenish but can be bluish, purple, dark 
brown, or reddish.  One of the key species of 
Gammarus is usually gray-blue, but sometimes 
lavender, brown, or greenish.  Stream samples from 
Rocky Ford in Washington State included grayish-
olive scuds, some with a single red dot visible from 
top only.  One captured scud had a 
yellowish/brownish/creamish colored coloration; 
another appeared metallic from top. A good rule of 
thumb is that the darker the vegetation, the darker 
the scud.  They are somewhat translucent so 
whatever they eat tends to show through.  As scuds 
age, they tend not to adapt to the color of their 
environment but take on a hardened yellow look.  
The bluish patterns seen may actually be newly 
molted scuds.  Dead or near dead scuds can be 
orange.  Antennae:  They have two pair of antennae 
that may be up to the same length as the body.   
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Tying Notes 
Scuds in nature are not usually curved like most imitations.  However, drop a scud into water and they 
do curl up in somewhat of a ball-like, protective position.  Consequently, scud patterns that are 
moved/retrieved or otherwise retrieved through the water should be tied on relatively straight hooks, 
not the TMC 2487 or 2488 curved “scud hooks”.  That being said, I have caught several fish on scud 
patterns tied with these hooks.  I do plan to tie most of my future patterns on straight hooks.   
 
My favorite size hooks are a number 14 through 20.  Use dubbing mixes to imitate the translucent body.  
I like to incorporate some Hi-Vis Antron or a similar material such as WAPSI Antron Sparkle Dubbing into 
the dubbing mix.  Brush out some of the dubbing on the bottom of the hook shank to simulate the legs.  
Although many patterns incorporate a scud back material over the back of the fly, it is possible that this 
material shines too much in waters with wary trout.  Instead of scud back material, apply UV cement 
across the top, hit it with the light, and quickly rub the top with a finger to remove shine.  On some of 
my patterns, I like to add more realism with very small eyes and antennae. The back tail is very obvious 
in swimming; it almost appears as single wide V-shaped tail.    Most of my scuds are grayish-olive but I 
do carry a few dull orange patterns.   
 

Lifecycle 
 
The consensus among multiple references is that scuds live about a year and can mate/spawn multiple 
times from late winter to fall.  The newly hatched scuds carryover the winter and start the next set of 
broods in the following year.  Some references suggest that the some of the adults begin dying off after 
spring resulting in an overall smaller sized population in the summer in fall and it is this facet of the 
lifecycle that accounts for diminishing effectiveness of fishing scud imitations later in the year. The dying 
scuds take on an orange color and can attract trout that sometimes have a preference for the orange 
coloration.  Occasionally I will capture scuds or acquire stomach samples with a bluish coloration which 
is common among young or newly hatched scuds or just molted scuds.   
 
When capturing scud specimens, I have sometimes seen an orange-colored dot in the middle of the scud 
abdomen.  Ralph Cutter believes this is due to a parasite while other writers attribute the orange spot to 
eggs.   
 
According to entomologists and my observations, scuds avoid bright light and tend to move more 
frequently early and late in the day.  Also, scuds are almost always found near the bottom.  This 
correlates with my fishing success using scud imitations in low light conditions, moved slowly along the 
bottom with an intermediate line.  
 

Tactics 
 
I seem to be successful using scud imitations in a limited number of waters and consequently don’t rely 
on scuds unless I have evidence such as stomach samples and fish reports confirming that they are 
important where I plan to fish.   
 
Stillwaters 
As previously noted, present scud imitations close to the bottom mostly during low light hours.  Fish 
smaller scuds in the spring and larger scuds later in the year.  Try the more common gray or olive scuds 
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and later in the year, consider using orange scuds.  In late summer, I have watched wary trout turn and 
move toward a dead-drifted orange scud at Rocky Ford.  Capture a few scuds with a small aquarium net 
so that color and size can be matched as closely as possible.   
 
On stillwaters, scud patterns can be effectively fished with both floating and sinking fly lines.  If the 
water is not too deep, a clear or clear cammo intermediate line is the best choice.  The goal with either 
setup is to present the fly as close to the bottom vegetation or other structure as possible. Weighted 
patterns are very effective when used with floating fly lines.  Use a leader that is at least 25% longer 
than the depth you are fishing to ensure your fly can reach the bottom zone prior to beginning a 
retrieve.  Intermediate or slow sinking fly lines and 3 to 4-meter-long leaders are best option for a cast 
and retrieve presentation.  After casting, wait long enough before initiating a retrieve to fish the fly as 
close to the lake bottom as possible.  It may also help to make the retrieve with the tip of the fly rod in 
the water.  Take the sink rate of the fly line (inches/second) and the depth being fished to determine 
how many seconds it will take to get down to the desired depth zone.  A slow, 5 to 15 cm long strip 
retrieve interspersed with regular 2 to 5 second pauses is a good imitation of the swimming action of 
shrimp.  A Duncan loop knot or a non-slip loop knot will provide a fly with a lot more natural movement 
when retrieved through the water. 
 
Slow, hand twist retrieves are almost always the best choice.  If sight-fishing, let the scud sink to bottom 
until a fish appears then with about five one-inch strips jump the fly off the bottom and let it re-settle.  If 
a trout is slowly following a retrieved fly, pause it and then if there is no take, jump it off the bottom.  It 
can also be highly effective to bring the fly to the top of a rock or ledge along the bank and pull the fly 
off of the rock or ledge as a fish moves toward the fly.   
 
Rivers and Streams 
Faster currents seem to be a factor in fishing scuds in moving water, likely due to the fact that scuds 
scurry around the bottom but can be dislodged by current surges in tailwaters, floods, and other events.  
In tailwaters, if the water recedes too much, scuds can perish and the orange-colored imitations can be 
highly effective when the water rises again and washes the orange scuds into the current.   
 

Recommended Flies 
 

Fly Name Stage Fly ID Water Type 

Scud – Epoxy Back Detailed Adult 88 All 

Scud - Epoxy Back, 16 or 18 Adult 127 All 

Scud with Hun Legs Adult 138 All 

 

Other Flies 

 
None 
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  Scud 

Rich Holten photos showing size, translucence, and an 
orange spot. 
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Asellidae (Sowbugs) 
 

Species/Notes 
 
Sowbugs for fly fishing are classified under the Isopoda Order and Asellidae Family.  There are multiple 
genera but the most common is Asellus.  There are over a thousand species of Isopoda in North America 
but only 85 live in fresh water and of these 10 are widely distributed.   
 

Distribution/Habitat 
 
Sowbugs are not quite as prolific or as important as scuds (Amphipoda), but in certain waters they are 
more common and serve the same role.  As a rule of thumb, if there are scuds in a body of water, 
Sowbugs are probably there as well.  Many have adapted to a specific body of water and are only found 
there.  They prefer slow to moderate currents and are most abundant in spring creeks with rich aquatic 
vegetation.  They like to hide under rocks, vegetation, and debris and prefer water less than 3 feet deep.  
Numbers can range from none to thousands per square meter.  They seem to be more abundant in 
water with higher concentrations of calcium and dissolved solids. 
   

Adult Description for On-Stream Identification and Fly-tying 
 

Fly Tying and Identification 

 

Stage Hook Sizes Identification and Fly-tying Criteria 

Sowbug Adult 12-16, 2XL or 3 XL Size: 10-18mm.  Color:  Most often they have dark, 
slate gray backs and whitish bellies yet the color 
combinations can mix up black, dusky, or brown 
backs with yellowish or creamy bellies.  Other colors 
include dark brown to tan, olive, or reddish/pinkish 
bodies. On almost all water bodies, one species will 
make up the entire population.  Shape:  Sowbugs 
have a flattened shape.  Abdomen: There is a one 
segment abdomen that is slightly larger than a single 
thorax segment and is rounded.  Thorax: They have 
a seven-segment thorax and a one segment 
abdomen.  Antennae:  They have two pairs of 
antennae - one pair short and one pair long.  (Note - 
this description applies to the to the Asellus genus) 

 
 
Tying Notes 

1. To tie Sowbug imitations, take a standard size 12-16 nymph hook and wrap the body with five or 
six wraps of .20 lead wire.  Flatten the lead wire and super glue or epoxy the flattened body.  
Add white dubbing and a dark gray scud back ribbed with 4x clear mono.  Once tied, pick out the 
sides a bit to finish the fly.  
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2.  It is not recommended to use bead heads.  Sowbugs don’t have air bubbles.   
3. Try to imitate the dark top side and the lighter, cream-colored underside.   

 

Lifecycle 
 
Most sowbugs living in trout waters live for one year from spring to spring/summer.  They generally 
breed in the spring or early summer before perishing.  Similar to scuds, the sowbugs in summer and fall 
are young and small and not as important to fishermen.  One exception to this is the Big Horn River in 
Montana where sowbug imitations are important through much of the summer, possibly due to the 
cooler water from the reservoir.   
 
Sowbugs spend most of their lives on the bottom, in and around vegetation and are not available to 
trout unless dislodged by currents, fishermen wading, or trout nosing them out of vegetation.  They are 
very poor swimmers and when dislodged, tumble in the water so that they are very easy prey.   
 

Tactics 
 
I have limited experience fishing sowbug imitations in rivers.  Typically, I have fished them under an 
indicator set to fish them near the bottom.  I suspect Euro-nymphing methods could be successful as 
well.   
 
Based on what I have seen at fly shops near different rivers and seen in literature, sowbugs can vary in 
color suggesting that a fly box should contain multiple colors.  
 

Recommended Flies 
  

Fly Name Stage Fly ID Water Type 

Sowbug Imitation Adult 170 All 

Ray Charles Adult 367 All 

 

Other Flies 

 
None 
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Sow Bug 

Rich Holten photo showing shape and segmentation.  Note that 
colors vary from this brown to olive, cream, and pink.   
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Leeches 
 
 

Species/Notes  

 
Leeches belong to the Annelida phylum and Clitellata class.  Although Wikipedia states that they are 
classified under the Hirudinea subclass and many web references use this term, the ITIS notes that there 
is disagreement on the taxonomic classification and lists Hirudinea as “invalid.”  It appears that most if 
not all of the aquatic leeches belong to the Hirudinida Order and Hirudinidae Family in the ITIS.    
 
Worldwide there are some 700 species of leeches, of which some 100 are marine, 90 terrestrial and the 
remainder freshwater.  There are at least 63 or more species of freshwater aquatic leeches in North 
America.   
 

Distribution/Habitat 
 
The majority of leeches live in freshwater environments, while some species can be found in terrestrial 
and marine environments.  They can thrive almost anywhere but are most common in slow moving 
rivers, lakes, ponds, and springs.  Tannic lakes or algae type lakes are prime habitats and often have 
enormous densities.  Although they can survive at any depth 10 to 50 feet is normal and more typically, 
they may be in water less than six to eight feet.  Most of the time they need something to attach to so 
they are not as common in substrates with mud, silt, or clay.  I have personally found leeches in stomach 
contents of lakes in Eastern Washington and found them in my net samples in several Western rivers.   

 
Adult Description for On-Stream Identification and Fly-tying 
 

Stage Hook Sizes Identification and Fly-tying Criteria 

Leech Adult 6-14, 3XL or 4XL Size:  They range in length from 5 to 400 mm but 
more commonly 20 to 45 mm. Shape:  Leeches have 
a flattened, segmented worm-like appearance.  
Color:  Colors vary greatly and may include black, 
brown, maroon, or olive.   Many species are spotted 
or have stripes with colors such as pinks, yellows, 
and orange.  Abdomen:  Some may have lateral 
stripes and a lighter underbelly 

 
Tying Notes 

1. The key feature of any leech pattern is movement.  Two of the best materials are marabou and 
rabbit fur strips.   Soft dubbing, leather, and fox hair are also good materials to create life-like 
leech patterns.  Many of the fishermen in the Columbia Basin Fly Casters (CBFC) use what we 
call the Denny Leech which is tied only with marabou (See patterns list for details).  The Wooly 
Bugger or Seal Bugger can also be a great leech imitation and a good searching pattern to try in 
our Eastern Washington lakes.  When tying with marabou, use the marabou with barbs that is 
located closer to the bottom of the stem.  15-25 of them is enough for most flies.   
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Another key feature is the undulating swimming motion.  Some tyers recommend adding weight 
to front of pattern so leech sinks on pauses during the retrieve. Others believe that flies tied 
with stout hooks, beads, cones, or excessive weight sink unnaturally fast, especially in the slow-
moving water where leech patterns are most used.  They recommend tying flies with no weight 
or just enough weight to make them sink.  I like using zonker materials for the tails for both 
motion and durability.   Be wary of fly patterns that recommend using long shank hooks – the 
shorter hooks seem to emphasize movement of the tail.  Articulated flies can work but take 
longer to tie.  Lightweight hooks with a large gape are also useful to achieve the proper motion.   

2. Most fly-fishing writers seem to recommend sticking with darker colors such as green, olive, 
brown, maroon, and black.  Mottled, variegated patterns can work well.  Darker colors offer a 
great silhouette, a key component for low light or evening fishing.  When dead they almost all 
appear to be black, brown, or olive which may account for these being the most used colors for 
flies. The CBFC fishermen often start with olive or black but many have been successful in local 
lakes using orange and maroon.  At Rocky Ford, white bunny leeches have provided some good 
days.  The off-colors don’t seem to represent leeches and may just be attractors or may be more 
suggestive of other fish food items such as sculpins or crayfish.  Other colors used for leeches 
are blue, yellow, red, and purple.  For some reason, a yellow beadhead seems to work 
exceptionally well in the Tucannon Lakes in Washington.  Leeches often become paler under 
cover of darkness and the belly shade is almost always lighter than the backs.  Leeches also have 
a reflective quality under certain conditions.  Using Crystal Chenille, dubbed bodies, or peacock 
adds a shimmer to any pattern.   

3. Shape – use long slender patterns since leeches stretch out when resting.   
4. The last feature of importance is size.  Trout prefer leeches three inches or less and possible 

more in the range of 1 ½ to 2 inches and sometimes even smaller such as “mini-leeches” which 
can be ½ “to 1”.  Use a size 6 hook for the largest of patterns and a number 12 for most 
patterns.   

 

Lifecycle 
 
Adult: 
Leeches have no emergence of any kind. They may live as long as five years and can be available year-
around.  They prefer to hulk in the shadows hidden under rocks or sticks or buried in mud during the 
height of the day.  They are primarily nocturnal, venturing out to feed late in the day or during the 
evening. 
 
Leeches are hermaphroditic but need a partner to reproduce.  Most have a spring brood and a late 
summer brood meaning that large leeches are pretty much around throughout the fishing season of 
April-September.  Baby leeches born in early spring and emerge from their cocoons a few weeks later.   
 

Tactics 
 
Adult: 
According to Jeff Morgan, on average, leeches make up 2-5% of trout diet although other stillwater 
fishing books claim leeches make up 15-20%.  Part of the reason that they are not a bigger factor in trout 
diets is that they are nocturnal and not as often available as other items during the day when most 
people are fishing.  However, due to their size, trout rarely pass up a leech meal. A variety of leech 
patterns in an array of colors and sizes should be part of the stillwater fly box.  Leeches are pretty much 
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around throughout fishing season and become more important toward the end as other food types have 
hatched and reproduced.   
 
Presentation:  
Leech patterns can be fished with floating lines and long leaders, floating lines with strike indicators, and 
all densities of sinking lines.  My experience shows that they are best fished with clear or clear cammo 
intermediate lines.  Regardless of fly line selection, it is important to fish leech patterns close to the 
bottom where they are most often found.   
 
In Anthony Lake in Eastern Oregon, I have seen concentrations of fish at 15 to 20 feet deep where the 
bottom was 27 feet deep.  In that case, a depth finder/fish finder can be invaluable in pin pointing fish 
locations and depths for presenting leeches.  For that situation, I have used a full sink line for leech 
fishing, noting how much line was outside of the reel when I started catching fish.   
 
In early spring and summer, adult leeches are the most abundant.  As the young are hatched and 
develop during the summer months, they become more available to fish.  A good rule of thumb is to 
start the year in early spring with larger flies in the 8 to 10 range, then gradually move to size 12s as the 
young mature.   
 
Leeches both crawl and swim along bottom.  Most leeches aren't particularly fast swimmers - they seem 
to almost hang in the water.  Leeches move by a crawling type motion, swimming, searching (slow 
swimming in search of prey), and no movement if they believe trout are near.  The swimming motion 
can be imitated with almost any leech pattern stripped back to you or trolled from a floating device.  
Leeches swim in an up and down sinusoidal motion which is effectively imitated with a bead-headed 
pattern tied on with a non-slip loop knot or by moving the rod tip up and down to simulate leech 
movement.  Slow retrieves are usually more effective than fast ones.  In one Eastern Washington Lake, I 
was most successful casting a balanced leech into five feet of water near a drop off where I moved my 
fly slowly through the drop off to about ten feet followed by barely moving my fly.  Slow movement is 
not a hard and fast rule – I have also been successful at Rocky stripping larger bunny leeches very fast.   
 
Fish often hit the leeches with their head to stun them and then return for the kill or perhaps the fish 
are curious.   While trolling, when feeling a strike, drop the rod tip as far as possible, let the fly descend 
as far as possible, and then set the hook or set the hook when you feel the weight of the fish.  
Sometimes a fish will hit a fly multiple times before actually taking it.  This requires a lot of patience not 
to strike too early.  Rods with softer tips offer better hookup percentages for me than stiff rods that 
seem to more often result in the fly being jerked out of the fish’s mouth.   
 

Recommended Flies 
 

Fly Name Stage Fly ID Water Type 

Leech - Zonker Tail Adult 4 All 

Wooly Bugger Adult 6 All 

Rickard’s Seal Bugger Adult 26 All 

Beadhead Killer Bugger Adult 49 All 

Pine Squirrel Leech Adult 78 All 

Marabou Leech Adult 81 All 

Bruised Leech - Balanced Adult 91 All 
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Rocky Ford Leech Adult 100 Lake 

RB Squirrel, olive Adult 125 All 

Big Four Yellow Bugger Adult 128 All 

Gano Bugger Adult 144 All 

Denny Leech Adult 216 All 

Elkhorn Special Adult 218 All 

Wooly Worm Adult 349 All 

Leech - Bunny Tail Marabou Body Adult 396 All 

Leech - Bunny Tail Bunny Body Adult 397 All 

Humongous Wooly Bugger Adult 402 All 

 

Other Flies 

 
Fly Name Stage Fly ID Water Type 

Bow Bugger Adult 18 All 

Bow Bugger - Deer Head Adult 20 All 

Mohair Leech Adult 34 All 

Crystal Bugger Adult 46 All 

Nano's Leech Adult 200 All 

Rich's Balanced Leech Adult 387 All 
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Leeches 

Rich Holten photos of leeches in a resting position above and elongated below. 
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Formicidae (Ants) 
 
 

Species/Notes 
 
Ants belong to the Hymenoptera Order and Formicidae Family, which also includes sawflies, bees, and 
wasps.  There are numerous references on common ants found in North America.  There are a multitude 
of different genera and species in the Northwest.  Although they differ in size and coloration, they 
possess the same general shape.  For anglers, it is important to have a sufficient number of both winged 
and unwinged patterns in a number of sizes and colors.   
 

Distribution/Habitat 
 
Ants are terrestrial and occur in a wide variety of climates and are the most numerous of insects.  They 
are of interest to fly fishermen because they fall or are blown into the water and are readily consumed 
by trout.   
 

Adult Description for On-Stream Identification and Fly-tying 
 

Stage Hook Sizes Identification and Fly-tying Criteria 

Ant Adult 12-22 dry fly hook Note that for any genera/species, sizes and some 
features vary depending on the type of ant whether 
it be a worker, soldier, herder, male reproducer with 
wings, or a queen.  General Features:  Size -typical 
sizes encountered have ranged from 4 to 9 mm.  
Shape:  There should be three distinct features, 
abdomen, thorax, and head in decreasing size.  
Color:  All black, all cinnamon, cinnamon abdomen 
and black thorax/head are typical.  Legs:  Emanate 
from the area between the abdomen and thorax 
and may be represented by hackle.  Wings:  may or 
may not have wings - check naturals on the water. 
Antennae: are elbowed but generally not important 
in flies.  

 
Tying Notes 

1. Numerous fish have been caught on a simple ant pattern consisting of two balls of dubbing and 
hackle in between.  These patterns can have several shortcomings:  they are difficult to see, 
often rejected by heavily pressured fish, poor floaters in fast water, and they float awkwardly in 
slow water.  Adding wings adds dimension to patterns, helps with floatation and in many cases 
imitates all of the ants on the water.  Good winging materials are hackle tips, Raffia, Z-wing, and 
CDC.  Also, use sparkle dubbing since ant bodies have tiny hairs on their abdomens that recast 
light.  Try using contrasting colors for visibility but try to avoid bright colors which studies 
indicate tend to turn off fish.  Wings vary in color from smoky gray to hyaline.  They can be semi-
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erect like a mayfly to flat on top of the body like a caddisfly.  Wings may also protrude at 90-
degree angles in spent fashion.   

2. One exception to not using a pattern without wings is that some ultra-selective fish may key on 
tiny ants which are generally worker ants which are wingless.  Use a standard ant pattern with 
deer legs for this situation.  Another option is to use sunken ant patterns since ants don’t remain 
on surface long.  Sunken ants can be fished under a dry fly and are best dead-drifted.  Things to 
avoid:  over-hackled flies which don’t ride properly in water, loose dubbing from tying or fish 
teeth, and big flashy colors.  In many studies, bright colors painted on trout prey has shown to 
reduce the number of food items ingested.   

3. According to Ralph Cutter, most ant patterns are tied wrong.  Ants have tiny hairs on body that 
capture tiny bubbles and appear to be very shiny from the underside.  Foam ants while they do 
trap bubbles, tend to float too high.  Cutter perfected a pattern called the Perfect Ant which 
consists of a body of loosely dubbed antron which is sparkly and traps bubbles as well. The top is 
a deer-hair shell tied humpy style.  The tips of the deer hair are tied upwards into a post and a 
hackle is wound around the post parachute style.  This fly has an excellent ident pattern on the 
water.  Cutter believes that most people tend to fish ants that are too small although our 
experience on the Lochsa and St. Joe rivers and Anthony Lake seems to indicate otherwise.  
Cutter presents ant patterns drag-free on moving water.  If the fly sinks, so much the better.  If 
fish reject the floating ant, sink it with a small split shot under a taut line. 

4. Another tier emphasizes the thin constriction or waist and the enlarged, round portion of the 
abdomen.  Too often fly tiers build large flies on small hooks and obscure the thin waist.  
Exaggerating the thin waist leaves no doubt in the trout's mind that the imitation is an ant.  The 
three parts of the ant anatomy are usually represented by a dubbed head, hackle at the thorax, 
and a dubbed abdomen.  The hackle provides enough material to give the appearance of a 
thorax between the head and thorax.  However, in certain ants such as the larger Carpenter 
Ants, the thorax is very distinct and ties should incorporate a slight, elongated thorax between 
the head and abdomen.  For these ties, a 2x or longer hook is required.  Legs are another feature 
to be imitated.  The antennae are small and not needed on flies.  

 

Lifecycle 
 
Ants go through complete metamorphosis, egg, larva, pupa, and adult.  The larvae and pupae are both 
fully terrestrial unless somehow washed into water.   
 
Larva/Pupa: 
The larval and pupal stages of ants are terrestrial and not a factor in fly fishing.   
 
Adult: 
Adult ants are important to fishermen when the either fall or are swept into moving water, a somewhat 
rare occurrence, or when winged ants land on the water.  There is some speculation among fly 
fishermen as to whether some ants are aquatic and hatch in water which would contradict my 
entomology reference books.  One member of our fly-fishing club believes that they are somehow 
emerging because while on Anthony Lake, he sees many winged ants on the water, but none on his 
person or his watercraft indicating that the ants have come from below and not above him.  His 
conclusion is difficult to refute.  It is worthy to note that when they are seen on lake or river surfaces, 
floating patterns – not emergers - work exceptionally well.  Solving the controversy will continue to 
provide for good discussions, but probably not necessary in catching fish.   
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At some point in an ant colony, large numbers of males and females may leave home to begin a mating 
sequence.  Why they fall into the water in large numbers is not well explained.  Jeff Morgan proposes 
that higher elevation lakes experience ant falls due to updrafts that carry primarily carpenter ants into 
high mountain lakes such as the Anthony Lakes region of Eastern Oregon.  Perhaps the ants tire after 
flying long distances, but why they end up on the water is still a mystery to me.  Observations of winged 
ants are not limited to high elevation lakes as I have captured some from the surface of Quail Lake in the 
Potholes region of Eastern Washington.   
 
 We have also observed and captured winged ants on higher elevation streams such as the Lochsa River 
in Idaho.  Rene Harrop and others write about a version of ant they call the Honey Ant that can be 
important to fishermen on the Henry’s Fork.   
 
Regardless of the why or how, ants winged and unwinged show up in the Northwest, and ant imitations 
can be very effective in catching trout.   
 

Tactics 
 
Adult: 
The adult ants are the only stage that are important to fishermen.  The larvae and pupae are fully 
terrestrial.   
 
Ants can be available to trout most of the year, but most of the best ant pattern fishing in both streams 
and lakes occurs in the summer and early fall, especially when the large swarms appear on lakes.  When 
we have seen the large swarms on lakes, ant patterns seem to be the only fly trout are interested in.  
Using imitations that match size and color, the fishing can be exceptional.   
 
On moving water, I might use ant patterns anytime, but I tend to use them more frequently when I 
either see them on the water or use them to attract fish when there is no visible hatch of other insects 
underway.   
 
Fly fishers should have a wide assortment of ants available, ranging from patterns tied on size 12 to 22 
standard length dry fly hooks in multiple colors including primarily black, then cinnamon and black/red 
combinations, and finally a few all red.  I tend to favor patterns with wings but carry unwinged versions 
of each size and color as well.  I fish them only with dry lines although some anglers comment that sunk 
patterns fished dead drift can work.   
 

Recommended Flies 
 

Fly Name Stage Fly ID Water Type 

Ant - Standard Adult 59 Moderate 

Winged Ant Adult 143 Moderate 

Harrop Dark Honey Ant Adult 160 Moderate 

Orange and Black Ant Adult 162 Moderate 

Perfect Ant Adult 191 Moderate 

Cascade Flying Ant Adult 376 Moderate 
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Ant- transparent wing Adult 399 Moderate 

Ant - three segment Adult 401 Moderate 

 

Other Flies 
 

Fly Name Stage Fly ID Water Type 

Ant Carol Adult 98 Moderate 

Shimazaki Flying Ant Adult 161 Moderate 
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Ant 

Top:  Bob Newell photo of Carpenter Ant and flying ant.  Bottom:  Rich Holten 
photos of flying ants.  

Carpenter Ant – Bob Newell Photo 
Bob Newell Photo – Touchet River 

Flying Ant from 
Grande Ronde Lake 

Flying Ant, St. 
Joe River, size 
20-22 

Hook size 10 length 
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Acridoidea (Grasshoppers) 
 
 

Species/Notes 
 
Grasshoppers are a group of insects belonging to the order Orthoptera and suborder Caelifera.   
Orthoptera is an order of insects that comprises the grasshoppers, locusts and crickets, including closely 
related insects such as the katydids and wetas. The order is subdivided into two suborders: Caelifera – 
grasshoppers, locusts and close relatives; and Ensifera – crickets and close relatives.  Below this 
classification level are multiple families, genera, and species.  There are up to 600 grasshopper species 
identified in North America.   
 

Distribution/Habitat 
 
Grasshoppers are most often found in dry climates.  It is rare to see them in the coastal mountains and 
rainy areas of the Northwest. 
 

Adult Description for On-Stream Identification and Fly-tying 
 

Stage Hook Sizes Identification and Fly-tying Criteria 

Hopper Adult 6 -16 4XL nymph 
hooks.  Size 12 is a 
recommended 
starting point. 

Size:  8 to 25 mm are common with even larger 
hoppers observed. Color:  Grasshoppers come in a 
variety of hues with yellow, green. brown, and 
cream predominating.  Coloration is often mottled. 
Abdomen:  The abdomen and thorax are 
segmented.  The abdomen has eleven segments, 
the first of which is fused to the thorax. Wings:  
Narrow forewings and large and membranous, 
veined hind wings.  The head is large and has two 
relatively short antennae.   

 
Tying Notes 

1. Smaller patterns 10-14 tend to work better than the larger ones.  The smaller ones are more 
available to fish because they are weaker fliers and more susceptible to high winds and rain. 
Legs are important to patterns - red legs seem to be the most common.   

2. Tie a variety of color and sizes.  Suggest starting out by matching the color of the habitat:  
greens and tans in meadows, gray on rocky streams, and brown in sparse vegetation like the 
desert.  Some hoppers have mottled colors.   Gerald Almy prefers hopper patterns with yellow 
bodies.  

3. Bill (Bugs) Logan in an article in the Summer 2006 issue of Fly Tying has the following 
recommendations: 

• Yellow or bright hoppers were the poorest performers.  Those with only yellow abdomens 
worked better especially after he toned them down with a marker.  Tan, brown and gray 
flies worked best. 
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• Incorrectly floating flies received notably fewer hits especially those whose wings had 
cocked up after a bit of wear.  Patterns with deer hair wings were the worst offenders.  
Once surface tension grasps tilted wings, flies ride with their butts hanging down very 
unnaturally.   

• Realistic patterns provide a distinct advantage on pounded water.   
4. When hoppers fall on the water, their legs spread out from the body.  
5. Hopper patterns should ride low in the water with at least half of the body in the film or below.  

See the photos at the end of this section.   
 

Lifecycle 
 
Nymphs: 
Most hopper eggs hatch from early to late spring although some may hatch in the fall and over-winter as 
immature nymphs which are very similar in appearance to adults with the exception of a lack of wings.  
The young nymphs are active and many of them fall into the water.   
 
Adult: 
Hoppers have a one-year or shorter life cycle.  Males are usually more colorful and about one-half the 
size of females.  Often there will be two different size hoppers present but the same species.  Hoppers 
seem to prefer sunny days and warm temperatures.  In most places they will be active between 10 am 
and 6 pm.   

 
Tactics 
 
Nymph: 
Little information is available on tactics for grasshopper nymphs other than from Jeff Morgan who 
claims that trout prefer nymphs that reach the water while hopping around vegetation or are blown into 
the water.   
 
Adult: 
While sometimes using hoppers can produce very well, it is worth recognizing that trout do not eat 
anywhere near as many hoppers as anglers believe they do.  In some studies, ants and beetles combined 
accounted for more than 10 times the stomach contents of fish.  My own stream observations support 
this in that I rarely see hoppers floating on the water.  However, John McDaniel who has fished Henry’s 
Fork for years, claims that a large number of his bigger fish have been taken on hopper patterns.   
 
I have always been amazed at how fish will either ignore or just nip at a hopper that I have thrown into 
the water and watched as it floated down stream.  On a warm July day on Silver Creek, Idaho, I dropped 
a live hopper off of a bridge where large trout were actively feeding just downstream from the bridge.  
The trout ignored the large hopper and kept eating tiny Baetis instead.  This supports the observations 
of many anglers that hoppers may not be grabbed by trout if they are not on the water in sufficient 
numbers.  On those late summer windy days such as McDaniel experiences on the Henry’s Fork, 
conditions can be ideal for hopper fishing.  Otherwise, fish may nose your imitation or roll over it 
without eating it leaving some anglers thinking that they just missed the strike when it was actually a 
refusal.  Nonetheless, hopper imitations can catch fish and are worth trying for a while until it is clear 
that the fish are not eating them.  Focus hopper fishing in the afternoon when the hoppers are more 
active or during and after a good wind that blows them onto the water.   
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Some anglers fish hoppers only near the banks where hoppers may be more likely to have either fallen 
into or were blown into the water.  I have occasionally had good success fishing hoppers mid-stream in 
front of rocks, behind rocks, and through riffles.  If there are numerous drift boats using the water being 
fished, the fish along the banks may become wary of hopper patterns cast from drift boats to the 
water’s edge.    
 
John McDaniel recommends walking with the fly as it moves downstream to lengthen the drag-free 
portion of the cast.  He notes that it is very strange that many of the best fish take a hopper after it has 
drifted a long way.  He does not twitch the fly - dead drifts it only.  Other fishermen assert that fish key 
on hopper movement.  They note that many hoppers struggle and kick when they hit the water and this 
movement can be imitated by twitching the fly a handful of short two to three-inch pulls toward the 
bank.   
 
Other suggestions:   

1.  Fish hoppers in deep water such as canyons and pocket water where the larger hopper 
pattern may be enticing to fish near the bottom; 
2.  Use a hopper-dropper combo.  Numerous magazine articles have highly recommended this 
tactic;  
3. Try fishing a hopper wet either by adding a split shot or by using a weighted pattern.  A fellow 
angler resorts to the tactics of his younger days and does well by fixing a live hopper on a hook 
with a split shot above and drifting it below the water surface in riffles – he says it’s still “fly” 
fishing.   

 

Recommended Flies 
 

Fly Name Stage Fly ID Water Type 

Dave's Hopper Adult 58 All 

Rainy's Grand Hopper Adult 101 Moderate 

Stan's Hopper Adult 126 Moderate 

Foam Hopper Adult 276 Moderate 

 
 

Other Flies 
 

Fly Name Stage Fly ID Water Type 

Jim’s Ostrich Hopper Adult 71 Moderate 

Joe's Hopper Adult 55 Moderate 

Parachute Hopper Adult 56 All 
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Grasshopper  

Rich Holten photos of selected grasshoppers. Note the curved body on the 
water surface on the bottom left photo and the amount of body below the 
water surface on the bottom right photo. 
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Caelifera (Crickets) 
 
 

Species/Notes  

 
Crickets are a group of insects belonging to the order Orthoptera and suborder Caelifera.  Orthoptera is 
an order of insects that comprises the grasshoppers, locusts and crickets, including closely related 
insects such as the katydids and wetas. The order is subdivided into two suborders: Caelifera – 
grasshoppers, locusts and close relatives; and Ensifera – crickets and close relatives.  Under the suborder 
Ensifera, Crickets are members of the Gryllidae family. 
 
More than 900 species of crickets have been identified all around the world except at latitudes 55° or 
higher, with the greatest diversity being in the tropics. 
 

Distribution/Habitat 
 
Crickets are found in many habitats although for anglers, the crickets living in bushes and grasses along 
moving water are the most important.   
 

Adult Description for On-Stream Identification and Fly-tying 
 

Cricket Adults 2-12 4XL nymph 
hook 

Size:  Small to medium-sized insects, typically 12-24 
mm but up to 50 mm. Color:  Tree crickets are 
delicate white or pale green insects with 
transparent fore wings, while the field crickets are 
robust brown or black insects. Shape:  The 
abdomen, thorax, and head are not distinctly 
separated.  The abdomen comprises half to 2/3 of 
the body.  Thorax:  The first segment of the thorax is 
trapezoidal in shape and has a hard shell. It is 
smooth and has neither top or side ridges. Wings:  
The wings lie flat on the body and are very variable 
in size between species, being reduced in size in 
some crickets and missing in others.  
Head/Antennae:  The head is spherical with long 
slender antennae.   

 
Tying Notes 
None 
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Lifecycle 
 
Nymphs/Adult: 
The cricket lifecycle consists of an egg stage, a larval or nymph stage that increasingly resembles the 
adult form as the nymph grows, and an adult stage. The egg hatches into a nymph about the size of a 
fruit fly. The nymph passes through several stages to the adult.   
 
It is well known that crickets become much more active in late evening and through the night with the 
males chirping loudly to attract females.  Some of the many species can fly feebly, but mostly they are 
found on the ground.   
 

Tactics 
 
Nymph: 
No information. 
 
Adult: 
I have yet to experience a fishing situation where I thought I needed a cricket pattern.  Nor have I seen 
crickets in stomach samples.  I carry one cricket pattern that is essentially a Dave’s Hopper tied with all 
black materials.  If I were to use a cricket imitation, I would consider the same tactics as I would for 
fishing hopper imitations.   
 

Recommended Flies 
 
None – use a hopper pattern if necessary or tie a hopper pattern such as a Dave’s Hopper with all black 
materials.   
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Zygoptera (Damselflies) 
 
 

Species/Notes 
 
Damselflies are classified under the Sub Order Zygoptera.  The two primary families in North America 
are the Lestidae and the Coenagrionidae.  For tying and fishing purposes, the two are nearly identical, 
the major difference being that the Coenagrionidae are smaller.  
 

Distribution/Habitat 
 
Many nymphs live in shallow weed beds in 15 feet of water or less with most in shallow water less than 
4 feet which explains why they are best fished in shallower water.  They are generally not abundant in 
rivers and streams but may be found in spring creeks and tailwaters especially in frog water with 
vegetation. The Lestidae and Coenagrionidae mostly inhabit stillwater but the Coenagrionidae may be 
found in larger rivers and slower side water areas of streams. 
 

Nymph and Adult Descriptions for On-Stream Identification and Fly-tying 
 

Stage Hook Sizes Identification and Fly-tying Criteria 

Damselfly Nymph Use a size 10 4XL or 
8-10 3XL so that 
part of the 
abdomen extends 
beyond the bend of 
the hook to allow 
for flexibility.  Use 
smaller hooks for 
early spring 
immature nymphs.   

There are two primary species in Northwest, one 
about 25 mm and the other about 18 mm body 
length without the tails.  Early spring stomach 
samples showed immature nymphs from 6 - 9 mm 
including the tails.  In Mid-Columbia, most nymphs 
are olive to brownish-olive with immature nymphs 
appearing chartreuse.  In brownish water, they 
tend to take on more of a brown color.  There are 
three tail segments which are about 75 to 80% as 
long as the abdomen.  They have three pair of legs 
emanating from the thorax.  The abdomen has 
about 10 segments is about twice as long as the 
head and thorax combined.  The head is 
approximately twice as wide as the thorax and has 
very distinctive eyes.   
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Damselfly Adult Approximately a 
size 10 dry fly hook.  
Much of the body 
will extend beyond 
the eye of the 
hook.  

Size:  one species ranges from 60 to 75 mm while 
the other is usually no longer than 50 mm.  Color:  
Newly hatched damsels are mustard brown or pale 
green.  Mature adults change to blues or black and 
some species are shades of green, brown, red, or 
even yellow.  Females are often darker than males.  
In the primary Mid-Columbia species, females may 
be a light brownish olive or ginger while the males 
are bright blue with the black stripes on the 
abdomen. The abdomen is long (about 4 times the 
length of the head and thorax combined).  Males 
have black banding on the abdomen while the 
females are uniformly light brown.   The thorax is 
much thicker than the abdomen.  The head has 
very large eyes. Wings are clear and about 75% as 
long as the abdomen.   

 
Tying Notes 
Nymphs:  
Key tying considerations are as follow: 
 

1. Leave half of the abdomen hanging beyond the bend of the hook.  If possible, leave three 
filaments (gills) of material such as marabou loose at the end of the abdomen.  Also, the 
abdomen is clearly segmented.  I like the Marabou Damselfly Nymph and the Segmented Body 
Marabou Damsel flies which do well to imitate these features.   

2. Bodies should be thin and as noted above, segmented.  
3. The eyes are very prominent.  I use either pre-formed eyes or make eyes by burning 40# 

monofilament line.   
4. Legs are not as important to imitate, but it is not difficult to add material to form legs.   
5. I do not weight my damsel nymphs but instead prefer to fish them with an intermediate line.  
6. Tie most nymphs with a pale olive hue with a few tans. Small, immature nymphs may appear to 

have a chartreuse coloration.   
 
For adults, the two colors most common are blue and ginger.  Tie them on 4x dry fly hooks if available; 
otherwise, tie them on size 10-12 standard dry fly hooks which leaves much of the body hanging over 
the bend of the hook.  Avoid heavier hooks since many of the adult patterns are difficult to float.   

 
Lifecycle 
 
Damselflies life cycles vary from 1 to 3 years in length.  The lifecycle of Coenagrionidae closely follows 
that of Lestids except that adult emergence is heaviest in spring and summer, commonly occurring from 
May through August and many lay eggs by crawling down plant stems and depositing eggs underwater. 
 
Larva/Nymph: 
Entomologists classify the first life stage of damsels as a larva rather than a nymph although many fly-
fishing books refer to them as nymphs since they behave more like a typical nymph.  Eggs are deposited 
in plant stems.  As the eggs hatch, the larvae or nymphs take on the appearance of fully grown nymphs 
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but are very small.  These nymphs go through several molts before ending up as the mature nymphs we 
are accustomed to seeing.   
 
Earlier in the spring, I have seen several very small, chartreuse colored damsel nymphs in stomach 
samples but have not been successful in catching trout on flies that mimic these small damsels.    
 
Hatching: 
According to Hafele and Hughes in Western Hatches, Lestids are summer and fall emergers (June to 
September) while the somewhat smaller Coenagrionidae family damsels tend to emerge more in spring 
and summer.   
 
I have witnessed the spring migration of damsels toward shore or vegetation, seeing them crawl onto 
my pontoon boat, crawl onto rocks, and swim toward cattails and other vertical vegetation.  Migrations 
typically start as the water warms in mid-morning and continue through the day.  It is reported that 
most emergences take place at night or the early morning but I have witnessed emergences during the 
day.  Sometimes large numbers of nymphs in a body of water migrate toward shore and either climb on 
shore or climb up plant stems to hatch.  I witnessed a large migration at Grebe Lake in Yellowstone Park 
in mid-June.  Oddly enough, fishing with damsel imitations at that time was not productive.  It is possible 
that we caught the end of the migration and the fish had turned to other food items.   
 
Once hatching from the nymphal case begins, I have seen the process take just less than a half hour 
before the adult flew off.  Apparently, the wings need to fill with blood-like fluid and dry off before 
flight.    
 
Adult: 
Adult damselflies can stay alive longer than most aquatic insects.  I often see them in my yard in mid-
summer moving among the grass and bushes looking for smaller insects.  After a while, I begin to notice 
the blue/black males begin hooking themselves to the tan/ginger females.  Following mating, the 
females return to water to lay eggs.  Ralph Cutter reports that females land on tall vegetation growing in 
water, climb down the vegetation, and cut a hole to deposit eggs.   
 
 I have observed trout jumping at vegetation near the water, perhaps with the intent to knock damsels 
into the water.  Other anglers state that trout move around amongst vegetation looking for damsels 
underwater.  Jeff Morgan believes that after females deposit their eggs, they rise to the surface film 
where they are undetected by anglers but readily noticed by trout that feed on them.  Contrary to that 
statement, I have often been able to see spent females in the water (see photos at the end of this 
section).   
 

Tactics 
 
Larva/Nymph: 
Prior to the emergence migration, damsel nymphs live among bottom debris.  Although some writers 
believe they are not readily available to trout at this time, I have found very small damsel nymphs in 
stomach samples around the time of the March 1 lowland lakes fishing opener in Eastern Washington.  
But, as noted previously, I have not been successful using imitations of the small (less than 1 inch) bright 
chartreuse damsels.  As spring wears on, I do catch a fair number of fish casting and retrieving damsel 
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imitations near shore and sometimes in shallower water away from the shore.  When I have noticed the 
migrating damsels in the water, fishing damsel imitations improves significantly.   
 
Prior to migration, fish the nymphs just above vegetation.  In shallow water, retrieving nymphs through 
fish feeding on chironomids can attract the attention of trout.  This technique produced several larger 
fish in an Eastern Washington lake early in the fishing season.  
 
I prefer floating lines in very shallow water and intermediate lines in water three feet or deeper to 
present damsel nymphs.  I like to use slow, steady retrieves and some up and down motion.  If possible, 
I cast toward deeper water and retrieve to shallower water to imitate the direction of migration of 
nymphs.   
 
Adult: 
Many anglers believe that adult damselflies are unimportant to trout, but occasionally fishing the adult 
patterns can be very effective.  Carry a few blue/black, pale green, or tan adult damselfly patterns.  
When floating in a lake, I like to cast the adult imitations close to shoreline vegetation, let them sit for a 
while, and finally give them a slight twitch before casting and retrieving.  Strikes can be quite explosive 
and startling.   
 
In mid-summer, an adult pattern has been somewhat effective for me sight-fishing at Rocky Ford by 
casting the fly just off to the side of unsuspecting fish.  The fish sometimes swirl and quickly grab the 
adult and are quite surprised at first when they are hooked.   
 
Ralph Cutter notes that the females carry air bubbles with them and that the females glisten 
underwater.  Cutter (Fly Fishing Magazine article) is critical of typical adult damsel fly patterns that have 
the wings spread out to the sides.  He says that the wings are tight above the backs.  He recommends a 
pattern of thin braiding backing dyed blue, banded with a black felt tip marker, with a loop of white 
zelon sticking out the back, ignoring the eyes and other features. He then shakes the pattern in 
desiccant such as Frog’s Fanny to give the pattern a glow.  He also adds a split shot to his presentation, 
casts, lets the fly sink, retrieves it, and repeats the pattern. 
 
Other techniques include adding powdered floatant to a pale green or tan imitation with a slight amount 
of weight and casting to vertical vegetation toward shore to imitate egg-laying females and casting a dry 
imitation near weedy areas and let the wind move it. 
 

Recommended Flies 
 

Fly Name Stage Fly ID Water Type 

Marabou Damselfly Nymph Nymph 37 All 

Segmented Body Marabou Damsel Nymph 99 All 

Realistic Damsel Nymph Nymph 181 All 

Adult Damselfly    Adult 129 Moderate 

 

Other Flies 
 

Fly Name Stage Fly ID Water Type 
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Stalcup Body Damsel Nymph 45 All 
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  Damselfly  

Rich Holten photos:  Top and Middle – Damsel nymphs. Note color and size of the small 
early spring nymph in the middle right photo. Bottom – Damsel adults, male on left, 
female on the right 
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Damselfly  

Rich Holten photos: Top – blue damsel showing size and underside.  Middle – female related to 
blue damsel on top showing coloration, size, and underside. Bottom – spent females on surface 
of Lenice Lake.  Actual coloration of spent females is light brownish olive.  
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Anisoptera (Dragonflies) 
 

Species/Notes 
 
The Odonata Order consists of dragonflies, damselflies, and a few others.  Dragonflies are further 
classified into the Suborder Anisoptera which in turn has seven families worldwide.  Dragonflies from 
three of these families of most interest to Northwest anglers are as follows: 
  

• Aeshnidae – or Darners; common in the Northwest and are the largest Dragonflies in North 
America                                      

• Gomphidae – or Clubtails; large, widespread family, common in the Northwest    

• Libellulidae – or Common Skimmers, common in the Northwest                                        
 
 

Distribution/Habitat 
 
The habitat for each of the families varies such that a body of water may contain many dragonflies from 
one family and none from the others.  From a stillwater perspective there are two main families, 
Aeshnidae and Libellulidae.  Aeshnidae are found in ponds, lakes and quiet margins of streams and 
rivers.  Libellulidae are stillwater dwellers rarely found in streams or rivers in fast riffles, slow eddies, 
and pools always in areas with loose substrate in which they can bury themselves.  Both are found on 
sandy or silty substrate among aquatic plants.  Libellulidae are by far the most widespread with over 
1000 species worldwide. Aeshnidae or Darners are however, the more recognized due to their larger 
sizes and aggressive nature. 
 
Burrowing Gomphidae nymphs are primarily river dwellers; only a handful inhabit stillwaters and these 
are most likely to be found near the shoreline where wave action assists their lifestyle.   
 

Nymph and Adult Descriptions for On-Stream Identification and Fly-tying 
 

Stage Hook Sizes Identification and Fly-tying Criteria 

Dragonfly Nymphs – 
common features 

4-10, standard or 
2XS 

Dragonfly nymphs are been categorized by some 
references and as crawlers, sprawlers, and 
burrowers.  

Dragonfly Nymph - 
Aeshnidae 

 
Aeshnidae are categorized as crawlers - active 
predators with a long/slender body that is 
somewhat hour-glass shaped.  Size:  25-50 mm.  
Color:  Shades of brown and green.  Dark-green is 
its main color, with mottled brown and a rough, 
broken black stripe down its back.  Some of them 
have whitish banding on the thorax.  Abdomen:  
The abdomen is longer and thicker than Gomphidae 
and Libellulidae and streamlined.  They have a 
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spindle-shaped abdomen that is tapered at the rear 
end. 

Dragonfly Nymph - 
Libellulidae 

 
Libellulidae are categorized as sprawlers – ambush 
predators whose bodies are typically covered with 
hair.  Size: Up to 25 mm.  Color: tan and brown but 
may be light green.  Shape:  the abdomen is flat and 
covered with fine hairs.   

Dragonfly Nymph - 
Gomphidae 

 
Gomphidae are categorized as burrowers since the 
nymph burrows into soft bottoms.  Size:  Mature 
nymphs 18-30 mm.  Color:  Body shades of drab 
brown and greens.  Shape:  Very similar to 
Libellulidae with an oval, short, squat body but with 
fewer hairs than Libellulidae. 

Dragonfly Adults 
 

Adults have two sets of wings which are typically 
transparent or marked and about as long as the 
abdomen.  The abdomen is thin, about half the size 
of the thorax, is twice the length of the thorax and 
head combined, is divided into 8 segments which 
may be partially banded.  They have three sets of 
short legs that emanate from the thorax.  The head 
appears to be wide due to the large eyes on each 
side. 

Dragonfly Adult - 
Aeshnidae 

 
Size:  50-100 mm.  Color:  Commonly brightly 
colored usually of blue and green with clear wings, 
darkening as they mature. Other:  - large compound 
eyes meeting on top of head. 

Dragonfly Adult - 
Libellulidae 

 
Size:  25-75 mm.  Color: They are some of most 
beautiful insects in the Northwest. Compound eyes 
do not meet on top.  Body: showy color in shades of 
red, blue, green, and black, some species with 
colored wings or black patches.  Many species have 
bright vibrant bodies. There may be a variety of 
colors from rusty brown to powder blue. In the 
central plateau of British Columbia, red-bodied 
adults are common. Many species have dark wing 
patches. 

Dragonfly Adult - 
Gomphidae 

 
Size:  25-75 mm.  Color: Body yellow and brown, or 
black, clear wings.  Other:  Compound eyes that do 
not meet on top.  A club tail identifies Gomphidae 
members.   

 
Tying Notes 

• To imitate the two different body styles, tie one set of nymphs with squat bodies and the other 
set with longer, oval shaped bodies.  See the photos at the end of this section for clarification.   

• Phil Rowley recommends hook sizes from size 4 6XL to size 10 2XL with 6 as the best size.  Skip 
Morris does not like long-shank hooks for fishing lakes or stiff extended bodies.   
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• Since the nymphs scoot above the bottom or above the vegetation, don’t weight nymphal 
patterns – use weighted lines.  Some patterns are actually buoyant.   

• Legs and eyes are good features to include with all patterns.  The legs move noticeably as the 
nymphs spurt and scoot above the bottom.  The eyes are very noticeable.   

 

Lifecycle 
 
The listed dragonfly families differ in lifecycle characteristics as well as appearance.  These differences in 
lifecycle are highlighted.   
 
Nymph: 
An important characteristic common to all dragonfly nymphs is that some of them will dwell in water for 
up to 5 years before hatching to adults.  Consequently, if they are present in a body of water, some 
dragonfly nymphs should be available to fish year around and are worthy of imitating for the angler.   
The nymphs are voracious predators and some move around frequently to capture prey while others 
wait for their prey to come to them.   
 
Specific features of the three families are as follow: 
 

• Aeshnidae (Crawlers) actively pursue their prey, moving about the bottom and around 
vegetation looking for victims and attracting the attention of trout.  Where present in a body of 
water, this family of dragonflies is definitely worth imitating 
 

• Libellulidae (Sprawler) nymphs are mud dwellers, but not necessarily burrowers.  Their bodies 
are somewhat camouflaged allowing them to wait for their prey to swim or crawl near to them 
before quickly grabbing and devouring their prey.     

 

• Gomphidae or Gomphus (Burrowers) bury themselves in soft mud or other suitable bottom 
materials.  They hide in the bottom material and attack prey as it swims or moves by.   
 

Hatching: 
Dragonfly emergences can happen anytime between late spring and early summer, with water 
temperature affecting the process.  If emergence in about to occur, warm air temperatures typically 
result in night time hatches while cooler air temperatures below 60 degrees may result in morning 
hatches.   
 
As emergence draws near, the nymphs migrate to shore and during this time can be very vulnerable to 
trout.  The nymphs crawl up vegetation along the shore and hatch.  Some anglers have observed mass 
migrations to shore similar to damselflies, although this may not be the case in all bodies of water.   
 
Adult: 
After hatching, the adults fly often and begin feeding.  They live in the adult stage for up to several 
weeks before mating, but unlike other insects, they live on until cold weather sets in.  The females lay 
eggs on the water surface or may deposit them in vegetation.  As they fly over water to deposit eggs, 
fish may be observed jumping at them, but the fish are rarely successful.  I have never observed a fish 
capturing an adult dragonfly in the air.   
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Tactics 
 
Nymph/Larva: 
The fishing tactics vary for the long periods of time the nymphs live in water versus the short period of 
time when they migrate to shore to hatch.   
 
For the pre-emergence period, the tactics also vary by the type of dragonfly present in the water being 
fished as follows:  
 

• Aeshnidae (darner):  Use elongated oval-shaped flies.  The darners, being very active feeders, 
may be fished by moving the fly with quick bursts a bit above the bottom or vegetation to 
imitate feeding or by slowly retrieving a fly to imitate a more passive period. 
 

• Libellulidae:  Use a shorter, more squat-shaped oval fly.  Being ambushers, they are best 
imitated by very slow movement along the bottom with occasional short, quick bursts to imitate 
an attack on prey.   
 

• Gomphidae:  Use a shorter, more squat-shaped oval fly.  Note that they are probably not very 
available to trout given their burrower lifestyle.  If attempting to imitate them, use very slow 
movement right off of the bottom.   

 
In all cases, it is recommended to use sinking lines in water over five feet deep and full sink lines in 
water much over this.  Most anglers recommend short leaders of 3 to 5 feet, especially for buoyant 
patterns.  Skip Morris prefers a longer leader of up to 10 feet to avoid spooking fish with the fly line.   
 
It is recommended to carry both the elongated shape and shorter, stubby shaped flies in the fly box 
since there is very little to no information on which family of dragonfly may be present other than 
moving water where the Gomphidae family dominates.  Also, carry brown, light green, and dark green 
patterns to match the colors of dragonflies which often take on the color of their surroundings.   
 
If dragonfly nymphs are seen in very shallow water or crawling up vegetation, it is a very clear signal that 
an emergence is underway.  In this case, anglers can fish the deeper waters with sinking lines by slowly 
moving fly patterns toward shore or by fishing along the shoreline with floating or intermediate lines by 
either fishing from shore or by casting parallel to the shoreline and slowly moving the fly into shallow 
water.   
 
Adult: 
Adults are generally not important.  On windy days, an adult or two might end up on the water and a 
trout may eat one.  Like damsels, if I were to use a dragonfly adult, I would splat it on the water to 
attract attention.   
 

Recommended Flies 
 

Fly Name Stage Fly ID Water Type 

Wooly Bugger, olive, remove back half of 
tail 

Nymph 6 All 

Carey Special Nymph 47 Lake 
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Booby Fly Nymph 212 Lake 

Skip's Fury Dragon Nymph 248 All 

Skip's Predator Nymph 370 All 

Half Back Nymph 371 All 

 

Other Flies 
None  
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Dragonfly  

Rich Holten photos: Top – sprawlers; Middle – darner with longer and more 
slender body and an adult; Bottom – adult, 2 inches long with dark wing 
patches 
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Notonectidae (Backswimmers) 
 

Species/Notes 
 
Backswimmers belong to the Hemiptera order and the Notonectidae family.  There are two genera and 
about 30 species in North America. 
 

Distribution/Habitat 
 
Backswimmers abound in shallow margins of most stillwaters and slow-moving streams.  They are found 
in alpine lakes to the warmest desert lakes usually in four to five feet or less due to their need to surface 
for oxygen.  They prefer areas around aquatic vegetation which can provide cover from predators.    
 

Adult Description for On-Stream Identification and Fly-tying 
 

Stage Hook Sizes Identification and Fly-tying Criteria 

Backswimmers - Adult Size 10 Nymph 
hook 

Size:  5-16 mm.  Color:  Their backs are boldly 
marked with patches of black, yellowish-brown, red, 
or white.  Many have yellow, olive, or cream 
patterns on their forewings which lay flat on top of 
the body when at rest. The air bubble they carry 
gives a distinct silvery look to them that can obscure 
the true body colors. Head/legs/Antennae:  A few 
species have bright red eyes; others have black eyes 
and both eye patterns are pronounced. They have 
two rear pairs of long, oar-like legs.  (Note - the 
nymphs look like adults but are smaller and lack fully 
developed wings.) 

 
Note that backswimmers and boatmen are often mis-identified.  Some of the key differentiating factors 
between them are as follows: 
 

1. According to Aquatic Entomology, backswimmers in general are larger, 5-16 mm while water 
boatmen are 3-11 mm.   

2. Backswimmers, like their name implies, swim upside down whereas boatmen swim with their 
backs up.   

3. Backswimmers can have very vivid patterns on their back whereas boatmen have simple 
patterns with lines (Compare photos of backswimmers and boatmen.).  

4. Boatmen have dense hairs on their rear legs that give the appearance of paddles.  The hairs on 
the backswimmer rear legs are much less noticeable.  

   
Tying Notes 

• Flies that imitate them should include pronounced legs, flash to imitate the air bubble they may 
carry in the water, and dark backs and light bellies.  Do not use weighted flies; these insects are 
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naturally buoyant and have to cling to surfaces underwater to avoid floating to surface.  Tie 
them with flexible legs that point forward at rest.  

• Phil Rowley believes that the two key features to imitate are the silvery look of the trapped air 
bubble and the oar-like legs.  To imitate the silvery look, try Crystal Chenille, Antron, and sparkle 
dubbing mixes.  Krystal Flash twisted together with an Antron or sparkle-dubbing mix can 
produce a deadly combination.  For legs, I like Super Floss in brown or olive.   

• See You Tube video: “How to tie the Jennings Ultimate Water Boatman.”  Even though they are 
using this pattern to imitate a boatman, a few modifications would make this a very good 
backswimmer pattern.   

 

Lifecycle 
 
Both boatmen and backswimmers have an incomplete life cycle going from egg to nymph to adult.  They 
do not hatch from nymphs to adults; instead, nymphs grow into adults eventually growing wings to 
enable flight.  According to Brian Chan, they often swarm in the spring and fly long distances to 
redistribute themselves.  Some anglers believe that the spring flight is a mating flight also.  Regardless, 
all sources agree that they do take flight in both spring and the fall.  Upon returning to the water, they 
make a noise that sounds like hail hitting the water.  I observed either backswimmers or boatmen diving 
into Quail Lake in Eastern Washington in the spring several years ago. It seemed like someone was 
tossing little pebbles into the water.  
 
In the early spring, the boatmen and backswimmers are fully mature.  Later in the spring and into 
summer, smaller, immature boatmen and backswimmers appear and are available to trout. By fall they 
have reached maturity, and during early fall, usually after the first frosts, they take fight to mate.  The 
returning adults again crash into the water to break the surface tension and when they fall, they attract 
the attention of trout.   
 
Backswimmers swim on their backs and use their legs to mover in short spurts.  They swim to the 
surface and capture an air bubble which they use for breathing underwater.  This air bubble can give 
them a very sparkly appearance from below.  They swim underwater for anywhere from a few minutes 
to as long as an hour while they search for prey.  Since they often search for prey near the bottom and 
must travel back to the surface, they are mostly found in shallower water.  Most references warm 
anglers that they have a very sharp beak that can cause a very painful bite to humans.   
 

Tactics 
 
Adult: 
My experience successfully using boatmen/backswimmer imitations in Eastern Washington is in water 
up to 10 feet deep.  In the Canadian lakes around Kamloops, Brian Chan catches fish on backswimmer 
boatmen imitations at depths of up to 25 feet.  When they are diving into the water in spring or fall and 
lay momentarily stunned near the surface, fish imitations in the surface film or nearby by “splatting” 
them on the water to attract fish.   Many anglers report the best success in late summer/fall when they 
are mature and there are fewer hatches of other insects. I have also obtained stomach samples of fish 
devouring immature boatmen in late spring (see boatmen photos) near the surface and although I did 
not have an imitation to match the very small boatmen, I was able to catch some of these feeding fish 
on a near surface chironomid pattern.   
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Three approaches to fishing backswimmer imitations are as follow: 
1. If they are diving into the water, use a floating line and a pattern that will not sink.  Fish the 

imitations in or near the surface film with little or no motion.   
2. Backswimmers can feed anywhere in the water column, but typically will be at level where they 

can capture prey.  An assortment of line types may be necessary to match the feeding level; e.g., 
floating line for near surface, intermediate for shallow water, and full sink for deep.  In all cases, 
use slow, steady retrieves or slow retrieves with very short bursts.   

3. Imitate a backswimmer coming up for air by casting an intermediate or full sink line, letting the 
fly sink, and retrieving it to the surface in a slow, steady fashion.   
 

In general, I don’t use either backswimmer or boatmen patterns unless I see them in stomach samples 
or they are recommended by fellow anglers at a specific time.  I am not certain that it makes a lot of 
difference whether a backswimmer or boatmen imitation is used as long as the shape is correct and 
some leg movement is available on the fly.  For the backswimmers, I recommend the Water Boatman 
pattern with some adjustments to colors. 
 

Recommended Flies 
 

Fly Name Stage Fly ID Water Type 

Water Boatman – see notes with recipes Adult 373 Lake 
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Backswimmer  

Photos from Troutnut.com.  Top – Bob Newell photo of topside.  Bottom – 
Jason Neuswanger photo of underside.  

Troutnut – Bob Newell photo 
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Corixidae (Water Boatmen) 
 
 

Species/Notes 
 
Water Boatmen belong to the Hemiptera order and the Corixidae family.  Boatmen are more common 
than Backswimmers in North America. 
 

Distribution/Habitat 
 
Boatmen can be found in many different habitats including both moving water and stillwater although 
from an angler’s perspective, they are probably much more important in stillwaters.   
 

Adult Description for On-Stream Identification and Fly-tying 
 

Stage Hook Sizes Identification and Fly-tying Criteria 

Water Boatman - Adult 12-16 Nymph 
hook or Scud hook 

Size:  3-11 mm, Spring and fall: size 12 1XL; Summer 
with immatures in water: size 16 1XL.  Color:  
Boatmen are brown on top and marked with fine, 
transverse lines. The air bubble they carry gives a 
distinct silvery look to them that can obscure the 
true body colors.  According to most photos, the 
bottom side is mostly a white to very light tan color 
with a slight yellowish cast.  Wings:  The hard back 
of both boatmen and backswimmers are actually 
folded wings.  Head/legs:  A few species have bright 
red eyes; others have black eyes and both eye 
patterns are pronounced.  The front legs have a 
scoop shaped appearance. Swimmer legs are 
approximately the length of the entire body. 

 
Note that backswimmers and boatmen are often mis-identified.  Some of the key differentiating factors 
between them are as follows: 
 

1. According to Aquatic Entomology, backswimmers in general are larger, 5-16 mm while water 
boatmen are 3-11 mm.   

2. Backswimmers, like their name implies, swim upside down whereas boatmen swim with their 
backs up.   

3. Backswimmers can have very vivid patterns on their back whereas boatmen have simple 
patterns with lines (see photos at the end of this section and the following section).  

4. Boatmen have dense hairs on their rear legs that give the appearance of paddles.  The hairs on 
the rear legs are much less noticeable on backswimmers.  
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Tying Notes:  

• Flies that imitate them should include pronounced legs, flash to imitate the air bubble they may 
carry in the water, and dark backs and light bellies for backswimmers.  Do not use weighted 
flies; these insects are naturally buoyant and have to cling to surfaces underwater to avoid 
floating to surface.  Tie them with flexible legs that point forward at rest.  

• Phil Rowley believes that the two key features to imitate are the silvery look of the trapped air 
bubble and the oar-like legs.  To imitate the silvery look, try Crystal Chenille, Antron, and sparkle 
dubbing mixes.  Krystal Flash twisted together with an Antron or sparkle-dubbing mix can 
produce a deadly combination.  For legs, use Super Floss in brown or olive. 

 

Lifecycle 
 
Water boatmen have a lifecycle similar to backswimmers and both may often be found in the same body 
of water.  The primary difference between the two is that the backswimmers are vicious predators 
feeding on other aquatic insects including boatmen, whereas the boatmen mostly feed on bacteria and 
plant mater and sometimes small insects.  This difference in feeding accounts for backswimmers being 
found in open water more than boatmen that tend to move more along the bottom while feeding.  As 
with any rule of thumb, I have witnessed trout feeding on immature boatmen near the surface in late 
spring although I could not determine if the boatmen were feeding or just cruising.  
 

Tactics 
 
Adult: 
My experience successfully using boatmen/backswimmer imitations in Eastern Washington is in water 
up 10 feet deep.  In the Canadian lakes around Kamloops, Brian Chan catches fish on backswimmer 
boatmen imitations at depths of up to 25 feet. When they are diving into the water in spring or fall and 
lay momentarily stunned near the surface, fish imitations in the surface film or nearby by “splatting” 
them on the water to attract fish.   Many anglers report the best success in late summer/fall when they 
are mature and there are fewer hatches of other insects. I have also obtained stomach samples of fish 
devouring immature boatmen in late spring (see boatmen photos) near the surface and although I did 
not have an imitation to match the very small boatmen, I was able to catch some of these feeding fish 
on a near surface chironomid pattern.   
 
Three approaches to fishing backswimmer imitations are as follow: 

1. If they are diving into the water, use a floating line and a pattern that will not sink.  Fish the 
imitations in or near the surface film with little or no motion.   

2. Backswimmers can feed anywhere in the water column, but typically will be at level where they 
can capture prey.  An assortment of line types may be necessary to match the feeding level; e.g., 
floating line for near surface, intermediate for shallow water, and full sink for deep.  In all cases, 
use slow, steady retrieves or slow retrieves with very short bursts.   

3. Imitate a backswimmer coming up for air by casting an intermediate or full sink line, letting the 
fly sink, and retrieving it to the surface in a slow, steady fashion.   
 

In general, I don’t use either backswimmer or boatmen patterns unless I see them in stomach samples 
or they are recommended by fellow anglers at a specific time.  I am not certain that it makes a lot of 
difference whether a backswimmer or boatmen imitation is used as long as the shape is correct and 
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some leg movement is available on the fly.  For the backswimmers, I recommend the Water Boatman 
pattern with some adjustments to colors. 

 
Recommended Flies 
 

Fly Name Stage Fly ID Water Type 

Water Boatman 1 Adult 43 Lake 

Water Boatman 2 Adult 206 Lake 

Water Boatman Adult 373 All 

Flyguys Flashy Little Boatman Adult 372 Lake 

Morris Boatman Adult 374 Lake 

 

Other Flies 
 
None 
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Water Boatman  

Rich Holten photos: Top left and bottom - mature Water Boatman from Quail 
Lake in March.  Note pattern on back which differentiates it from 
Backswimmer. Top right – immature Water Boatmen from Quail Lake in May.   
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Tipulidae (Crane Flies) 
 

Species/Notes 
 
Crane Flies belong to the Diptera Order and the Tipulidae family which is one of the largest groups of 
flies, including over 15,000 species and subspecies in 525 genera and subgenera.  In other countries they 
are called daddy long legs, mosquito eaters, gollywhoppers, and jimmy spinners.   
 

Distribution/Habitat 
 
Only a few species are aquatic, most are terrestrial although most of the terrestrials live near streams 
and may become available to trout.  Larvae can live in both fast- and slow-moving water.  Some species 
live in ponds and marshes.  They are abundant in the Northwest and probably available to some degree 
in all waters inhabited by trout.  I have encountered both at lower and higher elevations in the 
Northwest.   
 

Larva, Pupa, Adult Descriptions for On-Stream Identification and Fly-tying 
 

Stage Hook Sizes Identification and Fly-tying Criteria 

Crane Fly - Larva  Large scud hook, 
or 4-12 4XL 
nymph hook 

Size: 12 mm to over 60 mm. Color:  Larvae in photos 
are mostly cream.  Other colors include gray, olives, 
and light tan.  Shape:  The body is cylindrical and 
very robust.  The abdomen in clearly divided into as 
many as 10 approximately equal-sized segments. The 
last abdominal segment has two projections for 
breathing. One of the distinguishing features is the 
head which is usually retracted inside the thorax. 

Crane Fly - Pupa 
 

Not important.  The pupa usually hatches on dry 
land.  

Crane Fly - Adult 8-12 dry fly hook Size:  There is a significant variation in size among 
species, from 2 mm to over 30 mm.  Color:  Colors 
are brown, tan, somewhat cream, gray, and yellow.  
Abdomen:  The abdomen is almost three times the 
length of the head and thorax combined and slightly 
wider than half the width of the thorax.  
Head/legs/Wings/Antennae:  They have three pair of 
long jointed legs which are up to and maybe slightly 
longer than twice the length of the entire body.  
Crane flies have two wings that are slightly longer 
than the body. The wings are mostly transparent 
with a smoky cast and have dark veins.  The top of 
the thorax has a “V” shaped mark on it.   The head is 
dark and oval shaped and about the same width as 
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the abdomen.  The antennae are short and probably 
not worth imitating. 

 
Lifecycle 
 
Larva/Pupa: 
The larvae of most crane fly species are terrestrial and live underground.  Those which are aquatic live in 
the bottom structure.  The aquatic larvae do not undergo behavioral drift and are usually not available 
to trout unless uprooted by events such as stream flooding or fishermen wading through the water.  In 
one of the photos in this section, newly hatched, small, aquatic Crane Flies can be seen clinging just 
above the water line on the downstream side of a rock in the Lochsa River in September. One such 
Crane Fly showed up in the stomach sample of a cutthroat, just downstream from this rock. The 
terrestrial larvae may become available to fish following a rainstorm or other event which washes 
streamside soil into the water.  While fishing the Owyhee, a couple of us were able to net some of the 
larva after kicking up the bottom mud.  When drifting, they either curve into a ball shape or try to move 
but have very little ability to navigate and are vulnerable to trout.  The aquatic larvae migrate to the 
banks of the water to pupate under soil or leaves/logs if the soil is too hard.  Pupation occurs over one 
to two months.   
   
Hatching: 
Because the aquatic larvae migrate to shore to pupate and the terrestrial larvae pupate in soil, the 
pupae are not important to fish.  Hatching occurs on shore and can be spread out throughout the spring 
to fall.  Depending on location and species, emergences can start as early as March or April and may 
continue to hatch to fall in some locations.  Hatching can increase during a light rainfall, especially in the 
fall.   
 
Adult: 
Although they hatch throughout the warmer months, the numbers seem to decrease in hotter weather 
and then pick up again in the fall.   The adult life span ranges from a few weeks to a couple of months 
and they can be mating their entire lifespan.  Egg-laying may occur by females dipping their abdomens 
in the water and some but not all of the females may drop to the water spent as do other insects.  They 
may be most available to trout after light rains when they seem to come out of hiding and dance around 
the water, with some falling into the water.  We have seen them drifting in the St. Joe River in August; 
and where they were on the water, stomach samples showed that trout were feeding on them.   
 

Tactics 
 
Larva:  
Fishing larval imitations can be successful.  A fellow angler did quite well on the Owyhee River in Oregon 
fishing a crane fly larva in May.  The larva are large worm-like creatures and virtually no ability to 
navigate in water.  Therefore, it is recommended to fish imitations dead drift in riffles.   
 
Larval patterns can be especially effective after heavy rains dislodge them.  Otherwise, try fishing them 
in spring or early summer.  Sampling the stream by kicking up the bottom has helped me identify areas 
where they are present.   
 
Pupa: 
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The pupal stage of crane flies is largely unimportant to fly anglers.   
 
Adult: 
I have not observed large numbers of adult crane flies on the water, but when I have, the fish seem to 
readily feed on them.  Adult imitations of both aquatic and terrestrial crane flies can be effective starting 
in April to late May and continue to be useful through the summer to about mid-fall.  I have observed 
decent numbers of small and large crane flies while fishing the Lochsa River in September and as noted 
earlier, one stomach sample showed a small crane fly at a time when a few were seen flying but none on 
the water itself.   
 
The adults seem to avoid heat so that the best places to fish adults are around small, cool streams and 
well-shaded sections of larger bodies of water with significant vegetation along the shore.  Good times 
to fish the adult imitations are after a rainfall cools the air or in the evening hours of warm days.   
 
The terrestrial adults come to the water either by either by being blown down by wind or by females 
laying eggs.  In either case, once they are on the water, they drift with the current.  Imitations should be 
fished dead drift on the water surface and possibly skated or twitched.  There are no reports of fishing a 
spent imitation wet.   
 
The Crane Fly Adult fly listed in the following table can be tied in a number of sizes on a dry fly hook such 
as the TMC 100.  The larger crane flies seemed to have a brown color while the smaller ones seemed to 
tend more towards a pale-yellow coloration.  If there are no specific crane fly imitations in the fly box, a 
Partridge and Orange or Partridge and Yellow soft hackle floated on the surface could suffice. 
 

Recommended Flies 
 

Fly Name Stage Fly ID Water Type 

Crane Fly Larva Larva 388 All 

Crane Fly Adult Adult 389 Moderate 

 

Other Flies 
 
None 
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Crane Fly 

Rich Holten photos.  Top and middle – larva.  Bottom – adults showing size and shape. 
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  Crane Fly 

Rich Holten photos.  Top – newly hatched small Crane Flies on Lochsa.  Bottom – close-
up of small Crane Fly from Lochsa 
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  Crane Fly 

Rich Holten photos.  Top – newly hatched small Crane Flies on St. Joe and Lochsa 
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Clitellata (Worms) 
 
Species/Notes  

 
Of the segmented worms in the phylum Annelida, the earthworms (Class Clitellata) are one of the 
groups that are terrestrial and aquatic.  Further breakdown in the classification system beyond the 
Clitellata class was difficult due to the lingering presence of a number of changes in the classification 
system.  From the ITIS, it appears that worms of interest to fishermen (be they earthworms or aquatic 
worms) belong to one of two orders, Tubificada or Lumbriculata. There are multiple families, genera, 
and species under these two orders.   
 

Distribution/Habitat 
 
Terrestrial worms live in many different environments but generally not desert-like conditions.  Worms 
which are aquatic can be found in muddy banks and along the bottom of water a few feet deep.   
 

Adult Description for On-Stream Identification and Fly-tying 
 

Stage Hook Sizes Identification and Fly-tying Criteria 

Worms - Adult 10-14 nymph 
hooks, noting that 
only part of the fly 
rests on the hook.   

Size:  Size is highly dependent on the type of worm 
under consideration.  Experience would lend to 
sizing terrestrial worms up to 100 mm.  While most 
aquatic worms are smaller, they can be large as well 
(See photos).  From a limited number of my own 
stream samples, many seem to very small an up to 
30 mm while a few samples are in the 100 mm 
range.  Colors:  Typical colors range from a dull 
brown to bright red and may also include pinks and 
olives.  Shape:  Worms have a long cylindrical tube-
like body.   

 
Tying Notes 
None 
 

Lifecycle 
 
Larvae/Pupae/Adult: 
The larvae are born from eggs.  It is not clear that there is a distinct pupal form.  The adults mate and lay 
eggs completing the lifecycle.   
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Tactics 
 
Adult: 
It is surprising how little is written in fly fishing literature about fly-fishing worm patterns.  While Eastern 
fly fishers wrote occasionally about fishing the likes of inchworms, Northwestern fishers seem to focus 
primarily on fishing San Juan Worm type patterns.  The best information is on websites.   Some of the 
websites even suggest that fly fishermen are reluctant to fish with worm imitations because they don’t 
consider them to be legitimate flies.   
 
Of what is written, the common recommendation is to fish worm imitations dead drifted just off the 
bottom and the best time to use them is after higher water would dislodge the aquatic species or wash 
terrestrial species into the water.  
 
The San Juan Worm is probably the most popular worm pattern.  The website from Catch Fly Fishing, 
https://catchflyfish.com/worm-patterns/, has photos of several worm patterns similar to the San Juan 
Worm.  The unweighted worm patterns would need to be fished in tandem with another fly or under 
lead shot to present the fly near enough to the bottom. 
 
I tend to favor the Squirmy Wormy which comes from the euro nymphing movement (See 
Tacticalflyfishing.com).  The Squirmy Wormy moves well in the water and the tungsten bead ensures 
that it fishes near the bottom.  Presented with euro nymphing techniques, it can be highly effective.  
According to Devin Olsen, the fish are on it or not.  When he fishes it in productive water, if he doesn’t 
get quick action, he changes to another pattern.   
 

Recommended Flies 
 

Fly Name Stage Fly ID Water Type 

San Juan Worm  Adult 17 All 

Cola Worm Adult 205 All 

Squirmy Wormy Adult 390 All 

 

Other Flies 
 
None  

https://catchflyfish.com/worm-patterns/
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Tortricidae (Spruce Moths) 
 
 

Species/Notes  

 
Commonly known as the Western Spruce Budworm Moth or Spruce Moth in fly fishing literature, the 
moth belongs to the order Lepidotera, family Tortricidae, and tribe Archipini.  There is a difference of 
opinion in various databases regarding the authoritative genus/species.  The best information for fly 
fishermen is probably found in several articles on the web, the best of which is “Spruce Moths”, by Greg 
Thomas dated August 27, 2012 on the FlyFisherman website.  Other Lepidotera have been the subject of 
fly-fishing books, but they mostly involve the likes of caterpillars and inchworms which seem to be more 
important in the East than the Northwest.  
 

Distribution/Habitat 
 
Spruce moths are found throughout the Rocky Mountain West from southern Canada to Arizona.  They 
frequent areas with pine trees, especially those in the Idaho and Montana National Forests.  Some of the 
best river waters where anglers find them include the Big Hole, Madison, Gallatin, Rock Creek (MT), 
Yellowstone, St. Joe, Kelly Creek, Clearwater, Lochsa, Selway, Middle Fork Salmon, Yakima, and the West 
Fork Bitterroot.  Spruce moths are on additional waters ranging from large streams to tiny, forested 
tributaries of major rivers. 
 

Larva, Pupa, Adult Descriptions for On-Stream Identification and Fly-tying 
 

Stage Hook Sizes Identification and Fly-tying Criteria 

Spruce Moth - Larva Not important Size:  Mature larvae about 30 mm long.  Color:  
Newly hatched larvae are yellow-green with brown 
heads. In the next three stages, larvae have black 
heads and collars and orange- or cinnamon-brown 
bodies. In the fifth stage, larvae have reddish-
brown heads marked with black triangles, black 
collars, and pale olive-brown bodies marked with 
small whitish spots.  Mature larvae have tan or light 
chestnut-brown heads and collars and olive- or 
reddish-brown bodies with large ivory-colored 
areas. 

Spruce Moth - Pupa Not important Size:  about 15mm.  Color:  Brownish-yellow or 
brownish-green at first, and later turn reddish-
brown.  Shape:   Broad at the head end, and 
narrower toward the tail.  
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Spruce Moth - Adult 12-16 dry fly hook Size:  10-15 mm body length.  Color: Forewings 
(which encompass most of the insect) come in gray, 
brown, rust, or tan, occasionally with colorful 
markings.    Wings:  Very distinctive wide wings that 
rest tightly over the top of the fly.  Wings are 
slightly longer than entire body length.  The 
forewings are banded or streaked or have a blotchy 
appearance as in the photos below.  Other:  
Females may be slightly larger males 

 
Tying Notes 
Most patterns are similar to an Elk Hair Caddis but a little blonder or a little more greyish, maybe slightly 
larger and bushier. Sizes range from a 16 to a size 12.  
 

Lifecycle 
 
Larva/Pupa/Adult: 
Spruce moths have a one-year to two-year life cycle.  Females lay eggs on trees in late summer.  The 
larvae hatch rather quickly and hibernate over winter.  In the spring and early summer, the larvae go 
through several stages of development and hatch late in the summer.   
 

Tactics 
 
Larva/Pupa: 
Larvae and pupae may fall into the water, but most fishing involves the adults.   
 
Adult: 
Focus on feeding areas that are near in shallow water with pine trees that provide shade cover.  The 
number of adult spruce moths around water begins to increase when daytime temperatures are 90-
degrees F. or higher. The action typically starts during the first week in August and can die before the 
end of the month.  In some areas, adults may be available in early July and extend into late September.  
 
 Fishing action with spruce moth imitations begins in mid-morning, may stop midday, and then pick up 
again in the evening.  Fish floating imitations with a dead drift or skate them.  As with other large 
imitations, fish may swirl around the fly and then eat it on a subsequent pass; consequently, strike only 
when it is clear there is weight on the end of the tippet.   

 
Recommended Flies 
 

Fly Name Stage Fly ID Water Type 

White, brown, or gray Elk Hair Caddis Adult 51 Moderate 

Spruce Moth - Tan Fat Head 
Moth/LaFontaine Spruce Moth 

Adult 249 Moderate 

Spruce Moth Fly Adult 250 Moderate 
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Other Flies 
 
None 
 
Photos – I have not been able to find publicly available photos of spruce moths.  See the following 
website for a photograph and information of fishing tactics:  https://www.missoulianangler.com/spruce-
moth/ 
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Empididae (Dance Flies) 
 
 

Species/Notes  

 
In 2019, another CBFC fly fisher and I encountered a small, dark fly swarming over the St. Joe River in 
Idaho in late August.  After a brief ant “hatch” ended, this fly appeared to be the only insect available to 
the St. Joe cutthroat and they were feeding on it.  We photographed a few of them and sent the photos 
to our local entomologist, Dr. Robert Newell.  Bob’s response was that the flies appeared to be Dance 
Flies from the Empididae family and Diptera order. The term “dance flies” is derived from their 
synchronized mating swarms or their search for prey over the river where they moved rhythmically 
about a foot to two feet about the water surface. 
 
Subsequent web searches in Wikipedia and other sources indicated that Dance Flies are classified as 
Hybotidae but this is an out-of-date classification although many sources still use the term.  Empididae 
appears to be the correct family classification.  Some sources also called the Empididae family “dagger 
flies” due to their sharp mouthpieces that they use to dispatch prey.   
 

Distribution/Habitat 

 
Dance flies are often found alongside streams in various forested habitats, on leaves and seeps.  We 
have encountered them on both the St. Joe and Lochsa Rivers in Idaho in the August and September 
time frame.  
 

Larva, Pupa, Adult Descriptions for On-Stream Identification and Fly-tying 

 

Stage Hook Sizes Identification and Fly-tying Criteria 

Dance Fly - Larva Not important Size:  2-7 mm when mature.  The abdomen has a 
series of well-developed leg-like appendages on the 
bottom and lateral filaments on top.  The last 
segment has a variable number of appendages that 
protrude to the rear.  The larvae are maggot-like. 

Dance Fly - Pupa Not important The pupae resemble chironomid pupae with a 
segmented abdomen and wing-case.  The dance fly 
abdomen is thicker than the chironomid abdomen. 
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Dance Fly - Adult 20-22 dry fly hook There are many species but the following 
description applies mainly to the species 
encountered on the St. Joe River:  Size:  4 mm on 
the St. Joe River.  Others may range from 1 to 15 
mm.  Color:  Black or very dark brown on top.  
Lighter underside.  Abdomen:  When viewed from 
underneath, the abdomen on some of them seems 
to have a slight orangish hue with black bands on 
the top.  On others, the abdomen is a dark gray 
with black bands in between segments.   The 
abdomen appears to have seven segments and is 
about twice the length of the head and thorax 
combined.  Wings:  The single pair of wings is very 
transparent with slight veining.  The wings extend 
over the rear of the abdomen and are rounded at 
the ends.  Thorax/Head:  The head is smaller than 
the thorax which is slightly wider than the 
abdomen.  The head is connected to the thorax 
with thin connective tissue.   

 
 
Tying Notes 

• Sparse black hackle has been effective, but it should be noted that the sparsely tied flies tended to 
sink after a while and needed to be re-dressed frequently. 

• Size 20 flies work well.  An 18 black Peacock and Starling Soft Hackle caught some fish, but the same 
fly in size 20 worked better.   

• Both clear Zelon and clear EP Trigger Point were tried as winging materials and appeared too white 
on the water.  A couple of strands of pearl Krystal Flash looked better and seemed to work better.   

• Do not over-do an orangish hue on the abdomen.  A slight orangish color worked into black dubbing 
worked better.   

 

Lifecycle 
 
Larvae/Pupae/Adult: 
Most species of the family are terrestrial as larvae and pupae; however, some are aquatic.  The larvae 
are maggot-like and predacious. They live in moist soil, decayed wood and other vegetation, dung, and 
aquatic habitats.  The adults often occur in swarms over streams where they fly up and down or in a 
circular pattern.  The up and down movement of flies within these mating swarms is the basis for the 
name 'dance flies'.  Many Empididae transfer nuptial gifts from male to female during courtship and 
mating.  Depending on the species, these nuptial gifts include prey or various types of inedible objects 
presented in silken balloons along the male leg. 
 
On the St. Joe River in Idaho, we see them in August and September.  In the morning and early 
afternoon, they fly in a rather haphazard pattern slightly above the water.  About 4 pm, there are fewer 
flying above the water and some floating on the water surface.  During a Baetis hatch at about 4 pm, the 
Dance Flies could be seen apparently attacking freshly hatched Baetis duns.   
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Tactics 
 
Larvae/Pupae:   
 
Not available to trout.  
 
Adult: 
Expect to see good numbers of them ‘dancing’ in sunny spots that are sheltered from any strong wind 
any time during the summer.  One guide recommends using a size 18 Black Gnat when trout are taking 
the occasional casualties that drift down below a hunting/mating swarm or those that are in the act of 
capturing a prey item from the river surface. 
 
From our experience in August and September on both the St. Joe and Lochsa Rivers at about 4 pm, fish 
begin taking both the adults riding on the surface and some that may have died and floated slightly 
below the surface.  Some of the Dance Flies were dead on the surface with wings flat on the water 
surface similar to mayfly spinners.   The fish (cutthroat) were concentrated in a stretch of river about 15 
to 20 yards near the back end of riffles; whether that was due to availability of food or for comfort is not 
clear.  To catch rising fish, flies had to be either floating or in the film.  Sunken flies and nymphs did not 
work around rising fish.  Size 20 black flies seemed to match the naturals.  Swinging a #20 Peacock and 
Starling Soft Hackle worked very well, but the fly had to be dressed with floatant and dried with false 
casting after each drift in order to keep it drifting near the surface.  Both a # 20 black-hackled fly and a 
#20 black caddis caught fish.  During one evening when a Baetis hatch was in progress at 4 pm 
concurrent with the Dance Flies on the water, cutthroats favored the slightly larger Baetis.  
 
Euro-nymphing did catch large fish higher up on the riffle, slightly upriver from fish rising to Dance Flies.  
Among the rising fish, Euro-nymphing near the bottom and at mid-water level was totally ineffective.   
 

Recommended Flies 
 

Fly Name Stage Fly ID Water Type 

Peacock and Starling, size 18-20 Emerger 239 Moderate 

Rising Black Fly Adult Emerger 398 All 

Dance Fly Adult 391 Moderate 

CDC Sleepy John Estes Adult 394 Slow 
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 Dance Fly  

Rich Holten photos.  Adult shape, coloration and size.   
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Beetle Group (Beetles) 
 

Species/Notes  
 
Beetles belong to the Order Coleoptera, the largest and most advanced group of insects with over 
30.000 North American species, of which about 1000 are aquatic.   
 

Distribution/Habitat 
 
Of the aquatic species, in some families both adults and larvae are aquatic and in others only one of the 
stages is aquatic.  They live in all types of water; the quality of the water is not as restrictive as it is to 
some aquatic insects because many water beetles use atmospheric rather than dissolved oxygen.  Most 
species must regularly surface to replenish their oxygen supply. 
 
The greatest number of beetles live in slow-moving or stillwater.  In these habitats, two families stand 
out - diving beetles (Dytiscidae) and water scavenger beetles (Hydrophilidae). 
 

Larva, Pupa, Adult Descriptions for On-Stream Identification and Fly-tying 
 

Stage Hook Sizes Identification and Fly-tying Criteria 

Beetle Larva 
 

There is considerable variation in the thousand 
aquatic species. Size:  2-60 mm at maturity.   
Abdomen:  The abdomen has 8 to 10 segments. 
Head/Legs: The head is usually distinct and 
possesses chewing mouthparts.  Legs are usually 
present from the thorax although they may be 
missing.  The have poorly developed eyes.  Other: 
The larvae are often confused with many other 
insects. 

Beetle Pupa 
 

The pupal stage is usually not aquatic.  They are 
mummy-like forms with appendages that are distinct 
and not fused to the body.  Developing fore wings 
are thickened.   
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Beetle Adult 6-18 dry fly hook General features - specific beetles may vary 
significantly.  Size:  1-40 mm.  Color:  Black is the 
most common color for fly-fishing.  Others may be 
brown, green, multi-colored, iridescent, and more. 
Wings:  Forewings are modified into hardened 
covers that usually meet and cover the abdomen, 
part of the thorax, and the hind legs when present.  
Head/Eyes/Antennae:  The head possesses chewing 
mouthparts.  They have well-developed eyes and 
variably shaped antennae.  Other:  Sometimes 
beetles are confused with aquatic bugs - Hemiptera.  
The major identifying difference is that the hardened 
forewings of the Beetles meet along the midline of 
the body while the forewings of bugs do not overlap 
and are not hardened at the ends.  Also, mouthparts 
of bugs are specialized to form a single piercing or 
sucking tube or cone-like structure whereas the 
Beetles have chewing mouthparts.   

 
 

Lifecycle 
 
Larva/Pupa: 
Beetles undergo a complete metamorphosis, passing through a larval and pupal sage before developing 
into an adult.  Most beetle larvae are terrestrial and not available to fish and even the aquatic species 
are rarely found in trout stomach samples.     
 
Hatching: 
The fall beetle pupation occurs underground and adults emerge a few days to weeks later.  Pupation is 
terrestrial with rare exceptions of the few aquatic species.   
 
Adult: 
With the large number of species, there are a wide variety of lifecycle characteristics.  Often beetles end 
up on the water because they don’t fly well.  Some species lay their eggs in water by diving or crawling 
to the bottom.  The key fact regarding beetles is that they can be an important food source for trout 
starting in the spring and lasting all summer through fall.   
 

Tactics 
 
Larva/Pupa: 
The larvae and pupae are typically unavailable to trout.  
 
Adult: 
Although a few entomologists/anglers claim that adult beetles are not very important to fishermen, 
most fishermen seem to agree that the adult stage of beetles can be very effective in some situations.  
In most studies, beetles are three to five times more common in a trout diet than hoppers and there is a 
huge diversity.  Adults may be important anytime from spring through fall and some are moderately 
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active in winter.  Mike Lawson frequently uses a beetle when he can’t catch a fish by matching the 
hatch.  Jeff Morgan says that he carries one fly box of 150 flies devoted to beetles.  Rene Harrop also 
carries a separate beetle fly box and will use them when the naturals are observed.   
 
Because the greatest abundance of aquatic beetles occurs in lakes and slow-moving rivers, this is where 
they are most important to fly-fishers.  Rene Harrop looks for beetles in the water in the Henry’s Fork 
area later in the year when the water flows are lower and temperatures are higher than desirable for 
other insect activity.  He watches the edges of the water where beetles can end up in the water due to 
wind, rain, or feeding livestock.  Beetles float low on the water and a gentle, sipping motion may be the 
only indication of a trout's presence.  Beetles can fly away from the banks which means that they can be 
appropriate for midstream fishing as well.  A trout that appears to be rising randomly when there are no 
insects on the water may be receptive to a drag-free beetle imitation.  Harrop has never witnessed a 
beetle feeding frenzy but there have been times when a beetle was the top producing fly of the day.  A 
drag-free presentation is recommended.   
 
While much of Harrop’s experience is with terrestrial beetles landing on the water, he does address 
aquatic beetles as well.  Aquatic beetles live in slow-moving water with a silted bottom and activity for 
them is not limited to just the summer months.  Where present, a beetle pattern can be appropriate 
even in winter when air temperatures reach a reasonable level.  Fish find adults easy prey as they swim 
back to the surface to replenish their air bubbles.  A tactic for later in the day between hatches is to walk 
upstream along the banks looking for big, resting fish outside the main flow.  Approach from 
downstream using a gentle and accurate cast.  Cast 4 feet above fish and let the fly float 8 to 10 feet 
below it in case the fish turns and follows the beetle which often happens. 
 
Most beetles can be imitated with a limited number of patterns so identification is less important that 
for other insects.  Jeff Morgan’s best patterns are 20-24 and 8-10 sizes.  Beetles tend to aggregate so 
trout may become selective to the predominate species available.  Even though it is hard to see patterns 
on water – Morgan doesn’t add tuft yarn since he claims fish can see the yarn.  He adds a dab of orange 
or chartreuse paint or fingernail polish on back of his beetle flies.  Rene Harrop likes to use CDC in his fly 
patterns and for beetles he believes that the CDC can imitate the movement of legs.  For him, black 
patterns are most common although brown and olive are also used.  Iridescence is a key feature of many 
beetles which is why peacock herl shows prominently in the most productive patterns.  Pheasant tail can 
also work.  Above size 12, dyed elk is usually substituted for CDC and closed cell foam is used.  On most 
water, a size 14 beetle is somewhat larger than average.  Smaller sizes are invariably more numerous 
and therefore more familiar to trout.  John McDaniel carries black deer-hair beetles in size 10, 14, and 
18. 
 

Recommended Flies 
 

Fly Name Stage Fly ID Water Type 

Foam Beetle Adult 379 Moderate 

Paul Adult 392 Moderate 

 

Other Flies 

None 
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Beetle  

Rich Holten photos.  Sample of beetle adults. 
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  Beetle  

Top: Rich Holten photo of Long Horned Beetle from stomach 
sample on St. Joe River, Idaho.  Bottom:  Ron Reed photo of 

Banded Alder Borer from Olympic Peninsula, WA. 
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Bees (And Wasps) 
 
 

Species/Notes 
 
Bees and wasps are separate insects, both belonging the order Hymenoptera and suborder Apocrita 
which includes bees, wasps and ants. Below this level, the taxonomic structure appears to be a bit 
complicated.  A wasp is any insect of the order Hymenoptera and suborder Apocrita that is neither a bee 
nor an ant. 
 

Distribution/Habitat 
 
Bees and wasps are widespread in North America.  They frequent habitats that contain insect-pollinated 
flowering plants.  Aquatic wasps can be found in both rivers and lakes.  Rich fertile ecosystems and clean 
cold waters generally support aquatic wasps. 
 

Adult Description for On-Stream Identification and Fly-tying 
 

Stage Hook Sizes Identification and Fly-tying Criteria 

Bee Adult 10-12 dry fly hook Characteristics vary significantly by species.  
General features:  Size:  10-20 mm.  Color:  Black or 
brown with yellow banding on the abdomen.  The 
thorax is dark colored.  Shape:  They have three 
distinct parts, separated by thinned body structure.  
The abdomen has an elliptical shape, somewhat like 
a top; the thorax is more cylindrical shaped. The 
head is somewhat blockish.  The thorax possesses 
three pairs of legs and usually two pairs of wings.  
Other:  Aquatic wasps are similar in structure and 
appearance to diptera and ants.  Distinguishing 
features include four wings for wasps and only two 
for diptera and wasps/bees do not have the 
elbowed antennae and constricted mid-sections 
found in ants.  Also, wasps have a more pointed 
abdomen than ants.  

 
Tying Notes 
None 
 

Lifecycle 
 
Larvae and Pupae: 
No pertinent fly-fishing information was found for terrestrial bee and wasp larvae and pupae.  For the 
aquatic wasps, the larvae and pupae apparently exist in another host insect and remain within the host. 
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Adult:  
Most wasps and bees are terrestrial and end up on the water surface due to wind or inability to cross a 
body of water.  Adult females of certain wasps enter the water to seek out an aquatic insect host and 
deposit eggs within the host.  These aquatic wasps “hatch” within the host and emerge to the water 
surface to fly away.  During the rise, they attract the attention of trout that may consume them.   
 
I have often observed bees or wasps struggling on the water surface without being consumed and have 
yet to find a bee or wasp in a stomach sample but assume other anglers are correct in stating that they 
can be of interest to trout.   
 

Tactics 
 
Larvae/Pupae: 
Not important to fly fishing. 
 
Adult: 
Consistent with my observations, entomologists rarely find many bees/wasps in surveys of trout foods.  
Some guides believe they have observed fish reacting negatively to being stung by bees they have 
consumed and even go so far as to avoid using yellow on flies except where fish have keyed in on a 
familiar acceptable insect such as a PMD.   
 
There are a few stories of places where wasps take on some degree of importance.  On the Henry’s Fork,  
Rene Harrop believes that he has fished over aquatic wasp hatches/float-ups although there is a fair 
amount of controversy over whether or not they are seeing wasps or ants.  Harrop developed a set of 
flies that he uses for both aquatic wasps and flying ants.   
 
To distinguish between bees/wasps and ants, look at the antennae.  Ants have an elbowed antennae 
with almost a 90-degree bend whereas most bees/wasps have either a straight or curved antennae.   
 

Recommended Flies 
 

Fly Name Stage Fly ID Water Type 

Foam Bee Adult 378 Moderate 

 

Other Flies 
 
None 
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Bees/Wasps 

Rich Holten photos:  Top - Wasp size.  Bottom – Stomach sample 
from Lochsa River, 8-22. 
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Baitfish 
 
 

Species/Notes  

 
There are a great number of baitfish available to trout, too many to cover here.   
 
If have caught trout using a Muddler Minnow and a large bunny-leech type imitation, but am not certain 
that fish saw them as baitfish or other prey.  Although my stomach sampler will not remove a full-sized 
minnow, I have yet to find parts of a minnow in a trout stomach sample nor did I find them in prior years 
when I kept trout and inspected the full stomach contents.  I do believe at times that some of my larger 
flies may have been taken by trout feeding on sculpin in nearby Eastern Washington lakes.   
 
In Productive Trout Flies for Unorthodox Prey, Jeff Morgan provides a fairly detailed description of the 
baitfish ecology, tactics, and flies he believes are important to catching trout.  He and others list 
movement, dark backs/light undersides, eyes, lateral stripes, gills, and shiny materials as important 
features in tying baitfish imitations.  Skip Morris in several of his books offers fly patterns for baitfish 
that clearly work for bass (as I have witnessed Skip catching over one hundred smallmouth bass in one 
day fishing on the Yakima River).  His Morris Minnow is especially deadly for bass.   

 
Fly Tying and Identification 

 

Stage Hook Sizes Identification and Fly-tying Criteria 

Baitfish Wide variety; 2-12 
4XL nymph hook 

General features:  Size:  Minnow fry in a trout diet 
are often somewhere near 75 mm long.  Color:  
Generally silver or gold, dark on top and light on the 
bottom.  Head:  Length of the head is 1/3 or less the 
length of the rest of the body.  Other:  Eyes and gills 
can be distinct.   

 
 

Recommended Flies 
 
 

Fly Name Stage Fly ID Water Type 

Muddler Minnow Adult 8 All 

Matuka Style Sculpin Adult 16 All 

Double Bunny Adult 188 All 

Balanced Minnow - Fat Head Adult 199 All 

Crazy Charlie Adult 377 All 

Morris Minnow Adult 382 All 
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Baitfish  

Rich Holten photo.  Sculpin minnow 
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Astacoidea (Crayfish) 
 
 

Species/Notes  

 
Freshwater crayfish belong to the Crustacea class, Decapoda order, and Astacoidea superfamily.  In the 
Northwest, Astacidae is the dominant and perhaps only family.  The only official genus in Northwestern 
waters is Pacifastacus.  There are not many species in the Northwest - less than 5 in Washington and 5-
10 in other coastal states. 
 

Distribution/Habitat 
 
Crayfish can be abundant Northwest of Rocky Mountains but rarely in Rocky Mountain country.  They 
can be found in lakes and moving water, especially larger rivers.   
 

Nymph and Adult Descriptions for On-Stream Identification and Fly-tying 
 

Stage Hook Sizes Identification and Fly-tying Criteria 

Crayfish Nymph 
 

The newly hatched nymphs are much smaller and 
lighter colored than adults but have essentially the 
same shape.   

Crayfish Adult 6-10, 4XL or 
longer nymph 
hook 

Size:  Large size range, 10mm to 150mm.  Crayfish in 
small streams may be typically 70 to 80 mm long 
while those in bigger rivers rich in oxygen can reach 
130 mm. Most trout will only eat the smaller 
crayfish in the 25-75 mm range.  Color:  Many 
species show a wide variety of color.  Colors are 
blackish through brown, olive, red, orange, green, 
and occasionally blue. Newly molted specimens are 
more brightly colored than older specimens.  Shape:  
Crayfish look like a miniature lobster.  Thorax:  The 
thorax has 5 pairs of legs with the front pair greatly 
enlarged into a pincer.  Head/Antennae:  The head 
has two long and two short antennae and glaring 
black eyes.  They have a fan-like tail which can be 
twice the size of abdomen. 

 
 
Tying Notes 
Crayfish are not generally consumed by small trout which have difficulty eating this larger prey.  Fish 
tend to feed more on the smaller crayfish.  Some fishermen recommend keeping keep flies under 40 
mm or 1.5 inches including the claws.  Others recommend that trout fishers concentrate on imitating 
crayfish in the 25-70mm range or flies in the size 6 to 8 range with some smaller patterns as well.  Very 
small crayfish under 20mm can be important to bluegill and other panfish.   
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Often, the more detailed imitations produce more fish than simple patterns 
.  Focus on body shape, color, and claws.  Eyes and antennae are of secondary importance but don’t take 
much time to add to the fly.  Jeff Morgan doesn’t believe legs are important.   Tie 90% of your patterns 
so that they travel backwards.  Experiment with a variety of colors but focus on browns and olives.  It 
can be effective to add brighter colors to legs and claws to make the fly stand out.  Add small claws - 
large claws may turn off fish.  Tie them so the hook is facing upwards away from the bottom to avoid 
snagging 
 

Lifecycle 
 
Nymph/Adult: 
Young crayfish hatch from eggs in the spring and grow steadily through the summer.  Crayfish molt 
several times a year into autumn when molting ceases and are vulnerable just after the molt.   
 
They will tuck their tail underneath and scoot backwards when threatened but can only sustain this 
motion for up to 30 feet.  Therefore, fish may follow them slowly until they tire and are easier prey.  
Crayfish are generally nocturnal.  During the day, they depend on shelters around rocks and other 
objects to stay safe.  At night they move about to feed and can travel relatively far for their size. 
 

Tactics 
 
Nymph/Adult: 
Crayfish are not present in all trout waters.  Turn over a few rocks in slower water along the shore to 
determine if they are present in waters to be fished.   
 
Crayfish tend to move less in strong light so using crayfish imitations should be more effective early in 
the morning and later in the day.  Fish crayfish flies right on the bottom, moving them slowly with 
occasional short, quick bursts.  If it feels like a fish has grabbed the fly, hesitate on the strike to allow the 
fish time to move the fly well into its mouth.  Full sink lines with a shortened leader work well for this 
presentation.   
 

Recommended Flies 
 

Fly Name Stage Fly ID Water Type 

Crayfish – Skip’s Quivering Cray Adult 381 All 

 
A brown or dark olive wooly bugger might work if a crayfish pattern is not available.   
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Crayfish  

Rich Holten photo:  adult crayfish from Yakima River. 
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Muridae (Mice) 
 
 

Species/Notes  

 
Species of mice are mostly classified in the Rodentia order.  Many of the mice that Northwestern trout 
would see fall under the classification Muridae family which includes house mice and many of the field 
mice.  There are actually several different mammals that fall under anglers’ “mouse” classification 
including mice, voles, shrews and lemmings but they can all be effectively covered by the same fly 
patterns.   
 

Distribution/Habitat 
 
Species dependent - mice are terrestrial. 
 

Adult Description for On-Stream Identification and Fly-tying 
 

Stage Hook Sizes Identification and Fly-tying Criteria 

Mouse  2 -6 4XL or longer 
hook 

Size:  Mice vary greatly in size, but the common 
mouse species are generally smaller than most 
people imagine.   An inch to two-inch-long body and 
an inch-long tail will work well.  Color:  Gray and tan 
are the most common colors.  Shape:  The length of 
the head from neck to nose is a bit less than half as 
long as the remainder of the body.  Head:  Mice 
have small, black, shiny eyes and whiskers.   

 
Tying Notes 
Most mice seem to be tied with spun and trimmed deer hair although there are several good foam 
patterns. Tiers note that replicating the ears, eyes, and whiskers are not important but add appeal to 
fishermen.  The important factors are shape, color, and probably the tail.  There is a difference of 
opinion on whether or not the underside should be lighter with some tiers suggesting that it doesn’t 
matter.  Some argue that adding a stinger hook is key, but guide experiences indicate that most fish are 
caught on the main hook.   
 

Lifecycle 
 
The mouse lifecycle does not seem important to fishermen other than they are terrestrial and for some 
reason may be found swimming in water either to return to shore after falling into the water or crossing 
a body of water.  In some years, there may be a great abundance of mice and more predation of mice by 
fish.   
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Tactics 
 
Adult: 
There is some disagreement among guides and outdoor writers about how to fish mouse imitations.  
One camp recommends casting without making a big splash and steadily but rather slowly retrieving the 
imitation.  The other camp recommends casting with a splash and wiggling the rod during the retrieve to 
attract the attention of fish.  I tend to belong to the first group as my experience fishing mouse 
imitations mostly happens on stillwater such as Rocky Ford in Eastern Washington.  One thing everyone 
including myself agrees to is not to strike until the fish’s head turns or until the weight of the fish can be 
detected.  Fish often swirl behind the mouse pattern or attack it to slow it down and then return 
suddenly to eat it.  If a fish swirls but does not eat, retrieve the fly, wait a few minutes, and try again.   
 
Other recommendations from others include working close to the river banks where larger trout may be 
lurking; covering a lot of water with widely interspersed casts since most trout will move toward a 
mouse from several feet away; fishing mouse imitations during low light hours, and tying imitations with 
smaller size hooks than typically seen - size 2-4 with a wide gape for better hookups.   
 

Recommended Flies 
 

Fly Name Stage Fly ID Water Type 

Mouse Adult 383 Moderate 
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Mouse 

Rich Holten photo of deceased mouse 
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Gastropoda (Snails) 
 
 

Species/Notes  

 
Snails belong in the Mollusca phylum and Gastropoda class. There are multiple orders and families listed 
under the I.T.I.S. and several hundred species of snails in North America.   
 

Distribution/Habitat 
 
Snails can be found in marine, freshwater, and terrestrial environments.  They are bottom-dwelling 
organisms that slowly move about on the substrate of almost all shallow freshwater habitats.  According 
to Aquatic Entomology, calcium carbonate is needed to produce the shells of snails resulting in most 
freshwater snails living in hard water areas such as found in Eastern Washington and Oregon.  Snails also 
require dissolved oxygen and may not be found in low oxygen, highly polluted waterways.  Cold, high 
mountain lakes may also be devoid of snails.   
 

Adult Description for On-Stream Identification and Fly-tying 
 

Stage Hook Sizes Identification and Fly-tying Criteria 

Snail 10-12 nymph 
hook 

Size:  2-70 mm in length.  The most likely size for 
trout fishing would be approximately 15-20 mm.  
Color:  Common colors include brown, black, gray, 
mottled tan, dirty yellow, and olive.   Shape:  Spiral, 
coiled, or spiral-conical shell and a "foot" for 
transportation.  Note Ralph Cutter's observation of 
the foot's orange hue which is evident in the photo 
below.  

 
Tying Notes 
According to Jeff Morgan, the best patterns are floating imitations.  Most patterns utilize a single 
material such as deer hair or foam with a bit of hen hackle up front.  When saturated with water, these 
patterns sink.  Jeff Morgan likes to use combination of foam and deer hair, saturating one part and 
keeping the other dry so that the fly sits in the film.   
 
For Phil Rowley, his snail patterns are uncomplicated and simple.  The majority are his patterns are a 
combination of chenille and a soft hackle.  He likes a standard size 10 or 12 wet fly hook.  Crystal chenille 
is preferred due to its inherent flash and durability.  Most tiers use some kind of hackle at the front of 
the hook to suggest the exposed foot and to provide some motion.  Lead wraps help the patterns to sink 
if that is a desired feature.  For floating patterns, foam is used. 
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Ralph Cutter developed the Cutter Snail based on his underwater observations that revealed a kind of 
halo around the snail form due to light hitting the snail’s foot.  He uses translucent chenille to create a 
shimmery halo.  He also notes that any old beetle pattern probably works just as well. 
 

Lifecycle 
 
Adult: 
Snails begin their life as an egg and develop initially within the egg until they resemble miniature adults.  
The adults roam around on the bottom of a water using their “foot” eating algae, plankton, and similar 
food items.  They are generally able to extract oxygen from the water, but may surface occasionally for 
additional oxygen or the feed near the surface film.   
 

Tactics 
 
Adult: 
Snails vary in importance from one lake to another. In some lakes they are an important food source 
while in others the fish tend to ignore them.  Where snails flourish, they can be a significant part of trout 
diet, but this can be specific to individual trout.  If a snail pattern works on one fish, it may not work on 
the next.   I have caught fish in Eastern Washington lakes in the spring time with their stomachs bulging 
with fairly large snails about the diameter of a size 8 2XL hook.  Most references recommend using 
smaller hooks for snail patterns. Ralph Cutter believes that trout actually consume more snails by 
volume than any other food – given their size relative to chironomids, this could be credible.   
 
Trout can feed on snails either by rooting around on the bottom of a lake/stream or by noticing floating 
snails that have either purposely come to the surface or were dislodged by some force.  Ralph Cutter 
prefers to use a floating pattern, the Cutter Snail, which appears to be a good snail imitation although I 
have yet to catch a fish with his pattern.  Alternatively, the Cutter Snail could be weighted and dead 
drifted along the bottom of a stream or fished on the bottom of a lake.  Cutter also provided another 
snail pattern in his Fly Fisherman article.  No name is attributed to this snail fly, so I call it the Krystal 
Chenille Snail.  According to the magazine article, it’s tied by “wrapping yellow/olive Krystal Chenille into 
a ball around the shank of a hook, then wind a few turns of stiff hackle at the eye.”   
 

Recommended Flies 
 

Fly Name Stage Fly ID Water Type 

Cutter Snail   Adult 196 Moderate 

 

Other Flies 
 
None 
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Snail  

Rich Holten photo.  Henry’s Fork snail.  Note the orange coloration of the 
“foot” and size.   
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Daphnia (Water Fleas) 
 
 

Species/Notes 
 
Daphnia are crustaceans that belong to the Cladocera order, Daphniidae family and Daphnia genus.  
Often, they are called water fleas.  Over 650 species have been recognized so far.  Note that there are 
other zooplankton forms that trout feed on such as Cyclops or Bosmina. 
 

Distribution/Habitat 
 
Daphnia are widespread in North American.  There are often substantial populations of Daphnia in our 
Eastern Washington lakes.   
 

Adult Description for On-Stream Identification and Fly-tying 
 

Stage Hook Sizes Identification and Fly-tying Criteria 

Daphnia Adult Tied as a "blob".  
See specific flies.   

Most Daphnia are .5 to 1.5mm diameter but some 
can reach 4mm.  Their coloration can vary from a 
light, translucent olive to yellowish brown to 
reddish-brown, green, green/brown, brown, 
red/brown, red and even sometimes almost black 
and almost black.  In each case they appear very 
translucent.  The body is divided into segments but 
the segments are not easily seen.   

 
Tying Notes 

1. Use wide gape hooks.  The blob-type patterns use a lot of the space between the hook shank 
and the point of the hook.   

2. U.K. and Canadian fishermen probably use more of these patterns than we do in the U.S. Try 
YouTube videos to get ideas on tying daphnia imitations such as the Booby Fly. Phil Rowley also 
ties some flies that may work for daphnia.   

 

Lifecycle 
 
Nymphs: 
No information.   
 
Adult: 
Daphnia species can exist year around in some lakes, swimming near the surface to feed in the dark or 
during times of low intensity light, and then swimming to deeper water during times of higher intensity 
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light.  Fortunately for fishermen, they often congregate in “blobs” that can be imitated to some degree; 
otherwise, no one would be imitating single daphnia.   
 

Tactics 
 
Nymph: 
No information – not sure there is a distinctive nymph in the lifecycle. 
 
Adult: 
There is no question that trout actively feed on Daphnia even though they do not constitute much of a 
meal.  I often find daphnia in stomach samples when there is a lack of other prey for trout such as the 
first few weeks of ice off on lakes.  Most of my stomach samples show very light olive to almost cream-
colored daphnia although other references report reds and oranges.   
 
Fishing daphnia imitations is another matter.  Since they are so small, daphnia patterns must imitate 
groups or “blobs” of daphnia.  These blob patterns are fished beneath an indicator with no movement.  
Some experimentation has to be done with to achieve the proper depth but use the general rule of 
thumb of shallower in low light and deeper in more intense light.  My experience has been fishing them 
in relatively shallow (less than 10 feet) water.  I have to admit that while I have had a few takes on my 
daphnia patterns, I have yet to land a fish using one.   
 

Recommended Flies 
 

Fly Name Stage Fly ID Water Type 

Apricot Daphnia Fly Adult 84 Lake 

FAB (Foam Arse Blob) Adult 202 Lake 

Daphnia Clump Adult 207 Lake 

Red Bastard Adult 208 Lake 

Booby Fly Adult 212 Lake 

 

Other Flies 
 
None 
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Daphnia 

Rich Holten photos.  Stomach samples of daphnia.   
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Other, Less Common, Trout Prey 
 
Some of the other trout prey occasionally addressed in fly-fishing literature include but are not limited 
to, the following: 
 

• Dobsonfly (Hellgrammites) 

• Sialidae (Alderflies) 

• Athericidae (Snipe Flies) 

• Simulidae (Black Flies) 

• Culicidae (Mosquitoes) 

• Aphididae (Aphids) 
 
 
I have yet to find any of these important in my fly-fishing, but that is likely due to where and when I fish 
or possibly a lack of ability to recognize fish feeding on any of these items.  The following is a brief 
description of these and tactics to imitate them.   
 
Dobsonfly (Hellgrammites) 
 
Hellgrammites can be found in the lakes and streams of Northwest waters.  Only the larva is important 
to anglers since the pupa and adult are primarily terrestrial.   
 
Mature larvae are 25-90 mm.  The body color is black or dark brown. The abdomen has 9 segments, 
each with a pair of leg-like appendages.  The top of the abdomen is typically a mottled dark brown.  No 
specific flies are recommended for Hellgrammites.  A darker version of the Crane Fly larva or a Wooly 
Worm could be dead drifted along the bottom.   
 
Sialidae (Alderflies) 
 
Distribution of alderflies is very spotty in the Northwest.  Some locations may have enough of them to 
affect trout fishing.  I am not aware that I have encountered them in Eastern Washington or Eastern 
Oregon or any of the Idaho waters I have fished. The larvae live in both stillwaters and flowing waters.  
Both the pupae and the adults live out of water near water and are not important to anglers.   
 
Alderfly larvae average 17 mm in length though commonly reach 25 mm.  They are more or less dark 
brown in color on the bottom and cream colored on top. The top may be tan in some cases.  The 
abdomen has nine segments; the first seven have appendages that look like legs but are actually used 
for breathing and the last segment has an appendage that resembles a tail.  There is a pair of legs on 
each of the three segments in the thorax.  The head is as broad as the thorax pincer type jaws.  No 
specific flies are recommended for Alderflies.  A Wooly Worm might be an adequate pattern if one is 
required for the larva.   
 
Athericidae (Snipe Flies) 
 
Adult Snipe fly flies are usually found flying around low brushes, foliage, and tall grasses.  Both the adult 
and pupae are non-aquatic.  The one aquatic larva, Atherix, occurs in streams and rivers across North 
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America but generally not in great abundance.  The three species of Atherix can be found in riffles of 
cold-water streams and rivers.   
 
The mature larvae range from 12 to 18 mm.  They can be dark olive to bright green.  They have 8 
abdominal segments, each of which has a pair of short legs.  The last appendage has two tail-like 
projections that are usually covered with hairy filaments.  The front-end tapers to a point and the head 
is hidden within the first segment of the thorax.  If necessary to imitate the larva, try a Green Rockworm 
imitation with a brownish head, size 10-14. 
 
Simulidae (Black Flies) 
 
Trout can feed all three stages of black flies.  
 
The larvae are usually 3 to 8 mm but can grow as large as 4-15mm.  Larval colors can range from smoky 
gray, dirty yellow, and creamish to black.  The abdomen is highly segmented.  The very back end of the 
abdomen is disk shaped.  The thorax has one appendage that somewhat resembles a leg.  Larvae grab 
rocks with the back of the abdomen and are often seen on rocks in colonies.  The larvae eventually 
create a cocoon and transform into the pupal stage.  The pupae also tend to live in colonies on rocks.  
The pupae hatches into an adult in the cocoon and bursts to the water surface where they fly off quickly.  
The adults are 5 to 12 mm in length with a black body or sometimes lighter and clear to smoky wings.   
 
A weighted Zebra Midge dead drifted near the bottom can imitate a larva.  The pupae are generally 
unavailable to trout.  Entomologists have noted several cases of trout feeding heavily on emerging 
adults.  The emergence is difficult to detect since the adults fly off so quickly.  About the only way to 
determine an emergence is underway is to find the adults in stomach samples from recently caught fish.  
In that case, patterns that may be effective are size 12-16 black soft hackles, a black Humpy, and two 
patterns recommended by Jeff Morgan, a CDC Sleepy John Estes, and a Rising Black Fly Adult which is 
similar to a black soft hackle.  
 
Culicidae (Mosquitoes) 
 
At first consideration, fly fishers would think that mosquitoes would be an important factor in a trout’s 
diet given the unfortunate large number of them living in the Northwest.  However, due to their 
propensity to spend their aquatic life in very still water such as swamps and marshes, they are generally 
not anywhere close to being available to trout as chironomids.   
 
In appearance, all three lifecycle stages somewhat resemble chironomids.  The larvae are 4 - 15 mm long 
and have a cream, light tan or dark brown coloration with a dark head.  They can be distinguished from 
chironomids by hairs on the abdomen and thorax, an enlarged thorax, and by the rear of the abdomen 
that has two small siphon-like tubes.  The pupae have an enlarged thorax/head and two appendages at 
the end of the abdomen that resemble paddles.  Pretty much everyone can identify the pesky adults.  
They differ from chironomids in that they have a probiscis for drawing your blood.   
 
If fishing in shallow, stillwater or fly-fishing for warm water species, imitating mosquitoes can be of 
some importance.  I carry no mosquito patterns and instead plan to rely on my chironomid patterns if 
the need arises.   
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Aphididae (Aphids) 
  
Jeff Morgan’s book Productive Trout Flies for Unorthodox Prey includes a chapter on aphids.  He cites a 
study that showed aphids can be a noticeable part of a trout’s diet, but does not include any instances 
where he has personally noticed aphids in a stomach sample.  If trout are eating aphids in a section of 
stream I am fishing, I plan to move on to another section of stream.   
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Attractors 
 
Even though I prefer to fly fish using imitations of what trout are actually eating, I often am fishing when 
there is no visible evidence of fish feeding either on or below the surface.  Frequently, I attempt to guess 
what the fish were previously feeding on or what they will feed on next and try to match that prey.  
Alternatively, I switch to using an attractor fly or searching fly that incorporates some key features that 
may trigger fish to strike.   
 
There are entire books written on topics related to this type of fly.  Rich Osthoff’s book No Hatch to 
Match, Aggressive Strategies for Fly-Fishing Between Hatches is full of advice on tactics and flies to use 
when no hatch is underway.  Gary LaFontaine’s book, The Dry Fly, New Angles, is, in my opinion, a highly 
under-rated fly-fishing masterpiece of studies he has conducted on what makes dry fly attractors and 
imitations work.  His book’s chapter, “A Theory of Attraction,” makes fascinating reading.   
 
A new area of interest to me, Euro Nymphing, incorporates lots of attractor flies since many of the 
newer Euro Nymphing flies such as the Perdigon series do not closely imitate specific nymphs but do 
incorporate features such as bright collars or tails that definitely catch trout.  Devin Olsen’s website 
www.tacticalflyfisher.com is a wealth of information on these flies as are his books and videos.   
 
Several flies such as the Prince Nymph and Copper John could either be classified as attractor flies or 
included with a specific fish food family.  In the following table, I have included a few of my favorite 
attractor flies that have not been previously listed as associated with a specific fish food family:  
 

Fly Name Stage Fly ID Water Type 

Shakey Bealy Nymph 346 All 

Lucky Bucky Nymph 347 All 

Wooly Worm Nymph 349 All 

Blow Torch Nymph 356 All 

Soft Hackled Carrot Fly Nymph 357 All 

Royal Coachman, Trude, and Wulff Dun 54 Moderate 

Renegade Adult 246 Moderate 

Trude, Adams Adult 247 Moderate 

Indicator Fly Adult 400 All 

Humongous Wooly Bugger Adult 402 All 

  

http://www.tacticalflyfisher.com/
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Useful References 
 
 

Author Title 
 

Al Caucci The Mayfly Guide 2011 

American 
Angler 

https://www.americanangler.com/ 
 

Arlen Thomason Bugwater 2010 

Beaver Creek 
Watershed non-
profit org 

https://www.beavercreekwatershedassociation-md.org/ 
 

Big Sky Anglers 
staff 

bigskyanglers.com 
 

BIO 
Photography 
Group, 
Biodiversity 
Institute of 
Ontario 

Encyclopedia of Life Website 
 

Blanco water 
atlas 

https://blancowateratlas.wordpress.com/biodiversity-
guide/animals/insectsinvertebrates/insectsinvertebrates/ 

 

Blue Quill 
Angler 

https://bluequillangler.com/learn-fly-fishing/entomology/craneflies/ 
 

Blue Ribbon Fly 
Shop 

https://www.blueribbonflies.com/how-to/articles/yellowstone-hatches-
revisited/ 

 

Bob - blogger, 
no last name 

https://aquaticinsectsofcentralvirginia.blogspot.com 
 

Brian Chan Rise Form website-http://www.riseformflyfishing.com/caddisflies.htm 
 

Brian Chan and 
Phil Rowley 

Conquering Chironomids, DVD Volumes 1 and 2 
 

Carl Richards 
and Bob 
Braendle 

Caddis Super Hatches 1997 

Carl Richards, 
Doug Swisher, 
Fred Arbona 

Stoneflies  1980 

Caucci and 
Nastasi 

Hatches II 2004 

Cedar Creek U 
of Minnesota 

http://www.cedarcreek.umn.edu/insects/albumframes/orderframe.html 
 

Charles Meck 
and Greg 
Hoover 

Great Rivers Great Hatches 1992 
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Craig Mathews Western Fly-Fishing Strategies 
 

Craig Mathews 
and John 
Juracek 

Fly Patterns of Yellowstone 2008 

Craig Matthews Flies from the Blue-Ribbon Fly shop website and from their store. 
 

Darrel Martin Micropatterns 1994 

Dave Hughes Western Streamside Guide 
 

Dave Hughes Nymphs for Steams & Stillwaters 2009 

Denny Rickards Fly Fishing Stillwaters for Trophy Trout 1997 

Devin Olsen Tacticalflyfisher.com 
 

Dick Pobst and 
Carl Richards 

The Caddisfly Handbook 1998 

Discover Life https://www.discoverlife.org/ap/copyright.html 
 

Eric Eaton http://bugeric.blogspot.com/ 
 

Eric Eaton and 
Ken Kaufman 

Kaufman Field Guide to Insects of North America 2007 

Ernest 
Schweibert 

Nymphs, Fully Revised Edition in 2 volumes 2007 

FlyGuys.net https://flyguys.net/aquatic-entomology/fly-fishing-caddis-sedges 
 

Fred L. Arbona, 
JR. 

Mayflies The Angler and The Trout 1980 

Gary LaFontaine Caddisflies 1981 

Gerald Almy Tying and Fishing Terrestrials 1978 

Glenn Wiggins Larva of the North American Caddisfly Genera (Trichoptera) 1977 

Glenn Wiggins Caddisflies, the Underwater Architects 2004 

Hafele and 
Hughes 

Western Mayfly Hatches 2004 

Hafele and 
Hughes 

Western Hatches 1981 

Hafele, Hughes, 
Morris 

Seasons for Trout 2014 

Hafele, Hughes, 
Morris 

Tactics for Trout 2014 

Integrated 
Taxonomic 
Information 
System 

https://www.itis.gov/ 
 

Jan Hamrsky http://lifeinfreshwater.net/mayfly-nymphs-ephemeroptera/ 
 

Jason 
Neuswanger 

http://www.troutnut.com/ 
 

Jeff Morgan Productive Flies for Unorthodox Prey 2012 

Jim Schollmeyer Hatch Guide for Western Streams 1997 
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John Juracek 
and Craig 
Matthews 

Fishing Yellowstone Hatches 1992 

John McDaniel Fly Fishing the Harriman Ranch 2012 

Ken Retallic Fly Fisher's Guide to Wyoming 1998 

Ken Retallic and 
Rocky Barker 

Fly Fisher's Guide to Idaho 1996 

Maryland 
Biodiversity 
Project 

https://www.marylandbiodiversity.com/ 
 

Mayfly Central 
North America 

https://www.entm.purdue.edu/mayfly/na-species-list.php 
 

Michael 
Gorman 

Effective Stillwater Fly Fishing 
 

Missouri 
Department of 
Conservation 

https://mdc.mo.gov/ 
 

Morten Oeland http://www.wicked-flyfishing.com/nymphs_FF2.html 
 

Naturalist 
Website 

https://www.inaturalist.org/guide_taxa/117858 
 

Perfect Fly 
Company- 
James Marsh 

https://www.flyfishingyellowstonenationalpark.com/caddf.html 
 

Peter R. Fenn Trico Tactics - no longer posted on Fly Fisherman website 
 

Phil Rowley Fly Patterns for Stillwaters 2000 

Phil Rowley Phil Rowley Presentation at CBFC tying demo for banquet; 3-17-18 
 

Ralph Cutter Fish Food, A Fly Fisher's Guide to Bugs and Bait; Plus, information from 
his website 

2005 

Rene Harrop Learning From the Water; Fishing tactics and fly designs for the toughest 
trout 

2010 

Rick Hafele American Angler, Matching the Micro-Caddis Sept 
Oct 
2002 

Rick Hafele Nymph-Fishing Rivers and Streams 2006 

Rick Hafele and 
Scott Roederer 

An Angler's Guide to Aquatic Insects and Their Imitations for All North 
America 

1995 

Robert Pennak Fresh-Water Invertebrates of the United States 1978 

Robert Usinger 
editor 

Aquatic Insects of California 1956 

Roger Rohrbeck 
website 

http://www.flyfishingentomology.com/ 2010 

Shane Stalcup Mayflies Top to Bottom 
 

Skip and Carol 
Morris 

Trout Flies for Rivers 2009 
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Swisher and 
Richards 

Selective Trout 2000 

Ted Fauceglia Mayflies 2005 

The Fly Fisher 
Group 

https://legacy.theflyfisher.com/reports/hatch-chart.cfm 2012 

Trichoptera 
World Checklist 

https://entweb.sites.clemson.edu/database/trichopt/ 
 

UK website https://www.theessentialfly.com/ 
 

University of 
Alberta E.H. 
Strickland 
Entomological 
Museum 

Encyclopedia of Life Website 
 

Valley City State 
University 
Macro 
Invertebrate 
Lab 

https://www.waterbugkey.vcsu.edu/ 
 

W. Patrick 
McCafferty 

Aquatic Entomology 1981 

Welches Fly 
Shop web page 

https://flyfishusa.com/ 
 

Wikipedia https://www.wikipedia.org/ 
 

 


